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INTRODUCTION TO THE SER~ 
By the Gmeml Editor 

UOf:TL Y after the W<!l' of 1914-18 the seemed to be 
place for a Series of introductory! onomic Hand
-.lks " intended tv convey to the ordL ary reader "nd 
the Ullil1itiated student some cor eption of the 

-eral l)finciples of thought whk :onomists r,~\V 
)i) to economic problem~." 
Olis Series was planned by the late Lord Keym:> 

l:~er the title Clmbridge Economic Ila~,dbl}oks. and he 
Tde for it a general Editori:il Introduction of which 
toe words quoted above formed part. In 1936 Lurd 
':..:rnes handed over the editorship of the Series to • 

~,jr. D. H. Robertson. who held it jmtil he be
(.,me Professor of Economics in' the University cf 
L)ndoD.l 

The judgment of its originators has been jusilfied 
\.v the wide welcome ~riven to the Series. Apart from 

• IS cm:ulation in the Bri .sh Empire. it has been pub
,sh~d from the sta." in the Unit~d States of America. 

,,\'hile translations of !.he principal volumes hi:.ve 
.u hr appeared in German. Spanish, Italian, Swedt!'h. 

,1:1panese, Polish and Lithuanian. 
\ It is symptomatic of the changes which have been 
i .iking place in recent times in the deve~opmeilt of 

\ -. 'unomic science, changes associated in a high degree 
'. th the work and inlhlence of Lord Keynes him.;elf. 
• 't within the brief space of fifteen years the te"t 

. 'rofessor Robertson no ... holds the Chair of FOlltlCal Ecoaom~
.• ' e l.'nIVOTSlty of CambrIdge. 
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, ~f part of the Editorial Introduction should have, bOl 
.. ill need of revision. In its original version tLe. 116 

paragraph of the Introduction to the Series can • 
fonows; ,! 

t 

"Even on matters of principle there is not yet I~ 
complete unanimity of opinion amongst professor'J 
Generally speaking. the writers of these volUI~..,4 
believe themselves to be orthodox members of f" 

-cambridge School of Economics. At any ra~ \ 
most of their ideas about the subject, and even th )
prejudices, are traceable to the contact they ru . 
enjoyed with the writings and lectures of the t . 
ecOI1Omi~ts who have chiefly influenced Cambr,dl 

thought for the past fifty yedrS, Dr. MarshaU an. 
Professor Pigou." . 

I \\'hen the Editorship of the Series was transferr~ 
to Mr. Robertson, Lord Keynes consented to t1: 
retention of his ge1)eral Introduction, but subsequeni~ 
re-wrote ~e. concluding paragraph in the followhllll 
form I . I, 

I • I 

II Even on matters of principle there is not yet' 4 '1 
complete unanimity of opinion amongst professi , . 
students of the subject. Immediately after the wz 
daily economic events were of such a startlir, 
character as to divert attention from theoretic:: 
oomplexities. Bat to-day, economic science h;, 
re('overed its wind. Traditional treatments ~). ) 
traditional solutions are being questioned, imprr . ~ 
and revised. In the end this activity of rest.:..--d I 

should clear up controversy. But for the momq I 
. controversy and doubt are increased. The \Orita I 
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of till!> beries must apolo;;ise to the general reaJer 
an,l to the beginner if many parts of their subject· 
h;l' e not yet reached to a degree of certamty 31ld 

lucidlty which would make them easy and straight
forward reading." 

Still more recent events have produced a world so 
hr removed from that whiLh existed when the fore
goi..n~ words were written, that it has fallen to the lot 
of the prc~cnt Editor to proVIde a new Introduction~ 

This is perhaps a good var.bge point from which to 
survey very briefly some of the prIncipal trends in the 
evoilltion of economic thought in thIS country during 
the vast thirty years. Prior to 1914 economic theory 
here was largely dominated by Alfred Marshall; and 
t.'Conomi!>ts. following him. thonght in tenus of the 
1<" g period tendenCIes of the different sections of the 
ecOllOIlllC system towards POSitiOns of equihLnnm, 
eYt;ll though ever-present dynamic hetors were per
pt:tually modifying the existing structure and pre
se.ltin3 new and equally distant. if equally unattdUJ.
ab • ..J. gl)als as stimuli to change and adaptation. More
tW,'.... in the )larshallian system. those tendencie~ 
r<!sulted from the worklDg of persistent underlyi.n.; 
brces which were conceived of as largely competltiw 
lL d13.ractt'r. The increasing trend towards mOflop,ly 
\\t;.S eertm:ly difeetlng thought. but llot so much in 
the! redlm of the theory of value, as in the empl'a"s 
w uch cJ.me to be laid on possible ctisCTt'pancies bctw" c'. 
tt. ~rivate interest and the social interest. Gnue ... .I,.' 
inll.renee ci Professor I'lgou a \Vellare EC(1r.om;.:s \\_"" 
c:eve]opmg side by side witb.. and out of, the \",lue 
L.ouom.i.~ of the older sen':latlon. 
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After 1918 the long-drawn-out agony of the depressed 
. areas, the weakening of the position of this country in 
international trade, and the tremendous iLtensjty of 
the economic crisis of 1930-33 (to mention but a fe'., 
out of the many contributing causes) combined, on th~ 
one hand, to focus attention on problems of the sho 
period and, on the other hand, to throw doubt on tb 
extent to which the sell-adjusting, seemingly allto-il 

matic mechanism, which on the whole had operated 
s" effectively daring the nineteenth century, W,lS 

capable of coping with the deep-seated maladjus~.
ments and disharmonies which characterised the post· 
war world. At the same time value theory itself was 
profoundly influenced by the emergence of a number 
of writers, who approached value problems from 
the view-point of monopoly, and emphasised the 
unrealistic nature of an analysis which was based on 
the assumptions of perfect competition and a perfect 
market. Most of all, however, economic thought was 
dominated by the desire to find a solution for the 
problem of how to maintain the level of effective 
demand so as to a void the recurrence of phases of 
deep depression and widespread unemployment. There 
was a growing feeling of impatience with the economics 
of the long period "in which we are all dead", and a 
great, perhaps even excessive, concentration on the 
short period in which we live and move and have out 
being. 

The result was a remarkable ferment of ideas, 
the challengin~ of ancient orthodoxies, and .. for the 
moment controversy and doubt (were] increased." 
This ferment had by no means subsided when the 
second war with German)i broke out in September 1930 
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bringing in its train a degree of State intericrer,ce with 
the normal peace-time working of the econonlic system 
far exceeding that reached even in th:: last years of 
the war of I9I4-18. 

In so far as it is possible to foresee future trends, they 
would seem to lie in a much greater measure of con, 
scious public control over many aspects of economic 
activity than has existed in the past. It will no doubt 
still rem.un true, to quote Lord Keynes's Introducti0n 
ag,lin, that: • 

.. The Theory of Economics does not furnish a 
body of settled conclusions immediately applicable 
to policy. It is a method rather than a doctrine, 
an appJ.ratus of the mind, a technique of thinking, 
\\hich hdps its po,*,csscr to draw correct conc1llslOns." 

Nevertheless, economlsts may well find themselves 
t(l a greater degree than hitherto calleu upon to 
express their views on matters of e<'\..nomlc policy. 
an,i-for a time at least-the writers of future volumes 
(if the Cambridge Economic Handbooks may be 
concerned rather with specific problems than v.-ith 
the more gen~ral aspects of economic theory. 

Cambndg •• 

July. 19*6. 

C. W. G. 



AUTHOR'S NOTE 

:JAY I make it clear that the manuscript of this book 
was completed .veIore I accepted a temporary post in 
the Civil Service? To the delays inevitable in war
time prouuction has been added the complete destruc
tion of the type when it was completed and waIting to 
go to the machine. 

E. A. G. R. 
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MONOPOLY 

C~APT~R I 

MONOPOLY PRICE .. . . . ~ 

§ t. c. The Scope 01 this ~olume.. It is well to start by 
attempting to make clear wBat is, and is not, the pur
p,ose of 'this hook. It qoes not a!tempt to describe and 
assess the 9peration!1 and the joeial effects of existing 
'monopolies in Great Britain 01: in any cOlJIltry. Other 
bQoks exist which admirably Jover this field. The 
reader is urged to supplement what he may here dis
cover ~y a. st~y in such booksl of the working of actual 
monopoli~s. he ptlrpose of this:,volume i$ rather to 
consider wha.:'ye me1Jll,by Il}qpopo~y,. the conditions 
in which monopolies can be created and can'contL.,ue 

.to ·exEt:. ~~e)orDis.,~hj..t.!11t:i·~ak~ .. 'lD,eir Virtues and 
vices in certain respeCts, and' ,t1& attitude to them 
of the la\vand of publJc-opinion 1n d~e!ent muntI'ies. 
I~ is intended to be,-as it were, a tin-opener to open the 
tin of knowledge: :But There is nothing in the world so 
useless as a tin-opener ~,:ithout a tin, unless it be a tin 
without a,t.in-opener:t , 

There is one difficulty with ~'egard tp the study of 
monopolies, concerning which the reader must im-

I He is recommE'nded in particular to refer to P: Fitzgerald. 
l"dU$tnlll COIIIlnncll.OII ... England. and to A. F. Lu~ lrulwslnlll 
R"ollslrwcl.OJI lind 1M Control oj CompelltlOJI •. 

B 
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h,edia1ely be forewarned. What- everyone wishes to 
know is the answer to the question, " .Axe monopolies 
a good thing? ,. To that ~uestion the economist as 
such has no answer to give:l The economist is, or ought 
to be, an expert in logic as applied to his own particul.u; 
field. He "deals in consequences, in means to a given 
end, not in the ends' themselves. He aims to be the 
navigator of the ship, rather than the owner. It is n~t 
for him to decide to what port the ship is to be sailed, 
bvt Once its destination is. det~rmined, it ~ for him 
to show the sandbanks and the shoals, the quarters 
from which gales InaY be exp~ted, the deep ~els, 
ana the safe anchorages. ~. , . 

The economist,. as economist; Calmot pronounce 
,udgment pn monopolie~ For the judgment will depend 
upon whatls'the'whole~ndandpurposeofoureconomic, 
social and poli!ical system. 'That is a question r~arding 
whicb the economist will inevitably have views, but 
.on which he h!Ls no more claim to the final word than 
pave others expert in politics, in ethics,~or in religion. 
~ut he can usefully produce for consideration ~e 
arguments which may b~ employed to support or to 
deny the claims of monopolies to improve the efficiency 
of th~ economic ~stem regarded, firs;' as a mea7lS of 
organizmg the techniCil proa~9~~ g?OOs, 
~econd; as a means 01 securmg that those goodS are 
produced in the amounts that an desirable, third, as 
a means. o~ distributirlg to' ~:uatS __ ~comes 
whith it is"propertliartliey ou enJoy. If wecan 
reach some tentative conclusions regarding ,th~ 
matters, we shall have at least some of the weights 
'which must be placed on the scales.in the b~cing 
of a final judgme)lt. 
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§ 2. rEe.._~i~uJ!J'..-P[ DejniT}sJ'ftoTJf}£&'- The nin~-
teenth century, we ar-a often told, was an era 0 

competition, the twentieth century is an era of mon 
poly. With the broad truth of this statement fe 
would disagree. The last quarter of the earlier century, 
it is true, saw a transition, more marked in some 
countries, less marked in others, from the old order 
to the new. The powerful semi-monopolistic concerns 
familiar to-day began to emerge in the United States 
and in Gennany, and to a somewhat less extent in GrtM 
Britain and in other countries. When we speak of 
monopoly in this way we most of us have a fairly clear 
idea of what it is that we mean. But if we are to argue 
closely regarding the actions pf monopolists we must 
attempt a somewhat more precise defiiiillOn: -

What then is a monopoly, and what is a monopolist? 
~ mO!l.opolist, we rrilght sa~ is one. who is in the 
poSition of Del 1<7 the sole se er of some com it 'j 

But that de ition has 0 y ena e us to escape from 
our present diflkulties by plunging us into other and 
worse difficulties~ What is a .f2_~rnodity 1. The un
happy truth is that there is and can be no comfortable, 
hard and fast, definition of a commodity. I I There is no 
simple homogeneous commodity-- procIuced by - the 
manufacturers of motor cars, or of wireless sets, or of 
chocolates, which we can count and calculate, and 
com ute that so man Will be bou ht if the ~niform 
price IS so mu , or that-so many 'tan be produced ~ 
an average cost of so muclil1..er unit. There is rather 
an infinite series 'of closely competing substitute;: . . 

a For the difficulties involved in any attempt to define a com· 
modlty. see ths 51".,&1""" 0/ Compel;h", ltuJusJry (Camhndge 
Economic Handbooks). pp. 6-13. 
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Sometimes, as when a l1eet of trawlers catch identical 
fish in the same waters and land them in the same state 
of freshness, the products of one producer are a perfect:" 
substitute for the products ,of any oilier, and 110 one 
producer can charge more than the price I'UJ.inJ in the 
market without losing all his customers .• But more 
often the products of one producer are not a perfect 
substitute for those of another. There is some quality, 
perhaps real, perhaps quite imaginary, which leads 
purchaserS to take difierent views, so that there are 
certain customers who prefer the products of one 
manufacturer to those of his closest competitors, so 
that he may charge a fractionally higher price for his 
products without losing. all his sales. In the case of 
the trawlers the elasticitll of demand,' for-the products. 
of our single producer is infinite, and the competition 
can be called .. P~r!~t "; in the more usual case it is 
less than infinite, and the competition may be called 
.. imperfect." 

I Since it will frequently' be necessary to employ thla concept 
of the elasticity of demand, an accurate defuutton b deauabf .. 
If price is loweR<!, the amount demanded will be ilIc:reued much OJ' 
httle. If a given small percentage redactioo of pnce (let U My 
:& per ceut) leads to an equal pen:eJltage iDcrease of the amount 
demanded (in this case al!lO II per ceut), _ say that the elaabc1ty 
of demand is I, or that the 4emaDd is of auit elasbaty. Wb«e the 
percentage lDcrease of the amount demanded ill gRater thaa the 
pen:eJltage reduction of price. _ call the demand elastic, where it 
Ulless;inelasbc. :rhe measare of elastiCIty may, for practical par
posee and where the changes under c:onsideraboo are small, be. 
:regarded as being the percentage increase of the amount demanded 
cb'\llded by the percentage redaction of pnce. Tbu auT fuuto 
increase of the amount demanded resulbDg from an mfinitea&mal 
reducbon of price implies au elasb.city of ilIfuuty. It will be readlly 
seen that it follows from the above definitioll that the total ftCClpta 
from aelliDg chlIereot amounts of product remaul the &&me where 
demand is Of unit elasticity; they iDcrease as more 18 laid it t!Mt 
demand is elastic; they d_ as more &I BOld If It ill inelastic. 
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Now if w~ wish to be precise in our definition of 
lnonopoly we should say that evei1 manufacturer is 
in the nature of things a monopolist of his own 'pro
ducts. 'Re alone produces those particular products 
and one alone sells them. The interesting problem is 
not who is, and who is not, in this sense a monopolist, 
but rather in what circumstances a monopolist is 
strong and in what circumstances he is weak. The 
sf.'TengtliOf"ariionopoIisflieSiii:rus power to' raise ~ 
prices without frightening away· all his ·customth. 
IHow mu~lin~san):a,i?ethem '<!~~~~ on 'th_e .!lasticity 
'pf demand for his particular products. This, in turn, 
'<repelias on the . extent - to' which substitutes for hiS 
products are available. In tl\e 'widesCsense of the 
word. ey""1&1fiiDg.:..t.l.laL'Y.u.YY~i$. a.. .substitute .for 
everything else.,Apart from a f~w physical necessities. 
~ ~1?-~sucb-~n)C~ter, eVer:I.~se of money 
1~~!~ilL.e~ other ~~.~ere is some in
'creased margin of pnce'whlch would induce each of us 
I to forsake one method of satisfying our wants and 
employ an alternative method. The width of this 
margin depends on the fixity of our habits and on our 
respect for convention. Some people will clearly be 
less willing than others to make a change. Some, 
again. because of their wealth can longer resist it. But 
sooner or later a point is reached at which any of us 
will give up one way of spending and take to another. 

Obviously there are some products which are more 
likely to tempt us away from a given form of expendi
ture than others. There are. that is to say. closer and 
more distant substitutes. The closest substitytes may 
be so nearly identical with the original object of 
expenditure that a comparatively small difference of 
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price is SUfficient to persuade me: to sub-,titute -them •. 
A Morris Eight is a substitute for an Austin Eight. or 
~ Pye radio set for a Murphy in a much nearer sens~ 
than are radio sets for cars. T~loser the sub~titutes. 
illld the greater the elasticity therefore of the demand 
for i!. given ~ufacturer's product. the lessne'ea.n raise 
hls pric~ with~ut frightening away hts customers. Wltil 
in the limiting case' 6rperfect corppetition. substitutes 
are so close and so identit!al that nO' increase of price 
isc possible at all without the disappearance of all 
customers. 

lNow sJlbstitutes do not always form a perfect gradua
tion from the closest to the most distant .. More often 
ther~ is at some poiri(a break in', this chain of 5U1;>Sti
tutes. Palm Olive soap is a fairly close substitute for'" 
Pears Soap. Any very considerable change o! price of' 
the one or the other will persuade us to forsa~e. tLe 
black cake tor the green one, or ,vice vers0J But 
bet}Ve('n soaps of all sorts and the pext best alternative 
there is for most of us a wide gap. We would Wiilingly 
pay far more than we do for our soap before we \\'ou1:1 
copy the ~omans an~)~o to our baths wit? a scrap~ 
and.a bottle of. oil. prnus anyone who could control 
the price of ,all soaps might be .able to expluit us 
consideralj>ly. It is the double}:on4ition. first. of a gap 
in th~ chain 9i.S!1pstitut,es. second, ,of the possib~lity of 
secUrii'i;{"'tOYttrol of all the close Substitutes. v.-aicA 
ma1..1!s ~-moiiopoIist·-stron.:.~ which-enables hL-n: L'1 
other'words, to advance his price consiJerably •• nll to 
\nake larg.e profits out at his consllmer~,\ 

,There. are.., not only l difficu1ti~1efinin~ ..:.: a 
comfi!.od4.Y, ': there are diffi£.u)~~..Q. uul~ii. +'~a't 
we mean' by .. the ~re:seller." It would dearly b<:: 
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ridiculous to assume that no seller is a monopolist unless 
he supplies 100 per cent of the commodity or service. 
or to say. for example. that'the local electricity supply 
company is not in a tnonopolistic position, because one 
or two people have their own generating plants. It 
would be equally ridiculous to declare that a group of 
producers do not form a monOpoly because from time 
to time, or in certain markets, they have been known 
to compete. This difficulty of deciding where to draw 
the llle between what is, and what js not .. monopoly 'is 
not a difficulty that is unique to this particular problem. 
It' pervaaes the whole of economics. ,and indeed, of 
many other sciences. For the truth is that there is a 
continuous gradation between competition and mono
'poly, just as there is between light and darkness, M 

between health and sickness. But that grarhtion 
cannot conceal the fact that there are essential diIfo:!r
ences 1-:tween fhe two. We shall be lar!;ely concerned 
in btcr chapters. with the difficulties that arise from 
this continuity. 

It should now be clear that any simple'definition of 
the terms .. monopoly" and .. monopolist.. is im
possible. In some industries where good· .. ill is 
i'l1portant and difficulties of entry are considerable, it 
lll.ly be legitimate to.regard anyone of a smal,l number 
of frrms cll~aged in substantially imperfect competition 
as a monopolist. in the sense that its power of raising 
price is ap-yreci.lble. In other inJustries where ~'.lb
stitt;.tes are closer. and goodwill less important, it md.Y 
serve no useful purpose to regatd firm;> engaged in Vt'fy 

sli;htly imperfect competition as mQIlopolists, a.l,l 
combin.ltion of all firms within the limit set br a gap 
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in the chain of substitutes, may be a necessary condition 
of any effective monopoly. 

"f 3- The Price Polity, .. oLthe. Monopolist. (We have 
been discussing in what circumstances .. monopo~t 
will be able to raise his price. Before we proceed 
further we must pause'to consider how'much it will 
pay him to do so .. The. mau,.,he. rm~~Jrls price' the 
,f;w;:, uni~. ~~ J:U!J'r,?~u~~_v.;ill ~~~, until at some 
JIiinitmg pnce lie ceases to sell any at all. Now it 
. obviousl~ wID not pay our monopolist to raise his price 
to such ~ent that he sells almost nothing. rHe 
must choose between selling a larger number of units 
at a lower price and a smaller margin of profit; and a 
smaller IlUmber of units at a higher price and a larger 
margin of profit.) There is some point of compromise 
betweel! large wes and smAll Sales where the product 
of the.marginpf profit~d tp.e'volume 0..1 sal~s i3 at a 
maximum. _!I~~, ~oe~ h~,xea.ch..this .point of maximum 
profit? If he could know precisely the schedule of 
demand for his ~oduCt and consequ~ntly its e~ticity, 
,it would not be diffiC1llt:) But ip. practice such exact 
knowledge is se1dom if ever possible, and he does it, 
,if he does it at all, "y.a process ot trial and error, 'by a 
procesS of balancing gains and losses, which enables 
him to make a rough approximation to the results that 
he wishes to achieve. For purposes of analysis, how
ever; it is best' to proceed as if the monopolist were in 
a position to sec~e, the 3.ccurate knowledge nec~ 
to any precisely suitable decision. 
(p. by producing and selling more,- a Ulonopolist 

Would add more to his receipts than to his costs, he 
would 1ncreast; hiSto~ profit by producing it. If, by. 
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producing and selling more, he would add more to his 
costs than to his receipts he would diminish his total 
profit by producing it. t It will pay him, then, to go on 
producing and selling more -up to the point where his 
final 1lnit of product neither adds to nor subtracts 
from his profits;-where if ad4;;,' that is, eXactly as much 
to his receipts'as to his cos!J.I :-..- ' . 

We must now go a little more deeply into what\ 
exactly we mean by an addition to receipts and an 
addition to costs. How much do my gross receiptl, 
increase if I sell, let 'us say, another arm-<:hair, raising 
my total sales from 100 to IOI? If I can sell aa xpany 
chairs as I wish at ls, the arlswer is simple. For the 
extra th~r I get an extra {,S. But if, in order to sell 
my IOIst chair, I must reduce the uniform price for 
all thJ'- chairs from {'S to {,4 I9s. 6d., I shall get from 
selling the extra chair otty {,4 145. C5d., less the hundred 
times 6d. by which I have been obliged to reduce the 
price of the first hundred, My extra receipts, then, are 
{,4 I9s. 6d. less {,2 lOS. od., that is, {,2 9s. 6d. It is 
convenient to' give a name to this element Of extra 
receipts from selling ¥l extra unit and we will call it 
the ",a,giMl ,even .... \In more general terms it is clear 
that """ginal, r.eyenUf - ,total, reVe1I1I8, from en) smits 
"""us total rev",", from (n- I) "nits. 'J . " 

The size of the marginal revenue will depend obvi
ously on twO' fIWigs:on the price and on the ain~t _of 
reduc!!~n o~ .P~ necess~ ~c.B!~tra unit 
of sales.'fhls latter is dependent on the elasticity of 
demand.' If a considerable reduction of price is 
necessary to secure the extra sale, the marginaI revenue 

\ 

• Umo.riftel R Pri Price. -&- .,evenue- ce-tl&&ticlty. 
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may become ~ro, or less than nothing. 'If to sell our 
IOIst arm-chair Wf! hac! been obliged. to' reduce the 
uniform· price ot all the chairs" tQ £4 1991 od., the: 
marginal revenue 'Would have been £4 19s: ad. lesS 
100 times IS., that is it would have been minus IS. If 
the' elasticit1-~f'demand is one, the total receipb from 
selling all different amounts are the same, I and. the 
marginal revenue from selling an extra tmit is obviously 

Jlothing. If demand is inelastic, then, the total receipts 
from selling a 'greater amount will be less than the total 
receiptS from selling a smaller amount,. and the marginal 
revenue is:fuerefore negative. . 

Orie ppint' immediately emerges from this.<! No a. monopolist will consciously produce and sell ~ f,xtra 
sIluliit if:by doingsone iciwilly dirillnislies Ills rece,ipu. 
it the ~e~nd ~~'iD:~Iaslrc~-wmco~t! b2~·outpu.t 
to' b; ppmt',;vJlere~e- aemancrDecome!f etiSbc:. Itvery 

'demand ~urve'miistaf's6me-po1firo~come:efastic, for 
Jthcnvise ~~le~t'pg§.SiPl~·Outpul wq.uJ.4 co~d an 
iritmiie, price) We can see u'l1irferent· times actual 
mon,oi>olbts or would-be monopolists 'restricting the 
amount tltaf they sell, because a'!lmalJ.e~ amount will 
sell for more than jllarger amount. John Stuart ;.Iill" 
has descri1?cd how the old Dutch East India CvIPFd.r:) 
.. were obliged, in good'seasons, to t1estroy a portior.. Qf 
the crop. Had they' persisted in selling all that they 
produced, they must have forced a ~ket by red.u:ir.g 

I th~·,pnce· so low, perhaps, that they wou11,Lava 
received for the larger quantity a less total return thal1 
lor'the smaller':. at least they showed that such was 
their opinioll by destroying their surplus." We rn .... : 

~. . 
See footDote. ,,. 4. t 
l'nnnples of Politic. ECOfIOmY. BoQk In, Chapter 't, 1->-
, ' . 
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seen much the'same thing in more recent times in the 
case of Brazilian coffee and United States hogs. 

§ 4.. 'lge Costs and M.9CtUlal Costs~ We must now 
retur> nequesiion. of the extra. costs which our 
mam. ~r of arm-chaus is going to balance against 
his ex~ :eipts. His marginal revenue, if he could 
sell 100 at i each, and 101 OIlly at £4 19S. 6d. each. 
was, we saw, £~ 95. 6d. from the 101st arm-chair. He 
will add to his profits by producing and selling it, if his' 
extra cost is anything less than £2 9S. 6d. Now what 
is it that we mean by this extra co~'t? It is the addition 
to total costs caysed by producing 101 chairs rather 
than 100 chairs.l Marginal cost. as we call this addi
tion to cost, is tota! cosl of (n) Wfi(~ 1IIi_n~ JfJtal CQst 
oFCn_- lr u~,it~. ins marginal cost, in this sense, that 
he balances against marginal revenu •. ~ 
. Marginal cost is related in a perfedly _ definite way 

to the more familiar couception of average cost' per 
\lnit Average costs do not rise or fall irrationally_ 
They rise or fall because the extra cost of producing 
an extra unit is either greater or less than the present 
average cost. This is perhaps most easily seen by a 
very simple analogy. If my batting average at cricket 
is, let us say, 20, it._",;n be raised if I play an additional 
(marginal) inn1ngs of more tlljIl 20, it VI;n fall if 1 play 
an additional (marginal) Innings of less than 20. It 
is not necl'ssary in order that it should fall that. my 
marginal scores should themselves be falltng. If, 
regrettably,' my last marginal innings 'was 0 and my 
present one is 10, the latter will still reduce my average 
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though. the marginil score'is itself higher .. My averaso 
will remain unchanged only if I pl~y a marginal inning, 
exactly equal to my present ue~e .. We caii now 
apply this same principle to costs. Avera'ge costs will 
fall only if marginal~ts ar!! ~e.l<?,,! .. :verage Cos~. ~ey 

.. 'Yill rise only if mar.Rnal costs are above, average 
costs,' they' will beconstiiifoiUj1iithe conditions in 
which plargmaf ~0,st,.1·~e<:~actlI 4equal 'to average 
costs. '\ • , - - . - -. ~"." ~ •. " .. 

"~"Tbe precise mea.nlng ~ xna.rgfual . .cost will vary 
according to the period of time that we are considering. 
:U~are considering a short period, in which both the 
physical equipment of the factory and the organization, 
with its management and sa)eS' staff, can be taken as 
fixed and to 1;>e paid for in any case, the addition to 
cost through producing another unit of output is no 
more than the cost of the labour and raw materials 
and of the wear and lear which would not be incurred 
were this unit not prod'ucM. But if the factory is 
already working at high pressure, and above its 
designed capacity, the extra cost of extra units of out· 
. put is ~ely to be considerable, for it willl>robably 
~volve the use of less efficient staff or equipment, the 
paYlllent of overtimentes of wages, or the operation of 
plant at, exceptional pressure. In.a lortger period we 
must regard the extra cost of producing the ~tra output 
as including the cost of the additional plant necessary 
to produce it, of the extra managefnent necessary to 
organize it, and of the extra saleS staff necessary to sell 
it and the. effect upon costs of produdng a larger 
output will depend upon. the relative efficiencies of 
organWng a larger and a smaller undertaking. Beyond 
a POint it is likely that the short period marginal cost 
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of extracting additional units of 01ltput from already 
overworked equipment will become increasingly greater 
the more is to be produced, so that it actually exceeds 
the long period marginal cost of producing similar 
amounts with mor~ equipment under better conditions, 
even when allow3.Qce is made in the latter case for the 
additional overheru:Lcharges involved. And similarly 
in the long period, if the scale of output is increased 
beyond that 'which gives optimum efficiency, the 
marginal cost will be higher than the average cost. 

I§ 5. The Balance of Cost and Revenue. We have 
now reached the point at which we can see how 
a monopolist may be supposed to balance marginal 
cost and marginal revenue. ~y feeling his way all 
the time, bY_lI.sking himself at each point whethet. the 
exira receipts from a little extra output will exceed the 
costs of producing and selling that output (and selling 
it may be a matter of great expense and difficulty), he 
will by trial and error reaCh a point where he will maICe 
the best profits fQ~ h.in!s~J,{. But there is One point 
here which needs a moment's thought. Our manu
facturer of arm-chairs would get a marginal revenue of 
£2 9s. 6d. by selling 101, rather than 100, arm-chairs. 
If his marginal cost was just equal to this marginal 
revenue he would 'be just on the margin of doubt 
whether to produce and sell this extra chair or not. 
But at what price will he sell it? He will sell it obvi
ously at £4 19s. 6d., for it is by charging that price 
rather than £5 that he sells his extra chair and gets this 
marginal revenue. 

The result of this process may be illustrated by the 
following Tables. In Table I (a) can be seen the 
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effects upon recei~ts of selling different numbers of 
chairs at differen~ assumed prices. 

Chair~ 

99 
100 
1'01 -ro2',v 

TABLE I (a) 
(r) 

Selling Pri~ 
• £5 os.6d. 

" 1.5 os. od. 
£4 195• 6d. " 
£4 199• od. 

(2) (3) 
Total Revenl\!' Mar!!"inal 

• , Reveoue 
£497 95• 6d.. {:2. lIS. 6d.' 
1.500 os. od. • £-z 105. 6d. 

• '£50 2 95• 611. ~31,!:-M .• 
£504 18s. od.. t~DCt· 

( . , 

• In Table,I (b) certain a,ssumptions are made regard. 
ing- the altetllative tota.{ costs of 'P(oducing Wilerent 
numbers of chairs. 

TABLE I {b} 
(5) 

, Margmal Cod . ' , 

£402 105. od. • [2 J05 • . od! 
£404 .195: 9d. £2 gp. 9d. 
£407 95. \3d..L2..., 9s. 6d ... _ 
1.409 I~S. 6d. -£2 95. 3a, 

, ~ ... . \ 

It is clear that in tb~..conditionS of cost and demand 
that Mve been 'assumed the largest profit is made by 
producing as nearly as possible that output at which, 
'Ill~ginal cost 'equals marginal revenue. The 10Ist 
chair, which adds equally to Mth costs and revenue, 
'neither adds nor subtracts therefore from profits, but 
an output either of 99 ch3.irs or Of'102 yields a smaller 
'total prQfif, the former because an extra unit of output 
would still add more to revenue than to cOsts, the latter 

I 

,If the Selling price for g8 ill l5 I" od. ' 
11 the total cost of 98 arm-c.balrll waa l4oo. 
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because an extra unit now adds m<?re to costs than to 
revenue. 

§ 6. The Effects oj Monopoly on Price. It is important 
to realize that the monopolist is doing exactly what 
every other member of an economic community 
nonnally does. He is balancing his gains. measured III 
this case in' extra receipts. against his outgoings. 
measured here 10 extra cost. \Then the two are 
equated. he calls a halt to furtner-acU-vity.--ThlS-is 
exactly what every'producer i:loes -iIi circumstances 
of pure competition, but in those circumstances, we 
suppose a producer to assume that the,.price of his 
individual output is detennined for him by the current 
market price, and that he can sell additional units. of 
output without'driving down the market price. He 
will assume, the~"efore, that his extra receipts from 
selling an extra unit are equal to the market price, and 
he will enlarge his production until his extra costs from 
producing an extra unit are equal to market price. 
Thus marginal costs tend to equal price in conditions 
of perfect competition. The difference between the 
action of the competitive producer and that of the 
monopolist finds its origin, therefore, in .the assumption 
which each makes concerning his relation to the market, 
and the significance of his decisions of increasing or 
withholding output in t\le detennination 'of the current 
price. The competitive 'producer ~sumes that. hi~ 
indivi,tual actions have no effect on pr:ice, the .mono
~olist that his actions detern]ine the price. We shall 
lOllsider later the significance of the assumptions 
• :tually made, and of the part 'which these play in 

'" nfluencing the market price, more particularly in the 
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important middle ground whiCh lies between ,J>crfect 
~ompetition and strong monopoly. 

The_ ~9~~..P01ist_securea. his mo~.!L..r~venue, u 
we ha~e s~ell.L.byJi~ oU9?UU He may in 
'practice secure the necessary liiiiTtation in either of 
!~o_ways. ¥e may_ ~~ctly.)imi~t_o~tp~t. aihas been 
done in the coal industry. by copper producers, by the 
International Steel Cartel. The fact that the supply is 
~mited serves to raise the price, and if the output is 

. perfectly adjusted, the monopoly profit may be maxi
mized in this way. 'Alternatively. he mal' fix the price 
~Ls~c!l_\Jevel ~at ~~~U!_~uto~~liCjl1y 
restricted. andby adjustments of price,' the correct 
comproiruse between large margins of profit 8.nd large 
quantities of sales may be discovered. The method of 
price fixation is that' adopted bi'most monopolists 
where the organization of the monoPoly is unified and 
centralized. We shall have to study later the circum
stanc~ in which the one policy or the other is the more 
convenient to the monopolist. For the moment. we 
,are concerned only with one obvious POUl~ _ The 
mqnopoUs~ cannot P9th.fut price-and fix output unless 
he is _~ to regard one or o~er of his decisions as 
the more fundamental. and to adjust the other subsid
iary decision to.fit in'with· it: _ If he fixes output. 

• there is one price and one price only corresponding to 
that output, at which he ~ sell his whole output, 11 
~~ fiXeS price, there is one quantity and one Guantity 
oUly thllt he may expect to sell at th~t price." There 
afe circumstances in which the controllers of monopoly 
orgmizations may find it convenient to fix both price: 
and output in order'the better to control the market 

• and the individual members of their own prganization : 
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but they must regard 0I\e decision, often in practice 
the output decision, as the more func.amental, and 
adjust the other to i~. -

The monopolist secures his monopoly profit by a 
limitation of his output be1o~ the output which would 
be produced by a group of competitive producers if they 
could be supposed to enjoy the same conditions of supply. 
The examination of the circumstances which determine 
how much the output of the monopolist will differ from 
a theoretical competitive output is beyond the scope of 
this book. 1 t may briefly pe said on what it depends. 

The output which a monopolist will find it i,n his best 
interest to produce will vary but little in accordance 
as the demand is more or less \elastic, and but little 
as the supply is s~bject to increasing or decreasing cost. 
But the size of the monopoly profit will depend upon 
these things. If demand for the marginal unit of output 
is actually inelastic, the monopolist will, as we have 
secn, produce less, until he again fi:nds himself con
fronted by an elastic demand. Wjthin the limits of 
elastic den.1a.nds, however, the less elastic tqe, demand, 
the greater the rise in price which will correspond to 
any given restriction of output. A monopolist who is 
open to the competitiof!. of comparatively near sub
stitutes will restrict output, possibly, to the same extent 
as any other monopolist, but a. given restriction will 
lead to a smaller rise in the price offered for his goods. 
The fact that tho demand is more elastic will neither 
lead him to produce moro n~ to produce less, than he 
would have produced had the demand. been less 
elastic. Again, the fact that increased quantities ot . 
the commodity are produced under c9ndition of i,ncreas
inS cost l'er unit will affect the most profitable ~ut«>ut 
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of the monopo~s! comparatively. little" but it will 
mciease-coiisiderabTy the rrofit-"whic~~e may hope to 
secure by limiting outpul. - . 

-~ .... _ ..... 

§ 7.- Discriminating Monopoly. So far we have assumed 
that the monopolist'is forced to sell all his output 
at the same price, but (in certain cases it is both 
possible an~ profitable for him to discrimiI},ate. charging 
different prices to different _customers. ' Where indi
viduals can move quickly and,cJ;1eaply from one market 
to another market. differences of price cannot long per
sist. But such movement is not always possible. In 
some-cases,-movement does not take--place because it 
is unprofitable. It is not worth my -;vhile to g!l to 
London at a cost of, let ~ say, lOS. to buy some
thing on which I save only SSe It ,is not ,!orth whil~ 
for a ,shopkeeper to buy goods from a distant source 
if the saving is less than the cost of carrying the goods. 
In some cases, movement does not take place because 
the customer refUses to tnove. I shall not go to live 
in a slum in order to secure a worse address, and SO 
reduce my doctor's charges. Similar lrtic1es may be 
sold at different prices in the East End of London and 
in the West End, because not 'everyone- in the West 
End will travel to Whitechapel to secure·the barGain. 
In other cases.again, the- movement from market to 
market may be physically impossible. The ~erent 
railway fa.rsls charged for white men and black men in 
South Africa do nol lead the whites to turn black. 
Transport p:fay be sold at different prices to those who 
ship motor-car parts and those who ship cotton goods 
to India' Without the ................ ers of motor-car parts , t ~~.u. , 

attemptin2 to turn those parts into bales of cotton. 
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The power of a monopolist to discri~inate between 

his customers may vary from the most complete power. 
of making each indivisiual pat.what tb.e_article is worth I 
to him, down ~o an ab.ili~t? group people into a few; 
broad classifications from which they will not tend to' 
break a way -fn -pursuit ~ of'ec6nomy in -this -particufar; 
bargaIn. The first type -of discrimination resembles 
more nearly thecliiffering of the Indian bazaar, wbere 
each individual makes his separate bargain, and the 
shopkeeper,it heis-m6fiopollsr, usiJ.any -seems to get~ 
the maximum that the customer will pay. Instances 
of the latteI_typtUnay be found where a manufacturer 
sells his goods at different prices at home and in the 
export market, or again where a shipping company 
sells transport at different prices to shippers of valuable 
and of inexpensive goods. With the morality of price 
discrimination we shall be concerned later; for the 
moment we must consider how a monopolist, possessing 
power of discrimination, will fix his price. We will, 
assume, as we did before, that his one intention is to 
make the largest possible immediate profit. ~ 

For simplicity, let us assume that theie are only two 
markets between which the monopolist possesses the 
power of discrimination. The aim of the monopolist, 
as betore, is to maximize his profits •. He will do this, 
exactly as we saw in the case of the simple monopolist, 

l'ii he sells just so much in 'each market that his marginal 
revenue from selling an extra unit in that market it 
equal to his marginal costs of adding another unit 
to his total output. \ \The marginal ·C!>st.pf adding 
.another unit is supposedly the same (neglecting trans
port) whether he adds it in the.one market or th~ other. 
The marginal revenue from selling the' extra unit ~ 

, . 
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each market .. which he equates to this marginal cost, 
must therefore be equal in each market. But. unless 
~ elasti~ ~f ~~~_~_~~~~_botlJ..m.ar~t:..ts,,' 
these margm revenues will co1tespond t.a different 
prices.t The less elastic the demand, the higher ~ be 
the price which corresponds to a given level of marginal 
revenue. ( The monopolist will therefore charge a higher 
pl>ice in that market which is less elastic, a lower price 
in ~at market which is'more elastic., A manufacturer 

4tvho enjoys, for example, a complete monopoly in his 
home market, but who must face some competition 
in his export markets, will thus be likely to make his 
greatest profit by charging a higher price at home and 

.a lower price abroad:) I . ' 

The simple case of two markets can readily be 
extended to the problems of three or more markets 
and to problems \Vhere parts of the costs are peculiar 
to the''separate ,markets. :~ each market the mODO
~1ist will.sell just so much that another unit ""ill 
.reduce,his aggregate profit in that market. In each. 
market, that is, he will ~ to equate marginal co?t of 
supplying that market with Ip.arginal revenue in that 
market.) The different elasticities of deniab4- in the 
diffe,ent markets will, however; make his prices ia the 
different markets unequal. H~ may o~iI;t a higher 
price in the market in which h~ sells, fewer goods. 
But since he has already, we 'are supposing, expanded 

, lris salestin that market up to the point where marginal 
revenue is eq~ tQ marginal cost, it will not pay h:iID 
to t:ransf~ sales frol1l the apparently less profitable 
)narket. to the apparently more profitable market.., 

, W4erever the breaking.up of the w:hole- market into 
smaller marICets results in the ~polist charging, 
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different prices in ',the different markets, h:s total 
monopoly profit will be greater than if he were to 
charge one uniform price in all the markets:) 

\ 
. , 

§ 8. Conclusion. In this chapter we have attempted 
to examine the probable behaviour of a pedectly 
selfish monopolist who, possessed of all the necessary 
information, seeks only to. secure his own immediate 
maximum profit. We have left aside for the ~ime being 
all questions of monopoly policy, of how .... a monopolist,.. 
can secure and retain a monopoly. We have found 
that the monopolist's aim is such a compromise between 
large profits per unit and large sales that the product 
of these two is at a maximum. We have seen that he 
achieves his aim by expanding his output only up to 
that point where his extra receipts from selling an extra 
unit are equal to his extra costs in producing that unit. 
We have seen further that the monopolist may in 
cerlain circWl\stances increase his profits by breaking 
up his market into various parts and charging in each 
part of the market that price which will maximize 
his profits there, and that he secures his maximum 
profit in each case by offering for sale just so much iIi 
each market that his extra receipts are equal to his 
extra cost. 

Just as in the case of a study of pure competition, 
some of our assumptions have been highly artificial. 
We have assumed}~e_~o.E9§!.!(tkp.Q.w.s.~ctl,Y..~t 
the demand j~!.1iiS_I?!oq9tl w0l!1..<Lb.$...~.otbw...1I!lCe3 
than tile ruling price; we have assumed ftlat he is 
concerned only to make ~e. !~~~l¥t~' We have 
assumed that the .fact that p:e is m . t7 ,mo.lli>~ly 
profits has no secondary reactions on his salt:S by 

-..- -- -----------..- . 
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ind~cinL~s~~_~e_rs_ tQ_ ~t..A~':V!l_ ~~ir consump~ion in 
an'attempt to boycott ~_pr<?dllcjs. We shall have to 
consider in later chapters how far these assumptions 
modify our' conclusions. For the time being. it is 
sufficient that we have established within the limits 
of these assumptions the possible action of a monopolist. 



CHArTER II 

QUASI-MONOPOLY 

§!. The Demand fo, the Output 0/ Q Single Producer. 
In the last chapter we saw that in fixing its price 
policy every firm acted, so far as circumstances per-

7 mitted, as a monopolist of its products, _~alancing 
additions to receipts against additions to costs.' We 
saw also that -the additions to receipts from selling 
extra units depended on the reductiQn of price necessary 
to secure extra sales, on the elasticity, that is, of 
demand. It is important' before we go further to 
examine rather more closely the meaning of the 
schedule of demand and its elasticity, as seen from the 
angle of the individual firm. 

Suppose a firm reduces its prices in order to attract 
more customers, the extent of its success will depend 
partly, of cOUrse, on the power of price difIerences to 
induce customers to change their habits, or of cheaper 
prices to bring in new purchasers, but to an even 
greater extent its success will depend upon the way in 
which other firms respond to its action. Let us con
sider for the moment the increased quantity of home
grown mutton that one particular butcher will sell if 
he lowers his price. The increase in the quantity 
demanded from him will be difIerent according as we 
,bume. first, that the pric~ of all meat sold by other 

23 
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butchers.iS r~duced in the same' proportion; .socond. 
that the J¥ice.·of all Ulutton sold by othe~ is reduced. 
Qut that of all other meat rex;nlUns unchanged; third, 
that the price of all home-grown mutton is similarly 
reduced, 'but all imported ,mutton and all other meat 
lemains unchanged; fourth, that the price of home
grown mut~n in all other shops, and of all other meat 
everywhere, remains unchanged. The elasticity of the 
demabd for our butcher,'s mutton w~ vary from com
parative inelasticity in th~ first case to extreme 
elasticity in the last. This example helps us to see 
that there is nothing absolute about the schedule of 
demand that causes the' individual firm's decisbns. 
pie. sche~ule is a series, ~r hypotheses based upon 
supposed responSes of other fiims to the actions of the 
first. A variation. -of these' .supposed 'responses will 
alter materially the consequently estimated elasticity 
of the individual1inn's demand, its expected marginal 
revenue' at 'different prices. and therefore the price 
that it will decide .to fix. 

2. • Cat and Mouse Monopoly. \u, therefore, we are 
to understand monoPolistic or semi-monopolistic price 
Policies, we must delve' rather deeper iqto these 
assumptions that a finn will make regarding its nearest 
rivals. If the firm is one of a considerable number of 
close eompetitors. so that the preferences for one 
rather thaA another are not great, and a small price 
difference v.ill·attract a large increment of sales, and 
if an increase of its sales makes an insignificant inroad 
inta'the sales 9f anyone ot the remainder; then the 
responding price changes of other firms are likely tO'be 
negligible. - In these c:ircwI!;tances we can T~nably 
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treat the prices of au substitutes as £Xed, and the 
demand for the products of the individual fum as 
highly, perhaps infinitely. elastic. 19is fixity of other 
prices is the assumption that corresponds to the .con-
dition of perfect competition.\ . 

But if our firm is' ODe ot a comparatively small 
number of firms in an industry, and if fairly con
siderable price changes are necessary to break down 
the habits and t)1e more purely economic resistance of 
customers, then we can no longer assume that the most 
probable action of rival producers will be to leave 
their prices unchanged. We must draw up a demand 
~schedule for the product$ of our individual firm on 
the basis of some more likely policy on the part of 
these rival undertakings. , 

There are, of course, various decisions which they 
may make, and the hypothetical demand schedule of 
the individual firm will vary according as they are 
regarded as making one decision or another. They 
may decide to proceed with a given manufacturing 
programme, and. sell the predetermined output at 
whatever price in the new circumstances it will fetch. 
They may decide to adopt the policy which we have 
alre~y considered, that of leaving their prices 
unchanged. Tl1ey may decide to turn out whatever 
output will give them the best profits when allowance 
is made for the new policy of the firm we are consider
ing. They may decide to make the same proportionate 
price-cut as the first firm has made. All these are 
possible decisions by rival firms, and a firm which is 
considering its own pIice policy must make what 
assumptions it considers t most probable. But each 
different assumption wiH yield, it.is important to 
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remember, a .different demand- curve, a different 
elasticity and a different marginal revenue . 
• We cannot follow out in detail the consequences tq 

price and output {)f all these alternative assu'mptions~ 
But it will, perhaps, be profitable to examine more 
cll>sely the results of the last of these assumptions, that 
other firms cut their prices to a similar extent. This 
is in many cases a very probable assumption for an 
individual producer to make. If he C3,Jl be certain that 
a given cut on his part will be followed by an equaJ 
'cut on the part of his rivals, tJie only outcome of it 
will be to leave him with the same proportionate share 
in the total trade at a smaller margin of profit per unit. 
In th~e circumstances, he is likely to refrain from 
cutting price, unless he believes that the expansion of 
total sales which will follow from that cut of pnce will 
recompense him for the reduction in the margin of 
profit, his share in the total trade remaining unchanged. 
Now. the elasticity of the demand for his goods (and 
therefore the marginal revenue), which this one pro
ducer is assuming, is exactly equal at each price to that 
elasticity of the total demand which a monopolist 
combination of all the firms would take into account in 
determining price.' , Thus, if a group of producep all 
assume that a cut of price is likely to result in equal 
cuts by their rivals, so that no orders can be stolen 
from them, something not 'very difIerent from a 
monopoly price is likely to be established_ , 

We have, so far, been considering only the probable 

~f one producer turns out 100 UDita daily out of 8: total prodac
~f 500, and if he assumes that a 21 per cent reduc:twa of prIce. 
which would increase the total demand to 525. would enable him to 
sell 105 umta, he assumes in etIect that both the total elasuatJ' of 
demand and ~ own axe approximately 2. 
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assumptions of a few rival producers as regards cuts of 
price. Their probable assumptions as regards advances 
of price will be more likely to depart from those that 
an individual monopolist would make. For the in· 
dividual firm is likely to assume, as regards advances 
of price, that an advance on its'part will not necessarily 
be accompanied by an advance on the part of its rivals, 
but that they will prefer to steal its markets. This 
assumption would appear often to be made even in those 
circumstances ~here the rival firms could in fact 
increase th~ pronts mbre by accepting the advance of 
price than b{ stealing their rivals' markets. The reason 
for the assumption is obvious. A firm which initiates 
a cut of price is more likely to increase its proportionate 
share in the total trade than to diminish it--; on the 
other hand. a firm that initiates an advance of price is 
more likely to diminish its proportion of the total trade 
than to maintain it. But the advance of price is only 
in the interests of the individual firm if it maintains 
its proportionate share or only slightly diminishes it. 
Consequently each firm hesitates to be the first to 
raise prices. It would appear, therefore. that where a' 
number of firms are watching each other closely,'a sod 
of cat and. mouse equilibrium may be established. 
Reductions of price are likely to be made only in those' 
circumstances in which a monopolist would reduce 
price. but advances of prices may not be made in all 
those circumstances in which a monopolist would 
advance price. Profits may. nevertheless. be incr~ased 
up towards the level of monopoly if improvements of 
technique increas~ the margin of profit. and through 
fear of competitive price cutting no firm reduces the 
telling price. It may even happen that, from fear 
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that cuts of price'once statted will'be carried too f~. 
a margin of profit per unit too large~ and a volume of 
,sales too small to maximize the mQIlopoly profit, will 
be' accepted.. 

It will be seen that this cat andJnouse monoJloly 
dep~ upon tlte assumptiOli'oy each -linii- that it 
cannot, by price reductions, increase its share in the 
total trade. 'IRe assumptions of perfect competition 
are, as we have seen, that by a small price reduction 
an individual firm can increase its share in the total 
~trade with no limit other than that of the total trade 
~and with no delay, friction or cost. It is evident that 
,the assumption that an individual firm will in fact make 
is likely to fall somewhere between these two limits, 
and price will approximate more nearly to monopoly 
price o~ to competitive price, according to the assump
tions made~ These assumptions will be affected not 
only by estimates of the price cuts or advances which 
rival producers will make, but also by estimates of the 
effects of those Price cuts or advances upon the long 
period competitive position, of the firm. For a price 
cut which may be immediately unprofitable may in' 
longerpedods be highly profitable, if a larger proportion' 
of the total trade may be expected gradually to accrue 
to the fum which initiates the price cut . 

.Moreover the circumstances in which it will be in the 
interest of one individual firm to cut prices will depend 
not only upon the assumptions which the firm makes 
concerning its rivals'. price policies, but also upon the 
effect of an. increased or decreaSed volume of O\ltput 
upon its o)WD..C06ts o(PI'OIjlnction. A firm which can 
secure a considerable economy of manufacture trom the . 
consequent increased output will not reckon on *> great" 
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a curtailment of its margin of profit through a given 
cut of price as a firm which expects no such economies. 
It will, therefore, regard a smaller increase of sales as 
sufficient justification for a cut in price. Unless, there
fore, all the firms in the industry are in approximately 
the same stage of development and working to approxi
mately the same proportion of their total capacity, they 
are unlikely to find that an equal price cut will benefit 
all equally, and one firm may be prepared to cut 
prices in circumStances in which the other firm!-~o~c;l 
prefer to take no action. In this case, ~~ ~~ and mous~ 
monopoly is at an end, and.a price closer to that which 

;we -- may call the competitive price is likely to be 
established. But in many cases a cut in price is only 
profitable if it is sufficiently large to attract the atten
tion o( customers normally attached to a rival firm· 
and since a cut of this magnitude may be unprofitable, 
an equilibriwn which would otherwise be apparently 
unstable may continue for long periods. 

Two very important conclusions follow from the 
analysis with which we have just been concerned. 
First, monopoly price is fully as .much a consequence 
of the attitude of a small nwnber of firms to each other, 
of the assumptions that they make regarding ~aCh 
other, as of formal or informal agreements. We cannot 
assume that where there is no agreement, even of a 
tacit nature, competition exists. It all depends upon 
what one manufacturer thinks another manufacturer 
is going to do. It follows, therefore, that what we may 
call the detective story approach to the study of 
monopoly, the search for mysterious hidden agreements, 

, I have been told that in one c:ase the minimum signi1ic:ant c:ut 
b of the order of 10 Jler cent. 
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is really a 'Waste of time. Their existence may prove 
something, their non-existence proves nothing. Second. 
if we discover a condition of monopoly it is highly 
unlikely that we can with any certainty re-establish a 
condition of competition merely by breaking up that 
monopoly into a few constituent parts. It is very much 
more likely that we shall substitute the uncertainties 
of a cat and mouse monopoly for the certaintie~ of an 
open one. 

§ 3. Price Leadership. It is evident in practice 
that in .. number of industries one predominant 
finn initiates almost all price changes, and that other 
finns axe as a rule content to follow the example of the 
predominant finn, fixing their price lists by its price 
list. If the smaller finns axe content to accept ,this 
policy, and do not, by underselling or advertisement, 
succeed in reducing the sh,are of the predominant finn, 
then a price not widely different from the monopoly 
price is likely to be reached. ,But it will take account 
not of the costs and receipts of the whole industry, but 
only those of the predominant finn, and may, therefore, 
differ to some extent from that which would be fixed 
by a single monopolist with the costs of production 
proper to the whole industry./.But if, ,while accepting 
t¥ price fixed by the predominant finn, the smaller 
.~ exp~d their s3.Ies, the predominant finn must 
Sufier a contraction unless the total demand at anyone 
price is at the momenf expanding. If it »-Ods its sales 
OQntra<:ting, it may be forced to ~~J>!i~~g 
'pQ!icy. 'It may consider that it must reduce price in 
order to recover its share of the market for the future: 
it may on the o~er hand consider that it is better to 
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attempt to increase its margin of profit and reap im· 
mediate gains before its hold upon the market has 
gone; it may again decide that no change -of' price 
policy in either direction will improve its position, 
either because the present price yields the greatest 
profit, or because it regards the inroads of competition 
as negligible. 

It is not possible to lay down the ~onditions in which 
one firm can become so predominant in an industry 
that it usurps the power of price fixing. In an industry 
with many small firms, it might be possible for a 1iim 

,with no more than 10 per cent of the total output to 
possess this power. There is no doubt that it is in fact 
possessed by firms in various British industries with 
outputs between 30 per cent and -So per cent of the 
wflole, but information is lacking which might show 
the minimum percentage necessary in different 
industries. 

Between the minimum for the initiation of price 
changes and complete monopoly there is a wide range 
of ascending power. The predominant firm will in most 
cases be materially affected by the output and rate of 
development of rival firms. Its price policy will be 
directed partly to maximize its own immediate profits. 
partly to maintain or to increase its .ultimate share in 
the mdustry. As regards the former objective, the 
actions of rival firms in expanding output will alter the 
price at which it can expeet the maximum profit: as 
'regards the latter, their action will influence its strategic 
price policy. The policy of the predominant firm is 
thus likely to be a compromise betwan these two 
objectives. Few monopolies. as we shall see later., are 
absolute, and the policy which might immediately yield 
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the highest pronts would in 'most cases be likely also to 
destroy'the monopoly or partial nlonopoly, and there
with the opportunity of even more ,moderate pronts. 
The predominant fil1n is, therefore, in fact likely to 
fix the p~ce at such a level that rival finns are just 
unable to encliDach on its proportion of the total market, 
or are able only to encroach at a rate'which it regards 
as negligible or1p.eyitable,l . 

It would appear that in some industries the part of 
the predominant tipn is normally played by foreign 
prodacers, and that price changes are ordinarily the 
consequence of price changes in,itiated by foreign 
softrces 6f supply. Wherever the number of home 
producers is so small that monopoly, whether by 
formal agreement, by tacit agreement, or by the cat 
and mouse process, is likely, foreign competition may 
be the strongest safeguard igainst it. 

§ 4- Imperfect Competition. ... We have seen in the last 
few pages that while perfect competition and complete 
monopoly are two possible theOi'etical limits, in 
practice the greater part of modem industry is likely 
to be found in the no man's land between them, 
sometiInes closer to the. one, sqmetimes closer to the 
other. H we wish to complete our contrast between 
competition and monopoly there remains a' further 
point to be considered. A monopoJy, as we shall see 
later, must depend upon some difficU.Ity, either natural 
or artificial, which stands'in the way of' new finns' 
entering a trade. In conditions of free entry if d~mand 
.' I In one 'or two eases'predomiDan~'1irms have argued that the 
lIuI'Vlval of a few nvals indicates the. moderation of .thelW price 
polley. A moment's reflectIon WIll show that It indicates that they 
have used their monopoly powers to the fullest extent. 
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increases, so that price exceeds cost. abnormal profits 
are made and these abnormal profits will attract new 
fums into the industry until profits are lloaain reduced 
to the normal level Monopoly profits can only con
tmue to be made if for some teason they do not succeed 
in attracting new capital into the industry. With the 
nature of these obstacles we are not here concerned. 
But it may well happen that though new finns which 
come in cannot at once secure th~ cust~ of all pur
chasers who are paying prices above those at which 
they are able to sell similar goods, they can olitain the 
custom of some of these. In this case new firms will 
enter the industry, so soon as the increase of demand 
is sufficient to attract them, and we must make 
allowances for this in our calculations.' 

Let us then consider some group of firms that can 
fur our purposes be rt;"aarded as composing an industry. 
This industry will be in equilibrium if at the ruling 
price there is a tendency neither for the total of the: 
industry's output to be expanded nor to be contracted. 
But any expansion may be the consequence either of an 
increase of output by existing firms. or of an addition 
to the number of finns, or of both. The conditions of 
equilibrium must therefore be two. First tidt each 
fum shall be in such equilibriunlthat it shall have no 
tendency to expand its output. Second that the firms 
shall be making only such profits that the number of 
firms in the industry will remain constant. The firm. 
"'e ha\"e SIeen already, is in equilibrium when marginal 
revenue is equal to marginal cost. At that point 
neither expansion nor contraction can increase its 
profits.. The industry is in equilibrium when finns are 
making snch profits that there is no incentive to alter 

D 
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the number of finns, that is when profits are, for this 
particular industry, normal. A finn's profits are 
p'()rm!11 when its average cost is equal to ·price. Thus 
an industry in. which there is free entry is in full 
equilibrium only when it is true both that marginal 
revenue equals marginal cost and that price equals 
average cost. . 

Now it is obvious that it may well happen that 
marginal revenue is equal to marginal cost, but that 
,price is,greater than average ~t., This in fact is the 
normaltco,ndition of the monop'bllst. How does the 
industry move from this partial equilibrium to com
plete equilibrium? New Arms, we have seen, will 
come in, if they are free to do' so. The effect of the new 
finns coming in is· to change th~ amount demanded 
from each of the old finns at any given price; and 
probably also the elasticity of demand. I This change in 
tite' conditions of demand for the individual1irms will 
alter the marginal revenue of the firm, and will destroy 
the equilibrium between marginal revenue and marginal 
cost. The finn will proceed to adjust its output to the 
new conditions as successive new firms enter the trade, 
so that at each point marginal revenu~ is equal to 
marginal cost, but the consequent profits will gradually 
fall and it will gradually achieve the double condition 
of equiilbrium. ' ' 

This double condition of equilibrium' helps us to 
appreciate another point which will be of importance 
to us when we come. to consider the efficiency of 
9l0I1opolies. We have seen that the Conditions ,of 
equilibrium are, first, that marginal. cost equals 
marginal revenue, second, -that avera.ge cost equals 
price. Now where competition is perfect, and the 
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demand for the products of the individual firm is 
therefore infinitely elastic. the additional income from 
selling anothen.mit of output is equal to its price, that 
is marginal revenue equals price. Marginal cost must 
therefore be equal to average cost, if equilibrium is to 
be complete. ~ut we saw earlier that average cost 
falls when marginal cost is less than average cos~. 
oecomes constant when margmaI cost IS equar--to 
average cost, nses when margiIlal cost exceeds average 
~os~ I The conilltJon of equili6num m a perfe,ct marKe: ~ 
15 t erefore that average cost is at a miminum. neither 
falling nor rising; that output is produced, that is to 
say. by firms of optimum size. But in an imperfect 
market firms will not be of optimum size. \Vhere 
entry is prohibited by law, or made impossible by the 
,ingenuities of monopolists. the firm may be either larger 
or smaller than the optimum. But where entry is free, 
but limited by imperfection of competition, the firm 
will always be smaller than the optimum size, and the 
efficiency of the industry regarded as a whole will be 
less than if it were organized in pnits of the optimum 
size. 

§ s. The Instability of Imperfect Competition. In the 
last few paragraphs we have seen tJ;at in conditions of 
imperfect competition, for an industry to be in equili
brium there are two conditions, that the individual 
firm should have no inducement to expand. and that 
new firms should have no inducement to enter. But 
we must be very wary as to what we do or do not. in 
these circumstances, call eq'lilibrium. For a third 
condition is really necessary. that the degree of com
petition itself should be stable. It may be unprofitable 
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for firms to expand. unprofitable for ~ to enter. 
but still be profitable for firms to combine. If there are 
two neighbouring firms. and if the price that either can 
charge is especially limited by the fact that supplies 
are. if need be. obtainable from the other. then the 
monopoly strength of the two combined will be greater 
than that of either independently. In such circum
stances the continued existence of these firms 8.3 inde
pendent. competitors cannot be explained so long as 

"we assume that each is conducted with the sale end of 
'maxinibing profits. Were that the case these separate 
firms would be progressively combined, progressively 
increasing the strength of the monopoly. until it 
was as nearly as possible ~mplete. Clearly there would 
be situations in which the incentive to further combina.
tion was great. other situationS where various non~ 
competing areas were already monopolized, and the 
incentive to further combination was almost discon
tinuous. But so long as any additiona1limitation on 
t1J.e price-fixing policy of one group arose from th, 
existence of another group, their further combination 
would be profitable. 

Thus the condition of complete monopoly is stable, 
the condition of perfect competition by large numbers of 
smaIl firms is re4tively stable,' since the amount of 
combination which must precede any gain from it is 
very great. Bdt .the condition of imperfect ~ompetition 
is inherently unstable and is ordinarily a 'situation of 
short-period transition, rather than of long-period 
equilibrium hi any real sense. For we can expw. 
the continuance of imperfect competition only by invok
ing motives other than the pursuit of profit. In par
ticular we must look to the motive of the pursuit of 
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economic power, or to its unwilling, surrender. to 
reluctance to bUry the very personal identity of an old 
firm in the inhuman ramifications of a new combine, 
to individual fears of supersession and consequent 109S 
of income or influence in the new organization, to a 
more general distrust of rival manufacturers, or to 
hope of achieving individual predominance by destroy-
ing rivals rather than combining with them. . 

But these non-pecuniary motives are always limited 
by the financial emironment in which they are tt' 
work. In good .times they may effectively preclude 
further combination. In good times, moreover, the - .. 
thirst for profits of those who are at the head of the 
larger serarate undertakings may be sufficiently slaked, 
~-ithout invoking the greater monopoly powers that 
further combination might give. Temporary com
binations may even appear now as fetters rather than 
supports, and be repudiated. But in bad times these 
considerations may become entirely suoordinafe4 to 
the need for combination as an alternative to e..'rtinc
tion, and the movement towards complete monopoly 
,,-ill take another series of steps forward. '" 

The onward process itself, however, is likely to create 
conditions in which new firms will, if there are no 
great obstacles, ~<F3.in ~oin to enter, and re-establish 
an element of competition. This trimorphic series, • 
competition, combination, monopoly, 6Ild then again 
further competition, thus fonow eadi other in kaleido
scoric permutation, reminiscent in many ways of their 
political counterparts. democracy, olic,oarchy and 
t)Tanny. In both spheres the tide to-day is set towards 
monocracy. It must not be thought that time and 
opportunity can be trusted to re-establish rompetit:l0n. 
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As we shall see,· mpnopoly, • once entrenched, may 
succeed in., creating obstacles to the entry of new 
firms sufficient to make its position almost unassailable 
except with the co-operation of a system of law designed 
to protect' the consumer and the small finn.. In com
Il].erce, tD a' much greater extent than in politics, 
lnonopoly is the "Strongest and in certain forms the 
least unstable" of the three; and at the same time 
the least harn;tonious to the interests of the subject. The 
'Pr~s of its establishment cannot be analysed if we 
confine ourselves to a study of the .single motive of 
profit.. ~Ve shall understan.d it only if we extend our 
horizon to include the pursuit: of economic power. 



CHAPTER III 

TYPES OF MONOPOLY 

§ I. The Sources 0/ Monopoly. We s!lw in the last 
chapter that monopolies possess strength that is some
times insignificant; sometimes considerable. With'the 
monopolist whose effective powers are strictly limited 
by close substitutes we shall not in this book be very 
much concerned. Our interest lies in the behaviour of 
the strong monopolist, and the terms .. monopoly" 
and II monopolist" may be taken henceforward to 
apply chiefly to monopolists whose strength is of more 
than negligible proportions. 

This strength, we have seen, lies in two things: in 
the existence of a gap in the chain of substitution, and 
in the possibility of sec~ control of the whole 
output of the group of close s1,1bstitutes. The gap 
ItseU depends on the inability or the unwillingness of 
individuals to satisfy some want in a different way. 
Certain wants, those for food, for housing, for health, 
in some cases for transport, must be satisfied by som~ 
one or other of a comparatively linPted range of 
alternative means. Other wants, those for comfort 
and amusement in particular, may be satisfied by a 

. wlde range of alternatives. There are more reasonably 
close substitutes .. that is, in the latter case and there is 
no similar gap between "the close and the more distant 
substitutes. 

39 
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W4 need then' to consider how it may be possible ta 
~ecure a Ulopopoly of a group of close substitutes. The 
monopoly must be based, obviously, on the inability 
of 9ther producers to bring into the market further 
$ubstitutes during the period 'of the monopoly. For 
the monopolist makes his profits by restriction of 
output, and the raising of price is. thereby made 
possible. ' If pe cannot restrict output, he cannot raise' 
price.,' lIe can only restrict output and raise price, if 
when.lie does to others do notimmediately come into 
th~market and replace his output by their own. This 
monppply is based ultimately' on the difficulty or 
impossibility of entry into aD. industry. 

We can distinguish lour }J-ctors. which render entry 
into an industry difficult. The first is legal pro
hibition; the second is the control by the monopolist 
of the whole supply of some necessary f!!~touLPr9-
,duction; the third is the existence of goodwill which 
mu;tbe broken down before a new firn1 can" sell any 
of .its products; the fourth is the diffic~lty or.impossj. 
bility of entering on a small scale into an industry that 
!eq~ir!:s large scale i?r ~f:fic!ent propuction 3.!ld sell,ing.' 
All these four have f,layed an important part in the 
'estabJtshment of existing monopolies, and we must 
consider each in turn . 
. Legal restriction, as we shall see in a later chapter, 

'l>layed an important part in the limitation <,f com· 
petition from about the time of Edward fiI doWn ta 
the Bill·of Rights in 1689. Under the Tudors and 
Stuarts in. particular patents of monopolie!'l, !V~e 
granted, SC!metimes for good reason, sometimes as 
unwarranted favours. Th~ Statute, of. 11onopoUes 
rest,J'icted their grant, apd lhe Bill of Rights fm:ll1~ 
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ended it, save by the consent of Parliament. But 
even to-day certain legal monopolies are ordinarily 
awarded. They are given first, jl.S E~t~.!l.!;l; for the 
encouragement of.. inventions and' improvements;l 
second, to undertakings in those spheres which 
Professor Robertson has so happily christened the 
If octopoid " industries,' such things as gas, electricity, 
water, railways, tram .. ays, where the undertaking 
must be given what is called the ri~~f~tp.~nenJ 
domain, the right that is of compUlsion over private 
individuals so that telegraph wires or electric cables 
can (paying suitable compensation if need be) straddle 
over or burrow under our property. Naturally such 
powers cannot be lightly given to every applicant. 
and in practice they are as a rule granted only to one 
undertaking .in' each area. More recently also Parlia
ment'has given further monopoly or <!isq!minatory 
PQ\Y~rs to further industries-road transport, coal. 
milk. hops, bacon and others-in the hope that it will 
thus help to improve their position or increase the 
stability of the economic system. Finally Parliament 
in this co\!ntry, and other Governments in other 
countries, have reserved to themselves certain monopo
lies, sometimes on the ground that they can themselves 
provide a better service, compulsorily unified, some-
times as a source of revenue. In this country, for 
example. mainly for the former motive, the Govern
ment has a monopoly of the transmission 'of letters 
<!Ej ,o~ telephones. In France.-inainlY for'the latter 

• For a dl~cussion of their necessity for this purpose see Professor 
A. rIant, Til. Fc<>tlO1llU: TMcry tit1tICnfI'"C PaUM for IwvenhOliS. 
Ec..m(lmtc ... F .. b~ary. J934. pp. 30 • sMJ • 

• D. Ii, Robertson. C01I/roI 8/ IfldNSlry. p. 1140 , 
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motive, the Government has also a monopoly of 
tobacco and matChes. , 
. The second limitation on the entry of new firms into 
an industry is set by the control by a monopolist of the 
whole supply of some necessarY factor of production. 
Such a monopoly may be based upon a ~ntrol of the 
_bour, the business management, the capital, or the 
raw materials required for !ome particular trade. 
Any of these factors may be monopolized to some 
extent. A monopgly of skilled labour is sometimes 
possessed by a firm able to prevent migration to other 
employers by restrictive covenaJits based upon the 
existence of secret" or supposedly secret, processes. A 
similar monopoly may be possessed by a Trade Union 
or some other body of similar type, such as-a-Medical 
Council or an Inn of Court" which possesses the ~er 
~o restrict entry. Such powers may not in all cases be 
employed to limit entry to such an extent as to raise 
the reward artificially high. On the other hand. the 
restriction may be produced indirectly by fixing a 
high rate of fees for services. to which every member of 
the profession or organization unquestionably adheres, 
and, by thus limiting the demand, e1Iective1y limiting 

. the supply of the service. The monopoly may survive 
over a long period if the organizations can secure that 
all recruits to the industry or profession adhere to it. 
It may on tb,e other hand collapse quickly, at the end 01 
the necessary period of trainiDg of new workers, if when 
~tes are fixe4 at a high level blacklegs in some form 
or other tend to enter and accept lower rates of pay •• 

To base a monopoly on a control of the supply of 
business !!!SJl2gernent which 'is made available to any 
one industry is less easy. For management in these 
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'days moves comparativelJl freely from .industry to 
mdustry. In the days when the trades were mysteries 
requiring long apprenticeship, a scatclty of masters 
might perhaps have been artificially maintained. 
But though the supply of managing ability to one 
industry may only with difficulty be monopolized, the 
supply to all industries may in some circumstances, it 
has been claimed, be monopolized by a limited group 
who by the accident of birth or education are placed 
in the fortunate position of being able to acquire the 
capital necessary to exploit opportunities of profitable 
enterpri~e, or of being able to persuade Boards of 
Directors that they possess hypothetical qualities 
required for management. 

The two most common opportunities of monopolizing 
factors of production remain: the monopoly power 
b'Tanted by the ownership of all the available caEi~, 
and that conferred by the ownership of all possible 
sources of raw material. The power derived from 
ownership orarr-the available capital is essentially 
:.hort-lived, for universal capital can hardly be 
monopolized. It arises from the temporary control of 
all the existing plant required for the manufacture of 
some commodity. In normal circumstances it must 
end when new equipment has been constructed and 
begins to produce. But the short period control may 
by various deVICes which we shall study later be 
continued over longer periods than that required for 
the construction of the new equipment. Investment 
IDay by such means be made 59 risky or unprofitable 
to anyone individual investor, that all investors may 
COIlSlder it wiser not to attempt to share in the large 
profits being made. 
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The power based o~ the,ownership of raw=ma_te~ 

may in ·terta1n circumstances last over long periods 
If all sources in the world, or aVailable to a . 
plarket, ar~ controlled by one user. the monopoly will 
'be an enduring one. But more often the control ~ 
limited to all, or a majority~ of sources which during 
the short period can be productive, or to all sources 
which can produce at 10,,= \ cost immediately. In a 
longer period, as in the case of capital. other sources 
of raw material may be expected to become available 
if high prices are charged, and the monopoly Will theQ 
collapse. 

Of the four original groups of influences making 
entry int~ an industry difficult, the third and fourth 
still remain to be discussed. The third of these was the 
existence -of ,gQ.O.dwill which must be broken down 
befoie'i:new firm can sell any of its products. -It is the 
existence of this goodwill more than anything else 
which makes the market for goods imperfect and 
creates those habits among customers which require 
time and great exp~cliture to break down.· Good
will, built up partly by solid merit, but more often by 
effective sales tap.t and the pressure 'of advertis~t. 
yields in some cases a monopoly power that is far from 
negligible; and the great expense of competitive 
idvertising can be used by the large concern as a very 
effective weapon in preventing the growth at expansion 
9f small &:ompetitors. • 

The fourth influence is closely allied to the point 
that we have just discussed. The djfficulty or im
Possibility of ente~an industry on a..sro~JJ..J!CaIe 
may make effective th~ monopoly or the quasi: 

• See SInIcIun 0' Compe#itiotl IndUllWy; pp. 120-«1' aDd 17%-3-: 
~ 
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~onopoly of those in it already. There are many 
industries to-day in which both goodwill and large
scale are so important that it is virtually impossible (as 
well as prohibitively risky) for a new entrant to jump 
immediately to full output at anythIDg approaching an 
optimum scale of production. Where that is so, the 
existing firms have a security of monopoly tenure 
unthreatened by new competition.s If these existing 
firms can be kept from competitive expansion, the 
mOllopoly is complete. This question of the effects of 
large scale in consolidating a monopoly position will 
become very important at a later stage when we come 
,to consider the devices used to maintain monopolies. 
For very many of thp.m prove when analysed to be 
devices for making the minimum scale for effective 
competition greater than it otherwise would be. The 
optimum scale of production depends· on tpe facilities 
that exist for the vertical disintegration of specialist 
processes,' requiring exceptionally large scale for their 
efficient working, to specialist firms that will undertake 
them. One of the most effective means of preventing 
competition may be to make su<1 vertical disintegra-
tion impossible to small rivals. . 

§ 2. A Classification of Types of Monopoly. This pre
liminary surye1 has suggested a convenient classifica
tion of monopolies, which will much help us at a later 
stage. First, we have seen that some monol'olies are 
able tO,survive over comparatively long periods, while 
others may be etIective temporarily. ,but are likely to 
collapse so soon ~ new equipment can be constructed • 

• See. e.g.; Wickham Steed. TN p,~. pp. 82-3. 
• See SInIdun 11/ C(1fllf¥JJl.1M Itfd".". PI» 26-1 and no-I3-
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or new workers trained, or whatever may be neeessarj 
to increase productive capacity. Thus. we rnus I 
wa.inguish between the, ~f!!':~~m monopoly and tM 
~horl-term monopoly. 

Second, we have seen that some monopolies enio)! 
powers which range widely, others enjoy a purely local 
mOI,lopoly, which is effective only so long as it is no~ 
made profitable to import goods into the monopolizeq 
area from another outside source of supply. It i~ 
convenient, perhaps, to call the latter type of cir
cumscribed monopoly.!! condi~onal monopoly, and 
monopolies not so circumscribedoy -possible com· 
petition from ou~ide, Rn unconditional monopoly. 
Smce, obviously, a conditionarmonopoly,· for example, 
may be either of a long-term or of a short-term 
character, we have here four separate categories that 
we can.distinguish. . 

§ ~ - Long-term UncoruIitional Monopoliu. Having 
constructed 'these economic hatboxes, let us try to 
find some eXamples to put into them, and see for what 
reasons a monopoly properly goes into each. Let us 
start with the'long-term unconditional monopoly, a 
monopoly limited in its power neitb,er by the proba
bility that given time, new capacity will corne in and 
destroy its powers, nor by the probability that, if price 
is raised beyond a certain point outside, possibly foreign, 
competition is to be feared. Such monopolies caIl be 
e:;tablishM only as a.rule by Government action, 
f~rbidding both home and foreign competition, or by 
tlie concentration of ~ all available sources of raw 

. material in one control For a'long-term monopoly 
based upon control of capital equipment, or uPOD. 
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control of the supplies of management or labour U 
seldom possible, and for the moment we will exclude 
those monopolies of a short-term character which 
are extended in longer periods by various devices that 
make new entry difficult. 

We have already quoted examples of legal mono
polies. such as the Post Office, the railways, gas or 
electricity undertakings, coal-mining, patented articles. 
in all of which the entry of new firms free to produce 
what output they may themselves determine, without 
let or hindrance, and with all necessary facilities. is 
for some reason or other precluded. Let us prod!ed 
then to the other sources of long-tenn unconditional 
monopolies. SCarce materials provide the best examples 
here. But there are in fact not v~ many materials 
so scao:e.as to be easily monopolized. and so necessary 
or so desired as td yield any considerable monopoly 
power. And since even comparatively scarce materials 
are rarely so localized that a monopoly established in 
a single country will control the material throughout 
the world, these monopolies are usually in the form of an 
international cartel, and are for political and other 
reasons often somewhat unstable. • 

One example. of a monopoly of this sort is afforded by 
radium. I ts history has been curious. First Bohemia, 
then the United States. now the Belgian Congo has. 
possessed a virtual monopoly of the product. Until 
1<)22 Utah and Colorado were the main sources of 
supply. In that year the Belgians began to develop 
a mine at Chinkolobwe, clost to their big copper works 
at Elizabethville, which yielded ore so rich that in 
two years the American producers were forced to close 
down. In the following yean the Belgians gradually 
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increased production. from about 20 grams to ·about 
60 grams anntially. With no competition beyond the 
3 to 4 grams each produced annually by Czechoslovakia 
and Canada, the Union Miniere de Haut Katanga could 
determine the price of radium as it wished. I t has in 
fact substantially reduced it, ~d the price per milli
gram was in 1934 only some 40 per cent of the American 
price in 1920. Production was restricted during the 

, subsequent depression, and it was reported that large 
unsold stocks had been accumulated. 

Published. statistics are few, and accurate informa
tiolt regarding costs is lacking. The cost of American 
productidO shortly before the War was put at about 
£7· 7s. per milligram.' A more recent estimate,' on 
somewhat uncertain. authority, would put costs at 
about £1 per .mbligram. With a varying Dutput of 
material, ,and a substantial uncertainty regarding the 
extent and the grade of the ore-body, it is quite impos
sible to calculate costs accurately. Prices for some time 
varied bet-ween £I2 and £Io per milligram, but after 
the depression of 1:931 were reported. to be considerably 
below those figures. The market is small and ~rratic, 
and very'"dependent on the quantity dealt in. It wqpld 
probably not be reasonable on any av;illa.~le evidence 
to accuse the owners of the mineral of having greatlY" 
abused their monopoly ppsition, but there is no doubt 
at all that gz:eat monopOly powers at present rest in 
their hands to be used or not as they may det~e.· 

• See Reporl of Radium Sub-Commillu, Commillu of Ciflil 
ResefMcA, 1929, Cmd. 3303. 11 • 

• See Fortune, Feb. '9340 Tu Radi_ MysJery, pp. 7-s IUId 
10C>-9. _ 

• These paragraphs were drafted some years ago. Since thea 
there have been SIgnificant changes. Important nnr 8Oarc:es of 
eupp!y wen: dlsc:ove.red in Cao.ada III 1930 and. developed d.UIUlI tbo 
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By far the most romantic example of a long-term 
monopoly based upon raw materials is provided by 
the story of de Beers in the diamond market. When 
diamonds were first discovered in the neighbourhood 
of Kimberley in 1870 it was imagined that, as in 
previous instances, the deposit was alluvial and would 
soon be exhausted. The discovery that they persisted 
into the yellow and blue ground beneath led to the 
attempt to work tiny claims (the '?-Ilit was about thirty 
by twenty-three feet) down to depths as great as four 
hundred feet. Difficulties immediately arose, first 
from the collapse of roadways, later from falls of the 
encirc~ shale and the burial of claims. Consolidation 
of holdings was necessary. It was achieved, after 
countless difficulties, by the ultimate surrender of 
Barnato, the protagonist of one group, to Rhodes, 
the leader of the other. De Beers Consolidated Mines 
secured command not only in the Kimberley mine, 
where Barnato had been dominant, and the de Beers 
mine, which was controlled by Rhodes, but in the 
Dutoitspan and Bulfontein mines also. Systematic 
underground mining was introduced and costs sub
stantially lowered. The monopoly was maintained by 

following years by the Eldorado Gold l\IJnes Ltd. The Belgian out
put had reache4 6d grams in J930; the Canadlan output was llttle 
more than 3 gril1q» untll J936. Since then expan.qIOn has been 
rapId, and the Canadlan production was estlmated at 70 grams in 
J93S For a penod there was some competlt1on between the nval 
producers. In J938 agreement was reached Wlth the Uwon 
hlmlere. whereby the Belgtan company would produce 60 per cent 
dnd the Canadlan 40 per cent of the world's radIum requirements. 
It IS srud that prices. after falling to around $20. are now $40 per 
milligram or lugher (see Th4 Mineral Industry for the years J930 
to 1938). These changes so admirably Illustrate the POInt that I 
had WIshed to make as to the changeable character of monopoly 
that 1 have thought It best to leave the passage as ongiDally wntteD 
and to contrast It WIth the SItuabon as It IS oIlly a few years later. 

E f 
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purchases from time to' time of other mines, and by 
rights of pre-emption over new discoveries in certain 
areas. 

By the 1890'S de Beers Consolidated were producing 
95 per cent of the world output of diamonds and pos
sessed complete control over the price. For the 
-whole forty years to 1927 their influence upon the 
industry was but little diminished. The discovery 'Of 
diamonds in German South-West Africa had, it is 
true, reduced de Beers' share by 1913 to about 76 
per cent: But the gr~th of total sales permitted the 
payment of 40 pet cent dividends with almost perfect 
regularity from 1897 to 1914. 
• The marketing of diamonds was comparatively early 
entrusted to a body known as the Diamond Syndicate 
which handled the whole output and disposed of it in 
large parcels of assorted stones. The value of the Cape 
output, which in 1885 had been below 20S. a carat, 
mounted steadily to over 31s. in 1889, was between ( 
255. and 30S. to 1898, and thence rose by stages to 
about SIS. in 1906 and 575. in 1913. The Syndicate 
maintained the price of diamonds by holding large 
stocks, which, if necessary, it increased greatly during 
a depression. It acted as selling agent from time to 
time for the majority of outside producers as well as 

. for the South African output. 
The dictatorship of the Syndicate had been threatened 

temporarily after 1903 by the rivalry of the Premier 
Mine, which at first stood outside, but it was far more 
seriously disturbed in the years following 1925. In 
that year, some 90 per cent of South;African output 
came from the mines, the remainder from alluvial 
output. By" 1927 the alluvial output wid increased 
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almost ten times as the result of the discovery of the 
new and exceedingly rich fields of Lichtenburg and 
Namaqualand. The share of the mines fell to just 
above half the Union output, and a bare third of the 
world's. The Syndicate tried to preveJlt a collapse of 
the market by frantic buying of alluvi1l stones. It is 
reported to have held a stock exceeding £8,000,000 in 
value at the end of 1927, and amounting to nearly 
£IZ,OOO,ooo by the end of 1929. 

But the Union Government could not itself afford 
to see the collapse of the market. It shares to the 
extent of 60 per cent in the profits of the Premier Mine. 
and derives large profits-and income-taxes-from the 
others. A Precious Stones Act was forced through 
which made possible the control of alluvial diggings. 
It enabled the Governor-General, amongst other things, 
to limit the number of diggers' certificates issued, to 
declare ihat no more diggings be proclaimed, to pro
hibit prospecting. to limit the quantity of stones that 
might be recovered by individuals or by aU producers, 
and to fi.x minimum prices for stones. 

The first action was to prohibit for a period all 
diamond prospecting. but hard feeling and threats of 
disorder among the diggers led to its partial relaxation. 
Meanwhile. however, the Namaqualand discoveries 
were proving even richer than had been suspected. 
The fear that the enormous yields would ruin the 
market. led the Government to proclaim them a State 
digging. to be operated by direct labour for its own 
profit. In ten months the Government secured some 
£6,500,000 worth of stones for an outlay of £105.000. 
a ratio of proceeds to cost that would bring tears of 
envy into the eye of a manufacturer of patent medicines. 
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Even with a substantially reduced output of alluvial 
stones. in 1929 and subsequent years (it was scarcely 
more than a fifth of the 1927 output after I932) the 
task of the Diamond Syndicate had become more than 
it coUld support. At the expiry of the Syndicate's five
year agreement in 1930, there was created a new body, 
the Diamond Corporation, with I'!- capital of bo,ooo,ooo 
which was to take over from the Syndicat~ the burden 
of holding the surplus stocks. In this de Beers has a 
50 per cent interest, and shortly after its creation they 
took over the management of all the other large pro
ducers. . Thtl-uegottltions were for a long time compli
cated by the unwillingness of the Union Government 
to accept any quota restriction on its own output in 
Namaqualand. It was, however, finally induced to 
come in on terms exceptionaJly favourable to it, and 
accepted the position of one of the partners to the 
monopoly. The agreement assigned quotas not only 
to the large producers, but also to the Corporation, so 
that its disposal of stocks should be systematically 
regulated. 

The liquidation of this difficult si~tion was further 
-complicated by the onset of depression, which reduced 
the annual sales of South .African diamonds from over 
£12,000,000 to about £1,500,00d.\ The mines were 
closed down completely, and 'stocks s~wly diminished. 
Finally in 1933 a new agreement ne~tiated between 
the mines, the Union Government and the Adzninis... 
trator of South-West Africa gave added control The 
Diamond Trading Company was to sell all diamonds 
for the Corporation and the producing companies, and 
.all the various interests were to be represen~ on its 
board. These involved proceedings would appear once 
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more to have re-established a moderately secure 
monopoly, with the balance of power not substantially 
changed, and the Union Government will henceforward 
collaborate with the producers in securing that the 
price of diamonds shall be not too closely related to 
their cost" 

The story of the diamond monopoly serves to make 
several things clear regarding long-term monopolies in 
general. First, the security of tenure of monopolies 
based upon a control of materials is highly uncertain, in 
the absence of legal restriction upon competition. For 
competition may appear almost at any moment ffom 
any direction. / In other words, the monopolist can 
seldom be certain that his monopoly is in fact a long
term one. Good luck and good judgment may post
pone the moment, as it did for diamonds from 1887 
almost to I927, but there can be no certainty to form 
a basis of policy. And price policy, even if designed to 
the end of maximizing profits, is by no means simple 
For it is almost impossible to judge whether greater 

• A5 in the case of radinm. the situation has changed greatly 
since thls account was writtea a few years ago, In 1929, of an out, 
put of about 7'4 mllhon metric canats, abou~ 4'3 millton came from 
the Union of South Afnca and South West Afnc:a. The only 
lIubstantial outs..de producers were the Belgtan Congo, produc:mg 
about 1'9 nulhon carrats aad the Gold Coast producing about 
'7 DUllion canals, By 1938 the total output has nsen to some 
JO'3 nulhon carrats, but that of the Union and South West Afnca 
was no more than J'4 nulllon; the output of the Belgtan Congo had 
lD~ased to 5'9 millIon carrats, that of the Gold Coast to J '3 nullJon, 
that of SIerra Leone to about '7 million and that of Angola to about 
'7 I!1lllioD, In the early years of the depI'eS6lon of 1930-1934 the 
~ater part of the restnction of output had been made by the South 
AfnC&ll producers; the Ktmberley mines were completely closed 
down, In 1933 the Congo and Angola producers accepted cert:un 
restrictions on sales, and whlle the nataaral monopoly of tile South 
AfriC&ll producers has now Yirtually disappeared, the price of 
dilUDOllda remains 8\1 bi"ct to fairlv effective c:ontrol by the DtamOnd 
Corporatlnn ' 
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profits can be won by making hay immediately while 
the sun shines, or by following a more moderate policy 
in the hope of postponing the appearance of -(:om
petition .• Second, the type of monopoly is likely to 
change wi~ .. the passage. orl:irrie~ - It may 1;tart, 
apparently, as a long-term unlimited mono!JOly, its 
source of long-term monopoly may disappear and it 
may enjoy a period of short-term unlimited monopoly, 
while the rival sources are being developed, in the 
course of its transition to a more permanent position 
of ordinary' competition, or of predominant firm quasi
monopoly ... Third, the conditions necessary for long
tel1D, unfonditional monopoly based on raw materials 
can rarefy be discovered. For very few minerals are so 
scarce that they can with certainty be controlled. 
More 9ften, as happened with radium (and as has also 

. happened with copper), a monopoly stimulates pros
pecting and calls into existence rival supplies. On the 
other hand few agricultural raw materials can he 
effectively monopolized on the scale necessary for long
period unconditional monopoly. There are a few 
instances, such as that of Egyptian or Sea Island 
cotton, where a particular crop does very much better 
in a certain soil and climate than elsewhere. But the 
difference is likely to be so slight that the monopoly can 
benefit only to the extent of a small margin over other 
sources of supply, and given that the scarcity is 
sufficient to secure this margin, the interest of the 
producers will often be to- produce as much as possible. 

§ 4- Long-term Conditional Monopolies.' Let us try 
next' to find examples of the second type of monopoly 
-that in which the monopoly, while not limited in its 
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duration tp the time taken to construct new equipment 
and bring new output to market, is yet limited in its 
effective powers by the fact that if a certain price is 
exceeded, close sUQstitutes will be brought to market 
from a more distant source of supply. One well-known 
example of such a monopoly is afforded by the coal 
industry in Great Britain since the Coal Mines Act of 
1930. That Act both permitted and required the 
creation of an organization for the limitation of the 
output of coal by quotas and the impositionofminimum 
prices. Every undertaking producing coal in Great 
Britain is subject to the limitations imposed. But coal 
may be, and on occasion has been, imported from 
Poland or from other rival sources, so that theoretically 
the monopoly is not unlimited. But in practice its 
powers are evidently considerable. For clearly the 
powers of any conditional monopoly will depend upon 
the price of the rival product, and upon the cost of 
bringing it to market, including both transport costs 
and taril1s. In the case of a heavy not very valuable 
proJuct like coal, transport costs are large as compared 
with total costs, and the monopoly powers of a condi
tional monopoly are much greater than they would be 
for a lighter, more valuable product. Coal affords 
another example of such a monopoly in the case of 
Germany before the impositkn of import restrictions. 
The Rbeni:Jl-Westphalian Syndicate enjoyed a mono
poly conditioned by the possibility of increased imports' 
from Great Britain into the disputed territories up the 
main rivers and along the northern seaboard.· 

The ~ources of a long-tenn conditional monopoly 
may ordmarily be three. It may depend, as does the 

• See pp. aaS-3~ 
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British coal monopoly; on legal restriction.upon un
fettered entry. It may depend,' as did that of the 
German Potash Syndicate, before membership of the 
Syndicate was made compulsory, upon, a local cOt:J.tfOl 
of all sources of the material, limited by "fhe' -absence 
of control ~ormore -distiiif ·sources. It may depend 
upon exceptional a<;lvantages of large scale production 
or marketing which make new entry tm'possible below 
a level of price which yields abnormal rates of profit to 
the large concern. These advantages may spring from 
economies of exceptionally large technical scales of 
production, either giving advantages to very large 
outputs of a standardized product, or to very large 
organizations of productive resources. They may 
spring from economies of selling a very large output, or 
from the complete impossibility of designing and 
financing a satisfactory sales organization on a smaU 
scale. 

Thus it was said some years ago of the Imperial, 
Tobacco Company: I "a business of such magnitude, 
commanding so extensive an influence on the retailers 
and possessing such large reserves, has it in its power, 
by forgoing its ordinary profit for a short time, to 
cut prices to such an extent as to place all its rivals 
out of business and secure the entire, or very nearly 
the entire, monopoly of the tobacco trade." Part at 
least of the strength of the Dunlop Rubber Company, 
'of United Dairies, and of the big oil distributing 
companies is derived, almost certainly, from the less 
efficiency of small scale competition. 

Perhaps the best example of monopoly based upon. 
, , 

• Reporl 0fJ 1M Tobaeco IfldUGtry (Cmd. 558). 1920. p. 4. quoted 
by FItzgerald. JtadflSlrl4 Comlm,4IIiC/fJ ttt E"lillfld. p. 142. 
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advantages of large scale and difficulties of new entry 
is to be found in the sewing-cotton trade. Messrs. 
J. & P. Coats, with various subsidiaries that they own 
and control, the Central Agency which acts as a selling 
agency, and a number of branch establishments in 
foreign countries, dominate the trade. In 1920 they 
were reported to be producing some 80 per cent of all 
sewing cotton 1 used in Great Britain for domestic 
purposes, and a very considerable proportion of that 
used for manufacturing and similar purposes. A COIQ

mittee established under the Profiteering Act of 1919 
and 1920 presented three separate reports on their 
activities. \, The problems with which that committee 

; was mainly' concerned, the price of the reel and the 
question whether the margin of profit was properly 
calculated by having regard to the actual price paid for 
cotton or to its current replacement in the open cotton 
market, though of great interest, and common to many 
industries in which stocks are important, do not 
concern us here. What does concern us is the answer 
to the question why, if, as was held by some members 
of the committee, the margin was in ,fact excessive, 
new competitors did not enter the industry. This may 
be partly explained by the existence of a special 
agreement between the Central Agency and the 
Drapers' Chamber of Trade, whereby the drapers were 
required, under penalty of' closure of accounts, to 
charge the same percentage of profit on' competitors' 
cotton as on Messrs. Coats'. This agreement had 
apparently been enforced by the request of the drapers 

• The first report ptlt the figure at 9S per cent. Messrs. Coats 
regarded tills estImate as Dluch too tugh. but proVIded no alternative 
figure; 80 per cent was the estImate of an offiCIal of the Drapers' 
Chamber of Trade. 
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to prevent price cutting, but did in fact offer some 
obstacle to new competition. But far more important 
was the great advantage that Messrs. Coats possessed 
in manufacturing costs, an advantage that is the more 
surprising in that they actually spun only about one
third of the yam that they employed. Th~ first com
mittee reported that even if the prices were advanced 
'considerably beyond the 1evel of 71d:a reel which then 
prevailed, Messrs. Coats would still be able to command 
'Pl immense sale of their production. This was mainly 
due to the fact that their enormous capital resources 
enabled them to buy their raw materials at the proper 
moment, to their highly specialized organization, and 
to the efficiency of their spinning department. The 
committee was informed by one of Coats' principal 
competitors " that he could not manufacture six-cord 
sewing cotton at a price which would show any reason
able margin of profit to himself or the shopkeeper if it 
were sold at less than IS. per reel, as against the current 
price of 71d. ,for Coats' sewing cott9n." This was 
partly, indeed, due to the fact that Coats had1run the 
risk of buying large amounts of cotton ahead, and had 
been fortunate iIi {lOssessing cheap raw material on " 
rising market, but even more to their great economies. 

§ 5. Short-term Unconditional MOTIDpolies. These 
monopolies enjoy· monopoly powers which cannot 
survive the construction of new productive capacity 
in the long period,'but, short.pf the long-period intro
duction of new cdmpetition, have a complete, or 
sufficiently complete. monopoly. ,Such a monopoly 
depends ordinarily on the control of ,the greater part 
of the world capacity. represented either by fixed plant 
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or by ready-developed sources of material. Into this 
category fall many of the large number of international 
cartels and restriction schemes, such as have been 
organized in the sugar, rubber, tin and copper agre~ 
ments, to quote but a few of the better known examples. 
In none of these instances can the cartel effectively 
preclude new entry into the industry i1 it raises prices 
appreciably above the level that will yield normal 
profits in the long period. The strength of such mono
polies, may, however, be considerable in the short 
period, and in particular they may be able to exert 
~ important influence upon short-period prices in a 
depression when profits would otherwise be sub
stantially below the long-period normal level, and 
can be correspondingly raised before competition is 
attracted. 
~e duration of the manopoly will depend upon the 

time that is nece.ssary to develop new production. 
In rubber-growing a tree takes six or seven years to 
grow to the size at which it can be tapped. and a con
siderably longer period before it reaches its full yield. 
Thus a short-term monopoly is long enough lived to 
yield very considerable profits. But, as was shown by 
the experience of the Stevenson rubber restriction 
acheme, that was operated from '1922 to 1928, I the 
increase of production that it stimulates will be likely 
both to destroy the monopoly and to extinguish profits 
entirely for a period of years. Where productive 
capacity already exists outside the cartel, the time 
required to orgaruze and expand It may be less than 

• See both tor the robber scheme, and for other examples of 
short·tenn conditIonal monopohes, J. W. F. Rowe • • \l1IF1ieU .-II 
M6fI. pp. IU-ISI and /,assM. • 
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wo1;l1d be necessary for wholly new production. To the 
extent that outside producers have unused present 
resources, competitive ,output will be immediately 
forthcoming. To the extent that mineral output is, 
for example, limited by the state of development of the 
mine rather than by the sufficiency of surface or 
winding plant, it can be rapidly expanded. To the 
extent that a greater plantation output can be tem
porarily furnished at the exp.~e of future output, 
that will immediately be don~. Thus the life of a short
term uneonditional monopoly ay in fact prove very 
brief indeed, and the effects of the additional capacity 
that it stiinulates in reducipg prices over the following 
years'may be so great that there may be on balance 
extremely little gain from the creation of the monopoly, 
or even an excess of Joss over profit. 

§ 6. Short-term Conditional Monopolies. We have finally 
to consider the group of monopolies whose powers are 
limitec'i by the certainty of new entries in the long 
period if price is raised appreciably above the normal 
level, a:o.Q. by the threat of outside competition, if 
price .exceeds costs in neighbouring markets by more 
than the cost of transport, including any such obstacles 
to transport as customs duties. This is by far the 
largest category of monopolies. They are at the' same 
time ordinarily the weakest. But' where" the GOvern
ment ,facilitates such monopqlies by' 'imposing import 
dEties, t~eir po"~!?~ ot improving the profits of- their 
members miy".be very copsiderable during a depressiQD. 

This category includes all the many small local rings 
and gentlemen'S agreements among bakers, hotel
keepers, coal merchants, boat-hirers, and so on. It 
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includes rlany quasi-monopolies in trades, protected 
by impol t duties, where the number of competing 
firms is 10 small as to create assumptions regarding 
each other's reactions yielding approximately mono
polistic prices, but where new entry cannot be pre
vented. It includes monopolistic rings or agreements 
on a national scale, such as have existed .in the supply 
of building materials and fittings, I where import from 
abroad is possible. In Germany, in particular, the 
number of local cartels of. this kind has for many years 
been exceedingly large. 

§ ,. DIfficulties o( Classification. These categories 
cannot, unfortunately, be regarded as watertight and 
invariable~' It 'Will, in mruvlduaI cases:' often be by no 
nleans 'easy to determine whether certain factors are 
sufficiently llowerful to lift. for instance. a short-term 
unconditiodl monopoly into the category of a long
term unconditional monopoly. In particular where 
the long-period tenure depends upon the difficulty of 
entry into the industry of new undertakings owing to 
the disadvantages of small scale production, the degree 
of disadvantage that is sufficient is not easy to estimate, 
and the tenure itseU depends .upon the monopolist 
exercising his powers in such ways as not to give more 
than normal profits to a small scale entrant. 

The policy of the monopoly itself may affect the 
category in which it may be convenient tf? classify it. 
ThUs the experiment of Copper Exporters Incorporated 
in the years 1926-1932 might perhaps be regarded 
as an attempt to create a long-term unconditional 
monopoly, based upon control pVel1 all aval1able sources 

• See Rep.n oj 1M Commall .. ~ Tf'1IS~ pp. 35-'7, 
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of copper. which was in practice so open.ted as to 
reduce the monopoly into the category of a s'lort-term 
conditional monopoly. 

Moreover, even in the case of legal mODopo'lies, the 
powers of the monopolist cannot in many cases be 
regarded as wholly unconditional" and unfettered. 
Apart from such direct restrictions as will be considered 
below, insecurity of political support will often 

. dictate such moderation of price policy as will prevent 
the flagrant outra~e of public,opinion, and the policy of 
the monopoly is likely to be directed, not solely to the 
maximization of immediate profit, but rather to such 
a.compromisellS will secure its continued life. 

Though these classifications are thus neither definite 
in all c3.ses, nor wholly permanent, they serve a useful 
purpose in drawing our attention to the strength and 
~ehlmesses of individual monopolies, and they are a 
necessary preliminary to the study with which we shall 
be concerned in the next chapter of the various devices 
by which monopolies attempt to incr~e their strength 
and the duration of their tenure. . 

pp. 180-], 



CHAPTER IV 

DEVICES FOR ESTABLISHING OR 
PROLONGING MONOPOLIES 

§ I. Introductory. In the last chapter we examined 
the various foundations upon which monopolies could 
be built, and the various types of monopoly correspond. 
ing to differences of those foundations. In particular 
we saw that in some cases a monopoly would be of a 
long-term type, in others of a short-term type. In 
this chapter we have to consider a variety of devicel" 
by which monopolists, and firms in the later stages 
of pursuit of monopoly, are able to consolidate their 
monopolist position and in some measure to modify 
its character and to prolong it beyond the limits of 
the short period. ' 

The majOrit~of these devices will be found when' 
analysed to be ethods of preventing or impeding the 
entry of new ms into the industry concerned by 
making the minimum scale of possible or effective 
competition larger than it would otherwise have been. 
The devices with which we shall be concerned are 
of interest and importance, because in several .:ases 
governments which have been anxious to prevent the 
creation of monopolies within their territories have 
attempted to achieve that end by forbidding certain 
of these .. unI.a.it.!.' practices. In the course of con· 

. 63 
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sidering them it will become apparent how difficult 
,it is to define" unfair II practices objectively by their 
character, as distinct from the monopolistic intention 
that underlies them. 

§ 2.', Verticallntegratwn. In ordinary competitive con
ditions when one isolated process requires a consider
ably larger scale of operations for,its efficient conduct 
than is required by the.other processes of manufacture, 

"'ft" tends to be .. disintegrated" from the remaining 
processes, to be handed over to larger, ~ecialist firms 
Who, perform the required tasks for tlie output of a 
number of firms in the main industrv. If for any 
reason such disintegration becomes impossible, a new 
firm must be large enough to perform this diSintegrated 
process ef6.ciently, before its competition will become 
a.,&.nger to established firms. But quite obviously the 
larger the capital required, and the larger the addition 
of output in relation to the existing output of the 
industry, the less likely is any competitCU' to think it 
profitable to attempt to force his way into the industry 
and the more enduring is the existing quasi-monopoly 
likely to be. 

There are, broadly ~ two ways 01 prev~ting vertical 
disintegration by a potential competitor. First, by 
vertical integration with the disintegrated firms you 
'may attach' them to yourself and deny the'; services 
to others. Second, by various types of tying clauses, 
or bt various threats of boycott, you may. give th«! 
'disintegrated firm the choice between serving YOll and 
serving your competitor. If the advantage of serving 
you is sufficiently great, the threat will be effective. 

Vertical integration with the disintegrated firm, or 
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tms, is likely to be most effective if for some reason 
se possess some sort of natural or artificial monopoly. 

he quasi-monopolist position of certain iron and 
steel firms both in Great Britain and in the United 
States has derived from vertical integration with under
takings owning exceptionally, favourable ore deposits. 
Breweries have enjoyed in several cases a considerable 
,degree of local mpnopoly through integration with 
f" tied" public houses. The monopoly is built upon 
the known unwillingness of licensing magistrates to 
permit indefinitely new entry into the industry. 

But even where the disintegrated firm enjoys no 
monopoly from natural resources, or from limitation 
by authority of possible competition, integration may 
yield con;iderable monopoly powers if the minimum 
scale of operation is very large, and the optimum firm 
is large in size as compared with the total output. 
Thus the large producers of copper in the United States 
enjoyed for a time some considerable advantage over 
producers in other countries from the fact that they 
were integrated with the main copper refining, and 
copper using, undertakings. Again, the competitive 
position oj the larger motor manufacturers in Great 
Britain is reinforced by the reintegration, during their 
growth, of such processes as the manufacture of radi
ators, the forging of crankshafts, the cutting of gears, 
the making of the larger castings, so that the specialist 
firms, that might work for comparatively small new 
entrants, are usually themselves operating on a 
smaller scale than the big self-sufficient undertakings. 

§ 3. the Prellentlon 01 Vertical Disintegration. The 
alternative to vertical integration is, we have seen, 

p 
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to prevent a new entrant enjoying the ordinary 
advantage of vertical disintegration by presenting tho 
disintegrated undertaking with the choice between 
serving the existing and serving the new firm. Another 
. v~tion presents the consumer with the alternatives 
of depending always upon the old or always upon the 
new firm. 
. In. different trades the precise methods employed 
'will naturally be different. By far the most important 
need for disintegration, in most instances, is that to 
aisintegrate the later processes of marketing ~he 
pro~uce. For to maintain a private sales org8¥ization 
capable of reaching the ultimate consumer, and Wide 
enough to sell the whole of the outp~t, is qui!e beyond 
the financial resources ~f most firms in most industries. 
Retailing is almost everywhere, in consequence, 
disintegrated from manufacture and the earlier stages 
of marketing. Thus the pOwer to prevent the dis
tribution of a product through the ordinary channels 
of the retail trade is likely to be a most effective' 
limitation to new entry. 

It is obvious that. short of vertical integration, an 
e;ru;ting manufacturer can do no more than'to present 
a retailer with the alternatives of handling only his 
products or handling non<; of his products. The 
efficacy. of this threat depends upon how far it is 
possible for a shop selling only the Few product to 
survive in competition. This in turn depends on a 
series of furth~r considerations: first. upon the size 
of shops in that particular trade; second, ,upon the 
extent of other products of a similar nature, made by. 
n.on-monopolistic firms;' which can be freely obtained 
for sale; third, upon the possibility of sale through 
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shops of an unspecialized character, or of another 
specialized cha~cter; fourth, upon the buying habits 
of the public with regard to the commodity in question. 
The relevance of these considerations is best seen 
from a few examples. 

At the beginning of the present century the practice 
of making exclusive agreements with agents selling a 
given product or group of products was common in the 
United States. It has persisted to this day in certain 
trades. Thus Ford still insists on dealers selling' no 
other new cars beside his own. The exclusive agree
ment has certain points to recommend it. The in
dividual agent is more concerned with the sales of a 
particular line than he would be if he were not in any 
way limited as to what he might sell. Such exclusive 
agreements were made by the International Harvester 
Company durina th~ years before 1905. A dealer was 
forbidden to sell agricultural machinery made by other 
manufacturers. In this case the exclusive agreement 
was remarkably effective in denying to competitors 
ready access to markets. The reasons are simple. 
The Dumber of dealers qualified to handle agricultural 
machinery in a country town is not large. The business 
is not readily combined with other wholly dissimilar 
trades. The International Harvester Company, while 
subject to competition in certain 1i~es, \vas'almost the 
sole source of supply in others, so that a dealer who 
did not hanJle their products would Dot provide the 
whole riUlge of fdrm equipment. The Company, it was 
alleged, refuseil to supply certain types of machinery 
to dealers who did not order certain other types, 
thus successfully achieving what is known as !' full 
line forcing." 
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Somewhat similar attempts by the Tobacco Trust in 
the-' United States to make exclusive agreements were 
never so successful as those of the International 
Harvester Company. though they were -not wholl, 
ineffective. For tobacco and cigarettes are far more 
widely' sold. In the smallest town the number of 
shops offering them is very large as compared with 
those in most other trades. The sale of branded 
tobaccos and cigarettes requires no great skill. It is 
easily. combined witli. any of a great variety of other 
activities. Sales which represent only 20 per ~ent of 
all sales in the town can nevertheless give a good profit 
to one or two shops. Purchases are made so often 
that a customer willleam and remember where he can 
get his own peculiar brand. Thus the choice between 
handling the products of the Trust and of the small 
outside manufacturer will not always end in victory 
for the Trust. Obviously the larger is the outside 
manufacturer relatively to the Trust, the greater will 
be his chance of discovering outlets into the retail 
trade. 

t On the other hand. the refusal of the railway com
panies in Great Britain to permit booking agencies 
selling railway tickets to sell also tickets for air travel 
by certain routes has placed a most effective limit upon 
competition with services provided by the railways. 
The' potential air traveller. because 'he travels but 

I rarely by that route, seldom knows enough about 
particular operating companies or the whereabouts of 
the special booking agencies, to overcome the impedi
ments placed in' his way. Thus a device that is less 
efficacious with more regular purchasers, becomes 
~ox:e efficacious with less regular purchasers. 
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While the impeding of vertical disintegration of 
selling is the most common device. the impeding of 
vertical disintegration of processes of manufacture is 
not unknown. The Eastman Kodak Company, for 
example, for a period secured a virtual monopoly of 
photographic papers by making an exclusive contract 
with the sole manufacturers in France and Germany 
for importation of their papers into the United St~tes. 
In other cases exclusive agreements have been made 
for the purchase of all machinery of certain new types 
for a period, thus denying their use to possible com
petitors. 

§ 4- Deferred Rebates. The device of confronting the 
consumer or the retailer with the dilemma of perma
nent choice between the monopolist and the inde
pendent concern has been especially developed by 
the Shipping Conferences. These Conferences are 
joint committees of owners of shipping in particular 
trades which meet to fix freight rates and passenger 
rates in their respective trades, and for such incidental 
purposes as the classification of ships into certain 
categories. based upon their speed, comfort, modernity 
and so on. The different Conferences have sought by 
different methods to ensure that as much as possible 
of the traffic should be carried in ships of the Con
ference's lines, and as little as possible in ships of other 
lines, or in tramp tonnage. For this purpose they have 
deVeloped the' system of \deferred rebates~ While 
the schemes differ somewhat in detail, their main 
characteristics are similar. \ If all goods are shipped in 
Conference ships during a certain period (usually six 
or twelve months), a certain rebate (usually 10 per 
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'cent) 'is earned. If during a further similar period all 
goods are again so shipped, the rebate is 'actually 
credited or paid. The differences lie chiefly in the 
definition of loyalty to the Conference. There ale 
three parties whose loyalty it is sought to secure, the 
exporting merchant, the importing merchant, and the 
forwarding agent. In some Conferences the loyalty 
9f one, ~ some of another, is demanded. In the West 
Africart Conference it was the exporting merchant 
whose loyalty was demanded, and 'no attempt was 
made to bind the consignee. In the South American 
trade the- prlncip'al resident in Europe, in some cases 
the exporter, in some the importer, was bound; but 
in order to claim rebate both the merchant and the 
forwarding agent must rem$ loyal. In the South 
African and Australian trades the consignee was 
brought within the scope of the system. Rebate was 
not payable on the goods of a consignee who had 
received goods by other than Conference ships. But 
it did not debar a shipper from ,receiving rebate on 
other shipments, if a customer compelled him to ship 
c«1Jiain goods by oppo$ition ships. 

"The justification of the whole system of deferred 
rebates has been widely discussed. It will be seen 
that in effect the Conference. informs the shipper 
that he must choose between the altematives of using 
the Conference ships continuously. receiving a 10 per 
cent rebate, and using the Conference ships orcthers at 
his discretion, receiving no rebate. If on half die 
occasions a shipper could secure an economy of 20 per 
cent, paying xo per cent less than monopoly rates 
when rebate is 'allowed, it would be as cheap tq retain 
his freedom to ship as he might wish. The advocates 
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of Conferences have argued that a regular service 
cannot be provided unless there is some constraint 
upon shippers to use only the ships of those who 
provide it; that the value of regularity of service, like 
the value of a telephone to a house where there is 
sickness, cannot be measured entirely by the use that 
is actually made of it. The very fact of regular sail
ings, with a relatively stable tariff of freight rates, 
enables trades to grow up, and industries to be estab
lished where uncertainty would prevent them. Stocks 
can be more certainly, and often more quickly. 
replenished; they need therefore not be kept at such 
a high level, with consequent savings of interest 
charges and of risks of obsolescence. 

The critics of the Conferences have urged that many 
of the advantages claimed are illusory. That regu· 
larity of empty ships is an' extravagance for which 
they have no desire to pay, that the Conferences ~ave 
had the effect of forcing competition from that of 
price, into that of speed and luxury of service, until 
both those qualities have become excessive. That 
far from certainty of service, tM Conference lines have 
failed to expand services in times of heavy demand, so 
that valuable shipments have been c.elayed and have 
missed their market. 

Even if some of the cla.irqs of the advocates are 
admitted, it would appear that the Conferences have 
in many instances used their monopoly powers, not 
to give the best or the most desired service, at a 
reasonable cost, but to make unreasonable charges. 
During the more recent years of depression in shipping, 
their justification has been sought rather on the 
general grounds lof diminishing tlJ.e catastrophe of a 
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'tl~pressed industry, than on the old grounds advanced 
twenty-five years before. The examination of this 
aspect must be postponed_to a later chapter. , 

The use of the system of deferred rebates is not 
confined to the Shipping Conferences. It has been 
employed also, 1-0 quote but one instance, by the 
National Light ..castings Association, as a means of 
securing that customers buy exclusively from members 
of the association •. 

§ 5. Full Line Forcing. Some r:eference was made above 
to the device of fu1lline forcing. The term was applied 
originally to the policy of salesmanship adopted 
by the International Harvester Company whose 
travellers developed" the practice of requiring dealers 
to order new lines ••• as a condition to retaining the 
agency for some brand of the company's harvesting 
.machines:' I But the policy is best known as em
ployed by the United Shoe Machinery Company. 
This Company, which made it a practice to lease 
rather than to sell the machinery that it manufactured, 
was a consolidation of 1l number of undertakings, each 
possessing important patent rights with regard to 
some one or other of the various processes of manu· 
facture. \Some of the machines had effective sub
stitutes among the products of other makers. others 
were no longer subject to patent rights. But certain 
of the machines made, and hi particular the lasting 
machine, could not be replaced by any competing 
machinery. In drawing up leases for its machinery 

• Report of the ColJ1lllissioner of Corpomtiona on the Inter
nationa!- .HarvesteJ' Company, p. 306. quoted by Steveua, u."jlHr 
CompetiUqn. p. 10. 
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the Company placed obligations on any user of the 
lasting machine not to employ it in conjunction with 
machinery for certain other purposes not manufactured 
by the United Shoe Machinery Company. Thus the 
Company was able to force on users of its l~ing 
machines the use also of the whole line of its machinery. 
No competitor could offer at the time a complete 
line of alternative machinery, and thus effective 
competition was stifled. When a manwacturer did 
in fact develop a complete alternative line, he was 
forced by the cutting pff of all sources of credit to 
sell it out to the Company.' 

The power to force a full line of goods in this way 
may be built upon a monopoly of any kind. But a 
monopoly established by patent rights was at one 
time its most common basis. The inelusion of such 
tying clauses in agreements for sale or lease of 
machinery has been held to be enforceable in Great 
Britain,' but has been condemned as illegal in 'the 
United States under the Clayton Act., 

§ 6. Local Price Cutting. We have seen that by tbepre
vention of vertical disintegration the minimum size of 
effective competition may be increased, and the difficulty 
of competition thus enhanced. The second main group 
of offensive devices is found, when analysed, to secure 
its end also by limiting competition to undertakings 
of great size and financial strength. The drastic 
cutting of prices by monopolists or quasi-monopolists 
threatened by competition bas always been a main 

, For a detailed account _ Jones, TIwI Tru# Problnrl i" 1M 
Untied SIalss, 'pp, 164- 8S. 

, Uoited SlIOCt Machinery Co. of Canada v. Brunet tJ909). 
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. weapon of offence. Where two firms are of approxi
mately equal sile and efficiency, and possessed of 
nearly equal 'resources, the cutting of price is an 
inevitable part 'of the competitive stn, ggle and likely 
to lea~e surviving the stronger, and thus usually the 
more efficient, of- the two. But where the two com
peting fiJ:ms are of very unequal site and financial 
strength, the drastic cutting of prices will almost 
certainly lead to the extinction of the smaller, and not 
necessarily the potentially less efficient, of the two 
fir,ms. For the smaller firm.is unlikely to be com .. 
peting with equal intensity throughout the whole 
'area of the market, or throughout the whole range of 
products of the larger. A drastic cut of price by the 
,larger firm in ~ome small part of its territory )rill thus 
greatly injure the smaller competitor, while leaving 
the larger able to earn monopoly profits elsewhere. 

The price cutting by the larger firm may be a local 
cut of all its prices, or a general cut of the price of one 
or more products closely competing with the smaller 
firm's most pr&.fitable lines, or again a local cut of these 
particular ptoducts. Examples of all these possible 
va'riations are many. The early history of the Standard 
Oil Company was filled with instances of the destruc-

. t;on of local competition by such means. 
But~ it frequently happeps that there are difficulties 

in the/way of ~uch local price cutting. It may be 
forbidden by law to sell a product at exceptionally 
low prices in certain markets for the purpose of destroy
ing c6mpetition or creating monopoly. There may be" 
indeed there very often is. prejudice ag~t monopo
lists who attempt to destroy small pr¢ucers. and the I 
know!edge of what. is happening may"a"ally coDS1Jmers' 
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to Jle de!.:!loce of the small producer, There will often 
be oJ..,std.e!t:s to local and,temporary tuts in the price of 
nationally a,lvertiscd goods whose price is well known. 
and iii W:ely tQ be iestored at a short interval. Where 
any or all o' t~e~e difficulties have arisen, various 
devices have been employed to achieve the end of 
local price en ,!ing without its ostensible employment. 

The most C(lnWon of these is the .. fighting bran<}." 
Thus the Am,,-ican Tobacco Company forced its way 
into the plng- ~bacco trade by the use of a. fighting 
brand, happily named ".Battle Axe," which it used to 
undencll the {,,')ducts o~ its main rivals. The Eastman 
Kodak Compa. y. agalll. employed the device of 
fightirg branJs of photographic papers, and the 
Natiollal Cash Register Company made use of 
.. knq::kers," insfLlments built specially to meet the 
competlliun of c.,rt.ain rival lines. A very siIDnar 
device h.iS been .sed by the Shipping Conferences, 
the device of the' tlghtmg ship." which is put to load 
freigbt in coml'ctit 'l;l a;ainst an outside rival, and to 
bid down uc:igh L .' ;.:1' unremunerative level. - The 
large motor omnl;;'t.; companies have occasioll~y used 
almo~t the same n.'-u.od. send..ng ~()metiroes one. 
sometimes N'o;of the r O\\U buses to shadlj)w a pirate 
and to collect d.S iII."lI '[$ poSSlble of its traffic. (In. 
most cases these t1~!;t;l!b bra::d~ are p.roduced at a !u:,S 

and sold only in tL(1o'e m;;rJ..d3· where -:::;rnr,etit.on b 

encountered. ''Elaborate llstn .. ctions h.we ;ivru";..~1~5 
been given to agents regardinb the circu.l.llstance!to -~' 
which they should be produced; so that sales oJ n'~.:o 
profitable lines should not be damaged. -. 

An alternative device for achieving the same object. 
used a~ a ~le where legal objections to discrimin~tion 
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exist, or where public opinion against IIIpnopolies is 
strong, is the device of the .. bogus in:Iependent." 
The Standard Oil Company in its earlier struggle for 
control of the distributive trade in. oil)ould appear 
to have made some use of this service. ?'he American 
Tobacco Company is said to have used i~ extensively .• 
It had to meet prejudices both of conshmers against 
monopoly, and of union workers agai~st an under. 
taking with a non-union labour P'1licy, and it 
attempted to do so by' controlling ancf continuing to 
operate producing firms believed to )e outside the 
trust. We have seen a similar use of fbe same device 
in England during the period of strugg'e for unification 
of road passenger transport. The laIler undertakings 
in several cases ran bogus .. pirates," ~ther continuing 
buses in .. pirate" colours after they hid been absorbed, 
or decorating non-piratical buses in a temporary, 
piratical garb. 

It is at once apparent that these veapons of offence 
are ·~g«:r~us only, where the ~m}etition is between 
a stronger and larger firm, selling in a wide markt.t, 
and a weaker and smaller firm, s;Jling in a narrower 
market. Price competition over ,the whole field is an 
ordinary and entirely proper /~eapon of economic 
competit~n. Price compe~, even in a part of the 
field, cannot be avoid~here a younger firm chal .. 
lenges an ~er. -un-lhe other hand price competition 
in "hich the strong undertaking employs its monOJ'C?ly 
iJl6fits obtained in one part of the market ,to destroy 
competition, and re-establi.Jl monopoly, m anoth~r 
p~ cannot be justified on the ~~d ~t m 
wholly different circumstances competition gIves the 

I ~ Stevens. UtI!_ CompMtiml. p. S2: Jones, 01'. dI .. p, f5r, 
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consumer the advantage of the most efficient 
service. 

For this reason certain countries have attempted to 
forbid price discrimination except in so far as differences 
of local prices can be justified by differences of cost. 
It may be that such a policy is the best when all con
siderations are taken into account. But it is important 
that it should be realized that such a policy d~ harm 
as well as good. It may often happen that some measure 
of price discrimination is a necessary condition Wore 
any of some service can be provided. There may be 
no uniform price per visit which would enable a 
country doctor to make a living: there may be no 
uniform charge per ton-mile at which a railway in an 
undeveloped territory could be made to pay. Even 
where a uniform price would give some service, if costs 
fall considerably with output and the optimum under
t.l.king is greater than the demand of the local market. 
d1scrimination may benefit the parties paying thehi&.her 
as .well as those paying the lower price. Thus dis
crimination in favour of consumers of electricity for 
purposes of heat and power may well yield lower and 
not higher rate., to consumers of light. 

§ 7. Unfair Practica. The devices so far considered 
have been mostly of suCh a character that their c0n

demnation is at least ambiguous. Vertical integra-· 
tion, local price-cutting, restrictive contracts. special 
ag~ncies. deferred rebates may all in their places be 
proper and legitimate forms of business conduct. 
But besides these there are other devices that have 
been employed by monopolists for destruction of their 
rivals which cannot be so charitably described. 
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Misrepresentation of competing manufactures has 
been of many degrees, from the exhibition of the 
rival product labelled" Junk,S cents," to deliberate 
.misstatements regarding the honesty of the manu
facturer or the quality of his output. The bribery of 
employees of the rival producer to disclose trade secreb, 
or the identity of customers, or to give information 
regarding tenders, or to withdraw their services, has 
been sometimes a weapon of offence. The bribery of 
designers to specify products of a particular charaCter, 
if possible of a particular firm, has probably been even 
more frequent. . 

. • Intimidation of customers, or of employees, or of 
suppliers of raw materials, or of credit, has been used 
as a weapon in certain instances. The financial resources' 
of small undertakings have been exhausted by vexatious 
legal proceedings against them. Some of these methods 
of competition, defamation of character, for example, 
are, of course, illegal even apart from special legislation 
de8.ling with monopolistic practices. But evidence is 
in most qiSes difficult to obtain, and the damage done 
may be irretrievable ~y the time that proceedings can 
be taken. . 

There is another type of unfair practice which ht the 
United States at least played a large part in facilitating 

. the gro~ of monopolies,l the securing of improperly 
advantageous rates from public carriers or public 
utilities, sometimes by bribery or intimidation .. In 
the United States during the .'seventies of the last 
c~n~ury there was no open sJStem of special railway 
rates for undertakings which consigned exceptionally 
large, or exceptionally regular, shipments. Special 

• See pp. I99-'Z03-
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secret rebates were given to them, and these were in 
several cases the basis of the great competitive strength 
of certain undertakings. The importance of the traffic 
to a particular railway made threats to withdraw it 
extremely powerful. Even' when the practice had been 
forbidden by law or excluded by agreement, railways 
were forced to grant terms to big shippers which 
temporarily did not so much as cover the prime cost 
of the traffic. 

We shall see in later chapters that different countries 
have taken different steps to prevent the use of unfair 
practices for the establishment of monopoly. But it is 
by no means easy to define an unfair practice with that 
accuracy which is necessary before a court can take 
action. 

All competition is designed to inflict financial injury . 
on a rival, to reduce a cOl!lpetitor's profits to the point 
'where he will transfer his services elsewhere. The 
fact that certain competitive practices accelerate or 
increase this injury is not in itself evidence that they 
should be made unlavliul. The dilemma is best illus
trated by the technique employed by President 
Roosevelt to create temporary monopolies in the- Uljlited 
States in order to maintain prices during a depression. 
The system was built upon the framework of the 
organization designed to prevent the use of unfair 
practices. Unfairness Was merely extended to include 
destructive price competition of certain kinds. Thus, 
if we too strictly protect existing firms against the 
attacks of potential monopolists, we may end in 
preventing the creation of one monopoly, by ourselves 
Cl'eating another. ' 

To the economist the criterion of whether a practice 
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is unfair or not, is the test whether it leads to the 
substitution of a cheaper for a dearer, or of a dearer 
for a. cheaper source of supply. The public has a right 
to be supplied by the cheapest producer. A practice 
which detracts from this right, ,should thus be made 
illegal" But if that criterion is employed. the same 
practice may be fair when used by an efficient, unfair 
when used by an inefficient producer. Moreover, 
in very many cases the potential monopolist is the 
more efficient producer, producing at lower costs. 
It must be a matter of uncertainty whether his lower 
costs will lead him to sen at lower prices. or his greater 
monopoly powers will lead him to sell at higher prices. 
Again. if we think that we "can control1nonopolies 
and redress the inequalities of wealth that they cause. 
oUr test of unfair competition will __ b~nt_from 
what it will be if we fear monopoliesJ,... or peter to 
stabilize an economy' of relatively ilieffiSiel,l~aU 
firms rather than see concentra~ui -a .few ~aDt 
undertakings. 

But even'if the economist is content to judge fair or 
unfairness by these uncertain tests, the lawyer cannot. 
He xp.ust have an objective test; he cannot depend 
upon. the wholly speculative test of intention. He 
cannot be asked to define at what point a firm's inten
tion to secure sufficient power to influence prices makes 
it so nearly a monopolist that its methods of competition 
become unfair. tThus any definition of unfair competi
tion must over a large part of. the tieJd ~ purely 
arbitrary and reflect in some ,sense the pragmatic 
judgments of society as to which practices can safely 
be permitted and which are in the given circumstances 
best forbidden.) , 



CHAPTER V 

THE FORMS OF 1,{ONOPOLY 
ORGANIZATION 

f I. Introductory. In the las~ two chapters we have 
seen that monopolies may be divided into certain 
categories according to their duration, and according 
to the sources of their monopoly powers. Correspond. 
ing in some measure to these different Categories of 
monopoly are certain forms of organization that· 
monopolies may adopt. I 

Before starting to study them in detail it is neceSsary 
to StY something in general terms regarding the forms 
of organization that any fum must adopt. A firm must 
l?e organized in two separate aspects. It must be 
organizeti in respect of its technical control and adminis
tration. Thus it may. or may not. be divided into a 
series of plants or departments. These again may, 
or may not, be separated geographically. \ The technical 
co-ordination, both inside the plant, and. between one 
plant and another, will again provide problems of 
organization., . 

A firm must also' be organized in respect of its 
financial administration. U it is a single unit, it may 
be a private finn outside the provision of the limited 
liability laws: it may be a private company: it may 
b. a public company. U it is a multiple-unit under· 

" 
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taking, the financial organization may be separate for . 
each unit, so 'as to secure for each the advantage of 
limit~d liability, or it may be common to all the units. 
If separate, then financial co-ordination may be 
informal, though some such device as interlocking 
directorates, or fonnal through a superimposed holding 
company, or by any of a variety of alternative means 
to the same end. 

The forms of monopoly organization are concerned 
primarily with the financial aspect, but partly also with 
the technical aspect. The degree of emphasis on each 
depends largely upon the expected life of the monopoly. 
An essentially short-term monopoly will be likely to be 
concerned mainly with the financial problems of in
treasing and possibly pooling -profits. A long-term 
monopoly will be concerne4 also with increasing profits 
b:t reducing production costs. The choice between the 
various forms is not, however, a.lways freely made 
upon purely economic grounds. For legislation in most 
countries tends to penalize certain. forms'more than 
others, or to make, certain types-of agreement more 
difficult, or even impossible, to enforce. Thus even it 

(all else were equal, a monopoly might well take different 
forms in Germany& in the United States and in. Great 
Britain.) . 

The problems of monopoly organization difIel 
,ordinarily in one fundamental respect from tho:.e of a 
multiple plant dndertaking. Inside a single under
taking, though jealousies may, and oiten do, exist, it 
can properly be assumed that the interests of each are 
identical with the interests of the whole. But ~in a 
JDonopoly organization the contrary is often the case.\ 
The interest of one Partner in the organization may be 
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in conflict with that of the rest. (Regulations and 
sanctions to prevent internal strife are thus necessaryJ 
They are more necessary in those types of monopoly 
whose'sole end is to raise prices and profits) they are 

. less necessary in those types which:in some degre~ pool 
profits,1and thus make individual eammgs independent 
of the actual output of the component parts of the 
organ iza tion. 

t~. Short-Term Forms 0/ Organization. Let us start 
by considering the most transient, and therefore the 
least formal, types of organization. a They are mostly 
terminable at short notice, or at some fixed date. They 
make in most cases no permanent change either in the 
technical or in the financial organization of the firm. 
for it is usually assumed that competition will be 
renewed at a later date. Even if that is not regarded 
as probable, the power of a firm to withdraw. fully 
equipped for independent action. is an important 
factor in the internal politics of the monopoly. . . 

(i) " InfONllal ""dw/akings or • gentlemen'S agreements' 
~between competing producers or merchants as to prices to 
be charged or areas to be served." Examples of such 
agreement. have been commonest in such loca1 trades u 
baking. tailoring. boot-repairing, milk-retailing (in the days 
before the Marketing Board) .. coal-retailing. the hiring of 
cars or punts or tennis-courts. "But they are to be found 

• In the following an~~i. of lonna I am following the 8~eme 
t-pared by the iIouG of Trade for tile BalJoQr CommIttee <see 
Faclon '.lnJ .. smlll .... C __ .alll E.(In..cy. p. 71), The explana
t.on of each brm ia also e..iteZl 'ftrbabm from that Report. by per
JDIUJOA of the ControUe!' of H,M, Siahonery Office, Examples of 
each type ha .... ~n ad<Ied, 10 far as pos&lble, from Fitzgerald'. 
IndJUlnaJ CotfIbt .. ilht>tt ... E"8l~ The nader i. advised to study 
their organu.a1loD further Ul that boola, or iJa the other referenc:ea 
pmvided. 
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also in a great variety of trades working on a national scale. 
Thus the price of petrol is infonnally agreed between the 
big distributing companies. \ The prices of various'products 
of the iron, and steel tradEls have been similarly agreed 
between producers. and particular markets have been 
assigned to different producing areas. The Cable Makers' 
Association' ,has also regulated prices by such informal 
agreement.. Examples of this most common type of 
arrangement can be multiplied almost indefinitely. The 
agreemen~ is sometimes conscious, and so nearly formal as 
to bring it almost into the next category. It is sometimes 
SO unconscious that partieS' to it might honestly deny its· 
existence. Thus the traditional fees of certain professions, 
the traditional charges for certain services, do not con
stitute monopoly agreements in the minds of the members 
of the profession, but are none the less effective. Prices 
which no one cuts, because it is in no one's interest to tnt 
them, may similarly yield a tacit monopoly' without any 
conscious effort on the part of the monopolists. 

(itl .. Associations lor regulating prices. These involve a\ 
more formal agreement between competing producers orl 
merchants, who form an association to fix minimum pricesi· 
at which they will sell." Examples of this are again v,et'Yj 
numerous. They were to be found in certain distncts in the' 
coal trade before the 1930 Act. 'the Shipping Conferences 
have fixed rates of freight between specified ports.' The 
Sulphuric Acid Association' existed to regulate the price 
of the product. The Federation of Master Cotton Spinners' 
Association in 1923 attempted to fix minimum selling 
pric~ for yarn: 5 • 

(ill) .. Assopations lor regulating output,. The simpler 
fonn of organization is for an association of competinl: 

,prod}l.cers to arrange during a pe¥ of depression t.lJa~t' 
only a proportion of the plant of each firm shall be worked 
in order that production may be.,. controlled and pric 
:"'lcreased or maintained. In other cases the actual output! 

1 Fitzgerald, op. eiI .. p. 122. • See pp. 21-J' 
• FItzgerald, op. PI.j p. 170. + lln4., p. 8+ 

'lbi4., P. 9-
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of each producer may be fixed, and he is expected (whether 
subject to tine or not) not to exceed it." 

An example of an arrangement that only a proportion 
of the plant shall be worked (or that machinery shall only 
be worked a proportion of full time) is to· be found in 
the short-lived agreement in the cotton industry of 1924-5.' 
A somewhat similar device' was employed in .the Scottish 
coal-field in 1928. where a scheme was introduced to raise 
a levy on each ton of coal, and to employ it to compensate 
producers for keeping a pit, or a seam in a pit, temporarily 
closed. Examples of the fixing of the output of producers 
have always been numerous, and have become exceedingly 
common in recent years. The Newcastle Coal Vend of 
I760-I840 fixed a vend for each mine, depending on its 
capacity and the demands of the London market. The 
early German coal cartels and the British Coal Mines Act 
of I930 have used similar methods. The output of rubber,' 
sugar, copper, tin, zinc have all at different times been 
similarly controlled. 

'" (iv)" Pooling associations. A common type of pooling 
association is that in which each member pays a similar 
fixed sum per unit of output into a pool, which, at regular 
'"mtervals, is divided up equally among the contributors 
after the formation of a reserve fund. Under a more 
elaborate form of arrangement each prodtlcer is allotted a 
percentage of the aggregate output of all the producers in 
the association, the percentage being fixed on the basis of 
ascertained experience in the recent past. If a producer 
exceeds his percentage of the total output, he pays into 
the pool a sum proportionate to the excess, calculated on 
an agreed basis; if a producer falls short of his percentage 
he receives from the pool a sum, calculated also on an 
agreed basis (though. not necessarily the same basis as is 
apphcable to excess production), proportionate to the 
deficiency. In some cases pooling associations also fiz 
prices." 

, Fitzgerald, &p. eil., p. g. , 
• Fitzgerald, &p. nI .. l'p. 164-8, and for the others J. W. F.·Rowe, 

MtJf'lill. aHd Mm, paw"'. 
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Examples of the equal division of the pool, though they 
doubtless exist, are not easy to discover. I The a~eements 
among the railways to pool the profits of certam traffics 
in fixed proportion. perhaps come nearest. Of the type of 
pooling agreement under which there are payments made 
for excess, and received for deficiencies, as compared with 
some predetermined sharO' in the total trade, the number 
of examples iI very great. The North of Ireland Com 
Millers' Association,' the National Light Casting-; Aesocia
tion (dealing in metal fittings for the buildmg trade), the 
Bedstead Makers' Federation,' are a few of the more 
notable examples. But this typo of organization has 
covered a great variety of industries turning out 'products 
as different as tinplates, cut wire nails and clAy drain 
pipes. Similar pooling agreements also &d a place in the 
more elaborate organizations of many of the German 
cartels and syndicates. 
, (v)" Associatiom for allocating contra!ts. Such associa
tion$ exist in certain Ipdustriea where work is allotted by 
tender. The association decides which firm is to receive a 
particular contract and it is arran,ed that other firms 
either do not tender or tender hlgh. In lOIIle cases it is 
arranged that the membera of the association shall each 
be allotted a particular area... An example of the allocation 
'Of contracts is afforded by the Cast Iron Pipe A6sociation. 
which decides what member's turn it is to receive the next 
order, and instructs him to quote the lowest :plice. The 
alloeation of markets on a geo~aph.i.c&l basis a found in 
the case of a :lumber of intet'WLtlOnal Combines. Thus the 
British-Amerioan. Tobacco Co. co-ordinates in the export 
market the sales of the (Bn'tish) Imperial Tobacco Company 
and the firms which before 19II composed the American 
Tobacco Trust. The home market is reserved to the 
national. producers. Tho, British-American Tobacco 
Co., though it owns shares in 1inns producing for the 

, • I can find no example &DIOIl8' the ladllllmee luneyed under 
the Profiteenng Act in J919. nor among tb.oee discuMcd by Yacro-ty 
ot\Fltzgera.ld. -

• See Ma.crosty. ",. AI .• p. 224. and pp. 3SJ-9. 
• See Fiugerald. ",. cil., pp. -t8-51. 
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British market, confules its productive activities to the 
export trade, and produces cigarettes and tobaccos of the 
standard brands sold in the home market for that trade. 
Other similar agreements define markets, and diminish or 
prevent international competition, in the explosives and 
cement trades. 

Thus far we have been concerned with forms of 
monopoly organization which leave almost untouched 
the internal organization of each individual firm. ( They 
retain not only their technical and financial independ
ence, but also their sales staffs. In the last category, 
where contracts or territories were allocated, the 
degree of sales competition was somewhat less. But in 
industries which operate by the method of tender, 
selling organization is usually less extensive than in 
those whiCh sell by other methods, and in the case of 
the allocation of territories, selling organization within 
those territories remains unaffected. Thus the essential 
characteristic of these terminable associations is that 
the competitive structure of the industry remains, but 
some central organization (where the association is 
formal) is superimposed, which restricts competition. 
It may do this either by preventing the competition 
taking the form of price cutting, thus limiting it to 
competition of quality or of advertisement, or by 
dlmlOishing the marginal revenue from additional sales 
through the medium of some pooling device. 

§ 3. TransItional Forms of Monopoly. Intermediate 
between the short-term terminable associations and 
the long-term forms are a group of forms of organiza
tIon which, though sometimes in fact long-lived. are 
essentially transitional in character. The monopoly 
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remains an association of fundamentally independent 
firms. The compo.nent firms retain their separate 
financial and technical identities. Inside the monopoly 
there is a conflict of interest of firm and firm, which 
expresses itself in an internal politics of the association 
which may from time to time erupt into actual dis
integration. But the firms have sacrificed certain parts 
of the competitive structure, usually their indepcrJ.dent 
s~rganizations, and the firms att in concett~ 
regards thia'partiCular function. 

These forms a.resometimes-rn fact transitional; \ they 
are forms, that is, that are taken in the intennediate 
stage between competition and ultimate consolidation.' 
They are sometimes, and especially s<f in_Q.~!XXlany, 
more stable variations of thesh2.I}:!~ formsi For 
experience has shown' that tlie purely short-lived 
forms, in which there is no enforceable contrad of 
par~ciPition, are extremely Uiistable. (lhe most 
pro tab e posifion IS always to stand-OUtside a restric
tion scheme, while others observe it. In Germany, 
wher~ contracts in restraint of trade are not ordinarily 
unenforceable,' the solution has usually been to'bind 
members of the association to sell the whole of their 
output (or certain defined parts of their output) to a 
selling agency, acting for the association, for a period 
of y~ars.) In the Uni~ed States, where restraining con
tracts hive ordinarily been unenforceable, and in more 
recent years actually illegal,' attempts have been made 
at different times to use some of these transitional forms 
to surmount the obstacles imposed by law on any 
association for fixing prices or regulating output. 
They have been employed merely as apparently legal 

, See lIP. 1132.... • lbUl •• p. sa". • I6i4 .. pp. 205-1. 
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substitutes for the short-period varieties, and have 
largeJydisappeared as their legality has been d.i$credited . 

• (vi) .. TIl, Selling Agency. A number of firms making 
the same article agree to turn over their output to a com
mon selling agency, so as to avoid undercutting. There 
may be no regulation of output." An example of such an 
arrangement is afforded by the Central Agency which 
acts as selling agency in certain markets for the sewing 
cotton made by J. and P. Coats and by the English Sewing 
Cotton Co. It is interesting to notice that the history of 
the Agency is longer than that of the Coats amalgamation, 
and that before amalgamation took place the Central 
Thread Agency was acting as selling agent for the group 
of firms concerned.' Thus the form of organization dJ.d 
in this instance undergo transition from less to more 
complete consolidation. 
\, (vii) .. Th, participating CII,tel ",ilh selling syndicall. 
This form of organizatioll was adopted in Germany in a 
number of industries. The essence is that competing 
producers agree to establish for a definite period a joint 
seiling agency {or the exclusive sale of their products, 
and that each producer is allotted a £articlpation in the 
total output. Those who exceed their participation pay 
a fine, those who fall short of it receive an indemnity. 
The selling agency or syndicate is registered as a company 
in which the individual producers are shareholders With 

votes in proportion to their output. The members fix a 
base price lor 'their products covering cost of production, 
and sell to the syndicate at an accounting price that is 
usually somewhat hisher. The syndicate sells to the 
public at the highest price it can get, adjusting its price to 
circumstances m dJ.fferent parts of the market, though it 
does not as a rule sell below the accounting price. A 
feature of some of the Gennan Cartels, notably the 
Stahlwdl<sverband, before the War was the subsidizmg 
of the export trade, especially in years of depression." 
Examples of this form of organization are very numerous 

See MaClOlty • .p. ci4 .. p. 1lI6. 
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in Gennany; the best known example is the Rhenish· 
Westphalian Coal Cartel which is described in a later 
chapter.' In this country there have been several recent 
imitations..of the Gennan prototypes, notably the scheme 
established for the coal industry under the Act of 1930, 
and subsequently amended and modified to include sellmg 
agencies. Of other examples, the outstand.i.ng one is that 
in the salt trade, where the manufacturers were combmed 
in the Salt Manufacturers' Association,' a.nd in 1906 
made an agreement to sell their output at a fixeU rate to 
a selling syndicate (the North-Western Salt Co.), which in 
turn sold at the best price it could, and distributed profits 
in agreed proportions. 

(viii) .. Variations of 1M participating cartel with seJiing 
·syndicate. In some cases there are variations of structure 
in the direction of the trust. The syndicate may acquire a 
coIl»iderable degree of independence or it may fall under 
the control of a particular co~cern or group." An example 
of the domination of a cartel by one concern is provided 
by the history of the great Vereinigte Stahlwerke A.G. in 
the German iron and steel trades. In I<}26 its participation 
in the pig-iron, raw steel and A-producers syndicates 
was in each case a little less than So per cent. The concern 
had in 1935 an annual capacity sufficient to produce 
36 million tons of coal, and to make 10 million tons of 
coke, 9.7 million tons of iron, and 9-25 million tons of steel, 
in ,addition to finiahing plant of considerable variety.' 
Its influence on the policy of the dUferent syndicates 
concerned with its highly integrated activities was pre. 
ponderant. In the pota.$ cartel there has been similar 
domination by one concern, the WintershaU concern. 
which by absorbing other undertakings has gradually 
grown Wltil in 1933 it controlled 41 per cent of tile total 
o~tput of the Potash Syndicate. There have at times 
been~ signs of counter-organ.ization by other p-oups to 

• See pp. 228-32. 
i Fitzgenld. oJI. riI., p. 73-
• See Levy, 111duslrial G_y, P. "; ancI Lielmaa, C",g", 

COffUnIS IIf11l T,""", pp. 2SI;. 
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oppose its influence in the determination o( the policy of 
the mdustry . 
.., (ix) .. Fina~ Community o/Interests (Inte~essengemein
schall). This Ij.established when two or more companies 
l!gree for a penOd of years (sometimes as many as fifty) to 
pool the whole of their profits and divide them up between 
the companies in prearranged proportions. The organiza
tion remains in theory temporary, and the companies 
retain a separate existence, each with its own manageme~t ; 
but they may work closely together by means of joint 
committees. Experience shows that there is a teudency 
for this form of organization to ,ive way to a moce complete 
union." This form is predominantly a German one.' 
In that country there are numerous examples, of which 
the best known is proba,bly that in the chemical trades,' 
where the I.G. Farben has created a position analogous to 
that of Imperial Chemical Industries in Great Britain •. 
The combination started as a series of Interessengem.ein
sena/ten between the different firms by which they under
took to pool profits for a period of fifty years. Gradually 
two large groups were built up in this way, which in 1916 
reached a further I.G. agreement. But in 1925 this arrange
ment was superseded by a new trust agre6lIlent, under 
which one of the companies increased its capital or 
exchanged its shares with the other undertakings. But 
the old, and now misleadin~, name of IntllTessengemein
~,haft FIiTbenindustrie Akliengesellschafl was still retained.! 
In some instaLces I.G. agreements go considerably further 
than the pooling of profits, and include the pooling of 
secret and patented processes. the exchange of information. 
and a conSiderable measure of technical. as well as financial. 
collaboration. 

~ 40 The Long-term Forms 01 Monopoly. ~ere is no 
very definite boundary between the transitional forms 
that we have just considered and the long-term forms} 
to wluch we come next. In several instances. such as 

See Levy. IndU&truIJ ~. pp. 64-5. 
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that of the Rhenish-Westphalian toal ('utel, the 
transitional form has already a more of less continuous 
life of over half a century. The difference, lies chiefly in 
the extent to which the competitive structure of the 
associated undertakings survives, so that the associa
tion is in fact terminable. But the motive to terminate 
the association is also relevant. This is, we have seen, 
related to the depemience or independence of the 
interests of a shareholder in one of tlle associated 
undertakings on the specific output of that particular 
undertaking. There will only be found to be an 
internal politics of the association and threats of 
disruption, if the immediate or ultimate gains of one 
undertaking can change relatively to those of others. 
By this test the /nteressengemeinscha/l, which for a 
period destroys the possibility of such relative move
ments of profits. should be included in the long-period 
forms.' ,The reasons for not so including it are, firstly, 
that though the short-period relatioD of one under· 
taking to Imother is now irtelevant, the long-term 
rela.tion is not entirely irrelevant; secondly, that this 
form is in fact in the majority of cases transitional. 

The 10ng;t~ forms may be divided as follows : 

(x) .. TM ' tJO"ng' trust. (. This form 01 organization 
became prevalent at one periOd in the United States, until 
it was held by the courts to be illegal.' LA number of 
competing companJ.t::!..weed to assIgn ~~_!fflC!t~[Uieir 
stoclNo .. gtoUpof truste~$.reCeivtng m excharige trust 
certU1aitenepresenung the valuation of thell' properties. 1 
The trustees were thus able to exercise complete control 
over all the businesses. This. is in theory a permanent 
form of organizatiou," The most lamiliar example is that 
of the Standard Oll Company, which adopt~ this form 

• See pp. 106-8. 
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during the years 18~1 \During those years a con
siderable number or monopoly organizations in other 
American industries also took this form, and trust agree
ments were concluded among firms concerned in sugar 
refining, whisky .. d.is~illing, the manufacture of l~ad,_ of 
cordage' and of linseed_ ,4)il. This form was gradually 
superseded in the United States by other forms, usually 
that of the ho!d!ng .company, p.fte .. rjt!tad been' MId illegal 
by the .. Supreme Court in 1892 .. in the case of the Stand~rd 
OUTrust. <The .. trust" organization was essentially a 
lawyer'-s- deVice, to surmount legal obstacles existing at 
a particular moment in the United States. \ In other 
countries, with different legal backgrounds, the .. voting 
trust" in its pure form has been rarfll The Nobel 
Dynamite Trust Company, which co-ordinafed British and 
German makers of dynamite from 1886 to J914, did, how
ever, take this form. I t held the shares of the subsiduuy 
companies and exchanged for them trust certificates.' 
Since the scandals of monopoly were most aggravated in 
the United States at the moment when the .. trust ,. 
predominated, the generic name of .. trust" bas stuck to 
monopolies poSSCSSUlg a certain degree of financial inter
locking. Most or the concerns -willch are now described 
as .. trusts" belong properly to one of the two categories 
to be described below. • 
• (xi) .. Exchange of Shares, Two or more companies may 

link their fortunes together by means of an exchange of 
shares. The precise effect depends upon the relative sizes 
of the companies and the number and proportion of shares 
exchanged. Where one company 'predominatl:S in size 
and purchases the whole or a majority of the Shares. the 
other company becomes virtually a subslC1iary though it 
may possess a vOIce in the management ot the targer 
concern." The exchange of shares is occasionally, but 
not very oiten, employed as a permanent form of organiza
tion, for the purpose of poqling profit. It is more often a 
technique of tranSItion to one or other of the two main 
IOlle-period forms which follow. 

, !Me P.IO'. • See L101mau. op. ftI.. p. 11+ 
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(xii) " Holding Companies. Another m.ethod of establish
ing unity is for each of a ~oup of companies to sell its 
ifilira .... or a majority of them. to another company, estab-
. e for Ure purpose or afready eXlSting,Jhe shareholders 

of -tM~ individual companies receiving in exchange shares 
in ~h. holding company. \ ~The individual companies 
con1inue to exist, and to enJoy a greater or less degree of 
autonomy. but their general policy is controlled by the 
holding company in the interests of the who1e gTvllP of 
Jlndertakings.") This 10rm of organization is by far the 
lllost cOmmon of all the long-period varieties. (For it 
retains a certain flexibility and the advantage ,of the 
Jirnited liability of the several parts, while making possible 
their co-ordination in all essentials, and subordlnatmg the 
interests of each undertaking to that of the whole groupJ 
It was widely employed for a time in the United States. 
The Standard Oil Company of New Jersey was a holding 
company. controlling. the Standard Oil Companies in the 
several States. In more recent, years the pyramids of 
holding companies erected by the ingenuities of such 
financiers as Samuel InsuU and the van Schweringens have 
been notorious. In Great Britain the polding company 
has also been widely employed. Thus Amalgamated 
Anthracite Collieries, Ltd., has been a holding company 
in the coal trade producing two-th~ds of the anthracite 
output. I'Imperial Chemical Industnes, covering a wide 
variety l of products, United Steel Companies, Guest Keen 
and Baldwins, David Colville, Vickers in various areas 8lJd 
departments 01 the' steel industry, Hawker-Siddeley in 
the airctaft trade, ~lectric and Musical industries in 
the manufacture of gramophones. and radio, Tilling and 
British Automobile Traction in .the road passenger trans
port business, are but a few o( the better known examples 
of this type of organization. 
.,. (xiii) It Consolidations 01' mergel's. These denote the con· 
solidation' or meigmg of two or more businesses into a 
single undertakmg. The businesses taken over completely 
lose their separate existence. U Of this· there are also 
numerous examples. though few of them are so large as to 
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dominate their. respective industries. I The Imperial 
Tobacco Company. Stewart and. LloydS. in the manu
facture of tubes, Tate and Lyle in sugar refining, Radiation 
in the manufacture of gas-stoves, the Distiller Co. in 
whisky distilling, the Renold and Cov~try Chain Co. in 
the iiilinufacture of cycle and similar chains, the London 
Transport Board.--afe primarily examples of merger and 
consolidation. But in practice firms seldom adopt con
sistentI,y..pDe single form. They not only change from time 
to time, but at one and the same time they are apt to have 
different relations to different parts of their combined 
organization. '\ If Few of the British trusts," wrote the 
author of the"memorandum that we have been quoting,' 
.. are purely of the types described; few consist merely 
of companies bound together by exchange of shares; few 
are merely holding companies; and. few are entirely 
unified undertakings. Many are t' Jlding companies to 
some extent and consolidations t9" some extent; while 
they may also have allied themselves with other companies 
by means of exchange of shares or interlocking directorates." 

§ 5. ReasoTU for th, Adoption 0/ Particular Forms. 
Having completed our survey of the various forms of 
monopoly organization, can we say anything in general 
terms as to the circumstances in which any particular 
form is likely to be adopted 1 If we attempt ~uch 
generalization. it must be made with the greatest 
caution. For the grounds of adoption of some form 
are very often predominantly (legal rather than 
economic.! The fear. or the actuality, orthe persecution 
of some forms of organization and the relative exemp
tion of others has played. as we shall see in later 
cbapters, a large part in causing the predominance of 
certain forms in certain countries. The enforceability 

I Balfour Committf'e OD Industry and Ttade i Flldor. ill 1ru1_ 
trW ANd Com-mai EfJit:t#ffcy. p.-76. 
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or non-enforceability of certain types of contract is 
similarly important. And even where legal considera
tions are not of great moment, other non-economic 
factors may come in. Some individuals who have 
played important parts in bringing about combination 
have shown a quite idiosyncratic preference for mergers 
and fusions, others again for holding companies The 
very ptesence or absence of a predominant pe~(jnality 
may explain the choice between a trust or large concern 
on the one hand and a cartel 00 the other. 

But if we proceed with due caution, we can trace 
certain broad relations of types of . 'monopoly and of 
particular charaeteristics of monopolies to correspond
ing forms of monopoly organization. Thus for the 
terminable association there must be reasons, first. 
why firms should be prepared to join the association, 
second, and for the moment most i.."llportant, why 
they should desire in certain hypothetical circum
stances to free themselves from the association. The 
conditions in ~hich producers, and in particular low
cost producers in an industry, will prefer to submit 
themselves to the controls of a restriction scheme rather 
than preserve their freedom are usually those of 
depression superimposed upon excpss capacity: a They 
will desire to adopt a terminable form'of association if 
new competition from other, low-cost 'producers is 
likely to be forthcoming; that is if entry into the 
industry is difficult or impossible to prevent, and if new 
entry is more likely to have low costs than to have high 
costs. 

A low-cost producer will alsO wish to retain the 

• liar an admirable discussion of this plQblem _ J. w. 'P. Bowe. 
U.,h_1B UtI Mm, Chapter VW and plUmll. 
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possibility of freedom, if the difference of the cost of 
production of high- and low-cost producers in the 
industry concerned is considerable. As long as prices 
are low it may be to his advantage to accept restrictions 
and husband his resources. But when demand increases 
there will be an inevitable conflict of interest between 
the high- and low-cost producer. Consider, for example, 
the problem of a low-cost member of a copper-restric
tion scheme. A producer whose prime costs are [20 
will prefer a price of £40 with a quota of 100 to a price 
of £50 with a quota of 60. A producer whose prime 
costs are £25 will be indifferent. A producer whose 
prime costs are £36 will make more than twice the 
profit at £50 that he does at £40. The power to with
draw, and the consequential power to use the threat 
of withdrawal as a weapon for the increase of basic 
tonnage, is the inducement! which alone can attract 
a low-cost producer temporarily into the association. 

The power to terminate one's membership of an 
association may also be desired where(the association 
covers a number of producers of not entirely homo
geneous produtts, or ~t prooocts not sold in one and 
the same marketJ For in such a case a restrittion of 
output, or a fixing of price that is dictated by the 
circumstances of one part of the market, may prove 
wholly unsuited to the circumstances of the other part, 
and freedom from control may be d~ed. Such 
problems arise frequently where certain undertakings 
are primarily concerned with the home market and 
others with the export market. They have been 
extremely acute in some of the German cartels. 

It will be seen that the (terminable associatiowis in 
general to be identified with ltbe short-term varieties) of 

1I 
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monopoly. The less stable is the basis of the monopoly, 
the shorter its prospective life, the more probable is it 
that I some terminable form of association will be 
adopted. On the other hand as the prospective life 
'of the monopoly increases, asoits stability increases 
through less divergence of interest between high- and 
low-cost producers, or between producers. of ~lightly 
differing products, or between producers for slightly 
..!iifferent markets, so it becomes more probable that 
firing will consent to adhere to one or other of the 
transitional forms of organization. These transitional 
forms have sometimes arisen as a means of escape from 
concealed. competition of one kind or another. It not 
infrequently happens that whe1'e an association is 
formed to fix: prices, competition continues in the form 
of rivalry in quality of products or in special facilities 
provided, ,or in quickness of service, or in grants of 
allowances for advertisement, or a number of other 
similar waysl Thus rate-fixing agreements between 
railways at one time led to substantial competition in 
facilities; the same bas been true of the competition 
of shipping lines. The escape has sometimes been that 
of a short-term profit-pooling agreement. sometimes 
that of an agreement of the II community of interest U 

type. 
That has been in part the exptanation of the growth 

of the transition~ fo~. but they have had a second 
and often more important stimulus. As we have seen, 
the most profitable position is always that of a fum 
Standing outside a restriction agreement. accepting the 
Pnproved prices without submittin~ to the necessary 
~e~trictiotl-. ,The more rigid types of association ha:,ve 

'been fostered by the need to prevPJlt each. firm in turn 
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att,empting {hi~ manreuvre. As we shall see in a later 
chapter, it was this need which led primarily to their 
development in Germany, the land of their origin 
and the land where alone at first the law assisted thea 
enforcement. But this use of more rigid forms of 
association to deal with situations which have essen
tially called for terminable associations, has made these 
transitional forms highly unstable. As .we shall see 
below, the effect has in many cases been, by preventing 
withdrawal of unwilling members from time to time, 
to concentrate an industrial crisis at the moment of 
renewal. The threat of disruption has invoked political 
intervention, until in Germany, as in England, these 
transitional forms ha~e depended mainly upon the big 
stick of ' Government.> .. 

There remain the four long-term forms of organiza
tion. Of these two are important, two unimportant. 
The" voting trust II was, as we have seen, a lawyer'S, 
device which soon outlived its legality and consequent 
utility. The exchange of shares is but rarely a form of" 
organization. It is more usually, as we have seen, a 
means of transition to one or other of the two main 
long:period forms, the holding company and the 
merger .. 

The adoption of one· or other of these long.term 
forms is, as we have seen, likely where an important 
motive for combination IS th~ possibility of securing 
technical economies which can be achieved only by a 
wholesale reorganization of all the various under
takings included. A preference for the 'holding company 
or for the merger may be explained by a varit:ty of 
considerations. The holding company may perform any, 
or all, of three quite distinct functions.' It may. be a. 
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device for the central office management of a number of 
separate plallts, it may be a central marketing organiza
tion controlling and selling the output of sepapte 
plants; or it may be 'a financial device-to facilitate the 
exten~ion of limited liability to units smaller than the' 
whole combined undertaking. The first two functions 
can, however, be performed if necessary b" "pecial 
offices or departments within a merger, and the third 
consideration must be partially relevant in order that 
a holding company may be preferred. But it must also 
be r~membered that(the holding company is usually the 
line of least resistancel Less complicated problems of 
valuation and adjustment are likely to be encountered. 
The existing companies remain as legal entities and 
the1r various financial and'legal obligations need nof 
be affected, mineral leases need not be transferred, 
and so on. Thus unless the\purpose of the merger is to 
secure a complete overhaul 'of technical production, 
and possibly its concentration into a new plant in a 
new locality, the holding company is the simpler fonn 
to employ: ' 

The holding company has a further advantage in 
those mdustries in whicbtgoodwill 'applies rather. to the 
care and methods of manufacture, as it does, for 
instance, with motor cars, or gramophon~s, than to the 
selection of raw materials. as it does. for example, 
with cigarettes pr cement. This may perhaps help 
to explain why Rootes and Electric and Musical 
Industries. Ltd .• in the first two industries are holding 
companies. while the Imperial Tobacco CoI{lpany and 
the. Associated Portland Cement Manufacturers. Ltd., 
have taken the fonn of a merger. For the holding
company method can leave intact where necessary the 
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individual plants with their special reputations, and 
even give them las has been done in the case of the 
con~tituent undertakings of E.l\U., the Gramophone 
and Columbia Companies) added freedom and privacJ 

• by restoring them to the status of private companies. 
The holding company as a device of central manage

ment is most likely to be discovered in industrie~rin 
which the optimum management unit is larger than 
that of technical production, or in which, since trans
port costs are high, production must take place in a 
number of plants near the market, even ,though they 
be of less than optimum size. As a device for central 
marketing it is most likely to be found in any industry 
where the optimum scale of marketing is markedly 
larger than that of manufacture. As a device for 
the subdivision of limited liability it is most likely to 
be employed where the anticipated fortunes of different 
parts of the combined undertaking are most widely 
different. This will be the case where a combination 
is lateral as well as horizontal. extending not only into 
similar but also into dissimilar branches of activity. 
It will be the case where a horizontal combination 
contains tecluiical units of markedly different natural 
efficien~y, such as is common in mining. It will be the 
case where technique is in transition and each unit is 
something of an experiment, or where fashion can 
affect earnings in a way not easily retrievable. This 
may serve to explain the common practice or many 
shipping companies in making small numbers of ships 
into separate companies. It will be the case also where 
different units sell in different geographical markets, 
so that one may encounter difficulties without all others 
suffering equally. 
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The complete merger, on the other han<!, is 'most 
.likely where combination has been strictly' horizontal. 
where the market for all the separate plants is unif~nn 
and identical, where the ultimate aim. of technlCal 
policy:iS concentration into one single plant. To some 
small extent there is movement from the slightly less 
permanent form of the holding company to t1:(" mote 
permanent form of the complete merger. l~ut the 
greater flexibility, the greater security, and often also 
the gre~ter simplicity, of the method of the holding 
company anll subsidiaries has mad~ it the predominat-

. ing form .pf modem industry. To the financial 
schemer, it has the supreme and convincing advantage 
that, by dexterous pyramiding, a. minute holding of 
certain key shares can be made to control millions. 
It has also the advanta:ge that it forms on o~ca.c;ion a 
convenient compromise between the ma;ntenance of th~ 
individuality of the separate ~onstituent units that is 
found in the short-term forms of monopoly'and the 
complete suppression of such individuality which is a 
feature of the merger.'. Recalcitrant members of the 
combination can be left for the moment at least, as 
apparent autocrats at ,the head of individual sub
sidiary compaAies, and be tamed by degrees· a'! the 
holding .c6~pany's efiective conttol progresslve!y 
increases' 



CHAPTER VI 

MONOPOLY AND IlWUSTRIAL 
EFFICIENC~ 
-- _.,' '.k" ( -.... ~. , 

§ I. Some Inductive Inquiries. If he to consider the 
desirability of monopoly as a form of indu!'trial organ
ization, it is n,ecessary to ask how it compares with 
alternative forms in the rlr;f"~!'Y wh,ich it achieves in 
production. We may a,f7' r. .. ,"~~~~~~J this question 
in ei ther of two wa ys. ~ir!' t' ,I ' ... e'hia y consider ~.~stLng 
ruonopolies.and inquire how far they have succeeded in 
'redllcingsosts of production to 'a greater extent than 
migFif have-oeen ext'ectedapart"frouitlieeXistence of 
monopoly. Second,ly, we may attempt to decide by 
dt:.dll~t~~~ .~rg~ll!!.ent whether monopolies have incen
tjves.!o 9~hi~.!~ j!ffiS~~_~!,.9Pl2QLlliniti.~Qf..!~<£iCrng 
costs \\'hich ;lre n(lt shared equally by competitive forms 
of org'anization. 

The most fmitful inductive studies of the efficiency 
and success of monopolies have been .made in ijle 
United States.' . The National Industrial Conference 
Board obtained for some sh.teen' industne;; ameasure
ment of the relation of putput per worker emr,l9yed in 
consolidations and in indepenaent firms for the yearS 
1920 to 1926. The investigation was necessarilY con-

, 'See espeCIally National Industnal Conference Board. M~." • 
• " 1"" .. 51.,.. and LiW>l'lDore. Qu,.,u,.ly JfIUnIf.II of Eoo"c,,","':" N~, 
1\l3.~. ' 
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fined to processes which were sufficiently standardized 
for the unit of product to be comparable in different 
firms. Thus in the steel industry it was confined to 
actual steel makin~, and the output was measured in 
tons of steel ingots. In eleven of the sixteen industries 
the consolidations show for the year I926 superior 
efficiency. In six of the industries the superiority was 
very marked, in five it was not great. Thus of the six
teen industries analysed, six showed a substantial ~ain 
to the consolidation, five a small gain, five an advantage 
to the independent. The advantage to the consolida
tion was greatest in industries concerned with metal 

• 

refining and with mineral manufacture. In the group 
of industries concem.e~·w1th metal manufactures the 
iIidependents were s'u'~erioi, and in one of the industries 
grouped among miscellaneous manufactures . . . The ex
planation in both these cases is believed to be that, 
while the consolidation took the fOlm of a central .. 
control of a number of scattered plants serving local 
markets, which did not afford ad van tages- of concentra
tion because of high transport costs, the independent 
producers had larger plants serving, apparently, more 

. concentrated local markets\ In these circumstances we 
should not expect a measurement of purely physical 
output per head of technical workers to show an 
advantage. . 

The data thus collected also made it possible to 
measure the changes in output per head in, consolida
tions and independents respectively for eighteen indus
tries over a series of years. ( These must, of course, be 
~d with caution, for such factors as the relation of .. 
Rutput to capacity, the differing intensit)f d effort of 
employees according to labour scarcity, the conr.entra.-
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tion of the completion of work with a long production 
period into certain years, all affect the figures. More
over, reconstruction of plant will often cause disorgan
ization during the year or two precedU;g its completion. 
and in such conditions the statistical separation of 
productive from constructional employment is seldom 
easy. The results show that in nine industries technical 
advance was greater in the case' of the consolidations, 
in four it was greater in the case of the independents, 
in five there was no significant difference. The figures 
would appear to support the conclusio~" that i!ldustrial t 
consolidations have not impeded tecllnica1 progres~' 
On the other hand they have been among the forem05 
leaders in experimenting with and introducing tim 
saving methods of production." ~ -

The success of industrial mergers can be tested 
secondly by their financial achievementS. Once more 
great caution mustbe -useCl: for' prQfits measure only 
the level of costs as related to the level of prices. 
Given the level of prices, high profits, of course, indicate 
low costs and a high level df industrial efficiency. But 
where a monopoly is in question, prices are to some 
extent within its control, and high profits may indicate 
not a high level of efficiency but a high degree of 
exploitation of consumers) The autho!, of the best and 
most recent study of the success of these mergers t 

denies that, in any saye a·sma.I.l.minority of the cases 
that he has exammed, the succ~has been due 
prImarily to the possession of patent right~ or to the use 
of vexatious monopoly practices. Nevertheless, where 
differences of earnings are small, to define the degree 

• Professor S. Livermore. QUIV,uly i-AI of E_omiu. Noy. 
J93~. pp. 68-<)1>. 
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of monopoly and the extent ,to which it has maintained 
very, slightly higher prices is almost impossible. MO,re
over;tQ the exteJ2.t that the capital of a merger has been 
.. watered" in tne prpcess of its formation. the rate 
of return on capitalization may give very misleading 
results. Here again the author argues that water wa...; 
either unimportant or has now been remove'd, :,,) that 
assets jlIe often undervalued. 

This investigation has shbwn that, contrary to earlier 
belle1Stliat -on the whole the industrial combinations 
of the ,period' 1888 to I905 had achieved sadly de,.. 
appointing results, the success of these combmations 
has been on avetage greater than that of the general ~ 
run of 'firms. ) Some 328 mergers of that period were 
examined. They were &~ded into two groups, the 
first possessing some degree ,pf monopoly or of domj. 
nance in their several industries, the 5econd possessing 
no ~ucb powers and being little different in scale 
01" limportance from other undertakftngs. "ThesS two 
gt'~)Ups were sepat'ately aQalysed into successes, failUres 
and a "limping group" whose history showed a mixtutt 
both of success and disaster. The failures accounted 

. for abOut 40 per cent in the first group and 45 per cent 
in the second; . the ,successes for. about 49 pe~ cent in 
the first and 48 pE:l centjn the second: while the "limp. 

,Wg groups II contained about II per cent and 6 per cent. 
Among the 7Q succesSful mergers in the first group, 10 

were outstanding .su~esses. and 10 achJeved .s~ccess 
only after, a process of rejuvenation. ,The ~arnings 
of a ,large number ,of thes~ .merg~rs were! further 
compared with a general mdex' of, mJustri.U proh~ 

• That compiled by R. c.. EpstelD, _ JJIIlustnlll PrQ~ .. , '10, ~JI1I.d $1CU/J$, -
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in the UnIted States. For the period 1919 to 1923 
results of the mergers were on the average inferior to 
those in industry in general.' For subsequent years to 
1932 they were consistently superior. save only in the 
freak year, 1929. I 

These two studIes would appear to indicate that iD 
'etficiency and 'earning power. industrial consolidations 
do not differ very widely.from the average_ of all 
undertakings. But both investigations. involve so 
many assumptions regarding the measurement of 
output. degrees of monopoly exploitation, or the 
relative capitalization of mergers and independents, 
that some hesitation must be felt in placing any 
consluerable reliance upon theUl. 

9 a. A Dedu.cz,r;~ Approach 10 W Problem. Since the 
results of the inducuve studies appear ~o uncertain It't 
us turn now to deductive argument. ... How far is jt 
hkt'ly that incentive or opportunity exists to make 
monopolies more efrici~nt than competitively org~ed 
inuustries ?~We can !>ay at once that we should expect 
monopoly to ~ the most efficient form of production 
,,,herever a sint;le vptimum fum more than suffices to 
!>'\lpply tile whl.le m,uket. Where this is the case there 
Will be gr~.lter technIcal economies or economies of 
management, of buymg and selling, of finance, or of 
-b.:tt~r auju~tmt:ilt to fluctuations available to tile 
targer urut, repre.ented by the monoPoly. than would 
be enjoyed .by any sm.J1er unit. "the larger. then. is 
the optimum firm in any given indm;try. the more 
lIkely IS monopoly to be a necessary coruhtion' of the 
mOl>t effient scale of production. . ' 

Now the optimum sc.Lle of techrucai prorluction 
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depends partly upon opportunities fot the division of 
labour, partly upon the ~ssibilities afforde(fby a very 
wgeoutput for. running' at' its full capacity certain 
p~t wboSe minimum s~ is .large, or which is for 
some reason substantially more efficient in large 
units than in Small units. An eXtreme instance ofSUCh 

. ecOiiOiny is foUnd in the case of public utilitJ.f"; Apart 
from the nuisance which would he"" created by r,on<,tant 
disturbance of roads and pavements, and apart abo 
from the unwillingness. of local authorities to grant the 
rights of eminent domain required for this purpose, 
there would be a wholly unnecessary and extravagant 
duplication of capital if. water companies, Jet us say, 
competed. for our custom. Of such •• octopoid .. 
monopOlies gas.' electricity, the telephone and tele
graph are. in ..addition to water, the most familiar 
examples .. Tramwi!YS might reasonably ~ included. 
and in some cases railways. " 

But the optimum ·fum may be larger than "ill 
supply a given market in more simple' g.se-!.!ha~ 
just because a large firm enjoys 'Ceitain~ical or 
other . ~nomies. The probability OfDlonopoJy in 
~ch cases will'depend niainly uPOi1~ size of the 
market. But it will depend aI~ lipon. -the exaet 
reasons' why the optimum fil1!!.is large: If we assume 
that the unit of management and of ·futancla1 cOntrol 
is the same as that oftechnica1 productiOn, SO mat each· 
plant is also a separate firm, then the-siie onhe market 
that can be serve<J by 'one firm will depend upon the 
area through which the ptoducli -can: be' profitably 
transported from one place of.- produetion. ..:rb~ 
higher are 1ransport costs relatively To productioIf' 
costs, the less will be the area served from eacti poUtt 
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of production.: and the greater the strength of the 
monopoly at the centre of the att!a served by it. 
vif, howevet. economies depend upon the scale of 

management or of fin.ancial control. or of buying or 
selling. rather than on that of technical production. 
it may not be a Ilecessary conditioll of maximum' 
efficiency that the firm should possess a monopoly, 
even though its optimum scale of .production is sub
stantially larger than the total market in anyone of the 
individual areas which it serves. '"for it can achieve its 
optimum technical scale locally witho~t_ ~~nopoly. 
and it can achieve. its optimum managerial or otlwr 
scale by multiplication 'of these local units. I Monopoly, 
is almost certainly not a condition of maximum' 
efficiency. for example. in a chain of retail stores, 
thQugh the total sales of the whole 'chain may be 
substantially larger than the consumption of most 
t • • owns. ..' --n it were true in any partic111av industry, or in, 
industry in .general. as some writers l}ave' suggested. 
that the optimum scale of prod'uetion was infinitely 
large, so that an increase of 'scale always brought 
further economies. thetlone unit of production wouln 
always be more efficient than two smaner ones. and 
thus monopoly would always be more 'effiCient in like 
conditions than any competitive system. ·t§ut we must 
ask ourselves what precisely we mean by 'efficiency. 
In a given state of technique, with a given organization 
and with a staff of a. given age and enterprise, an 
existing undertaking may ue more ~cient than an} 
two smaller undert~s could be. But efficiency i! 
not a static quality . .; It incluaes also the power of con~ 
tinuous adaptation to changing situations. Th.e lar~e. - - ...; 
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ossified undertaking may ,be incapable'~f self-tnodifi
cation. \ . A.nd 'taking a mor~ dynamic view of the 
situation. greater average efficiency avera .long period 
of time ~ay, be' achieved, if tbe indu'>uy is always 
composed of one older. and one' ~ounger firm, con
stantly warring.for supremacy. rather than by having 
one firm, at jts prime highly efficit;nt. bu.t fill.ing...4t~r 
to a "low level of ~fticieru:y, before intemal~oii 
or the threat of corrl~tition I;>rin~s' about ~tic 
overhaul of' its management. ( Some of, the largest 
industrial, COlilcerns nave, nevertheless, shown a sur
prising vi~alitx and have .used \ their~sition not .t..0 
ster~otype old-fashioned methods but'lc5 deyelop new 
proc~sses. and Improved locations .of plant$ in their 
particular trad~. NC? usefUl genera1iz~tiof\ can either 
~phold them. a~ models of progressive managemen! or 
condemn1hem 'Wh~lesale tor a tendency to ;;tagnation. 

SQ fat .we .have. been concerned only with those 
economies, which a' monopoly shares with rUl}' large 
industrial .organizationr· The eco~ies considered 
were those whiCh any fum of similar size would enjoy; 
and th'ey were, to be regarded as 'economies associated 
with monopoly only because monoP91y was a condition 
of achieving the .ecale of production or of distribution 
necessary' ~o. secure them. If the market expanded 
sllfflcientlYr the economies would remain even apart 
from ,the 'continuan'ce o~ the monopolYI We Diust now 
rlIOCee(l to consider how;far there are actual economi~ 
of morropoIy. econoblies. that. is, which apart from 
monopoly' wonla ty't accrue to even the largest cl firms. 

~ 3. The TechnIcal Econ~:nies 0/ Monopoly. (It is con
venient f('li f)1]rpos~s of analYSis to divide th~~ posslble 
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economies into technical economies, economies of 
management, economies of a financial character .. and 
economies of buying raw materials and marketing the 
finished product. These will all be consider~ in tum, 
though it is well to remember that the line of division 
between them is blurred, particularly so as regaJ;ds the 
distinction between general problems of management 
and of technical production.) :;fhe economies of 
monopoly in relation' to risk Will not be separately 
discussed in this chapter.' The broadef que~tion 
whether the existence of monopoly can in certain 
senses stabilize a particular industry, or industry in 
general, is, reserved to a later chapter. But the effects 
of diminished risk upon the ·~conomies of monopoly 
make themselves apparent through reactions' upon 
technical organization, or management,' or .the cost of 
borr..>wing, or through marketing costs. They have 
therefore been considered at each step~ rather than ;.n 
isolation.' , '. ' 

Let us start, then, by considering lli~ techni~al 
economies of monoPQly. The first question which we 
need to an~wer is whether monopoly secures more 
nearly than does competition the c~ntr.s!iQn of 
production in 'units of the optimum ~'. Before thilt 
question can be answered we must ask, two further 
questions. What sort of monopoly have we.,in mind? 
What sort of competition have we in mind? (If "'e 
take first the ordinary forms of short-term monopo1ies, 
based upon quotas and restriction of output in som/' 
one or other of its many forms, we can say at once tha,t 
monopoly is likely to be technically less eff.cient than 
production by competing firms..) For if output were to 
be transferred from higher cost producers to lower 
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cost producers, or if certain plants were closed down 
and the remainder run at full capacity, costs would in 
almost every case be reduced. This is true whatever 
the degree of perfection of competition, .provided only 
that the quota restrictions c~use some output to be 
transferred from low-cost to hlgh-cost producets, or to 
be produced by pl:lnts )Varking below full capacity.s 
Monopoly will in thia s:ase be superior to competition 
only if for some reasOn it makes it possible to introduce 
new equipment where it would not be available other
wise." The question whether that is likely to be the 
case must be deferred for the moment.· . 
('\Vh~e the type of monopoly to be considered is one 

of1he more long-period forms, the question is less easy 
of answer. ) The simplest way to approach the problem 
is to compare' the organization which ~hi be ex
pec~ed Under _peffect competition with that' which 
might be ~ted under a monopoly: .of this type. 
Undet pefiect· competition we shou1d." expect' ever'f 
plant and every firm to be of such ;ire that it would, if 
the market were large enough, exhaust all the internal 
economies of large scale. Each plant or firm- would 
secure all the economies which could be obtained. from 
specialization upon pne' particular type of product.' 
If econori::ries are to be secured by the vertical dis
integration ·of certain process, under perfect com
petition we should exPect .suCh disintegration to take 
place. put unlese competition is perfect firms are 
likely to be of leiS tba:(a optimum size, and specialization 
~ not lik~y t~ take plac~ in all circumstances where 

. , 
.... J,. • 

1 CoDsidend cliagra.mmatica1Iy restric:tioa schemes eecure equi
librium by raislng the supply c:w:ve tultll the amduut suppl1ecl WIll 
equal the amouut demanded at some predcrtemwled price. 
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costs, other than selling and transport casts, will be 
redu<;ed by i~.l 
Ii A rt-tonopoly of the completely fused and co-ordinated 
th>e may be expected to reproduce almost exactly 

,the conditions of perfect competitj,Qii.J For, whatever 
pnce it may be receiving. it will pay the monopoly to' 

,-reduce its costs of production to a minim~-", If one 
plant can produce more cheaply than another, the 
low-cost plant is likely tabe instructed to fill orders for 
a particular product up to its best capacity. , 

IIf there are economies to be secured by specializa
tion, the monopoJy may be expected to secure them. 
The extent of this concentration and specialization will 
be the same for monopoly and for perfect competition 
whether the period we consider is the long pt::~od1, in 
which capital equipment may be conceived.auequiring 
replacement, or the short period in which the greatest 
economy of prime costs is alone relevant, or such a 
period. lying between these limits, that plants will be 
closed down if operating at a loss. ) 

So far we have been concerned only with the scale of 
techni~al organizatio!l.l We must now inquire whether 
a monopoly may be expected to adopt improvements 
q,f technique as rapidly as will competing firm~ Once 
again we must limit ourselves to a. discussipn of whether 
opportunity -and incentive exist, remembering always 
that to prove th~se by no means proves effective action. 
Let us start by considering in what conditions a firm 
is ordinarily prepared to substitute new Nuipm~Ift Jor 
old. rIt pays it to do so oilly when -total cost oithe 
requlfed output with the new equipment, including a 
sufficient return on the capital invested. is less than 
prime cost with the old equipment) The old equip-

J 
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ment is theJ;e in any case, whether-it earns any return' 
or none. If prime cost with the old equipment ~ less 
than total cost with the new, the additional profits 
earned through putting in the new _equipment \\i11 be 
less than sufficient .to yay the .inte~est on the' extra 
capital ~veSted in it. In sa~g this ~e' have evidently 
to be very careful wbat wF lItean by prime cost of the 
old equipment, and by th~ cost-o'-the..-new~ ')Firstly. 
in-lhe-pri.n1e cost \Vernust includ~ ~J:Le..s~L<!Lany 
~~~~~J~rer:t~l a~ r~ait:k.. k~.~p_. ~e~oJ~~~qWp
ment runmng. In practice the demise of old ships, 
ora-motor lorries, old locomotives is nearly always 
occasioned by the increasing urgeD:~y of major I;epairs 
if the ship is to pass survey,' or the lorry or locomotive' 
be made fit for another period of service. The longer 
equipment lives. the more expensive these overhauls 
beco11}e, and the higher is prime cost, until it must 
tIDally equal total cost with identical equipment. 
Secondly! from the cost of the ne~equipriient 'must be 
deducted the scrap value of the old equipment, so that 
what we measure is the immediate addition to the 
amount of the capital invested. ') , -, 

So far as they are concerned with these considera· 
tions, the actions of plants owned by monopolies and 
by competing firms niay be expected to be identica.t 
There is, however, one further point here that needs to 
be Considered.; The profitable introQucti()p. of _th~ I!ew 
. ~ery may b-e conditional on an expansion o( the 
utput and sales of the firm installing it •. In such 

circumstances the more easily Clales can be increased, 
the sooner will the new p1a\lt bl1 iD:troduced. The 

r more perfect is the market and the less the i!nPOrtance 
of ~oodwill, of advertisement, of selling and 'transport 
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costs generally, the easier will this expansion be. 
Thus.the more nearly does monopoly reproduce the 
conditions oi perfect competition the earlier will one 
of its plants install the new equipment. A .quota
system monopoly will· almost certainly be slower in 
introducing such improvements than will competing 
finns. A well cOrOrdinated. monopoly. will probably 
find that it pays it to do so more rapidly. Moreover, a 
well co-o~~A_m~~?£~y ~n. _,!~~~yjiye_ greater 
security than there is in any condition short of p_~rfect 
competition: - th"al -certaill -pla:ntwilr be- -used con
tinuously.- It may, or may not, be true that a larger 
technical unit is more efficient than a smaller, so that' 
in a long-period sense. and when each is working to full 
capacity, there are diminisliing costs with an increase 
of scale. But whatever the size of the techniqll unit. 
it is likely to be true that up to its designed capacity 
it will show falling average costs if fixed financial and 
technical charges are included and averaged over 
incre~ing outputs. Thus there are always substantial 
economies of running full rather than running empty. 
The economy in respect of fixed charges may in some 
industries be reinforced by technical economies where. 
as in steel making. a balance Df processes is necessary 
to full economy, and intermittent working is difficult. 
But in an imperfectly competitive industry continuous; 
full capacity working is seldom possible, for swings of 
taste or fortune are likely to favour one firm at. this 
moment, another at the next. Eac!I ""ill s~ize theJ 
opportunity to expand its productive capacity in 
order to ~ake the grea.test use of its oppor!unj.t!.es. 
Moreover. if customers won are likely to be r:etamed. 
and customers lost to be lost for ever, firms will wish 
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to have a margin of produttive capacity to meet 
, unexpected rushes of orders, and to ma"ke it ~asier to 
groW' relatively to other undertakings if opportunity 
allows. . . . 

1n aggregate this' reserve capital maybe quite large 
relatively to that which would be necessary \0 p'roduce 
the butput of the industry by continuous working. 
Its size will very probably be increased by the 
unnecessary duplication of equipment used only 
pegularly due to the insufficient specializatisP 9f 
competing firms in an imperfect market. Thus~ after 
Ithe foUndation of the United States Steel Corporation. 
IJudge Gary stated that the comb~cijjnn;; required 
;'0 per cent less capital .than they had _nee~ed as 
jUldependents. That was probably an extreme case; 
~d few monopolies have in practice succeeded in 
'giving the opportunity· for absolutely continuous 
lrunning to selected plants. <But there is no question 
; that the desire to run full is one of the strongest 
I inducements to join -in schemes for pooJing a~d dis-
tribution of orders, or that very substantial economies 
can often be secured if the uncertainty of relative 
changes of output be rempved, and the individual 
'mdertakings or plants be assigned a fixed proportion 
of the more stable output of a cartel or a definite task 
.~ a more closely merged monopoly. "\!here relative 
fiuctuatio~s of output can be thus reduced an~ com
paratively continuous operations guaranteed, equip-

-ment that is particularly liable to obsolescente can 
sometimes be profitably installed by a monopolist 
,,:here any "on~ competing producer .would r:ightly 
hesitate, to.do so.) 
. There is one other technical advantage to the 
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monopoly that deserves mention. A long-p'er:od. 
monop_oILt.hat h~ulimi~ated the inr{.J1.lar-riya)rie~ 
and_jeatQUSI~~. of the~Q!i..K!'i1aiComponent firrI:~ is .. ~ 

, should .be_i.l>Le.J.<L!!I.~~~a'yaiI<lple~o _~ll-12JaJ.1ts . .the 
experierlCILanQ)~g~J~dge ~~2.Cl1.. Th.~s ~~ .ought to 
be t~~1hM~hpi~I!L~Q'Y1.~<1g~~ eJg>e~ierice 
a~ila~le_ to ~J~l~ividu<l.LPJ~!l~. ~as_U~:l:ter under 
monopoly .-!l.laQ.llmtq co~p'eti tL0!!.:. This ·l!ly=.p~f1n 
fact be the case for a variety of reasons. Firstly, the 
security of tenure of individuals and the continued 
working of a plant under the monopoly mtty depend 
upon the showing of better ·results than those achieved 
b)t other m3.nager~or plants, and the sharing of full 
knowledge may tllW"te discouraged. Secondly. in a 
period of rapidly" advancing technique it may be 
found even apart from !he existence of monopoly that 
a pooling of knowledge or of patents may be profitable. 
Thus American industrialists are in general far more 
willing than are their European counterparts to 
publish facts and statistics about their organization,. 
technique, and costs, confident that they can learn as 
much from others as others from them. and that in the 
march of progress it matters little if others know 
what you are doing to-day provided that you alone 
~w what you will be doing to-morrow. 
vl~~ g~~ terms we may_.s~y. ..therefore, that we: 
should expect a monopoly of the fused and co-ordinated , 
type to be s~!iQrJn.iechui~~ eft1.ciencLto ~~ 
firms, unless the .~Qmpetitian is. exceptuma.lly -}>erftilCt 

and",-all eCon~nues o~ !~ s~a!; ,an~~£i~jzat!9.!l 
have beeriexliausted. In praCtice competition seldom, 
if~reacneSfliis level of achievement. But we 
should expect monopolies of the Prices- and <!uota-
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(being variety to be ~I*_rio1: inl t~cal efficiency to 
ordin¥y competition. Those fo~ of. monopoly 
which are intermediate, we should expect to secure 
some, but not all of the economies' of scale and 
specialization, and to compare well or ill in so far as 
they secure them) 

4- The Introduction 0/ New DesigfIJ. In considering 
the adoption of technical improvements in the last 
section, it was assumed that the new equipment would 
tum out ptoducts indistinguishable from those of the 
old equipment, so that the firm was merely concerned 
to lower its costs of production. We must now con
sider the allied problem of the probable actions Clf a 
monoP.olist where the product itself might be altered, 
but where the change would involve a change of the 
productive .equipment. I.' It is often r~ that 
monopolists bay up patents to suppress them, and 
refuse the public im~rovements which might readily 
be mad,e. It is important, therefore, to consider 

, whether it is ordinarily in their interest to do so. 
Let us examine first the general condltiOns in which 

a firm. which has ,seemed the patenfToTSoine su~ 
stitute fora: Commodity already on the market, will
find it profitable to introduce thiS substitute. It will 
take account of tle tffects of its introd\iction -oD.- itt 
receipts and on its costs. From the side of receiPts)" 
:t'may. benefit in either ,or both ol two respects. It 
may, benefit because, for a time at least, the receipts 
from the new product will pe greater per nait, sold 

·than from the old produc~ 'It may benefit because it 
now enjoys a greater proportion of the total trade in 
the commodity than it did previously .. From tbe,side 
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of cost it may benefit if the new product is cheaper to 
produce than t.pe old, or if the greater output enables 
it to secure economies of productioIl.-~ Thus the firm 
will infroouce the new product if its receipts from it 
may be expected to exceed its .receipts from the old 
product by an amount more _than sufficient to cover 
the technical costs QUyrning over to the new product. 
the interest and depreci'ltion of sp~cial n~~~quipment 
required. the initial marketing costs necessary to put 
it on the market and the excess1 of the prime cost of 
producing the new pro~uct (alone or in conjunction 
with a smaller output of the old) over the prime cost 
of producing the old product.) In the extreme case 
where a new finn is seLllp .tQ.El.~!luiac;ture ~e new 
product, the whole of the estimated receipts will be 
balanced against the whole of the estimated costs" 

A firth wilCbe more likely, that is, to introduce a 
fnew' product, the less is its present profit, and the 
greater its expected profit) In .a. d~JessiDn, when 
firms are working below (.apacity, so that competition 
is keen and profits small, 'the prospective gain of new, 
preducts is usually greatest.' Thus during the depres
sion of 1932 both American and British motor car 
manufacturers introduced far more innovations than 
in earlier and in more recent years, when the probable 
profits to be made on existing models were greater. 
But the expected profits from a new model depend 
largely upon the action of competing firms. If all in a 
given price-field introduce new models, the gain of 
Done of them may be so great as was anticipated. On 
the other hand if Done introduce new models the loss 

, 
'"flus U exceS&" would, of course, be negative, It tho l:p~ 

su,bitltute baa a lowel primo OOIIt than the 010.. 
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for each will be less. Thus in better timeS, when 
current rates of profit are sufficient not to tempt any 
one manufacturer to break avtay, we enjoy the spectacle 
of rival manufacturers telling the public ostensibly, 

. their competitors in reality, that orderly progress is 
more in the general interest than annual new models) 

The motive to 'mtroduce a product is sl)mewhat 
weakened--ifthe . generaf 'validity or the insuper
ability or the patent is. doubtful. For the period 
during which the anticipated addition to receipts is 
likely to last will be somewhat diminished. In practice 
the enforcement of patent monopolies is_. often so 
difficult, and so expensive in legal fees. that competing 
manufacturers have ix1 some .industries preferred t\ 
P901 patents" and to look for a sufficient reward fo 
tec4nical invention in the year'or so more's. advantag 
of priority that earlier experimentation usually gives 
and in the subsequent goodwill that may arise from it 

Let us now consider how these vario1JS factors will be 
affected if the new patent is controlled by an under
taking which possesses a monopoly of the old pcoduct, 
and can prevent this or any alternative patent being 
exploited. The monopoly will take into account 
precisely the same factors as we considered in the case 
of the single firm, but it Mll attach substantially 
different valuations to them. \J In the first pla.ce, on the 
side of receipts, it will measure the gain' only after 
deductions have been made for the dimiIiished receipts 
from the old product of all the producing plants, and 
not the single one only. Secondly, on tlle side of costs, 
it will take account of the induced diseconomies in aU 
plants due to the reduced scale of output of the old 
commodity. This induced diseconom}! ~y, of ~,; 
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be non-existent if the monopoly can merely shut down 
the least efficient of its ylants, or reconstruct it to 
produce the new productJ 

{Thus it would certainly be true to say that a 
monopoly will often have inducements to resist an 
iDnovation where one of a group of competing firms 
would __ JI1Jmduce -it...\ But before' condemning the 
monopoly for being conservative in these respects we 
must pause to consider what is here most in the public 
inte~es~. Every individual naturally desires to be 
allowed to have the precise variety or every product 
which most perfectly satisfies his own needs and taste. 
But any reasonable efficiency of £roduction requires a 
certain degree of standardization. Individuals must' 
be asked to accept somethiIig that only approximates 
to their ideal~ Obviously sonte deviation from complete 
stand<l!dization is necessary, but how far shoulEl it go ? 
'Clearly it is desirable Jo adt;! a new product only if 
the additiOnal S!ltisfaction' yielded by it eXceeds the 
addition to cost: But it is by no means easy to define 
or measure these two concepts. As regards the addition 
to satisfactfon yielded, m.uch will depend upon whether 
we regard the momentary impulse of the buyer as 
paramo~t, 'as reflecting his true long-period satis
faction. It is a criticism often levelled against com
petition that it forces competing firms to change 
purely for th~ sake of change, and that by advertise
ment they cajole consumers against their true interest 
to buy these new products. If we regard the consumer 
as always perfectly rational in his own interest, his 
action must show that he derives greater satisfaction 
to the measure at least of his greater expenditure. 
It is only if we are prepared to say that he is sometimes 
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4ratiopal, and to put aside price offered as an index 
of satisfaction that we can argue (apart from changes 
of costs) that competition is wasteful in this direclion. 
Some of us, perhaps,' would be prepared rather hesi4 
tantly to make ~ plunge, and to say that when a. 
monopoly increases its efficiency by' enforcing some 
lheasure of standardization on consumers, it may'not 
always diminish satisfaction by so much as the 
criterion of relative demand prices for competitively 
'advertised goods would suggest. 

There remaiD;s a second point that also requires 
consideration. l~ was desirable, we argued, that a 
I\.ew commodity shoul\l be introduced only if the 
additional satisfaction ~ceeded the additional cost. 
In a. world of competitive prices it is virtually im-' 
pos.¥ble, where costs fall with 'increased output, to 
artang~ things so ,that a marginal consumer paJ!'s only 
the additional cost involved in producing his additional 
unit of output. He pays as a rule', something that 
approximates to its average cost. Thus the financial' 
inducement to a marginal consumer to accept the 
standard product is frequently less than it ideally 
sho~d be. .The monopolist's calculations in intro
ducing a new product will often approach substantially 
nearer to the calculations that from the national 
point of view are desirable, than will the calculations 
of one individual firm in a situation in which com
petition is less than perfect. 

Thus far the monopolist has been s~wn to be more 
conservative than a group bf co~P\t.ing ~_ 
introducing new products •. If, ~wev't!r,lU!Ads that it 
'pays to introduce a new product aran:a-IJlotlOpoly. will 
very probably do so ,more rapidly'1tlan would. com-
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peting firms. For the patent will be common to all the 
plants of the monopoly. The extension of output will 

,be less limited by considerations of manufacturing 
capacity, and its progress will be less resisted b¥ 
competitive advertisement to prevent inroads into the 
markets for the older product. 

It has been a.ssumec) throughout the foregoing 
discussion that the invention, whatever form it might 
take, was already iIl' existenc~ But the probability 
of the invention being 'made is also relevant. lnven-' 

~
ons have sometimes been divided into two groups, 

pontaneous and induced ~ventions.1 The former, 
ike Marconi's invention of wireless, come, so to speak, 

from the blue. The latter are the consequences of 
dozens of minds tackling some problem that has arisen 
in industry'jas the result of changes of scale or of 
general technical progress. Monopoly will have no 
predictable effect upon the former type of inv~tion .. 
Upon the latter its effects are-"twofold and opposite. 
The large-scale operation of monopolies will raise, and 
in all probability yield solutions to, various problem:, 

'of production and organization. Moreover, large-scale 
research by first-rate expe~ts will be more likely to 
yield certain types of results than small-scale research 
unsupported by sufficient resources. On the other hand 
there is little doubt tha1 (active small-:.scale experi
mentation proceeds far more vigorously, where the, 
mdIlager or owner of a ~all finn is (free to try new 
ideas and new processes without the restraining hand 
of a board of directors, aiid inspired by the motive that 
the bulk of the profits will go, to his own pocket. This 
is probably one iJnportant' reason for the relative 
predominance of small undertakings in indusbes 
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which are in the stage of rapid technical developm~nt. 
such as was the radio industry a few years ago, or the 
motor trade a couple of decades back. I 

) ~ 

§ 5- Proble11l$ of Management; In relation to the 
management, of mono~lies tw.2,.. m~i!L~su.es require 

o(:onsideration: first, ijle question ~hether monopolies 
necessarily throw upon those whose duty it is to 
manage them, responsibilities that are too vast for 
effective controU second, the question (whether the 
existence of monopoly in itseU simplifies or complk:ates 
the task.) 

The probl~~~ of management are, of course, mani
fola. But they may be divided for our immediate 
purpose into three broad categories, /the proble~ of 
te~hnical cont,(ol, the problems of ~an~i~l c~ntrol, and 
the problems that, for want of a better naYle, we may 

,.call the problems of e~t.:eprenewingJ-that is the 
group of decisions that are concerned with changes in 
the scale of operations, and more particularly with 
possible extensions of the scale. 

The creation of a monopoly need cause no change in 
the ss::ale of technical control; As we saw in an earlier 
section of this chapter, monopoly of the merger form 
may facilitate the ~ncentration of output into larger 
units .and thus create new problems of technical 
management. Th~t to such concentration will be 
~se9 partly indeed by considerations +f the geographical 
diStribution of marke~ but partly 'a.lscJby considera
tions of the size 'Or uni't that can be most effectively 
co-ordinated into a smoothly running, whol{ 'This 
size will depend in its \urn upon the regularity of 
running and tM extent to which a central organization 
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can remove for certain plants in the unified undertaking 
the problems created by irregularity. 

The unit that can be te<;!micallj" controlled and co
ordinated· is not, it is generally agreed, infinite; nor is 
the (ilUmber-or separate units that ~aD." be effectively 
co-ordinated by .. a central or!ani.!.ation infin~"l:f~t 
e!fecti~e ~~:~r.d.ination presupposes,.{ntimate knowledge 
aliOiln.derstanding of the unit~, and 'beyond a point that 
becomes impossibl~':) But the nearer technical control, 
through decentralization. approaches to a state of no 
control, the larger the number that can be co-ordinated. 
Thus by ~orfeiting certain technical ot managerial 
economies of larger scale, the managerial qiseconomies 
may sometimes be avoide* (But though decentraliza
tion of technical contfoI1s possible(decentralization of 
finaI1cial.cantraLand. of entrepreneuring -is- not, or is 
not completely, possible:)' For these involve decisions 
which must be uniform for the monopoly undertaking 
as a whole. The decisions regarding price and output 
policy and regarding the extension or contraction of 
activity or its concentration in certain units must be 
made for the whole combination. And where a 
monopoly is of a unified form (a holding company or 
a merger), the policy ,vith regard to the division of 
earnings between the alternative uses of satisfying 
shareholders and strengthening of the undertaking's 
resources, must also be determined centrally, though 
not necessarily uniformly for all the subsidiaries. 
Such decisions, made for an undertaking whose' 
resources run into millions and employees into tens of 
thousands, involving, as they must, {.an intimate 
knowledge of the conditions of many plailts and miffiY 
markets, may well tax the abilities of even the ablest. 
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But far more difficult' and respopsible in the case of 
those monopolies ~~~teuure_~. ins~e. is the task 
of guiding the strategy of manreuvre by which the 
monopoly is itself maintained, and handling its 
relations with the Government, with its employees, 
and with foreign rivals .in Ii struggl~ for the division 
of neutJ'al markets. The qualities required to achieve 
these p~, be they desirable! or undesirable. are, 
given to few. 

It would be foolish to suggest that individuals, or 
groups of individuals, cannot be found capable of 
making these great and far-reaching decisions. The 
history of American Trusts in particular t of English 
and German monopolies to a somewhat less extent, 
has shown the ability of individuals not only to create 
but also to control giant organizatiot}S. (But such men 
are not easy to find, and are paiti'cularly difficult to 
replace from the subordinate ranks of an already 
monopolized industry) The great names that w~ 
associate with the trUSts were their creators as well as 
their administratorS. They entered these industries 
and gained their experience when the industry was still 
unmonopolized, and could attr~ct by its wide oppor-· 
tunities men of vitality and initiative. But once the 
ptonopoly is formed and its administration hl!S become 
more a matter of routine, it will rarely succeed in draw
ing ~o itself such men .. They ~ prefer freer fields 
where the rewards of enterprise, are still unlimited. 

It may, of course, tlE(true that when an industry has., 
passed through that firs\ period of fundamental reorgan
ization and readjustment that has marked the transition 
to JPOnopoly, the qualiti~ required in its leaders are 
those of the Civil Servantrather than of the adventurer: 
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If that is indeed the case, the monopoly may for a time 
survive with undimini.4ed '-io<YOUF and efficiency. But 
in the history even of routine institutions there comes 
lli;U:illy a tim~ lI·hen.Q new invention challenges them. 
as the railWa~ave been challenged by road transport, 
and a new fount of leadership is needed to revinfy 
the old organization. . 

As regards these wider problems, the tasks of mana~ 
ment of a great nation-wide monoPoly are far more 
comple.'t than- tllose which ordinarily confront a single 
firm. But as rega.rds the more ordinary functions of 
controll the e.'\.-1stence of monopoly may simplify rather 
than cOmplicate therrj. For the task of management 
is essentially concerned \\ith problems of uncertainty 
and change. In a worlJ in which ~ge was rare and 
foreseeable the problems of management would be far 
simpler; than they are in a world in which change is 
frequent and unforeseen, and anything w-rich reduces 
the frequency of change or the uncertainty of it, will 
simplify the problems of management.' 

If w-e consider an indllStxy composed of a large 
number of firms the uncertainty w-hich confronts each 
one of them is prc>portionate1y greater than that w-hich 
confronts the industry as a whole. It may be po5Slole 
to estimate within comparati\-e1y narrow limits what 
lIill be the total consumption of wireless sets next year. 
But it is extremely difficult to estima.te what part of 
L'lat total each indindual manufacturer w-ill puvije. 
The monopolist is concerned only '\lith the fOmlt'T 
problem, the competing manufacturer with the latte:. 
The larger is this uncertainty, the more difficult do 
aU the problems of management become. The purchase 
of expensive machinery or new buildino"S with a long 
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life may be a most r1sky proce~ding if the favouring 
breeze of public taste may fade, away and leave the firm 
next year hopelessly becalmed. It may on the one 
hand pay the firm not to expand excessively under the 
temporary stimulus; on the other hand by rapid 
expansjon and cheap selling it may make its goods 

ff;0wn and b!Iild the foundation of future prosperity.' 
he uncertainty of its future share in the whole trade 

o{ tJJ.e fndustIy complicates its decisions at every turn., 
'This uncertainty is enhanced by a further .yncertainty 
regarding the trend of invention and change/. We have 
seen that a r§0nopolist is sometimes in a position to 
control and dictate the rate of chang,., ,He can seldom 
be certain 1..'1at no outside invention can affect .the 
demand for his product and render obsolete his equi~ 
ment, but he can at least be more confident 'than a 
single producer. Thus the management of a single 
plant under a monopoly should involve less difficult 
decisions than that of a firm under competition. ( The 
task may be further facilitated by such interchange 

vof knowle~ge. and experiencv as we have already 
considered.' , 
fthe ta$Ks of management may in such ways be 
s~!ifi.:ed>~b:y. ~ m~~~I¥jh~t!S. c,Qmplete ,and per
manent/ so thara central office distributes orders to 
plants, each of which attempts to secure the greatest 
economies of comparatively regular working~ But 
manx--~onopolies are, as we have seen. not of this type. 
They fare temporary cohesions' of firms which preserve 
an inllividual identity land ~ook forward 'to periods of 
competition' as well as of cOllaboration) Where this 
type of monopoly is found,llthe problems of manage
ment are likely to be at least' as difficult as those which 
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would exist under cOmpetitio~. For the economic 
struggles of competition are latgely replaced by the 

enternal political struggles of the monopoly) The low
cost producer seeks to secure for himself the share of 
total output that he claims by virtue of the fact that 
he could earn profits apart from restriction and. would 

• prefer in certain circumstances to see a period of com
petition. The high-cost producer requires high prices 
to cover his higher costs, but is unwilling to concede 
the full demands of the low-cost producer. Where 
voting is on a tonnage basis and the majority of pro
ducers have high costs, ~e political manceuvres of the 
low-cost producers, the decision when to ~eaten to 
withdrJ-w, when to concede a point, when( to prefer 
immediate profits to growth; when to regard, expansion 
as the condition of full infIiience;in the councils' of the 
monopoly,' require a !wisdom and statesmanshiIf which 
me hardly paralleled- in more competitive conditions. 
• In some respects, then, the problems of managing 
a monopoly may be simpler. in others more difficult 
than those that arise under competitive condibons. 
But~ven if they are simpler, that does not prove that 
they will on the average be better performed~ For the 
comparatively greater lease with which profits may be 
earned may \ lull a management into the torpor. of 
routine} or provide an insufficient spur to the achieve
ment of the highest efficiency. There is little doubt 
that a loss, or the prospect of a loss, will call out reserves 
of organizing ability which have lain dormant during 
a period of greater prosperity. I Not a few.monopolies 
would appear to reap their monopoly gains not in the 
form of exceptional profits, but in a laxity of organiza
tion and a conservatism of technique.' ,-The very 

It 
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ruthlessness of competition may secure a higher average 
achievem~nt even of a mJlch more difficult task.) 

_§ 6. The Financial Economies 0/ Monopoly. <We have 
next to consider the question whether the monopoly 
possesses any(advantages from the point of view of 
finance and c;apital raising )which are not shared by 
any equally large firm apart from monopoly. It is not 
merely a question of raising funds, but also ~f spending 
money out 6f p~ofits'on improvemento/and maintenance . 

• It is sometimes argued that a temporary or even penna
nent monopoly may be justified by the fact th;lJt 
enables :firms, which under competitive conditions 
woUld'b'euna:E1e to raise funds, to secure an amount of 
profits s~cie.nt to t;e-«:<luip themselves" aiid Ultiiiiitery 
to :reduce their costs- iiid-prices~"'This--argiiment' 
requires 'exiuninanon., ,- -, ." .. 

If the net effect of the extra capital is to be a reduc
tion al cQSts, and if at .the same time there is to be an 
,inducement to the finn to invest the capital in new 
equipment or other,internal developments rather than 

"in increasing its! holdiDg of external assets, )t must 
clearly be true that the reduction of costs due to the 
extra capital ~xceeds the ordinary rate of interest on 
su~ capital' 'But if this is the caselwe should expect 
it to be possible for the finn concerned to borrow money 
in the ordinary way,' thus making unnecessarY resort 
t? ~o complicated. a metho~ of capital raisingj. I! will 
be ImpossIble for It to obtam capltal by more ordinary 
means, but possible to obtain it by pus mean~ onIyIif 
for some reason the investing public requires a higher 
rate of retUrn to persuade it to invest than do the 

\ directors of the firm to reinvest profits{ , This may, 
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of course, happen, and it will occur usually for one or 
other of two reasons. Fjrstly, ~e public may be 
unreasonably unwilling to invest m an industry_ that 
is at the moment making loss~ ttt is profitable and 
desirable that an investment sh~ be made if the 
extra yield due to' the extra capital exceeds the ext1'tl 
interest on that extra capital.)But th{general investing 
public is more often persuaded to invest by the average 
return being pald on existing capital in the industry I 
If a higher present return is being paid the shares df 
firms are likely to be bid up until new investments in 
the industry find willing purchasers. In practice it is 
almost universally true that investment is likely to be 
carried too far in industries at present making profits, 
not far enough in industries which are making losses. 
Thus("a temporary profit may help an indus4Y to , 
secure funds whiCh are desirable but otherwise 
unobtainable":) 
"The sec,Qn9 J~ason for which (a monopoly may 

facilitate further investment, is that funds are 
frequently reinvested in the firm which made thernlor 
a lower probable return than would secure funds from 
outside) This may be tIue to the greater knowledge 
of thlU'lsks and prospects'involved which the directors 
themselves possess. It may be due to a, greater willing
ness to throw good money after bad/ in the hope of 
retrieving the fortunes of a firm and earning a return 
not only on the present capital but also on that already 
invested. It may be due to the gener:al principle that 
any inv,estor, considering a particular scheme, must 
assess two elements of risk I first, that inherent in 
the scheme itself; second, that arising from the poSsible ' 
incompetence or misconduct of the intending borrow~ 
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A fum reinvesting its own profits is likely to put a; 
lower-valuation on the latter element than will any 
outside investor.', 

r These considerations may indicate that firms will 
sometimes secure additional capital by the formation 
of a monopoly in circumstances in which additional 
capital is desirable. ~ut they are far fr~~ showiEg 
that it is in the ~.!erest ofJ.l!e C~!t~~I..to be e!.2loit~d 
~_order that, indir~tly, h~ may provide the capital. 
If the directors of the firms concerned demand any 
prospective return on the additional capital with which 
they have been presented before they invest it in new 
equipment rather than gilt-edged investments, it will 
always be more economical for the unfortunate con
sumers to subscribe directly to new capital issues than 
to provide others with funds which they can invest, 
and from which they can draw the proceeds. In any 
case the perfecting of the machinery of investment will 
ofter a better solution to the problem, and failing' aD 
else the same result, so far as the consumer is concerned, 
will be achieved if the fum goes into liquidation and 
its equipment is bought up by new owners who are 
prepared to modernize it. 
',Another, and somewhat similar, problem arises iII 

connection wit!! t!u\.que;tion ~survim..OL ~ 
in the face of an indllStrial depr . • \ It is sometimes 
argued that the encouragement 0 a temporary 01 

permanent ~o!lopoly organization is justified \>y the 
fact that, apart from such monopoly, a number of firms 
would be eliminated by the depression which in the 
ensuing period of good trade would again be required 
to provide a sufficient supply of the product coucetb~ 
Once ag~ the problem is ~ explaiD why the investol 
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is unwilling to provide a service that is in the public 
interest, and which might be expected to be also in 
his own.! 

Let us suppose that a fum, working during a depres
sion at a loss, is /trying to determine whether it shall 
close down temp'orarily, or permanently, or attempt 
to carryon at that scale of out~ut which reduces its 
operating losses to a minimum) If circumstances 

,prevent it taking into account those more sentimental 
and humanitarian considerations which usually count 
for so much,;it will compare its operating losses in a 

,..&iven period with its maintenance costs closed dOwn,! 
(If the operating loss is less than the maintenance costs, 
it will try to carry 0?J Before deciding to close doWn 
temporarily it must -take account also of the capital 
co:;;tSlr'lvolved in reopening, including both the technical 
costs involved, for example, in shutting doWn and 
necessarily re-lining a blast furnace, and the _ opera
tional costs involved in re-creating the harmonious 
team-=work of the fum and re-entering a lost market. 
In comparing these two possibilities with the tbird 
possibility) {that of closing down permanentry, the 
question to be decided is (whether the existing equip
ment, suitably maintained, will have a value when, 
demand recovers which exceeds the accumulated 
maintenance costs (including interest) during the 
interval) If it has such a value that its maintenance is 
profitable, we should expect it to be maintained by 
the action of existing owners or possible speculative 
purchasers. If its maintenance is not profitable; 
there is no purpose in exploiting consumers in order 
to maintain it. The problem thus once again resolves 
itself into the issue irhether funds will be available to 

I 
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maintain a concern during a depression in ~ll crircum
stances when it would be profitable to do so/ 

,-{It is obvious, of course, that existing owners may 
reach the end of their own resources and thus be com
pelled to abandon or \ to sell plants or properties 
which they believe could profitably be maintained. 
Thl.s will happ'en only if these owners are unable to 
borrow. But #banks or other credit institutions may 
for varioUs reasons be unwUIing to lend/ to them in cir
cumstances which would appear to justify the loans. 
They may be ill-informed of the prospects of the 
industry and under-estimate future demand. They 

,may recognize that it is desirable that some firms should 
receive assistance, but Imtess the lenders are all per
fectly c<H>rdinated the ~ks of anyone lender lending 
to anyone firm may be too great to justify the loan) 

But the prop!em is likely to ~lv~t itself in one or 
other of two ways. t Fir~tly, existing producers may be . 
forced into ppital reorganization or into bankmptcyjl 
and new owners may acquire the property freed from . 
all present 'financial charges and be able to carry on. 
Secondly, as (properties are progressively abandoned, 
the1>rospects 'Of the remainder, both immediately and 
ultimately, improve and their chance of ~g loans 
increases) From the point of view of the consumer it is 
desirable to keep in existence not the present company, 
the financial organization, but rather the present 
machinery and equipment:) It is possible to conceive 
of conditions where the break-up of existing organiza
tions may result in a very great decline of capacity in 
the industry, and where new capital would be difficult 
to attract, but these circumstances must be rare, and 
would in any case ofter a substantial return to ~ose 
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who could hold 01;1. As in the previous case the situa
tion could be better met by the improvement of loan 
facilities than by the immediate exploitation of the 
consumer for his own hypothetical good. 

There is a further consideration of the side of finance 
that requires examination.("'the fact that a monopoly 
can, if it desires, re,duce the. fhict~ations of net receipts 
as between good and bad tim~ and remove so far as 
it is profitable the relative changes of output of different 
plants, will mean not only that it will tend to,4se less 
capital than competing firms, but also that that capital 
will be exposed to a ~maller risk of total or partial loss. 
and to smaller variations of incomet In these circum
stances the rate of reward which a lender will require 
is likely to-be correspondingly ~ished. (In a 
co~etitiv~ industry the risk involved in making a loan 
is double!. There is the' risk that this particular,industry 
willprove to bE(unjustified by public de~anqJ or that 
u{vestmentiin it has in general been carried too far)' 
There is the further risk that from a number of firms 
enjoying various degrees of success and failure, f.the 
firm to which the loan is made may prove one of the 
least successfv-O (If the industry is monbpoli?;ed, the 
second type of risk is eliminatef ~ This is indeed 
occasionally used as an argument for the grant of 
monopoly by a government where large amounts of 
capital have to be invested in a somewhat uncertain 
piece of development. , • 

In the ordinary way these considerations can affect 
only the rate of interest paid upon debentures or bank 
charges or other similar borrowings of a monopoly. 
For the return on the ordinary shares will include in 
addition to the normal reward of supplying capital 
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not only this possibly diminished reward of risk 
beaiing, but also some share of the monopoly revenue. 
But it is not entirely impossible that this reduction of 
risk should result in a reduction of the price of goods 
produced under semi-monopolistic conditions. For if 
in some industry entry in times of good trade could not 
be prevented, but in times of depression the' extreme 
variations of prices and earnings were mitigated by 
a cartel. the average level of earnings could not in any 
case greatly exceed normal .. and a lower level of 
prospective rewards might attract sufficient capital in 
the less risky conditions. 

§ 7. EconoTmes of Buyrng. When it comes to purchase 
materials or equipment. armonopoly enjoys ordinarily 
the economy which accrues in this respect to any 
exceptionally large undertakind. It is able, that is. 
to give ord~·so large that the undertakings providing 
the materials can obtain economies in their production. 
and to secure that a large part of the benefit is passed on 
to itself.\ But apart from these gains which would be 
shared equally by any other undertaking of correspond
ing size, ,thete are-.tertain advantages on the side of 
buying which belong ~clusively to a monopolist) For
the monopolist is very, likely to be theFle purchaser 
of some of the materiat;.that he employs, and possibly 
also of sOme grades of labour. I to which the same 
considerations wi,ll apply. '. 

A sole purchaser (we may call him a monopsonist in 
distinction from a monopolist-a sole seller) will order 
his purchases similarly to. but sometimes with difierent 
results from. any other purchaser. Ordinarily when we 
buy things at a fixed price we ,take no account of the 
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effect of the size of our order upon the pric.e. But in 
those rare cases, such as the purchase of our own note
paper, when we find ourselves temporarily monop
sonists, ~ do in fact ask whether the extra units are 
worth the extra outlay) Thl{ monopolist, in so far 
as he is also a monopsonist, will employ this principle 
to his own ildvantage/ For ~f something that he mm't 
buy rises in price the ~ore tie demands, by modifyibg 
his demands he will be able to reduce the.pri~) ,By 

, buying less of those factors of production whlch (rise 
~ much, and more of those which rise little, in response to 
,his own demands, he will be likely to reduce his total 
expenditure on them) 

But even apart :frOm this important consideration, 
the fact that a monopolist is also .the 5~e buyer will 
greatly pcrease his J>aFgaining powert If we have 
something lo-sell. the fact that we can if need be take 
it elsewhere, strengthens our hand in bargaining. If 
we know that a failure to !!ell to the one buyer means 
a failure to sell at all; we are far less likely to be able 
to extort from him a fair price for what we sell • The 
advantage in respect of buying to the monopsonist is 
not merely great. I~ is in many cases almost certainly 
too great. For a monopoli~t can do damage to the 
puQfu: ."!.elf~ot only !>y divertipg to himself some 
part Of the income of consumers, but also by diverting· 
to himseI{ part of the ,income of poor and unorganized 
producers of primary products or material~ What 
Marshall wrote almost half a century ago has still much 
truth to-day: . 

.. The cruellest of all combinations in England are, 
probably, iIi the trades that buy up small things, such as 
fish, and dairy and garden produce in detail, and sell them 
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in retail: both producers and consumers being. from a 
business polnt of viewlweak relatively tQ the intermediate 
dealers." 

If we remember that the earliest complaints against 
monopolies in the United States were largely those 01 
producers against groups that were attempting (as 
did the Standard Oil Company) to control 'their access 
to markets and tp force thetq. to sell their products 
to a monopoly, and if we remember the lODg«>ntinued 
complaints in this country against rings, more particu
larly in agricultural markets. it is strange to find that 
this aspect of monopoly has been. until lately almost 
neglected by' theorists. and remains' almost unin
vestigated by official or unofficial inquiry. The urgency 
of its further examination is increase4 by the growing 
disparity in some trades of the scale of ptQduction 
and of retail marketing, which has given rise to com
plaints iliat these- large organizations drive unduly 
hard bargains with small prod.u~ / Where & large 
store provides a small producer with exceptional oppor
tunities for long runs of work upon standardized 
products, it will induce savings of cost which mllSt 
propef1y be .divided on some fair basis between the 
two. But ~here a small producer has come to be 
entirely dependent upon a large buyer, it is by no means 
clear that ~ fair price will always be ob~ed.1 

! 

§ 8. Monopoly' and Marketing Costs. Let us consider 
next the effects of monopoly upon marketiDg Costs. 
~e combination of a group of firmS will a.J.IDost always 
,bring some ecouomies of marketing. For the optimum 
scale of marketing' is veri large in most trades.~ and 
particularly.in those: trades in. which competitive 
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selling on a basi'i of quality is necessary. \ The greater 
the volume of goods to be sold, the'more efficiently can 
the territory be covered, and yet the more cheaply 
in terms of cost per unit of sales, Moreover as the scale 
of distribution increases, it becomes more. likely that 
thl( producer will find it profitable to marke~ his goods 
directly. I' This will not necessarily bring any sub
stantial economy of man-power, though that is often 
possible. But it will certainly (Save an intermediate 
stage of persuasion;' in which ~holesalers must first 
be induced by travellers and advertisement to buy, 
and then in their turn induce retailers to buy. The 
change is indeed sometimes marked by a'transition of 
the independent wholesaler first into a semi-independent 
agent and finally into a representative of the producer. 
It is likely to result not only in Cheaper selling, but also 
in more efficient selling) sinc~ the goods will now be 
pressed upon the retailer by salesmen who have no 
alternative lines to offe{, and everything to gain by 
selling this product. Moreover, (the closer touch 
between manufacturer and retailer 'leads oiten .to' the 
development of a co-operative sales policy) in which the 
retailer with window-space assists the ~manufacturer. 
and the manufacturer by' window-dressing experts and 
local advertisement helps the retailer. 

Thus feU', as in other cases, we have been concerned 
only with advantages which would have been secured 
apart from monopoly oy a firm of equal size. If we 
turn now to the~ial_.effec~.of monopoly o~ ~arket
ing costs. t'e find t"~ opposing forces at work. In the 
first plac~ the .tact of monopoly is likely to reduce 
the necessary 'expenditure' on coinpetitive selling~ 
Advertising and se.lli.ng costs are. m\1ch like mili~y 
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armaments, your expenditure must depend 'on the, 
expenditure of your opponents. and its' efficacy is not 
absolute bufre1ativej Some expenditure o~ advertising 
i,s ~eceSsary to inform -the consuming public of prices 
and qualities available and of changes in goods,~and 
to keep'iJ:\formation regarding sources of supply readily 
available. But (there is no reason to think that, in 
conditions of imperfect competition, advertising or 
selling will be limited to the amount that is strictly 
desirable. ; The substitution of monopoly for such 
competi;tion may eliminate the difficulty Qf selling one 
product against another variety 01 the same product 
and, so reduce very greatly these'tosts. 

~:ut though this may be true in many cases it will 
not necessarily be true in all: (Many monopolies, as 
we have seen, rest upon the difficulty of the entry of 
n~w firms illto the indus~ (tne maintenance of the' 
monopoly itseU may be conditional on the maintenance 
of such a level of advertising or selling costs that com
petition on a ~mall scale cannot profitably be attemptech 
or if' attempted will make no headway and rapidly ~ 
exterminated. Where t1Us is the case the e~nditure 
on marketing o~ the monopoly may .actually be gr~er 
not only during the period of creation of the monopoly; 
but also during its subsequent career, than the previous . 
expenditure of competing firms. 'For the monopolist 
will measure the profitability of his selling expenses by 
the ~dditional monopoly profits that they e~ble him 
to reap. 

§ 9- Some Condusions. In the course of this chapter 
we have studied the c:omp~tiye jncentives or oppor
~unities __ to redUCS' ,cost which~nt r~~y a 
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monopolist and the manager of a firm in aJl industry 
working under competition. Broadly speaking our 
conclusion has been thatl so far as concerns these 
incentives, . a long-term monopoly oIthe completely 
co-ordinated type, in which the individual constituent 
plants preserve no separate identity or separate con
flicting interests. may be expected to reproduce for 
any given output, jllmost exactly the conditions of 
perfect competitiOIu VAs compared with such a state, 
the completely co-ordinated monopoly may possibly 
enjoy certain econtlmies in the purchaselof materials 
and in the elimination of risks and uncertainties, and 
thus find itself ,able to employ expensive plant where the 
probable return to a competing firm would not justify 
it\ As compared with the more normal state of imper
fect competition, the completely co-ordinated monopoly 
is likely to enjoy advantage no~ only in these respects, 
but also by approaclling more nearly to the optimum • 
scale and utilization of plant than do the competing 
concerns and by achieving economies of marketing 
expensesJ Against these economies must be balanced 
any losses due to growth beyond the scale at which 
management can exercise the most efficient control, 
or due to the rigidities and inflexibilities which creep~· 
into large orsanizations and prevent continuous and 
successful adaptation to changing circumst.ances. 

Where the monopoly is of the 'restric!iyl[ types, 
maintaining separa~e identities of individual constituent 
undertakings, and not allocating output within 'the
monopoly on the basis of lowest cost, but rather with 
some intention to equalize outputS to a greater degree 
than competition woulq do, the efficiency of the 
monopoly will annost certainly be less than that of 
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competition, whatever the form of the fatter .. Apart 
from the Special econo~ies of monopoly, it would in an.: 
cases be less effi~ient.( The rearprobleIll then is what' 
sort of cbmpetitlO!l and what sort of monopoly we are 
considering. I If a perfectly co-ordinated QJonopoly is 
to succeed If markedly imperfect cendition of competi~ 
tion, the· monopoly is likely to b~ the more efficient. 
If.a restrictive monopoly is to' succeed an almost perfect 
condition of <:ompetition, the monopoly is likely to be 
less efficient.

1 
Unless we can know in some detail both 

the fOI1D of' monopoly and the d.egree of con1Petitlon. 
~e can say nothing definite'" priori regarding .. their 
relatiVe effi.ciencie& ...... 



C!tAPTER VII . 
hIONO~OLIES AND INDUSTRIAL 

STABILITY 

§ r. Il1lroductory.' The deliberate creation of mono
polies, or their encourageml!nt rather than suppression, 
is frequently advocated on the ground that in SOIlle way, 
often WlSpeciued, they assist in promoting the stability 
of industry. The extent to which, firstly, they have the 
power to do this should they wish. and to which, 
secondly, it is likely to be in 'their interest to do so, 
requires therefore to be considered. But it is necessary 
at th~ oul$et to make 'dearer the preci'5e scope of the 
inquiry. ,We may inquire. firstly. whether a monopoly 
in one industry can or will stabilize that particular 
indU5try, at a cost: it may be. of de-stabilizing others. 
We may inquire, secondly, whether a monopoly in 
one indu~try can or will stabilize all industries. We 
may inquire. tliir,Uy. \\'l}clh~ a system of monbpolies 
can C'r will stabilize .all indu:,tries. Each of these three 
cruestiolls must in' tum be di .. ided into two separate 

: rrobll!ms. We may ask, first, whether -a monopoly 
C'perating throughout the ,,-hole period under eonsidera
twn 'nll. in some sense to be defined. stabilize industry 
as cOInJ",reJ wi.th competition similarly operating 
throUt;i.0Ut the whole period. We may ask, alterna
tively. whether a monopoly sUbsLtuted for competition 

I·U 
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in the middle of the period wi1l ttabilize industry as 
compared with a continuance of competition. These 
are distinct questions, and the answers may' well be 
divergent. Fin!Iiy, we must'make it plain what mean

.ing we attach to stabilization: '.Sometimes the word is 
used as'meaning stabilization ~f"'p~~_somctime.s· of 
ph'y~ic::~ _ outp~t. sometimes as meaning stabilization" 
of gr~ ~.~g:;.! and sometimes ag~.in ~f net earnings, 
'Fpt the moment we shall be concerned chiefly with the 
stabiliiation of physical output and of employment. 

~-. - t-" - - --. 

§ a. Effects 9/ Monopoly in one In4wtr~ on the Stability 
of that Industry. Let us begin then' with 'our first 
proble~: what ar~f thE;. powers' of tiL monopoly to 
stabilize one industry. We will suppose the latter to 
be sufficiently small in relation to all industry-to allow 
us properly to neglect the repercussions of its level of 
activity upon its own level of demand. A moment'. 
consideration ~ show us that if in this industry 
demand tluctuates, liO that at one inoment the whole 
aemand curve is raised, at another moment lowered, 
,a monopoly which attempts to keep price' fixed will 
have a larger output in good times and a smaller output 
iIi bad times than would be produced by competing 
firms with a rising supply' ,curve. 'This is obviously 
true in all cases in which the amount that the demand 
curves fluctuate is quite mdependent of the price that 
may be char~d at ,any time," But if th~ range of 
fluctuation is ~tsclf dIminisned by fixing price it mayor' 
may not 'be true. We shall haV'e to cpnsider this point 
in detail a little later. Conversely Yle can see also that 
if a monopoly fixes output, and the fluctuation of 
demand is mdependent of the price charged4 .he price 
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will be higher in good times and may be lower in bad 
times ,than it would be under Ifompetition. Thus, 
granted the same fluctuation of the demand curves, 
any attempt to stabili.ze price will produce greater 
fluctuations of output, and any attempt to stabilize 
output greater fluctuations of price than would,oth~r .. 
wise occur. This does not, of course, mean that a 

; monopolist cannot stabilize an industry. in some sense, 
should he desire to po so, but rather that eitier of the 
two policies discussed de-stabilizes in one respect as 
much as it stabilizes in another, •. 

A monopoly t1\at aims at stabilizing either the gross 
receipts or the net receipts of an industry is likely to 
do so partially, if not completely, If, indeed, the 
mon'?>poly exercises its monopoly powers t() a greater 
extent in depression than in boom it will very probably 
have some effect in stabilizing gro~ or net receipts 
even if that is not its conscious intention. rBut it will 
ordinarily do so only at the eost jof diminishing the 
stability of output: 
, Let us begin .. then, by asking ~at are the induee-.. 

ments u~der a competitive system. to equalize produc-. 
tion through tim~: The predominant effect upon costs 
will be an econociy of overhead costs, The equipmeRt 
available in an industrf'which worKS irregularlyCmuSt 
be sufficient to produc~,. even irn be only under great 
pressure~ thel maximun;l output required./ If it were 
worked continuously its output would·' clearly be 
greater than it is in 'practice, or {f a given output were' 
produced at a more constant rate less equipment would 
suffice to produce i~ How far, then, iwill variations of 
price induce consumers' to assist in achieving this 
economy? . Let us begin by supposing that som~ 
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constaat outpu! .is produced by an industry composed. 
Of a nukber of ~peting.finns-en output. wbich 
can be 'SOld at a price which,MIl covet' marguaal Cost 
in bad times as well as in good tim+so that the 
equipment of the industry -will be run always a..L~ 
capacity. In these circ1unstances th~price of the 
commodity concerned will vary substanlialfyJ for the 
demand for this fixed output will be greater in the bu..:;y 
th~ in ~ ¢e less busy perioc:l+' )'he profits and the 
contribution to fong-peri~ overfiead costs will thu.<; 
be much greater at one. moment It.an at another. It 
~y even bappen that almost the Yo'hole of the necessary 

. long-period overhead costs are met out of the profits of 
~e good times, an~ ¥tbost none ~l!"- those of the bad 
times. and that during'lhe bad ~es the ~ make 
~ almost equal ,to "their:..cun-ent Upe:nditure on 
ow,rbead. costS..~ . . I 

.AVbat are the conditipDS. then; in v.hich one or more 
01 these ~ Will think it worth Yo'hile to expand its 
productive capacit; so as 19'increase output in a busy 
period eyeu at the cost of having idle plant during a 
large part of the J~ ~usy periods' Obviously the 
prospective addition to tncome'Jtom the extra plant 
durjng the period tliat xf is likely to be running,must 

, be ~cient to tNe vi adequate return to the capital 
over the whole period of 800d. ~es and ba~ Thus 
the prospective price of extra output in the good times 
must be afleast sufficieut to pay the whole of the-extra 
costs tnvolved in its producuon. ·It mi~!ll rerhaps be 
supposed that this conclusion would be iovaliJateJ jJ 

an industry Yo-ere couiposed of such a numhl..r of finDs 
that each. imac.nined that it could sell any putP'.lt th.at 
it could produce at the ~ket pri~. ~bether b period,> 
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of general activity or ina~tivity, and that, whatever 
might happen to others, it at least would run' con
tinuously at full capacity. But if an increase of output 
by some fmlls to meet peak demands resulted in the 
more intermittent running of others, their receipts for 
the whole period of booII\ IOUld depression would be 
diminished. and the average return on their capital 
reduced. As equipment wore out some of it would not 
be replaced, and output would be contracted to the 
point where for the ind~tIy as a whole the·~m 
output of the busy times paid at least the full ex.trl 
cost of its production. 

There is a further conseqpence of the added produc. 
tive capacity which is relevant. Iff equipment is 
increased to meet demand in times ~ prosperity much 
of it will be available also during the periods of depres
sion1 . Thus added equipment will mean that the output' 
that will be produced iIi the s~bsequent depression in 
response 'M' any given price will be greater,' and the 
pri.~e determined by any given schedule of demand 
l~e(; ;thus if average receipts over a. period are to 
be as great as before, the returns during the periods 
of prosperity mu:.t be greater to com{>ensate for the 
lower receIpts durmg the pet;iodS of depression} 

The argument thus far would show thai, under 
comretitive conditlOns, if demand is greater at one 
moment of tune than at another, price will tend to 
rise at the moment of higher demand sufficiently to 
cause the total costs of the extra output then requrred 
to be borne by those who are buying goods a.t tlus 
time. If any pur~aser who is free to buy at the 

• Dla/(tamlllAtlwly tills means that the short-period supply curve 
for tIu: Industry ali a whole will be lowered. 
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moment of lower demand delays or anticipates his 
purchase and tywsters it t~-alnoment of higher demand, 
hel,must pay a higher price-; J.his higher price is 
sufficient·to cover the immediate adqition to the costs 
ofUe manllfacturer caused by the transfer of demand} 
Conversely, ;my purchasei' who, buys at a time of lowef 
demand, caft buy at a lower price; the lower price 
represents the reduced cost to the Ina.Ilu.facturer of 
meeting this demand at a mo~nt when his equipment 
is no\ fully utilize~ , But there areitmportant costs to 
sC?ciety'\ other tthan those bome '6y manufacturers 
which ~st also be takentinto account In the first 
.place there are k number of commodities and services 
for whicl? jor" practical purposes it is impOSsible to Illt..r 
price to correspond at every moment with marginal 
cost.: Thus even if it were true that all road transport 
over a period of years paM the ful:1 cost of provici41g 
the necessary roads, it would still'te likely that the 
extra cost of providing wideried roads for additional 
tra:ijic in periods of congestion would in some cases be 
greater than the extra receipts from the extra traffic 
concerned. The saine is not improbably ~e in similar 
circums~ces s>f railway traffic, of'telephon, facilities. 
and of other public ,utilities. ~Thus the inducement to 
equalize traffic between busy' and· less busy' periods 
may not in,.~qe be sufficientJ • • 

But far ~t«~t than this is the cost which 
society bears through :unemploymenl,' A certain 
volume of ,.output produced irregularly Will need not 
only more equipment. but as a rule also more workers 
than the I san:ie volume produced at a uniform rate. 
'Any transfer of·demand from bad times to good ~ 
'increase both the bardships of unemployed labour and 
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the cost to the State of maintaining itl Only a very 
small part of these costs will be borne by the employer, 
and only rarely will they show th~inseIves in an 
increased margin between price in good and bad times. 

1}lere is another point that requires cop.sideration, 
if ~emand can be regarded as transferable between a 
period of boom' anq a peri~ of depressio~ Added, 
demand at a time of low employment willgive rise, to 
further income and expenditure at a moment when it 
is urgently iequiFed: (at the ~ense of reducing 
secondary employment during a peri,od of activity, 
when it may be not only l~s desirable' but even posi
tively undesirable. The' gain, therefore, tQ society 
as a whole from a transfer 'of demand from a busy to 
an inactive period may thus be considerable; even if 
the reduction of price during the time of lower demand 
fully covers the reduction of manufacturers' cost, 
there is no reason to think that it normally equals the 
gain to soc~ety.. '. 
, But whether or not the Qndupement ,to transfer a 
unit of deman~ from times of greater to less activity 
theoretically' equals the whole "dvantage to society 
from such a transfer. it remains that in practice the 
inducement is insufficiently operative. The reasons 
are several I first~.the- {:1ffiailirieiit of incomes ~akes 
inevitable in many cases a'Clirtailment of expenditure:? 
second, there is in many cases som~ ~dition of risk 
involved' in transferring deman~, Since it involves 
making at a great distance an anticipation of future 
trends of demand; third, there seems to beJittle doubt 
that, granted perfect foresight of future prices, the 
fluctuations of demand would be less than in fact they 
are, and, as a complement of that, /he course of prices 
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could not be what it is, if perfect foresight existed.t An 
inducement to transfer demand, which might be suffi
cient in a. state of perfect knowledge, becomes 
insufficient through imperl~t knowledge of the future 
C50urse <)f J?rices.. This raises the question thether a 
tnqllopoly' which offers ~ss financial inducement to 
pansfer units of d~J ~m ape time to another. 
can' yet. make that inducement more operative by 
increasing for~know~~ge of prices") 

§ 3- 'The Moncipoiist's Incentivu to Siahz1lze OutprIl. 
We h~ve seen that it is almost certainl, in the general 
interest that output should be stabilized to a greater 
degree. than . is' 8.clUeved Eet competition. It is 
important therefore to see aw far it is likely that a 
monopolist will in practice led to stabilize it~ Let 
'US • Qegin by emphasizing one" obvious fact. A 
monopc?Iist ~es his monopoly' profit by limiting 
outputl ... If in aU circumstance$. equally i,n times of. 
prospeiity an~_depr~on. he limited his output to at 
given proportion of the- COlllpetitive 4,output, (the 
absoh1te change. of output might be less, but the 
proportionate change would clearly be the same as 
under competitive ~onditions~ Thus it isl>nly in so far 
as the monopolist exercises lifs monopoly PO,wers to a 
differ~nt extent at differenl"'tim~ ~ in so Jar as the 
monopolist's reaction to a given schedule of demand 
or a gi~ situation on the side of cost's is dilJerent 
from that of a group of competing pt;OOucers. /hat the 
proportionate range of fluctuation of output will be 
differf!f4t-/ If monopoly' powers ,are exercised to a 
Efreater exteI?-t in the depression than in the boom~ so 
that. the outp,pt in the deprrssion is a smaller 
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proportion of competitive output than the output in 
the boom, the existence of monopoly will increase 
the proportionate chpnge of output; if. vice versa, the 
existence of monopoly will diminish that change .. 

Let us first consider ihe .. 'fOonopolist's attitude to a 
given' schedule of de~d.) There is one relevant 
factor which will encourage him to make output 
somewhat more stable. Let us imagine that a single 
competing firm is considering what will happen if it 
declrnes-a--gi\Ten order at the pres~nt moment" The 
potential buyer has the possibilities of buying immedi-' 
ately the same ~ommodity from someone else, of 
buying some other commodity now or' later, of buying 
the same commodity later from someone else, or, finally: 
of buying... this commodity later from the firm <;on-: 
cemed. (f~us to th~ one finn it is very unlikely that 
an order declined now ",ill become an order at a later' 
date, ') But if ihe firm has a ttnonopoly an' order 
decJ.tr{ed now has G.,uite a surtstfultial ~p.r:ospect of 
becoming an order to the same firm l<lter / As more 
often happens, a monopolist can afford to offer far 
less ~ompt' delivery 'than could a competing firm. 
Thus monopolist's response to a given short-period. 
demo d schedule may be appreciablJ different from 
that of a group of competitive ftrmsl and to treat the 
two as identical and unalterable is misleading.: But 
though a monopolist sometimes possesses the 'power to 
convert' demand in the' present into demand in the 
future, it must be remembered that by so .doing he will 
often reduce the price that he receives: (He will only 
transfer demang from the present to the future if the 
prospective and disCounted sa,Ving of cost exceeds the 
prospective and discounted loss of receipts.\ He v .. ill 
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act, that Is, on the same principles witl\ regard to 
al3l"kets ~ering in time, as a/discriminating 
~onopoli~t· ordinarily does witll, regllfd to markets 
diftenng space.. , ' 
rThe\,:n0nopolist's att!!~d.t ta J:QSts)will also di!!er in 

certain respects from those of a single competing firm. 
We have already seen that one.competing firm will 
lake no account of additional costs in which it will 
illvolve society by making employment irregular. It 
is. equally true that i4ere are costs of this nature 
. which a monopoly will be able to throw (In to others 
lIIlless it takes Conscious steps to avoid it on humani
tarian grounds.' :Some monopolies do in fact use a 
substantial ;part of their monopoly advantage to 
provide better or more stable working conditions for 
their ~mployees, but ~eI:e is no security that they will 
do. so. There is, however /one factor on the side of 
wages' which rn~Y induce monopolists to make employ· 
m"pt ,Plore;'regular than will ~ompeting firm1 tor 
tli~, inqividual firm wages are as a rul~ determined 
by.'infiuences· outside its own control/but tor the' 
monoPolist the level of ,wages 01 the p.:rticular 't~ of 
skill that he employs is t(! some extent !he consequenCe 
'Of the level of emplo~ent that he cr~a~ During a 
period of activity a -single firm must pay ,the curreRt 
rate of wages to attract suth labour as it needs, and a' 
reduction of its current activity will make po sub
stantial difference to any'increase 01 wages that boom 
demands for labour may cause. 'Bu~ the inonopolist by 
limiting somewhat his output in. tiIhe of activity may 
prevent a. ~e of wages, ana be able to give better 
emplo~ent and possibly pay ~her wages_ during a 
subsegue~t period of depressio~ 
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This difference of attitude to a.I\ increase of costs 
will not, of course, be confined to questions of labour 
cost. If a sudden increase of demand for capital 
equipment or for raw materials will result in an increase 
of itl\ price, the monopolist Will. tak_ this into account, 
and by limiting his demand avoid an increased pay
ment for all the e~pment or .material that he may 
require. His greater knowledge of the current totals of 
demand and of capacity will also help him to avoid 
excessive orders at boom prices." ~ 

These various considerations may lead a monopolist 
to be less anxious to expand output in time of activity 
and help him some~at to equalize' output'; But it 
would be a mistake to exaggerate their probable 
effect.· For "e must' ask ourselves over what range of 
time the equalizlng effect ig ~ely to work.) If we are 
considering comparatively-short periods o('fluctuation, 
such as are due to seasonal causes, the various factors 
that we have considered. might .well diminish the 
amplitude of the fluctuation. But ~hep we come to . 
consider cyclical disturbances,)it would appear far less 
probable that' any motives act,ing upon monopolists 
can secure a transfer of demand' from', let us say, 1929 
or 1930 to 1933. trhe level of uncertainty is usually 
so great, and the future course of prices, of interest 
rates and of demand so impenetrable~ that no com- ~ 
paratively slight 'variation of price in Z"'single industry 
can attract demand on any subs~antial scale to the 
empty shipyards or factories at the bottom of a 
depre~on. • . 

There is another respect in' which the monopolist's' 
calculations may differ from those of I6mpeting firms. I t. single firm in an industry into which entry is free, in 
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deciding wh~ther or DO it will pay it to cut a pri~ has' 
often ,two alternati~_c-pen to it: to make somewhat 
brger profits in the present at the expea.o;e of allowing 
its-~m~t;itOiS- gradua}lY' to invade its ~ke9 and 
destroy die goodwin. ~ to ~t lower pnces ,and 
~ in the present and continue, perhaps. indefi· 
nitely. to make a ~ moderate,level of profi~ In 
making its decision p.e firm must discount future 
profits int~ the present. I The rate of discount will 
depend upon the jmanciaf position of the firm. U the 
firm is prosperous it may regard future profits as 
equivalent m full to present profits. If it will go 
bankropt • to-morrow. it will J disccont the future 
infinitely. Now in a ioompeting industry, the)hreat 
~ competition to any Qile firm is normally greatest in 
a de~ In a'~_ the finn may well hold that 
any &modera'tion of price policy on its part .m be 
swatnped by immoderate ,1lCtion of its competitors. 
and if new firms are going'to C;O~ in. nothing that it 
alone can do wi]) prevent it. (]:"he monoPOJist.. on the 
otherband, is less fearfUl of competition in a dt"~ion. 
moie fearlnl in a booDL) If large profits ar-. more 
likely'to attract competi~ than'1lnfited ordersl bt; 
may prefer to. keep rn:e 1o~ .during. the boom. ~ 
higher during the d~ (to the at~t that he 
does so he is likely to inaease 'tpe f'lI:I1c<>e of iiuctua tioo 
between depression and boom. . 

§ If. 1M ~ ED~.o/ 'S~1izin: ~ '. I.et us 
return at this point to a po:iSibilitJ that was mentioned 
at an earlier stage.- It·waS suggested that an inJ!lcet 
ment to transfer demand from one moment to another 
-tich mi.~ht ni • -~.IIi. _ sJ4U • ef I~' ~ 
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insufficient might in a greater state of forelmowledge 
become sufficient. Since included in the po.ers of a 
monopolist is the power, should it be advantageous, 
to stabilize prices and advertise their, intended 
stabilization, it is important fo -see what the effects 
of such actioh will be. \ It has been pointed out that in 
a given fluctuation of demand such actWn will 
de-stabilize output, and the ch1I\ges of output will be 
Igreater than if price is pennitted to rise and fall. 
What we require to know is whether stabifuing price 
is likely to reduce the amplitude of the fluctuations of 
demand to such an extent that the fluctuations of 
output are less and not more than under competition. 
The classical example of such a policy is afforded by 
the fixed price of f~8 a'ton for. steel rails maintained 
by the United States Steel Corporation for over . " ~ 
fifteen years between 1901 and 19:(6. 

The 'e(tects of stabilizing price may be gathered· 
conveniently into two groups, first, those'which arise 
from aI4ticipation and postponement' effects:'- second, 
those whi<;h are' concerned wit1i the total volume of. 
fJ.fmand!/The iminediate effec1s of ~ cut.iQ.pric.e made 

.... by a firm are not e~1"·to .predict. In the first place a 
cheapening of goods ~ obviously 'bring them within 
the reacil 'Of new sections of 'the communitj and 
stimulate deman~ in the ordinary long-period sense. 
Secondly, it may attract; demand O11t of the,' future 

• into the present, if it"leads to a belief that' present 
prices are lower than future prices are likely to be. 
On ~e other hand, if it leads to a belief that further 
reductions of price will take place, aD initial reduction 
may discourage·present demand to 'such an extent that 
the lev~) of sales is adually reduced.' This 'is the more 
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likely when certain additional factors are remembered. 
A cut in price is sometimes regarded by consumers as 
an indication'that the commodity is not selling, and as 
throwing poubt therefore on its quality. Again, a cut 
in price is sometImes regarded as an indication of 
financial weakness of the selling firm, a first step into 
suspension and bankruptcy, and. where service and 
spare parts are importfl,nt it may reduce purchases .. 
These various considerations all cause short-period 
repercussions. Their quantitative importance will 
differ substantially between industry and industry. 
But in a competitive industry they make the decision 
when to cut price, and how much to cut it, a difficult 
one, and not infrequently. where a .manufacturer is 
expected to give creditS for stock bought from him 
before'the cut at higher prices, they make any reduc
tion ()f piice a-quite substantial investment designed 
to secure higher profi~ in the future. 

The monopoly may if it wishes escape from this 
•• penumbra of «Ulcer1ainty." ...The stronger is the 
monopoly reputed'to beJthe more likely is it that a 
policy of stabilizing price will redistribute orders 
through tin1e up to the limit of. the advant.age to the, 
c~nsumer in such-redistributioI\- ' , . 

The .e7.c~!!.'! _ejf~t or stabilization or price is con· 
cemed, with the question. of the vq!ume of demand. 
There are a number of circumstances in which a kn9WD 
service, regularly available at a fixed frice" may 
succeed in c:voking ~'greater d'emand'thail a service 
in:e~arly available at a' varying price, ~ven' thou~h 
~e average price.and t'he avaage- delay are leSs. 
Thus it is frequently argued, and probably with some 
validity. th~t shipping conferences, .,by assisting the 
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provision of regular services at rel~tively fixed prices, 
have developed trades which with uncertain' services 
would not have reached the same dimensions. Again, 
decisions have frequently to be made, for example 
regarding types of heating or power installation, 
which inv~lve forecasting the course of prices of rival 
.fuels over a period of years. In many cases a known 
moderate evil is preferred to'uncertainty. tTh~s a 
policy of price stabilization may in some cases secure a 
greater volume of comparatively consistent demand 
even at a higher average price, • 
:;'These various considerations may perhaps somewhat 
mitigate the normal tendency of a policy of price
stabilization to increase the fluctuations of output and 
employment. It)5 conceivable that in an extreme 
caSe the tluctuations might even be diminished -by 
price-fixing. But much piust obviously depend upon 
the nature of the market considered. A market in 
which the financial resour~~s and the financial stability 
of the purchaser are greatIe1atlvely to the expenditure 
(as is obviously the case with steel rails) is clearly 
more .. c~abJu~gUital>il!z~n than· one in which 
cbanges or income must enforce postponements. A 
nlltkefin whlcli' the demand is mawr for foreseea!?!e 
repl,cements is, again, .more likely lObe sfaSiIiZed 
than one in which the bulk of demand is for extensions 
of somewhat uncertain necessity. It must be remem
bered also that in many cases the terms on which 
capital may be borrowed, or, indeed, the possibility or 
ipl~~Sib.l!it~av _particular momenL oLobJainjng 
~p"ital, may e fully as important in.~termining the 
time at w~ch purchyses are.mg.Qe as anya:nuclpili'ons 
or tOe future course of the prices of the goods cox:-
~ .. - ~----- ..-
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cerned. .When all these considerations are taken into 
accounh the .umber of cases in which a 'monopoly 
~ ordinarily achieve any cOI}Siderable .~ of 
stal>Qity by §w:.b ~_ennot be...E.£ect$..t2...~. 
very many. ' 

-"--"'''''' 
f ,. SumtnoI'y D/ th, Preceding Argument. We have 
been concerned thuS far with one limited aspect of the 
relations of monopoly to industrial stability: the 
power of a monopoly in one industry to stabilize that 
industry, irrespective of any pbssible effects upon other 
ttdustries. It is important again to emphasize that 
the problem was essentially limited by the assumption 
with which we started; that the industry we were 
considering was of such small size in J rela tion to 
industry in ~eneral that we 'could afford to ~glect the 
repercussions of its individual levtl of activity upon 

.' activity in general, and thus upon the t~ level of 
.emand .• We have in effect assunled that the demand 
for the ,products of this industry is given, not only 
instantaneously, but also through the course of years, 
so that w~ may ask 'whether a given aggregate of 
production is satisfactorily. distributed through time~ 

• The resultS of such limited inqUiry must not be ex· 
tended to the tase of industries which lonn so large a 
part of the whole ecoo.omy that their scale of activity 
afiects appl'eciably the level of activity of industry in 
ge~" s~ less to the problems ot the economy as a 
whole. ~In these somewhat unreal conditions we have 
seen' tha\ it is desirable that production should be 
stabilized to ~ IIOmewhat greater extent than uncon. 
trolled competition. will secure. A monopoly will have 
certain inducements to make production less steady, 
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certain inducements to make it more steady than will 
competitlon. To the extent that monopolies. are less 
afraid of creating competition, and theref6re eXercis~ 
their monopoly powers to a greater extent, in the 
depression than in the boom, they will, with given 
cemand schedules, make output less regular. To the 
extent also that higher profits in the depressiod make 
the attraction of future orders into'the present less 
urgent, they will also make output less regular. But 
to the extent that they ar~ less afraid that an order 
declined immediately during a boom will be lost for 
ever they will make output more regular. They will 
make it more regular if the maintenance of a policy 01 
staple prices, through efiects on postponement of 
buying, can diminish the fluctuations of demand. 
They will make it more regular if an increase of their 
output during the \>oom will appreciably increase the 
price of labour, of raw materials, or of eqwpment. \Ve 
can say nothing a priori as to which of these various 

• factors will predominate~ • 
The foregoing argument has been concerned almost 

entirely WIth the comparison of the respective effects 
of continue:.!...!!l~n~p?~ !I!.<!..;..~~~~ed competition. 
ManyorITie practlcal dlSCUSSlODS 01 thlspioblem in 
recent years have been concerned, however, with the 
substitution of a newly created monopoly for existing 
competition. Most of the arguments which would 
indicate a tendency for a continued monopoly to 
mcrease fluctuations of output apply Q j()t'tiori to the 
case in which monopoly is subsbtuted tor compt"titioD 
Ul a depression. On the other band, in few or none of 
tile cases where continued monopoly stabilizes output 
,10es Ule sudden creation of a monopoly reinforce the 
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effects. 'To subl>titute monopoly for competition will 
seldom, therefore, stabilize output over the period 
~ove~ihg the two different conditions.' 

§ 6. Monopoly and General Industrial Stability" We 
have been concerned thus far with the possibilities 
of a monopoly stabilizing, in some sense, the particular 
industries Jn which it prevails. We must turn next to 
the further question, ('!!!ether a monopoly in one 
industry can assist in tn, stabilization of industry' in 
gener~ In. the caSe of a single industry, provided 
tthat it- was assumed to be of small size .relatively· to' 
~e whole economy, it·was legitiD:].ate to, negleCt \h~. 
repercussions of its own level of activity upon the 
deman~ for Jts products. '.When· we Come to consider 
thE! economy as a whole, it is the 'Continuity of the level 
of aemand that most concerns us. ( W~_~an no longer 
discuss the problem of activity in general.on the basis 
!>f the tr~sfer .of demand from oilt: inome~t of t~e to 

'another, taking the aggregate O'.ltput over the whole 
period as approximately constanj) For the maximum 
output of the whole economy m time of boom is set 
by limitations' of productive resources. "'the relev,ant 
problem is the depth of the subsequent depression, and 
the ratio 'of actl!al activity to maximum possible: 
activity over the whole cycle. t. . " . \ 
\ It is frequently' argued that uA monopoly is'fonned 

by the association, let us say, of the growers Qf rubber, 
the incom~s of all who are concerned in thiS'industry 
will be increased, their expenditure' on other com
modities 'Will be proportionately ~eas~. and the 
total volume of unemployment diminislied,) On these 
grounds a monopoly is held to be desirable. ,. Now this 
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,argument, 'as it has been stated, neglects one most 
importnnt consideration. The (rubber growers, it is 
true, are richer, but the con~mers of rubber are poorer. 
~at income the 1Ubber growers have gaineq they 
have gained at the expense of consumel"§,~ If both 
rubber growers and rubber consumers always 'spend the 
whole of their incomes, all that will have happened is 
to transfer purchasing power from one group of people 
to another. There may in certain cirtumstances he no 
I;vident objection to that on. grounds of justice,l but 
the {transfer will only affect the volume of employment 
if for some reason, a giv~n amount of money spent by I 
rubber growers gives more employment than the same' 
,amount spent by rubber consumers) Now one form of 
expenditure can create less employment than another 
only for _ooe 01 two reasons. Firstly <-11 part of tM 
expenditure concemed\ does nof'pass on down the 
continuous cycle 'Yhere~~ income creates -expenditure 
and expenc\iture income, oiit(is saveo"'aj;KrhelcI back" 
the kmployment given will be greater'1i it is-directed 
down the stream in wb:ich more is spent and less is 
saved., S~c2.ndly, (Qne or other of the forms of con
sumption may involvEt the creation of. additional 
incomes and expenditm,:e; because, in order that some 
present demand (or prospective future demand) may 
be satisfied, iew .capital musCbe,.~oI].~t~c.!e<;l .. ~nd. 
incomes thereby createdfvhich are additional to those 
that arise from the current expenditure on finished 
goods. ' 

Now it is by no means clear what is most likely to 
cause an increased ex~enditure on the construction of 
new ~apita1 goods. ,'If demand is Uan5;ferred from 

• See p. 170. 
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industries which a1rea~y possess superfluous capacity 
to those whose capacity is scarcely adequate to supply 
existing needs, we should ~t further investment 
in the latter group of industrie'¥ Bpt it ia by no means 
clear that (uch a transfer of demand is more liktiY to 
be secured by a transfer of income from rubber con
sumers td rubber grower~than by one in the opposite 
d4-ection. We might even expect investmeut to be 
stimulated 1>y changes of demand, in whatever direction 
they might occur. Such changes will, however, only 
stimulate the{ construction of new equipment to satisfy 
the new demands if they are believed-to be com

·paratively permanent{ U a series of t.ra.nsf~ take 
place, at one momen favo-uriiig- rubber growers, at 
®other rubber consumers, and are foreseen by the 
t>roducers of the goods consumed by bqth parties. they 
may un~imous1y hold that/the iD.troduction of expen
sive machinery to meet these intermittent demands is 
unwarranted. f: In these conditions{a stal?ilization of 
the income bf either party might increase the regularity 
of their expenditure and increase, therefore, the in
vestment of.. those who produced goods for their 
con~umption.J .. 

{fhe volume of employment will alternatively be 
increased, we have seen, if income is transferred from 
those w~ are likely Fa save much of it" to tb~e who 
are likely to save little. provided that transfer'fS'roduces 
no effect upon investment.. Here again it is difficult 
!o feel certain of the probable effects of a given transfer. 
In the long run it is almos~ certainly safe to assume that 
a transfer from poorer people to richer people will 
increase the volume of saving, and that one from richer 
to pQOcer will dimjnjsh it.;' & regards short-1>eriod 
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,reacti01l5 one can be less confident. A transfer from 
richer people to poorer people who are heavily indebted 
may increase saving. Moreover, there is good reason 
to think that (aving is highest wherever there is a -
sudden windfall increase of income) After a time 
standards of life are adjusted to the new income, but 
during a period the rate of saving may even in exce~ 
tiona! cases be greater if income is taken from richer 
people who will be forced not only to reduce their 
savings, but also their expenditure, and given to others 
whose simpler tastes are not quickly altered. This will 
be the more likely if the richer group save Iargely
through the agency of insurance premiums or on other 
comparatIvely rigid principles, so that ae-eduction of 
income must be largely met by a reduction of expendi
ture,) But though these possibilities must not be for
gotten, it is usually~easonable to assume that saving 
will be reQuced by a· transfer of incomes from richer 
to poorer. ') 

If we-tliink of f. more complex industry in which 
there are producers, merchants and consumers/much 
will depend upon the extent to which a reduction in 
the price of the product finds its way in~o reduced 

~
'ces to the ultimate consumer. If, for example, a 
onop0ly. diminishes during a depression the margin 

o profit of merchan~. and the .pte at which they 
repay overdrafts to the banks, ,_larger part of Jhe 
final price may go to create current expenditure, ,and, 
employment will be increased) On the other handtif a 
monopoly simply enables producers to save more and 
-repay their debts while diminishing the other expendi
ture of consumers, it may reduce employmenO 

There is, thus, no simple generalilation that is 
• 
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universally true of all-monopolies. Each case must 
.De separatel~ analysed by the sort. of method that 
has here been indicated. But one or two things can be 
said in general terms. JA monopoly will add in this 
'sense to stability of dem~d only in so far as it induces 
~ saving during the depression and more saving 
"dtiring the boom'than .would otherwise exist.) It will 
achieve its end. that is,~nly if it transfers income from 
more thrifty to less thrifty people during the depression, 
from less thrifty to more thrifty during a boom/ If 
it is tryte to say that monopoly price is higher relatively 
to competitive price in a up-pression (and may in some 
few cases actually be belo'.7 com'p'etitive price in the 
boom), thez(it is only if th~ monopolist is less thrifty 
than the average consume.' that stability of demand 
will be increased.) Very l.roadly speaking this will 
imply that t1ier~ may be a gain in such cases as 
nfonopoly action by comparativ:ely poor agricult~al 
producers to maintain prices of prodl1ce.(13ut monopoly 
action by wealthier groups is less likely to promote 
stability 'Of demand, and I:p.ore likely to increase 
~uctuations.~ . I 
, S~tisti~ evidence would appear to show that the 
relative shares of manual workers hld of others in the 
Bptish national, income as a whole have ,remained 
remarkably constant over the last hali-century. The 
total ~. come has. however. been increasing rapidly. 
Thus os!p?.nab1e !.X]'enditure has become aJa,rger 
propo tion of the whoTe:a:na-m!eConoI.m~~ has 
become 'f011iat.extent mores~'b~fllKtwatiODs. 
Moreover: itwour<tappeir-that, with increasing c0n

centration of industry and increasing capital per head. 
the share of the income. that goes to capital has only 
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been maintained by an incre3;Sing degree oj monopoly 
and this in its turn, as the result of attempts to stabilize 
net income, has resulted in diminished stability of 

. output. 

§ 7. Certain More Complex Co~iderations. There are 
certain more complex considerations that deserve 
mentiQn. If there were an increased(degree of monoPoly 
in the whole group of industries which tnainly supply 
capital good). and if the monopoly powers were used 
to a greater extent in depression than in boom, tthe 
effect would be to discourage investment (apart from 
possible read:i6t1s'"Ot'Prtc~stabilization(fiScussed above) 
during depressioI). and thus to incx:ease the incidence 
at that time of unemployment. (pnder competitive 
conditions'the deq.ine in demand for capital goods is 
likely to cause a fall in their price, and this in turn is 
likely to cause certain manufacturers to seek to replac~ 
equipment or build' E!xtensions 'while-costs'"remain loW,) 
Their expenditure serves to mcreaSemcomes.'andtl1e 
general level of activity. 'Under a regime o~ monopoly 
this expansive force is likely to be weakened, and the 
upward turn of trade thus postponed: 

And while it may be conveniebt~ for purposes of 
analysis of a single small industry to discuss the dis
tribution of the demand through time as if its aggregate 
over a period were given. when demand in total is under 
discussion, it is impossible, as we have seen, ~o take 
its aggregate over a period as given, and to assume that 
any fador' which diminishes it at one moment will 
increase it pro tanto at another. Jf, because inco~eS 
fall off, people in general consume less t~5 year, that 
does not mean that they will be able to afford to 
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consume QJore next ye~. Similarly, because invest
ment is less this year it does not follow that it will be 
greater in a subsequent year. (Anything wh¥:h increases, 
the cost of investment goods during a time of inactivity 
and dimjnjshes the amount of investment, will tend 
to have a cUI!lulatiy~ effect.? For by reducing incomes 
earned from m~ufacture of inves~ent goods and thus 
the level of consump~i9n, it will reduce also th~ . ..induce· 
ment to invesl,*yrhi~ itsell arises principally from the 

, growtln>f cOnSumption" In practice it wi1l.be found that 
it is in the industries which are occupied with the 

, manufac\ure" of capital' goods, and which because of 
fiuctuations of investment suffer exceptional changes 
of demand and o~t income, that monopoly is particu
larly common. " us, except in so far as price-stabiliza
tion may have portant effects on .the course of 
investment. the prevalence of monopoly in such 
industries must add to the fiuctuations of industrial 
outpu9 

§·S. General Conclusions. In this chapter an attempt 
has been made to discover. and to give ,the fullest 
possible weight to, all arguments which can support 
the claim of monopolieS to stabilize either their own 
industries or industry in general.. When all has been 

,said that can be sa:w, the evidence that they contribute 
·to the stability of ind~trial output remains very slight.' 
'Even if it were true that in exceptional cases the existence 
of a monopoly might somewhat stabilize output and 
~Eloyment in the trin,gle iDdus~ in wIlilut e!lS!~d. 
If wQum-remam vqy improbable that the t~eJ.!ect. 
not only upon ..!!!al ind\1SUy but also upon industry 
as a whoTe.-would b~e direction of greater stability. ------ --. , 
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In many respects, indeed, e.nd in particular in so far 
as monopoly powers are used to a greater extent in· 
depression. than in boom, the existence_Q.Cmon~oly 
is likely to increase, !l.!!ctuations of .oui£.ut. l..The 
creation of a monopoly in the course of a depression 
is even more Jikely to increase the tluctuation\ No 

• one can doubt the power of a ~onQP~ly to modify the 
distribution orliicome favourabhr-to itself (the problems 
that arise from that wilCbe discussed in the next 
chapter), and if a monopoly exercise~ such powers to 
a greater extent in' depression.!han in boom it is ~e1y. 
as we have seen, to succeed in stabilizing somewhat the 
fluctuations of its own income" But if it does so, we 
must ,recognize that it is'likely to achieve its ends only 
at the cost oj. increa!\ing the fluctuations both of its 
own output and of the·incomes and welfare of others. 

Such a conclusion forms in itself a most 'sedous 
indictment of monopoly. Fo.!, we must not ~rge_t_Ql.~t 
it is the main i\!1il~~ation of the e~~nJ;e of,jb.e' 
entrepi-enelfr=t.!t.i~~~~ the main ~sks of mdustricJ. 
prollliC'tToii. If, throug~~~r~'!tj.QJ!.-!?tmQ!!<?'pqly. he 
seeks to transfet those risks to the shoulders of others, 
he'wilrmevitably·sUffer-fuewuversaflateO'rallredun
dant fuen1b~~r ~n;if1>~~ieiili-ced'Dy' som~ new:.~~g~lsm 
better litted_tll .. .fulliL1hi:ii....fJ.ulction.lThUs those who 
seek" t?rQugh' .,UlQl10P.9!L!'!. make th~ ~a.!Dor 
capitahsm _ are probably doing, more Dian anyone to 
ensure' it~ WfUllate uesfruclion":) - --_. 
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-THE CONTROL OF' MONOPOLY 

i J. Monopoly'!! largely ,; ~~o~le~o1 ~~l!.-J2istrto~tio,! 
0/ Weg]J}j.,O We have beep concerned hitherto, first with 

-tlle"l.ray in r.:hich m.noj>olists will, if they are allowed 
.complete freedom. fix their prices. and second with the 
efficiency of ltIonopoly as a form of productive organiza
tion. We must now(cons~der how far it is necessary 
,that monopolies should be controlled, and What forms 
that control should lake.) We ha .... e seea th~t 'a mono
polb.1: differs ~nly, in degree frum any other prooucer, 
for every p~Qducer is a mc;mopolist of his own produw'; 
that the strength of U1e mpl!opoly may be peglig\5,\ 
vanishing' completely in, the extreme case 'Of perfect, 
C{l.~·petition, or may be very .oon~iuerable. as iIi the' 
( ~e of~a monopply of some comparatively necessary 
product for' w~cl1f there ~e ho readily available 
substitutes,~ 

, It is important, before we proceed f?rther, to analyse 
a: little more closely the damage 'done by a monopoly. In a previous ''Chapter we examined the relation of the 
~ts ()~ production of a: monopoly to those of C(jmp~ting 
.fi.rIhs. .1\Ve saw there that ,in sople, though not in aIr, 
cases a 'monoPoly might be more efficieLt tban a group 

..of competing finns, If that is the case" for any given 
output fewer fe~~ be requix;.ed.. But since the 
• . I~. 
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,monopoly raise~ ~he price of the product, some or all of 
these resouipes will b, mort' ,highly .rewarded than they 
would be under competit~~e..s.<mditions. There will be 
a transfer of purchasmg power from consumers to the 
prpducers of the -monopolized goods .• tbV!l society as 
a whole may be better off in the sensl! ~hat tliese goods 
have required' fewer resources to bring them into 
,existence) it may at the same time be worse of( to the 
extent th:(t purchasing power has been transferred from 
one group' to anoQler group. J ::rhe practical problems of 
mono~ly . are thus very l;:ugely concerned wit4 the 
issue of the better or worse dhtribution of wealth.~;1 
tIf we break up a monopoly th~tIS-mOre efficient, and 

attempt to re-establish compt-tition, we shall be seeking 
to redress cfne evil, that, of 'the WOTSEt..dbtnl>Jltwn of 
wealth, by creating another. that of the less _efficjent 
pro~!lcti9n_9t~ouS. ' We shall b~ justified only if ,,'e 
can show that the ·new evil is a-lesser one than t:1e 
eA~C ing evil. and that jt is the only means of redn:ssing 
it. '" 
~ e amount of damage that 'will be done hy tte 

monopoly, \\ ith any given volume of output, d'~r,eIld3 
fll'St on th£ amount of the undesirable m6nopolyrevenu(' 
\\ hich is secorl.>U by the monopolists, and second on th~ 
Rmoullt of that revenue ~vhiCh tan be recovered by 
taxation or other devices.; A country which enjoys a 
f1s,"al system \\ hich can recover ,for social expenditure, 
or to diminish ta:'i:CS in other directions, a large part 
of ttc profit:; of m"ijo~,olists' will have less motiye for 
attemrtillg to destroy its monopolies than will a country 
which i:uls b tax tl'tt~m so heavily, or a country whicL 
s1.!fiers from the der-reJations of ID0nopolists of alien 
domicile who succe'ed in transferring ~ome substantial 
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part of their monopoly, revenue abroad without 
payment of full ta~tibn. I '. ' 
./ But not all mO[lopoly rf'tenue is necessarily Ul'ldesir
abl~~ . 'XfhaS long peen held. for ~xample. that trade 
Unions' whiclt. by monopolizing the supply of labou~ of 
a given trade, raise lts income above that which would 
rule' in· conditions of unmitigated co.mpetition. or 
association, of' poor agricultural producers. are as 
likely to improve is to impair the distribution of wealth. ' 
There may therefore be. cases where- the cr~ation of a 
monopoly is desirable rather than uiidesir~ble from this 
poillt of view. !he answer in any particular case mu-;t 
depend largely upon the distribution of the monopoly 
revenue ~dng -the various participants in the 
monopoly;a} • . . .' ' 

\fhe monopoly rev~nue accrues primarily to those whe 
perfom;t in any given industry the functions of entre
preneuring ,and x:isk-b~aring. ~ey are; the I residuary , 
lega~ees of industry. and' they enjoy the surpluses. 
Aiid their share may be increased from a'loi,!ler soUrce. 
A monopolist is net infrequently the sore;:'bi at least 
the 9Uef. eml>loyer of a given grade of labour in 
the country as a. wnole or in a particular area" fIf the 
monopolist cdrtails his output in order to r/lSe the 
price (It the commodity' he..will cause unemployment. 
and may thus.be able to secure th~ quantity of labour 
thal h~ requires more cheaply: If this is the case he 
will. as we saw in the last chapter. take into account 
the ~ffect of a given volume cf output uPon his,wage 
and other. costs in deciding what output will maximize 
his profits. .!bus a monol'2ust P.9~_~ ~~~ PO,,!,~ 
of exploitin~ labour and other' factors of prOduction. 
iind-of securing "TJicit only the whole monopoly revenue . ' , 
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.Ior himself, but also s~me part of what would in 
competiZ've condjtions be 'th~ reward of these. other 
factors. 
I But ough monopolists in general possess these 
powers, and tholigh it would not be difficUlt to quote 
examples of cases where they would ,appear to have 
made us. of them; it would be very far from the truth 

,to argue in general term.Lthat~_Q!!9"polists pay lower 
waK~~_tha!1 those,tEat ruIe.~ more typi~aIiy competitive 
industries; and that they. consistently 'seize'the wlio1e" 

IiiQ~o'poly rey~ueJ:or ~eiiiserve~~rtli~k~~ar~hoiders ... 
Many of the best employers in England owe .their 
power to pay better wages, and to give better condi
tions of work, to the possession of some, measure of 
monopoly. Not a few directors who have surplus 
profits available for distributioq are as anxious to 
reward their ~orkers, whom they know, as their share
holders, whom they do not. In some ins,tances, where 
~monopoly rests upon goodwill, a reputation as good 
employers may be a valuable asset to a firm. To raise 
wages to a level that can only be paid by a large and 
effIcient organization may, moreover. make the in
vasions of small men doubly difficult. Self-interest may 
thus reinforce the good intentio~s of the good employer. 
,But though tbis may be true of individual industries 
'which are able to increase the welfare of their em
ployees at the cost of con'suiners. employed in other 
industries, it could not be true of all industries simpl_· 
taneously. . If all industries were monopolized, the gain 

I to entrepreneurs would necessarily be at the expense 
of all other sections of the community, including their 
workers. 

If we look for a moment at the other side of the 
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pictu~e, it is not a!fficult t? se~ that in_~~~~~ll.com~ 
l?~tive ~dust~ no e~~l~t~~.gi!~.~ette.r_~e.rms or 
pay filgner wages i!i~_his_~'petlt~IJl' Ii he dO,es, he 
~g6 -u)fllewall. «;:Q!EP~~lt.iOJ.l. ~~q~i,:e~ tJ:atno .o?e 
shall be a: better employer than. ~~ c~n ~tf<?rd to be ;
thatalf sliaub~-diivenis ¥,ear as ~dence;' the'law, 
or the hade unions permit to tlie morality of the worst. 
Thus in an .iJldns4'Y°·wbere competition ',is for som~ 
r~ason ~cessively 1,{een, the pressure up~>n wages and 
conditions may. become. irresistible, and ,the latter 
unfairly bad as edmpared with those iQ. other simil.:r 
industries .. :Wages or prospects of employment must, 
it is true, be such in a contracting indl1stry as ,te.> dis
courage new entry, and.. to encourage aU possible 
migratiQ.n.- But there i~ no reason to think that, where 
competitiori is severc;,_~~ will be stabilizea,at.a level 
at' which the m1nimurn necessary pressure is applied 
in'both these dir~ctiQns.'. . . 
'Wh~re excessively' fierce competition fs' pushing 

down wages and conditioq,s in this sort of way, th,ere' 
may be a case for the creation or the permission of a ' 
monopoly~ Many who, wb)lld' otherwise hesitate to 
support the monopoly powers granted under the Coal 
Mines Ac! of I~30, would, I think, justify it on the~e' 
grounds., A. 'som~w~at siniilar case may be made'oui: 
fot some of the monopoly powers given to impoverished, 
fanners boUt in !hit Upited states and in thi3 cOllDtiy: 
But ~ether or not in these specific cases the creation 
of a monopoly can' be justified, it is nevert!leless 
evidently possibie ±hit IIlDnopoly should on -«c:l3ion 
redress an unjust distribution of wealth rather than 
create an injustice. , . 
But tl).esc, cp.ses. must in tlle nature of things be 
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.exceptions. In general the effect of 'monopoly will be 
a less desirable transfer of.· wealth from consumer to 
producer, and' in the main from consumer' to the 
entrepreneur' or the ordinary shareholder--a transfer, 
that is, in most cases from poorer to richel.". -:It may be 
possible by ~axati9n tQ recover some part, of it, but it 
will never in practice be possible to recover the whole, 

, and it is difficult to frame an income-tax law so as to 
recover even a substantial part without further reper
cussions upon other industries and other forms of, 
earning which do not. require sinlilar discouragement. 
There is thus likely to remani in almost every case a 
rgsiuue of ~amage created by the monopoly, which 
may be greater, but which may be. less than the gain 
frotn more efficient methods of production, and which 

;will enjoy no comlfensating adv~tage in, those cases 
)whcre monopoly employs less efficictl.t methods of 
, production. 
~ . 
rf~. _¥o1lopo!y cauSa a McJJz~tfil;utiQ" 4-PTMuaive.: 
E.esources .. So far we have considered monopoly merely 
as the cause of a transfer of wealth which may be 
undesirable, or desirable. But that does not e.xhaust 
the effects oPmonopoly: If it were possible tQ recover 

. the' whole of ~ monopoly revenue by, tax<;ltion and 
to red~trihute it, we should' not haVe> restored the 
cOl;ditirJns' that would exis.t' under competition. For 
the monopoli~t secures his monopoiy revenue by 
limiting his output. If all th~ effects of maldistribution 

, of wealth could 'be removed, those of maldistribution 
• ?f pr~ductive r~sources_ would §t'ilr-r __ em~r!ij ~-'- . 

Let us contrast, for-a moment the amourits of output 
that a mo~opoly will produce' and that ,we should 
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consider ought in'th~ general int~reSt to be pr~uced. 
It is socially desirable that output should be carried 
up -fO--the point wnere' the marginal. utQ.Uy 'of an 
additional unit is"ju'St equal to the marginal cost to 
society o{- that additional unit. • The monoPoly is 
likely to carry production only up to the point where 
the marginal revenu.e from the additional unit is equal 
to the margiIiaI cost to the' monopoly of that extra 
unit. In almost every, possible ease th~ mpnopoly's 
output Will be less than the sOcially desirable output. 
Thus in ~ ~05ld in which production was in the case of 
some commodities in thF hands of monopolists. and in 
the case of others in ilie hands of competing firms, we 
should, speaking .yery ·generally. expect to find too 
litfte' production of those' things which were monp
polized. too much of those which were unmonopolized, 
and we should th..E~~K~_1~~~fuf~_c.!!9p._fr9II! .. aAven 
incomet:fianupros:htcJiQ!l_ .were equally __ efficient-and 
~~~oP~l.f~~~_w.er~dlarged.\' • 

But this argument is !l.0.t .f~~pl~tely conclusive. 
For it- is impossible to discuss/with complete-certainty 
the output that is socially desiraf>le in a world where 
people are different and incomes are different. The 
amount pf u~ility or disutility 'lnea$ured by a shilling 
will be differerit according as the shilling is spent or 
earned by a. poor man or a ricl;1 man. Something 
profitably. produced by poor men and corisumed oy 
rich may caUse far more disutih~es in production than 
it creates utilities in· consumption. Something pro
duced by richer and conSumed by poorer individuals 
may yield, 'even beyond the limitbf. profitability, an 
excess- ot utility over. disutility. A Jllonopoly might, 
in the former case. come closer to, and would in 'the . , 
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, latter case depart even more widely'fiom, the socially 
desirable output. • . 
, Moreover there is a furtlier complication. The 

monopoly. when it limits i~s output, employs fewer 
workers and less. of other factors of production. But 
these are not all of them ,likely to remain pennanently 
unemployed. In the long run they may be expected 
to gravitate towards,. the highest earnings and to leave 
earnings in the m.onopolized jndustry approximately 
fair as compared 'With· other industries. But over at 
shorter pc:riod it may sometimes, as we saw in the last 
section, be the case that they earn substantially less in_ 
the monopolized industry, and if the impediments to 
movement are very great the cost o~ labour ~ay be so 
reduced that much of it again finds profitable employ
ment in the monopolized industry, and output during 
this short period is little if at all below the desirable 
output, but wages are very greatly di.clnished. lJ4s 
i~_~.e _fll~~c:ly -.!? _hap'p£.n ~Uhe e@.ci~cy __ ~f, _ the_ 
monopoly IS greater_ tha!J.--.!l!~Lo( ~ompeting fums. t III we may -suppose a . world in which all industries 
were monopolized, the distribution of resources would 
be markedly different from that which we should 
expect in a perfectly competitive world. This would 
be partly due' to a different attitude to rises of costs 
on the part of a monopolist and of a, smgle competing 
producer. It would, be chiefly due to' their different' 
attitudes to a given '~~hedule of demand. A single 
producer in a perfectly comPetitive industry will regard 
the ruling price a5 the marginal revenue to be gained 
by an increase of his own production. 1 The monopolist 
will be affected by the marginal revenue that corres-

See p. IS. 
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ponds to the elasticity of demand for the product as 
a whole. Thus, in a perfectly competitive worlJ, 
without economies of large-scale, marginal cost will be 
equal to Ptice. In a world of monopolists, however, 
each would seek to limit output and employ, for given 
rewards, fewer factors of production. But, as we have 
seen, it is not likely that the unemployed factors would 
continue indefinitely in idleness. They would accept 
lower rewards for their services. Their reabsorption 
would depend upn an excess, at these lower rewards, 
()f marginal revenue over marginal cost. The marginal 
revenue would'-Qe greater in those industries in which 
demand was mo1'e. ebstic,l and these would be ltkely 
to expand, relatively to those industries in w~lich 
demand was less elastic, until in equilibrium, in each 
industry marginal cost was equal to marginal revenue. 
Tb.ere is no reason to thin~ that the welfare of society 
as a whole would ordinarily be increased by such a 
change even if allowance be made fbr differences of 
'incolfle and of the marginal utility of money. a 

I Though these difficulties of comparison are very real, 
we can say in very broad terms that monopolies are 
likdy to supply less of the proChtcts that they produce 
than is in the general interest and that their existence 
res',llts in less satisfaction from' a given mcome, pro
duced with a given efficiency, than we should otherwise 
enjoy. The practical problem is, then, whether we can 
secure the advantages of technical efficiency, which 
monopolies sometimes, but not always, provide,without 
incurrmg a countervailing loss in a worse distributiou1 
wealth and a worse disqibution of our productive. 
resources. 

See p. 9. • See p. 174. 
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§ 3. Methods of Control: the Suppression of Unfair 
Competition. Since, therefore, monopolies are hkely in 
general to do damage in these two ways, it is desirable 
to exercise a control over their activities, a control that 
may sometimes be ~il~_~ b~t mayan occasions require 
to be stern. In the three following chapters we shall 
consider In htm the methods of control that have been 
employed in the United States,· in Germany and in 
Great Britain, and attempt to derive guidance for 
future action from the successes or failures of these 
various devices.\ But before proceeding to study them 
in/etail it will' be ustlful to consider in general terms 
lh different methods that have been or may be used. 
IW_ ~ay_ £egi~EYAiiling:uisbjtl~~-iwo alt~mative 
I29EQe~_ oftr~~~_tj?g ~~_ and 20 t acceEting 
1!!QE_6polY_~~~KUhl~ it. The former suppresses not 
only ,the disadvantages, bpt also the advantages of 
monopoly where such exist. The latter seeks to retain 
the advantages while mitigating the disadvantages./ I Let us begin by studying the means of preventiUg 
monopolies, In the first place arL.~Jt~Il1p.t 1J}ay-..De 
ma.~_t9--2~ey~p.l ~~e c~ation of amonopol¥ by reu,det
ing illegal the devices_ which!. as ;.We.Jlave 5een..iu.~}l 
earner chapter,'may J:>_e 1'rriQloyed tc{ drive com~~itQrs 
outciHIlemarket or f6 keep them out once a monopoly 
has been estp,1;>Jished. Thus ~eements which make the 
supply of a firm's goods conditio-naJ. on'an u.ndeitaKirig 
'not toliai:idle' the-goods otQthe~sffi3:ybe=~ade unen
~eaJ?re; 'dIs~t?lllaJi!i y-!i~es __ ~imed _:Jt 9.~~troying 
ltompetitors ma:y be forbidden; mis~r~~1f!~~iop.s of 
tlie qUiilifyof rival goods may be made illegal, and so 
~n . .By such methods monopolies of certain types may, 
it can readily be seen, be rendered more vulnerable ~o 

101 
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actual or threatened' co!D~tition aDd their monop~y 
pOwerscurtiiIea:,roreover; by errmuiiting·only unfair 
methods of 'competition,. the combinationoriUms 
when, it is in, the public interest by-prr,11lO~fflci~cy 
still, it is a~~ed, rema.iM-pmn~ib~.) 

Such outlawry of the more obvibusly unfair methods 
pf competition is bex..qnd question desirable. But this 
method of control can seldom aJone...s.uffic.e. There are 
man.!. and powerful monopoI!~s wl?os.i!JiJr~!lgth gepends 
little, if at all, upon~lIVeapon,s. Moreover, in practice 
uJS;-as we have seen, by no means ea'sy tp .define an 
unfair practice" with that precision wpich is necessary 
if aiaWis to become a reality. Y It is easy enough to say 
,that in certain conditions dI~minating prices, for 
example, are capable of being. usoo as a' weapon of 
offence to elimina~ ~but P<2tenJil!l1y effici~t 
~. But in 011leT circumstances, discriminating prices 
may be the condition of the provision of a n~sary 
service (in the case of a country'doCtor; for example), 
and as desirable as they were ~lsewherp. undesirable. 
Thus it ;may become necessary to Ilttempt to define the 
unfair practice by the intent~Q!1~ and not by the action, . 
with inevitable compleXItIeS of proof in the COllrts:-

IBut even if unfair methods could be eliminated, the 
cbntention that combination. wilJ 'only 'O(cut where it 

: is justified on grounds of efficiency, W~! ~ va~d. 
FO,r ~motive~~_is...a~ or-pro s. 
If compe6tIon is perfect, and combinahoI!.cai!£!O.IlQth. 

ing to eD:~e ~ firm. !Q.~a~~j~.priceS;CDIDhl.nation will, 
it is true, only ~cur wher~ciencyj~.~C!~q,,$ed..by it. 
But if the market is jmperfect and combination makes! 

I possible a raising of ~cest!!... m9 be ~~to 2 ccur, 
--whether OF not ~cie~ ~ ~~~~, Qr in~~d even 
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,it~osts are increaseq by a~y amount less than the 
addition to monopoly revenue. IThus if ~ an industry 
there is imperfect competition ~ such form that the 
amalgamation of any two firms will make the market 
more imperfect and the monopoly revenue to be earned 
greater, there is no position of e~uilibrium short of 
complete monopoly~ 

§ 4-' The Break-ap of Monopolies. ~ second method 
that has been employed in order [; escape the conse
quences of monopoly is the attempted restoration of 
competitive conditions bY.1Pakin~ mega] the forms of 
mOiiOpo"listic combi!taJ~oJl, the trust or holQing __ cQIll
paril:-Or whatevet:....shape the monoQoJis..Lorgapization 
may take. \ Here again difficulties arise. In the first 
place,as w. shall see, in the struggJe of wits between the 
company lawyer and the courts, the fo.rmer is always 
one trick ahead, and has apparently always one more 
card to play when .the present trick is trumped. I This 
method has the merit, however, that it can most easily 
render illegal those temporary forms of mOftopelyo 
which / do most to raise prices and least to promote 
efllaei}£Y~and drlVeScompanies into those fonm, such 
as the c~plete _!usio~which, while leastass..aila~le, 
do _!~~_make posSi6T~Lthe greafes!~!!.se_oCL~hnica1 
improyements. . 
~ut this method of mit4,aating the effects of 

monopoly ~appll~ J9 -any~ sa.Y~::ThLmostiempotary 
fo:ms of ass~i~!i0D. would aPQeal'_t()J>~und_eQ.Jwon 
a f.~Uac-y.-It is seldom or never possible to disintegrate 
a monopoly into atoms and restore atomistic competi
tion.\ . What hap~ is rather that a single monopoly 
is broken into a ~all number of individual units. 

, \ 
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But. as we have ·seen. the comp~tition of .. few finns, 
i<; something lundaIitentally differen~ from the competi-, 
tion of a myriad. , The price policy of each will depend 
upon how it thinks that others will react to any given 
change. Apart from such assumptions, price cannot be 
determmed. With certain assumptions it may be almost. 
jdentical with monopoly pric~, and where willing co
operators have been turned by law into unwilling com
petitors, such harmony of policy as woul4 produce this 
result would be not improbable. It is thus extremely 
uncertain whether the policy of disinfegration can in 
any case a~eve the intended results.; 

§ 5. The Regulation of MonopoUes; In the third pJace 
it is possible, ,while accepting the eXistence of mono
polie5i, tor" attempt to r~3:!~_~~11!_ an<L t<;l 'prevent 
any excesslVe use of monopoly powers.) Such regula

"tion may.be achieved, firstly. 1?y,pnbIiclty. If all the 
facts regarding monopolistic agree~en:-ts. pr regarding 

'rates of profits being made, are published for all to 
know, and the monopoly is confrOtited with the need to 
~ustify its actions before the court of public opinion • 

. inexcusab!e use &f tmonot>oly powers will o(ten be, 
"turtailed.:; The Value of this weapon of publicity 
appears -(0 be Widely different in different' countries. 
~In some, \~e force 01 pUblic opinion is such that a 
\nonopply hesitates to incur the odium of criticism." In 

, othf!rs •. monopolies have brazenly continued 1futi-: 
, social yractices in the face ,of'an almos, universal 
outcry. Where monopoly is based in part or in whole 

r upon the goOdwill of customers. 'publicity may serve 
\ubstantialhJ to diminish it.) Moreover, by making 
kno",~. exce:c;sive rnaJ'~ of 'Profit. Potential comrl?ti-
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I tion may be stimulated,{or its likelihood be so increased 
that a less outrageo~ price policy will be in the interest 
even of the monr.PQlist. ") .' 

Secondly, a1L~~pt.E1~e ~<!~lo .regulat~ 
prices. '\ This may tJl-ke the fonn either of forbIdding in 
-genCral.Aerrns e~ssive prlc~s, and lea~gJ:l!~u:gp.rts 
to decide in any ..K~~n ~stanc~ whether ~r not _a PEce 
isexce5SiVe,- or it may take the form of imposing a 
maximum above whic~l for the time being price may 
nofbe mcreased . 
.rThirdly, an attempt may be made to regul~t~pro1its 
and to impose a limit to the rate of return on capital, 
either absolutely, or s~ch that any excess elver this 
limit must be conditional upon a reduction of the price 
to the consumer of the goods or s'emces-PtOVlded. 

The- regUlation of prices, directly or indirectly, or 
the regulation of profits are all in a sense variations 
upon a single tl;leme, and. all encounter the same 
difficulties. Such regwation cannot be effective unless 
it is possible to say in the first case what is a reaSonable 
price, and \n'the second case to fix this reaSQnab~ce 
~.a }naxi!num.. Neither of these tbIilgs can be done 
unless it is first possible to decide. what is a reasonable 
re,g~_ !lpO.n._ the capital .in.~ed.' But what do-we 
mean by the capital invested?' If we attempt to 
take the E:~~~n_t value of the capital we ~re arguing 
in a circle. For-the value is determined by capitalizing 
the..present or ex~~je.9 earnings at the current'rate of 
interest. We need, therefore, to take the actual 
capital invested. But this again..is by no means 
simple and certain. If the owners of a number .of 

• For a full discussion of this problem see A. C. Pi~u, ECOftOmi&J 
(1/ lV.IT''''', 4t.h EdtfJon. rP. 367.' ~. _ 
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undertak:inotwS combined to form a monopoly, they 
might purchase the existing plants at inflated prices 
and, though the rate of return on the capital so invested 
wculd be normal, the capital on which the return 
,,-as recei~ \\'QuId be excessive. Even if the actual 
expenditure on capital equipment be taken as the 
index of capital invested, ~ are not clear of our di.ffi
~ties. If, as not infrequently happens, prices have 
changed materially since the date of construction of 
some of the capital. some not easily calculable allow
ance must be made. If in certain earlier years earnine,twS 
have been non-existent or below normal. those years 
must be- treated as a period of investment, and allow-

I ance"lIlust again be lQade. These and other difficulties 
make the determination of a !airl~' or of a nonnal 
re~, extremely uncirlain, an .!f _ monopo~ rrices 
can only be regUIatea wllen earnings become 50 high 
th~t they-exceed by a-Significant ~~~Lhlghest 
re~ of the most skilful entrepreneurs in competitive 
industries. the monopolist will suff~ lit~ There are. 
nevertheless,. likely to be cases where. despite these 
difficulties. regulation is obviously called for, and we 
must attempt such ~ as may be possible. 
'--There is one merit of the method of price regulation 

that it is well to appreciate. Monopoly has, we have 
seen. ill-efIects upon the distribUtion of resources 
between alternative uses as well as upODUledistribu
tion Of ~tliO The metnod of ~ ~ has in ftrY 
many cases a remedial efied upon the output that the 
monopolist !ill ~uce as ~_.., _11pQIl_~~ 
Tile reason. is easy to appreciate. The monopolist 
ordinarily makes his profits by limiting output" since 
by so doing he. raises the price at which his products 
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will sell. If restriction of output will no longer raise 
the selling price, the'motive to reE!!i~t __ di~a"ppears, 
and the monopolist will in most cases maximize his 
profits by selling the greatest output that can find 
a sale at the fixed price.' 

§ 6. The Problem 0/ Economic Power. (nere is JUlother 
consideration that reinforces th& need to exercise some 
measure of control over monopolies. (the steadily 
growing scale of industry has made the Jof industrial 
operation-the factory, the steel works or the mine
large in comp~ri with the unit .Q!.§C?~ial o!&anization,' 
the town -or ge-. -to an increasing extent -it hao§' 
become true in certain industries, of which the heavy 
industries afford the predominant but by no means the 
only exampl~,f~at a particular company virtually 
controls the economic basis of lif~f a town or even of 
a whole mining valley or county.1 The company is 
faced at intervals with the problem of constructing 
new plant or 6f concentrating output into certain 
works, and closing down old centres COn'lp,etely. To 
some extent its decisions may be inescapable. Coal 
or iron may be worked out. ~r the best location may 
have been fundamentaHy" changed by the discovery 
of new minerat resources or a new technique of pro
ductipn. But not 'infrequently the place of future 
production is not uniquely determined. Concentration 
somewhere is necessary. but the place itself may be 
chosen from a fairly wide field of possibilities, 

Where th,is is the cese, considerations other than those 
which make the concentration of materials and the 
final transport to ~ket fractionally cheaper in one 
place than another, ought almost certainly to come 
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i~to t'eview. (From the point of view of the individual. 
progress is achie.ved if he himself can red\1ce costs by 
unemploying workers, and maintaining his output at 
a smaller labour cost. ~ut from the point of view of 
society as a whole, progress is only achieved when the 
labour thus set free is ro-employed and use!! to increase 
the flow of goods available for ~nsumptioy From the 
point of view of society it is therefore relevant to ask 
whether resources are being set free in such places and 
of such a; charactet that they can be re-employed for 
other purposes, and whethet they are equipped with 
housing, ~oo1s. hospitals, transport facilities and SO 
on, which Can continue "t<}.. se!Ve- them when occupied 
in some other industry. t'f+ at some small cost to the 
rationalizing industry, ilS8.ble rather than unusa.ble 
r~ources can 'be re1easea~ety will a.lmQst certainly 
benefit.", And since the maintenance of unused labour 
becomes' chargeable to society. it has ground for 
enforcing its preference within reasonable limits . 
. ~s general consideration of the relative advantages 

of locating p~ output in different places is 
greatly. reinforced by the effectr upon secop.dary 
employment\ The proportion of all economic activity 
that is indfistrially located by considerations of 
materjaa and so on, and which serves a national or 
at least a comparatively widespread market, is probably 
not more than about 40 per cent of the whole. T¥ 
remaining 60 per cent represents J.oOOl services and 
occupations"'WhlclCmeet the requirements of purely 
local markets and rwhose fortunes fluctuate. almost 
proportionately with-- those of the basic indUstrial 
activities upon which .they are, in a sense, parasitic~ 
The State, in deciding the optimum present distn~utioti' 
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, 

of production, would take account of the effects. of 
certain policies upon this local secondary actiVity, 
and of the costs of transition and movement involved. 

This problem of the g..eat and largely irresponsible 
political power of big undertakings is not of coU:fSe 
confined to monopolies. In mining, for example, it 
may exist even where the industry is highly com
petitive. But it is likely to become much more serious 
in the case of monopoly, firstly, because monopolies 
increase thet'r earnings by limiting their output, and in 
some instances, therefore, by shutting down tb;e least 
profitable parts of the organization; secondly, because, 
as we have seen in Chapter vr. the concentration of 
output and the specialization of work is more easily 
achieved in monopolies of the merger type. 

Where the problem exists, it is by no means easy to 
deal with it in practice by the usual methods of adjust
ing the profit motive by tax or subsidy. Such instru
ments must in general have an intelligible, foreseeable 
and concrete basis of imposition. and a tax on the 
closing of world in certain areas would ~ be almost 
impossible either to assess or to collect. ~lore direct 
methods of persvasion, such as have been exercised in 
a few cases with regard to the SpCcial Areas in Great 
l3ritain, might be. attempted, though they are scarcely 
efficaciou.$. Bu\ whatever means are employed, there 
will emerge a collruct of interest between the monopoly, 
pursuing profits,·and society, pursuing secunty and the 
least pamtul transition"":) 

Thus not only in the- field of price and profit regula
tion, but also in the field of economic freedom, the 
monopoly' may have to accept. or to resist polibcal 
control. The greater the politIcal power, therefore, of a 
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mon~poly, the greater within certain limits will be its 
freedom to secure profits") , This must not be taken to 
imply that every monop6iy is everywhere concerned to 
inflict the greatest damage that it can upon society. 
Indeed the existence of monopoly very much reduces 
the competitive pressure upon individual undertakings 
to act in the way that will maximize their private 
profits, and to that extent facilitates thNue con
sideration of these .larger issue~. Out to some extent 
the interest of the monopoly to restrict production and 
to concentrate output must come into contlict with the 
interest of the State to maximize national production 
and to diffuse output in those places where it is socially 
most desirable both for the primary output which it 
will yield, aiJ.d for the secondary employment that will 
flow from a given }evel of incomes earned in primary 
activity. l Where such contlict arises, the political 
strength ot; the monopoly is important-~ 

The political power of big business-Ues partly in its 
power actually to cause temporary dislocations of the 
indl,lStrial machine, by declining to" give continued 
employment of to increase employment by further 
investment of resources ~ partly in its ability to 
mould public opinion directly, or throllgh influence 
upon the press, into agreement with its own views. 
Tnose views are not, in the majority of cases, de
liberately antagonistic to society. Rather they 
emphasize over=in:sistently the importance of profit as 
a mainspring of industry, and the national dangers of a 
decline .of those activifies which are motivated by such 
gains. 'A Government that js--tooJ~arful of the often 
remote consequences 01 a temporary declliie-orpiotit, 
and too unwilling to ris~ the necessity of replacing an 
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organiz~tion inspired by profit with some ~lternative, 
may with the best of intentions pay undue heed to the 
claims of the entrepreneuring class. And all the forces 
of common social bias and tradition may tend to 
reinforce its judgment. 

The nineteenth and twentieth centuries, which have 
brought in the de!!1ocratic __ c_Ql,Ultri~ a progressive 
extension of the franchise and widening of the basis of 
political power, have brought simultaneously a narro~-:.. 
ing of the distribution of economic power,-and a 
growing concentration of it in the-hands or-a small and 
irresponsible industrial oligarchy. , How small and how 
irresponsible it may be is best illustrated from some 
facts regarding the control of industry in .the United 
States.' In 1929 the two hundred largest non-banking 
corporations controlled 49'2 per cent of all non-banking 
corporate wealth, and received 43'2 per cent of the 
income of all non-banking corporations. The latter 
figure in reality under-estimates their share, for in many 
cases subsidiaries of the two hundred made separate 
income-tax returns, and when allowance is made for 
this the proportion must have been well over 45 per 
cent. The rate of growth of the assets of these large 
corporations over the preceding twenty years had been 
about half as great again as that of all non-banking 
corporations. These two hundred undertakings were 
managed by some two thousand directors. In some 
few cases these are appointed and controlled by 
owners of a majority of the stock of the corporation. 
The number of examples of private ownership among 

• See A. A. Berle and G. C. Means. TIY MoJnn CorparaJ,OfI II"d 
PrilJahI Propwly. passtm. Some of the results of theIr wvestlgatloD 
AnI J>nctly sllmman&e4 ID F. 1.. Allen. TIY Lords of C,.aJ"",. pp. 
·J~44· 
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these large corporations is small The Ford Motor 
COmpany is not typical in this respect of modem 
:Amhica. "l'tivate ownership accounts for only some 
4·p~t cent of all the capital controlled by these cor
porations. Control through the ownerShip of a majority 
of closely held stock.lis even rarer. It apparently 
accounts for only 2 per cent of all the capital. Rather 

. more (about '14 per cent) is probably controlled by 
substantial minority holdings, where the remaining 
stock is widely distributed. Some 21 per cent is con
trolled by the use of some legal device for concentrating 
power into certain hands, Wjually the device of 
pyramiding. But considerably more than half of all 
the capital resources of these two hundred corporations 
(about 58 per cent) is apparently controlled not by the 
~Wners of large blocks of capital, but by a small 
group who happen to possess the management of an 
undertaking. and who ca;n only be unseated in quite 
exceptional circumstances. The stock of many of these 
large corporations is very widely held. There were at 

. one time :182,585 stock holders in the United States 
Steel Corporation, including :120.9:18 holders of com
mon stock.. The largest holding was less than three
quarters of I per cent of the whole. The directors. who 
included the 1aIgest holder, held in total no more than 
I"4l>er cent of all stock, and 1"9 per cent ot the common' 
stock. That situation ~ typical of a large part not 
only of American. but also of British iIldustry. Yet in 
,most cases the directors are virtually self-appointed 
and self-perpetuating. • For their election is in practice 
the function of a proxy committee, and the proxy 
committee' is appointed by the directors. In these 
cirrumstances nothing short of flagrant !It!jsmanage-
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ment can provoke the revolution whIch will unseat 
therp. It is only when banks and debenture-holders 

)ecome nervous that reorganization can pr6ceed. ' 
fit does not, of course, follow from the fact that there 

is 'a divorce bet' ween ownership and control, that 
control will not be jn the interests of the owners) For 
if the management were composed of persdns who were 
owners of large absolute amounts of capital, even 
though of a small proportion of the whole, ftheir 
individual interests as owners might lead them t6 act 
generally in, the interests of all owners.1 But the 
authors of the American study suggest that in a number 
of respects the interests of those in control may sub
stantially diverge from the interests of all owners. 
They may be more interested in certain stocks than in 
others. They may have private interests in sub:
sidiaries, or in firms selling to or buying from the main 
corporation. They may even be in a position to 
benefit by its bankruptcy. (Where their interest as 
employees exceeds their interest as shareholders. they 
may be over-generous .n their salary scaleS::> Where 
they are primarily concerned to enhance theit'technical 
reputation as producers, they may be~over-Iavish with 
regard ,to capital equipment, of ovei=exacting with 
regard to quality") . 

But the conflict of the interest and the fiduciary 
responsibility of the management arises most acutely 
of all, where the buying and selling of the company's 
shares by directors is concerne<i. Within the frame
work of the company law, the existing managers of a 
company possess very considerable powers to benefit 
one class of shareholders at the ~ense of another. 
This is I{ossible by a variety ()f methods, some con-' 
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cerned with the increasing of certain classes of stock as 
compared with others, in cases where their relative 
participa.tion§ are laid down, some concerned with the 
postponem~t of dividend payments on prior stocks 
and their concentration into certam years, so that 
~eferred stocks may Ibenefit. Thus, there has emerged 
a,new problem of industry. II Quis custodiet ipsos 
custodes}" The old proposition, .. Where the risk lies. 
there the control lies also," is, even if we define risk to 
mean no more than the risking of capital, to-day not 
remotely akin to the truth. Moreover, the whole basis 
of the distribution of a company's profits has come in 
question. 'Pue they a necessary reward for risk. 
bearing and waiting, or are they an incentive to 
enterprise? If the fonner, then they must go to the 
shareholder: if the latter. then the more they. are, 
concentrated in the 'hands of those who control, the 
better. .where profits are at the normal competitive 
level, each will presumably get barely sufficient to 
induce a supply of these two separate groups C!f 
functions. But where monopoly profits are made, 
to which will they accrue? There is seldom reason to 
think that the conflict of these rival interests will 
transfer them to the consumer, or even to the con· 
sumer. in his other character of salaried or wage
earning producer. Between the '~ther parties it is 
largely a question, first, of conscience in a position of 
trust, second, of the possible divergence of motive 
between management illd shareholder. In. very m'any 
cases these two factors will unite to j>romote controtin 
the inter~t ot the shareholder. ~t in not a few 
instances, \he problem of the control of the arbitrary 
econom'ic power of an irresponsible minority will 
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reinforce othel arguments for the regulation of 
mOnOPOIY~ 
§ 7. The Replacement of Private Monopol~ by some 
AlternatIve. -It has become plain that ,{here is, in the 
world as we know it. a fundamental con'ruct of interest 
between those who own and control capital' on tho, 
one hand, and those who work and consume on the 
othen The additional conflict between those who own 
ancHhose who control does little if anything to mitigate 
it. but rather creates additional ground for inter
vention. We can attempt ,a solution of the major 
problem along two alternatiye paths. (We can, as we 
have seen, (try by the familiar weapons of tax and 
subsidy, or by illegalizing certain practices) to entice 
the refractory monster into the paths thai it should 
tread. '~The probable success of such a policy can best 
be judged from history of such attempts in the follow
ing three chapters. f!!..e can alternatively seek to 
resolve the conflict by entrusting the control of pro
duction to some organization which, since it combines 
in itself both the producing and consuming interests. 
will not be warped by over-emphasis of the former~ 
This organization may be an offshoot of one of .tlili' 
various branches of government, local or central, or 
it may be an association created for this purpose and 
independent o( the government. 

\The threat of purchase by ~ public authority at Ia ' 
price representing approximately the actual current' 
replacement cost of physical assets may in some cases 
be sufficient to induce a monopolist to moderate both 
his price and his output policy~ For anything which 
&lakes it more difficult fQ,r a monopolist .to raise his 
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pric~ if he produces and sells less, will o:Jinarily lead 
him to increase his output. A public authority may 
a'Iso s<fcure the rule of competitive price, and in some 
eases of competitive output, without itself undertaking 
the task of operation, by opening the iOperation of 
some necessarily monoPolistic se~ce to competitive 
,tender, and accepting the t~nder- which provides the 
se}=Vice at the lowest price.\ 
(But in many cases such 'methods ar~ insufficient or 
in'applicable, and the 'public authority is confronted 
with the need to provide the service or product itselfl 
A full/discussion of the proper field of national and 
municipal trading ~es beyond the scope of this book:. 
Nor indeed can anything valuable be 6iaid cOJl(:erning 
,it in general terms. In recent year~ there is hardl1 
any branch of industrial activity which has not been 
undertaken by a national or local governmen~ in some 
country, and most of us would now hesitate to 
repeat those generalizations regarding the comparative 
efficiencies of government and private enterprise in 
different types of industry which wer~ current a decade 
or more ago. ~vernments ha.ve not shown them
selves noticeably -tess enterp~ing in their. industrial 
activities than private concerns~ We hear proposals, 
indeed, for the nationalization of electrical distribution 
on the ground that such operation might result in' a 
quicker extension of fa5ilities and reduction of price. 
~ith the steady growtll pf the scale of large industrial 
ut;lde~s, -chell' ptethods have inevitably become 
~ore bureaucratic, and the reduitment of the higher 
staff less nepotic. until the differences of the foI"lIlS of 
administration between a publicly. controlled and a 
private1y ~o.Qtiolled body. have become' negligible. 
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• This is the more true of those ad hoc bodies which have 

been created in some numbers in this country in 
recent years for the operation of government-owned 
undertakings, such as wireless broadcasting or the 
generation of electricity, or; London transport, whose 
control, though ultimately of course subject to 
Parliament, has been made as far as possible non-. 
political. 

The growth of such bodies is of the greatest interest. 
for much of the hesitation of those disinterested 
persons who still question the expediency of govern
mental ownership and control, springs rather from 
1l0ubts regarding the wisdom of subjecting industrial 
undertakings to such fickle and changeable bodies as 
the House of Commons or local authorities. than from 
doubts regarding the organizing capacity of those who 
are likely to be put in immediate 'charge. (A form of 
administration that can secure at once thet continuity 
of policy that is essential and the consideration of 
interests broader than thqse of the shareholder. would 
commend itself to many ~ho do not so keenly feel the 
need that others do for the replacement of the motive 
of profit in industry by the motive of service to the 
community. / 

The peculiarperit of the publicly operated monopoly,
granted equal'~ciency with the private undertaking. 
is that. it perinits 'whatever compromise between the 
interests of the produc~r. as "represented by a contri
bution· 'to rates or to national revenue In excesSof 
actual, in!ere~t cliarges, and t1i~ lnterestS of 'the ·con: 
sumet. may be held desirable. ~'The output may be 
made such that total "-'receipts" just cover total costs 
as under competitive conditions they would. or less 

0. 
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(t:he" service being subsidized). or more. as may be 
held to be desirable. 
, ' If we are not in general. or in a particular case. 
awnous to see intervention, by the government in 
mdustry. an t&1t~a,ti'{e meaps of escape' from the 
,consequences ~ monopoly is afforded by ~e con
jSUDlet!-c~~ji~ov~~J~\-By' combinUiiln 
itselfbOth the interest Ofilie consfuner and that of the 
pr9Qucer. manOluvres to promote -the interest of one 
at the expense o~ the other are rendered irrelevant. 
Moreover. in theory the type of organization that it 
represents is exceptionally we1l-adapted to secure great 
economies. A very large-scale marketing organization 
can offer long runs of work on standardized products 
to specialist producers on a highly competitive basis. 
and thus secure great economies of manufa.eture. 
The fact" that the '~~ijve Wholesale Society is 
also a manufacturing organizatjon.-capable of extend· 
ing its operations into any field in which monopolists 
threaten to raise price. is an effective protection against 
exploitation even where the weapon of direct com
petition is not used. It is mteresting for these reasons 
to noUce the part played by large co-operative distri
bution'in the Russian economic organization. and the 
part that it has played in Sweden in the mitigation 
of monopoly. 

In practice the Co-operative Movement would 
appear to have ~9Q.QUh~i~~ Concerned 
perhaps a little too much to maintain its demoqatic 
traditions and tP.e fundamental independence.. of the 
branches. it has missed securing some' of • those 
advantages of large-scale marbling that have been 
seized by the large re~ chain stores. and has been 
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forced sometimes to depend too much on the loyalty 
of its members. too little upon solid advantages. 
There has recently been & welcome desire to thInk 
out afresh the functiaus of co-operation in a changed 
world, and we may hope that it may once again 
become the soW safeguard against local monopolistic 
uploitations that it was in tho days of the pwneers. 



CHAPTE~ IX 

.THE LAW AND MONOPOLY IN THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

I 
§ I. Reasons for the Strength of Monopolies in the 
United States. l Monopolies in the United States of 
America have aJsumed a more virulent aspect and have 
provided more difficult problems of control than in 
almost any other country. \ The reasons for their 
greater strength have been several.' The great distance 
which separates large parts of the country. from 
alternative sources 'of supply outside the United States 
has substantially diminished the effi~cy~ foreign 
competition. I The tariff policy has even further 
reduced, ~t. Moreover, the frontier, pioneering, out
look of earlier days tolerated standards of commercial 
morality and methods of competitiol1 which in other 
countries and in ~re stabilized conditions would have 
been impossible. \ The sanctions of social ostracism, 
even if used, were less powerful. Monopolistic prices, 
again, le!i; quickly attracted competition in a relatively 
poorer age. :·~bnormal profits made in one section of 
industry die} not immediately attract supplies of 
a¥itional capital from outside. \ Those ,who could 
, dispose of it had often more iIiunediate outlets of their 
OVfJJ.

t which inight prove equally advantageous. 1Jlie 
double jurisdiction' of,State; and Federa! government 
facilitated som~es sthQ extrayagances of moDO-

196 
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potisb, since to a single state a monopolist might well 
bring more of profit than of damage, and thus be 
regarded as deser'Ying favour rather than repression. 
Even ap8.l t from this he might escape through legiti~ 
mate doubt .con~e!Ding the pr~l?erspliereorcontrol 
of the tw(1)odie~ The banks, moreover, lent in many 
cases a helping"hand in the process of ,combination 
such as c,ircuIDstances or traditions forbade in other 
countries. It is again somewhat easier to monopolize 
the known sources ,of necessary raw materials in a 
new country in which they are not yet in long-estab
lished ownership than in an old country where land 
values are higher and owners better appraised of the 
possible values of their properties. • 
(But more important than any of these considerations 
iSl:he fact that in the 'seventies or 'eighties the United 
States was leading the way in the development of the 
consolidation of businesses into large units:) Much of 
the movement towards monopoly was due to an 
inevitable supersession of outdated small businesses 
by modem and more efficient methods.!· But this 
natural evolution was reinforced and acl:::elerated by 
another important force. ~ general belief in the 
advan4lges of combination, even apart from monopo11. 
led to an excessive increase in the values of combined 
flrms, and enabled the promoters to reap a rich harvest 
QY the sale of watered stock. 

§ 2. An Rlustration from the History of the Standard 
Otl Company. The problems of the gover.:lments of 
the day will be more readily understandable if we 
look at them against the background of the history of 
one of the more spectacular attempts at monopol1za-
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tion. For' the methods employed go far to explain the 
subsequent legislation. Qince it was the Standard Oil 
Company and the person of Mr. 1. D. Rockefeller 
which .for public opinion typified the ogre of monopoly. 
and ,since it was the revelations concerning that 
company which more than anything led to legislation, 
let us very briefly examine its history. 

John, D. Rockefeller found his first employment as 
a book-keeper in a firm of produce merchants at Cleve
land. In the year 1858. at the age of eighteen, he and 
a young Englishman named Maurice Clark formed a 
partnership as wholesale merchants. In the following 
few years, thanks largely to Rockefeller's energy and 
ability, an4 assisted by the demands of the Civil War. 
they succeeded in' building up a substantial business. 
When oil was first struck at Titusville in 1859, Cleve
land, some ninety miles away on the shore of Lake 
Erie and served by three railways, became one of the 
chief refining centres. For some years the partners 
watched the rapidly growing industry and the spec
tacular fortunes which were being made and lost. 
without themselves participating. Then, in 1862. 
they were. persuadea by another young' man named 
Samuel Andrews to come to his assistance and provide 
more capital for the little refinery that he yvas operating. 
Andrews, desperately poor, was a mecmtnical genius, 
and he and Rockefeller were among the first to appr~ 
ciate the great advantages of larg~e refining. 
The undertaking grew rapidly. In 1865 Rockefeller 
bought out Clark's share in the oil business and sold 
to him ~ own share in the produce business ... In 1870 
Rockefeller and Andrews combined with Rockefeller's 
younger brother" Wi!liam, and three others to form the 
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tstandard Oil Company of Ohio. \ The new company. 
with its capital of a million dollars, was already the 
largest refining company in Cleveland, and probably in 
the United States. But it refined only about 3 per cent 
of all the oil treated in the country, and was not notice
ably stronger than its rivals. Yet by 1879 Standard 
Oil was refining almost 95 per cent of the total output. 
It is this decade of breakneck progress that can well 
illustrate the methods of the monopolies of the period. 

Rockefeller neither then nor later attempted on any 
considerable scale to control the production of crude 
oil. That was too widespread and too uncertain to 
be monopolized effectively. It was from the control 
of the means of transporting and marketing that the 
Standard's monopoly was derived. 'The offensive was 
begun within eighteen months of the incorporation of 
the new company. The first objective was the control 
of all the refineries of Cleveland itself, which at the 
time was treating .about one-quarter of the total 
output, and was faced by fierce competition from 
refineries in the oil regions themselves, and at New 
York and Pittsburgh. -

The weapon that Rockefeller and Flagler, his chief 
lieutenant, employed to secure control of their Cleveland 
rivals was that of unequal railway freight rebates. 
The rail administrations of tJ:te day were accustomed to 
publish rates which were paid only by th~ weak and 
by the foolish. The stronger and the wiser, and the 
big shippers in particular, were accustomed to demand 
and to secure such secret rebates as they could extort. 
This was contrary neither to the law nor to the accepted 
commercial practice of the day_ Railway companies 
regarded themselves as iust as free to do what they 
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wisbed with their own as any other group of citizens. 
Rockefeller bad already for some years enjoyed certaiQ 
concessions. but Standard Oil now secured a new 
variety of rebate for which the precedents. if any. 
must have been few. '. 

Cleveland was joined to the eastern markets and to 
the export markets through New York by three rail.; 
ways. the Pennsylvania. the Erie, and the New York 
Central, as well as by water by way of Lake Erie and 
the Welland Canal. The lines were in competition, 
and a skilful man with large shipments at his disposal 
could play them off one against the other. This for 
some time bad been done. But now Flagler and 
Rockefeller combined' with representatives of the 
railways to organiZe a more ambitious scheme. Their 
object was twofold: •• Firstly, to do away, at least 
.in great meaSure, with the extensive and undue can:
petition now existing between the refining interest. 
by reason of there being a far greater refining capacity 
than is called for or justified by the existing petroleum
consuming requirements of the world; seoondly, to 
avoid the heretofore undue competition between the 
various railroad companies transporting 011 to the sea
board, by fixing a uniform rate of freight, whicb it is 
thought can be adhered to by some such arrangement 
as goaranteeing to each road some such percentages of 
the profit oj the aggregate amount of oil transported, 
whether the particular line carries it or not." With this 
object in view they secured control of an old company 
known by the somewhat inappropriate name of the 
South Improvement Company, but which had the 
virtue of a conveniently indefinite charter. 

The scheme was this. Freight rates were to be raised 
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to almost double and enforced without rebate on all 
other shippers of oil. Standard Oil in Cleveland, 
suitable other refining interests in the oil regions in 
Pittsburgh and in one or two other centres were to be 
given special rebates equal to some 45 per cent of the new 
rates. The special rebates to the favoured firms would 
be paid not only on the oil that they shipped themselves 
but also on all oil shipped by their competitors. 

There is reason to think that some at least of the 
higher officials of the railways imagined that all 
existing refiners would be given an opportunity for 
associating themselves freely with the company. In 
fact it became a weapon to force suitable firms into the 
combination on Rockefeller's terms. Armed with the 
proposed rebate, within three months he secured 
twenty-one of the twenty-six refineria in Cleveland. 
But an accidental premature disclosure of the intended 
railway rates led to such outcry in the oil regions that 
the railways disowned their proposed contracts with 
the South Improvement Company, and undertook to 
give in future no such special and secret reHp,s. and 
:\.e- ",,'\WY,-,lY ltieil wa~ ot!pr:-:~ tor ,1$ charter. 

But despite this apparent reverse Rockefeller and his 
associates had in this short time secured control of 
about one-fifth of the refining capacity of the country. 
Moreover the railways, Vtitbin a month of their under
taking to the oil producers, were once mC?re giving 
Standard Oil special terms. Once more the company 
began to make efforts to secure control of other 
refineries. Ha ving failed by secret methods, they 
turned to open advances. They formed a National 
Refiners' Association. and secured the adherence of 
four-fifths of the refineries. but when trade was tem-
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porarlly depressed many broke away and refused to 
. limit production . 

• The next step was to secure from the railways an 
agri!ement putting all the refining areas, Cleveland. 
Pittc;burgh, the oil regions and New York, on an 
equality with regard t() transport costs to the eastern 
market, whatever might be their natural advantages. 
That done, Rockefeller approached the strongest 
producers in the other centres, and under the cloak 
of the formation of a Central AssOciation of Refiners, 
he succeeded in associating them with his own company, 
giving them stock in Standard Oil in payment. but 
leaving administration in most instances in the hands 
of the original owners. Through the Acme Oil Company 
he quickly acquired control of many of the independent 
refineries in the oil regions. This time his success was 
complete and permanent. Inside the group of com· 
panies that he now controlled, he was able to determine 
the output and to negotiate the freight rates. 

But the producers and the remaining independent 
rpii~!-'" ~ ~ot surrender without a series of further 

.....c._~~ .. ,~ -~ __ " 
fights. The most .. sm,,~ of these came-i,:;:.:.;. -~
development of a new type of oil transportation, the 
pipe-line. These had been used since the early days of 
the ind~try, but mostly. for the short-distance transport 
of oil to the railroads for shipping in tank cars. Now 

~ long-distance pipe-lines began to be built. The railways, 
interested' in the rival method, naturally did their 
utmost to oppose them. Since the right of eminent 
domain had not yet been granted to pipe-lines, at any 
point where it became necessary to cross a railway 
track, the railway company could block them; and 
this, encouraged bvthe Standard Oil Company, they 
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proceeded to do. Standard Oil meanwhile proceeded 
apace with its own construction of pipe-lines, and used 
its influence with the railways to make the provision 
of tank cars to its rivals both uncertain and insufficient. 
Of the pipe-line companies the strongest was the 
Empire Transportation Company, developed with 
great ability in connection with the Pennsylvania 
Railroad. Driven by the pressure of the Standard 
organization into the refining business it became at 
once a direct challenge to them. Rockefeller persuaded 
the rival railways to assist him in defeating the Penn· 
sylvania. Drastic cuts in rates killed the Pennsylvania'S 
profits. A fortuitous strike of its workers brought the 
railway to its knees. It was forced not only to abandon 
its prot~g~, but even to exercise an option to buy it 
and hand it over to Standard Oil. 
- Even now the independents were not finally defeated. 
A company was formed to attempt the hitherto 
impossible by pumping oil over the Alleghany moun· 
tains to the sea. Contrary to all expectations they 
succeeded, and the monopoly of Standard Oil was again 
vitally threatened. But quietly the company bought 
up the independent refineries on the coast which were 
to have been supplied, and when the Tide Water Pipe 
Company replied by building its own refineries, 
Standard Oil succeeded in buying surreptitiously a 
sufficiency of the stock of the company, and its 
independence was at an end. 

The monopoly once established was maintained by 
similar manreuvres. The influence of Standard Oil over 
the railways was used to make shipments of rivals 
uncertain. irregular and costly. The construction of 
new pipe-lines was impeded by every artifice. Moreover 
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the monopoly was femforced by the gradual eIin$ation 
of wholesale dealers. as Standard Oil pushed flU'ther 
into the market, and began to serve retailers directly 
itself. These dealers were eliminated, not in many 
cases by the slow pressure of more efficient competition. 
but by the more rapid and efiective weapon of draStic 
local price cutting. until almost nine-tenths of the 
business was in the company's hands. The virtual 
monopoly. once created. was held with the assistance 
of a remarkably perfect intelligence system which 
secured knowledge of every move and every outlet of 
a rival, by II bogus independents" which competed 
fiercely with a 'genuine independent, and by the same 
drastic price cutting which bad first established it. 

It is difficult tO'measure the relative efficiency of 
Standard Oil and of the independent concerns. Cer .. 
tamIy, both in the early days and later. Rockefeller's 
amazing capacity for organizing every detail of his 
business afi'orded substantial economies in refining. 
The la.rge-sca1e distnoution of oil provided a wide field 
for further economies. and these the Standard Oil 
Qunpany unquestionably achieved. But it c0nsis
tently held the price of oil above that " normal .. price 
at which smaller rivals could produce and market it. 
apart from those obstacles which were invariably put 
in their way U its results are to be measured by price. 
it diverted into the pockets of its shareholders not only 
the whole benefit of its very considerable economies, 
but also monopoly profits derived firstly from a price of 
oil higher than that at which even small refineries conld 
profitably work, and secondly from the strength of its 
bargaining power as against the comparatively un
organized producers of oil. 
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Such methods of competition, even if they were not 
wholly abhorrent to the commercial morality of the 
time, were condemned by public opinion, not only in 
those districts which had suffered from Rockefeller's 
widening powers, but also mOle widely throughout the 
country. While Standard Oil was possibly more 
notorious than other similar organizations, it was in 
many ways less evil. Where others had profited by the 
watering of stock, and out of the fictitious profits of 
the flotation of combinations of uncertain value, 
Rockefeller and his associates had created a great 
industry and brought it'to a'remarkable level of 
efficiency. :Many of the complaints of the time were, 
judged by the standpoint of to-day, wholly unjustified. 
For Rockefeller was only in part the great monopolist 
injuring the consumer. The outcry came loudest from 
the displaced producers, and here it is important to 
remember that he, in his own industry, was the in
carnation of a great industrial movement. For it was 
in the 'seventies and 'eighties that the change began 
in the United States from the small family business to 
those great and highly organized corporations which 
to-day we regard as the optimum that we are seeking 
to secure, Mingled with the legitimate objections to 
monopoly was the eternal chorus of those who cry to 
have the clock put back. Rockefeller's sin was im
patience. He habitually took a short cut through 
history by using weapons of doubtful morality to 
achieve results which time would in most cases more 
slowly have accomplished. 

§ ~ TM Sherman Act. The legal defence against the 
inroads of monopolies came first in the individual 
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States. Before speciftc legislation was ,adopted, 
blonopolies were subject to control only under the 
common law which the United States had derived 
originally from England. .But it had been interpreted 
there to restrict the right of contract -more extensively 
thaI1 in England. Under common law any agreements 
to restrict output, to divide markets, to pool profits 
and for, similar purposes were almost always held to ~ 
be void as being in restraint of trade and against public 
policy. That is to'say, such agreements could not be 
enforced with the assistance of the courts, but they 
were not in themselves illegal. Thus there was control 
over the monopoly only so far as it took the form ofa 
ioose association of ordinarily competitive producers, 
and only then so far as the interests of individual 
producers diverged. 

Apart from the restraints of common law, in several 
States . there were constitutional provisions which 
declared monopolies or -combinations in Iestraint of 
'trade unlawful. In 1889 four States introduced legis
lation against monopolies, and m 1890 they were 
followed by two more. This legislation was directed 
primarily against ~e formation of Trusts. In 18;9, 
when Rockefeller had secured control over some 
thirty separate ~mpanies, the problem of the4" CO: 
ordulated administration had arisen. An astute com
pany lawyer had solved the problem by suggesting the 
formation of a Trust agreement under which nine 
trustees would hold and manage the property of all the 
individuals who were associated in the Standard Oil 
combination. They were to issue Trust certificates in 
proportion to the value of the properties brought in by 
each person. Dividends were to be distributed to the 
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holders of certificates at the discretion of the trustees. 
This method of control, once inaugurated in the oil 
industry, was quickly copied by associations in other 
industries, and in the early 'eighties a trust movement 
swept through the country. 

It almost immediately awoke the resentment both 
of small producers, threatened by the encroachment of 
the Trust, and of the general consuming public, and in 
1890 Congress passed what came to be known as the 

- Shennan Anti-Trust Act for the control of these fonns 
of industrial combination. The Act made' illegal 
what had hitherto been merely unenforceable. First: 
.. Every contract. combination in the form of trust or 
otherwise. or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or com
merce among the several States, or with foreign nations 
is hereby declared to be illegal." Second: "Every 
person" (a person was in a later, clause defined to 
iI}clude any corporation or association) .. who shall 
monopolize, or attempt to monopolize, or combine or 
conspire with any other person or persons. to mono
polize any part of the trade or commerce among the 
several States, or with foreign nations, shall be deemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor .... " It provided for 
penalties for such actions, anq authorized the seizure 
of property in course of transportation belonging to 
prohibited combinations (the Federal Government 
had, of course, no jurisdiction except over property 
being moved in the process of interstate or foreign 
commerce). The circuit courts were given powers 
.. to prevent and restrain violation of this Act," and 
the district attorneys the duty of initiating proceed
ings. Moreover persons (or corporations) injured by 
actions forbidden by the- Act were to be entitled to 
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sue for damages, and to be granted three times the 
damage sustained. 

Almost from the first difficulties of enforcement and 
interpretation of the Act arose. It was difficult to 
enforce, partly because several of the early cases 
brought under the Act failed, partly because several 
Attomeys-General were either opposed to, or inactive 
in, its enforcement. The Act applied specifically to 
,II interstate commerce..:" the first case which came to 
the United States Supreme Court was one in which the 
Government was attempting to secure the cancellation 
of Share-Exchange agreements within the Sugar Trust. 
The Court held that the agreements were" between 
II manufacture~s" of sugar and the Act gave no power 
to control manufacture. .. Commerce succeeds to 
manufacture and"1s not a part of it.";' This result was 
probably in part at least a consequence of bad pleading, 
and in more recent cases of a similar nature the pro-

, hibitions of the Sherman Act have been held to apply. 
But the immediate effect was to throw grave doubt 
upon the efficacy of the, Law and to discourage 
prosecutions under it., 
~ Certainly until the presidency of Theodore Roose~elt 
in Ig01 prosecutions under the Sherman Act had been 
rare. But under the Roosevelt administration, and" as 
a. result of the .. muckraking" campaign of those years, 
which made knowledge of the actions of the trusts far 
more widespread, government activity was consider
ably increased. The Sherman Act became under the 
Taft and subsequent administrations, if not always an 
effective weapon for the dissolution of existing mono
polies, 'at least an effective deterrent to the aeation of 
new ones: 
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The companies against which action was taken during 
these years included the United States Steel Corpora
tion, the United Shoe Machinery Company, the 
American Sugar Refining Company, the International 
Harvester Company and the National Cash Register 
Company. In 1906 an action was commenced against 
the Standard Oil Company. The original Trust formed 
in 1879 had been declared illegal by the Supreme Court 
of Ohio in 1892. Standard Oil was immediately reorgan
iZed. Twenty of the eighty-four constituent companies 
took over the shares of the remaining sixty-four, and 
the shares of these twenty companies were divided 
between the holders of the Trust certificates. The 
original trustees were majority shareholders in the 
twenty companies and continued as before to control 
them. Further but unsuccessful attempts were there
fore made to enforce the order of the Court. Standard 
Oil once mote changed its form of organization. This 
time the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey (a 
State whose legislation Was less unfavourable than that 
of most others to trusts) was made a holding company. 
and exchanged its stock for that of the twenty com
panies. This was the form of organization when in I<)06 
proceedings were instituted under the Sherman Act. 

The proceedings were protracted. In 1909 the Circuit 
Court unanim,ously decided against the Standard Od 
Company both" on the issue of restraint of trade and of 
monopolization. Appeal was made to the Supreme 
Court, and in May I9II that Court finally gave its 
decision. This confirmed the earlier decision of the 
circuit Court, while slightly amending the time granted 
and the conditions imposed for dissolution. But the 
judgment had an unportance tar wider even than 

It 
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the ramifications of the Standar,d Oil Trust. For in the 
course of their interpretation of the Sherman Act a 
majority of the judges gave it as their opinion that the 
Act must be interpreted in accordance with " the rule 
of reason." They argued that the classes of acts made 
illegal were inevitably broad and ill-defined, and called 
for the exercise of judgment, and of some standard 
whereby to determine whether the prohibitions con .. 
cerned had been violated; that standard was the 
standard of reason applied in the common law. Thus 
they said (to quote the words of the dissenting judge) I 
.r You may now restrain such commerce, provided you 
are reasonable about it; only take care that th~ 
restraint is not undue." 

The Standard Oil Company was thus once more 
forced to slough a skin. This time it distributed to 
shareholders pro rata shares in all its subsidiaries. 
Co-,?rdination was maintained by interlocking of 
directorates and community of interests. There was 
no more effective competition than before..between the 
different producing or, the different distributing units 
in the group. 

The history of Standard Oil and of other cases will 
show that the policy of " trust-busting" had been 
singularly unsuccessful. The skilful cOmpany lawyer 
was always one move ahead. There is scarcely an 
instance in which effective competition was restored, 
and in those few cases where a semblance of such, 
competition was created, it was'rather of that II oligo
polistie" form, which we have earlier seen to be as 
likely to Yield a price near to that of monopoly as of 
competition. But it was 8I-1east clear that the Sherman 
Act alone was insufficient to meet the situation. 
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§ 4. . The Clayton Act and the Federal Trade Commission. 
In 1914. therefore, the Wilson administration strength
ened the control exercised by the Federal Government 
in two respects. First it created the Federal Trade 
Commission. second it passed into law the Clayton 
Anti-Trust Act. To consider the Act first, its purpose 
was specifically" to supplement existing laws against 
unlawful restraints and monopolies." It did this. 
fitst, by forbidding certain--unfair practices. such as 
price discrimination (beyond such differences as might 
be properly accounted for by differences of quantities 
purchased or of transport costs involved), or tying 
cl3:uses. making it a condition of sale that competitors' 
goods should not be handled. in all cases where such 
practices tended substantially to lessen competition 
or to create monopoly. In the second place. companies 
were forbidden to acquire the stock of other companies. 
where that might lessen competition between the cotn
panies concerned. Thirdly, industrial companies with 
a capital (including any surplus or undivided profits) 
exceeding one million dollars were forbidden to have 
common directors, if those companies had previously 
been in competition with each other. -A similar 
restriction, but with a different maximum of capital, 
applied also to directors of banks and Trust companies. 
Fourthly, any common carrier was debarred from 
having dealings with any firm in which its own directors 
or officials might have interests. or any other basis 
than that of accepting the lowest tender, whether from 
that or another firm. 

The Federal Trade Commission Act of 191:4 was 
design'ed to strengthen the powers of inquiry into the 
actions of Trusts. During the period of rapid develoP'" 
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ment of combination in the years 1898 to 19oZ there had 
been created a body known as the Industrial Commis
sion whose function was to investigate mdustrial 
questions, and in particular the growth of large corpora· 
tions. Its investigations were hampered by lack of 
documentary evidence, and its report recommended the 
establisbmentof some official inquiring body, with power 
to collect and publish information. ! Such a body was 
created in I903 in the Bureau of Corporations. It was 
given extensive powers to subprena witnesses and compel 
the production of books and papers. Its functions were 
both to advise the President with regaJd to legislation 
and to keep the public informed by the issue of reports. 
'The Federal Trade Commission superseded the 

Bureau of Corporations. Its functions ,neluded not 
only those of its predecessor, but a number in add,ition. 
It was to investigate the organization of any corpora
tion concerned in business other than banking or 
transport; it was given powers to require annual or 
special reports; it was to report on how the decrees 
of the Courts under the Anti-Trust Acts were being 
canied into efIect by the companies concerned; it 
was to in~estigate alleged violation of the Acts, if SO 
instructed; it was to make recommendations for the 
readjustment of offending companies; it was to investi
gate conditions abroad where combinations might 
affect the trade of the United States. 

The Commission is composed of five members, not 
more than three of whom may belong to one political 
party. Its method of conducting business has differed 
somewhat from time to time, but in broad outline it is 
as follows.' If a complaint of an infringement of the 

• For more detailed mformation, _ Seag« &Del Gulick, XnuI 
IIntI CorporllliOft Problems, Chapter XXIU. 
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Shennan or Clayton Act is received it is referred to 
the chief examiner, who decides whether to proceed 
formally, or informally, or not at all. In many cases 
the complaint will be set aside either as frivolous. or 
because the Commission has no jurisdiction. Or again 
because ordinary action in the courts would give the 
complainant suffici611t opportunity for redress. 

If the Commission decides itself to act, it may deal 
with the case informally, by co~erence or corre
spondence. and the firm concerned may agree to 
abandon the practice of which complaint is made. 
Alternatively the Commission may decide to take formal 
action. In that case notice of the complaint is served 
on the offending firm. The Commission itself, and not 
the complainant" is in the position of prosecutor. In 
many cases the defendant firm does not contest the 
charge and agrees to abandon the practice in question ; 
if it does contest it, the facts of the case are established 
before a Trial Examiner, who prepares a statement of 
facts to which either party may file exceptions. The 
case is finally argued before the whole Commission, 
and if it upholds the complaint a .. cease and desist" 
order is issued. 

Many of the decisions of the Commission have been 
concerned with what does, and what does not, constitute 
an .. unfair practice." In working this out in concrete 
form, and for individual trades, the Commission has 
made use of the method of trade practice conferences 
in which the firms in a particular industry ~eet to 
discuss doubtful practices. and to help to establish 
given standards for the industry concerned. These 
standards are then applied by the Commission. and 
practices, which the trade itself has condemned as 
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unfair. are forbidden by means of ~ cease and desist •• 
orders to those who employ them. 

Criticisms of the Commission have arisen partly 
from the inevitable c:.jrcumstanceS of such a body. 
wlUch make it simultaneously prosecutor, judge and 
jury: partly from its policy with regard to publicity. 
One of the intended functions both of the Bureau of 
Corporations and of the Federal Trade Commission 
was to keep the public informed with regard to mono
polistic actions and practices. In its earlier days the 
Conunission was accustomed to publish information 
regarding a given complaint at the same time that it 
served notice on the defendant firm. and before the 
latter had opportunity of answering the charge. Since 
hearings were often long delayed. a firm might some
times have unfounded aCCUsations hanging over it for 
considerable periods. More recently the Commission 
has been less prone to publish complaints. and has given 
no publicity to cases in which firms immediately 
abandoned an unfair practice. Many observers would 
now hold that it has gone too far in protecting the 
interests of those who have employed unscrupulous 

. methods. 
(The Clayton Act and the Federal Trade Commission 

have dane much to fill the gaps in the original Sherman 
Act. And more important has been a gradual change 
of outlook. In IBgo the ideal was the forcible re
establishment of competition. Wth time there has 
been a growmg acceptance, and even a worship. of the 
giant corporations. By degrees the efficiency that they 
could yield has come to be recognized. and policy has 
shifted insensibly from that of ~ trust-busting .. towards 
that of acceptance and control. Already by I9X40 at 
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the time of the new legislation, this change was begin
ning to make itself felt. Control has taken the form of 
outlawing unfair methods of competition, so that the 
supersession of the smaIl by the large undertaking 
should be the consequence of greater efficiency and not 
merely a greater competitive resourc9 While combina
tion, with monopolistic intent, was prohibited, growth 
wasnot and undertakings large enough to give mono
poly power, or few enough to cause" oligopolistic " 
monopoly, are probably no more rare, despite the 
Sherman Act, than in other countries. American 
legislation if it is to be criticized, has been more 
concerned with monopoly as it affects competitors 
or would-be competitors, than with monopoly as it 
affects the consumer. It has relled for the protection 
of the consumer on a conflict of interest between one 
producer and another.1 It has done little or nothing to 
protect the consumer lIrthose cases where all pro
ducers are agreed as to the methods of exploiting him, 
or where the competition of the smaIl producer is 
tlittle to be feared. ) 

§ 5. The Webb-Pomerene and Robinson-Patman Acts. 
In the years from I9I4 to I939, while the precedents in 
the' courts, and before the Federal Trade Commission 
gradually established the precise legal position of 
monopolies, nothing further was done to strengthen 
the Jaw, apart from an Act concerned with packers and 
stockyards and the Amendment described below. On 
the other hand it was substantially weakened in one 
important respect. The Web~Pomerene Act of 1918 
set free from the controls of the Sherman Act associa. 
tJons which were concerned exclusivelv with the 
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export trade. and not only enabled American iDdustrles 
to act. if circumstances permitted. monopolistically at 
the expense of foreign consumers, but also permitted 
American firms to enter into international associations, 
such as shipping conferences, or restriction schemes. 
But the effects of the Act have almost certainly been 
wider than the export trade. An association. once 
permitted, can with difficulty be prevented from dis
cussing the 'Whole range of an industry's problems. and 
export associations 'Would appear to result not infre
quently in surprising harmonies of opinion with regard 
also to the home market. 

More recently. in x936. the Robinson-Patman Act 
was passed to reinforce and clarify certain provisions 
of the Clayton Act. Under the earlier Act price
discrimination had been,made illegal, except so far as 
it could be justified by differences of grade, or of 
quantity, or of transportation cost. It was a matter of 
widespread complaint, more particularly of the smaller 
retailers against the very large chain stores and mail
order houses.jbat the latter 'Were obtaining terms from 
manufacturers that WJn in no way to be explained by 
the relative sizes of the orders given. The small 
retailers had pressed the Federal Trade Commission to 
take action. but with little or no success. The attempts 
of the latter body to prevent discrimination of a 
manufacturer between his various customers on the 
ground that the corupetition of such customers in the 
retail markets would be diminished had. indeed. been 
frustrated for a time by decisions of the courts. which 
appeared to uphold the vjew that the only relevant 
competition was that of the mann.factnrer with other 
J!ld.Iltlfactnrers. Though this narrower view was later 
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overruled, the need for further definition remained. 
The Robinson-Patman Amendment forbids any dis-' 
crimination, so far as inter-state commerce is concerned, 
between buyers of commodities of similar grade and 
quality .. where the effect of such discrimination may 
be substantially to lessen competition or to create a 
monopoly. II Differentials are penniUed only so far 
as they may be justified by reasonable allowances for 
differences of the costs of manufacture, sale or delivery 
which result from differences of quantities purchased. 
or from differences of the method of sale or delivery. 
The simpler methods of evasion by payment of allow
ances for advertisement, or similar devices are pre
vented. The efficacy of the Robinson-Patman Act has 
yet to be &hown, however. It is not likely to be easy 
for the Federal Trade Commission to prove to the 
satisfaction of a highly critical court, in the face of the 
opposition of a defence supported by technical and 
financial expert witnesses, and armed with statistical 
and technical- data, the proposition that in certain 
circumstances a differential of a certain magnitude was 
not reasonable-the more so if in that industry raw 
material costs are highly fluctuating, and the relations 
of particular purchases to particular orders are ill
defined. 

§ 6. Th. Roosevelt Experiments. For a short period, 
under the administration of Franklin Roosevelt, the 
United States appeared to have reversed completely 
the policy embodied in these earlier acts, and to have 
attached itseU to that of the fostering of associations 
and restrictions by official action. This volte face was 
so sudden, its permanence so doubtful. its legality 
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.under the existing constitution so much in question. 
that no useful purpose would be served by any attempt 
to analyse it in detail. But somethlng must be said 
of its broad outlines. a ' 

The system which for two years did most to render 
nugatory the developItlents of half a century of 
monopoly control, was built, paradoxically, on the 
fOUD,dation of the control grganization itself. Umong 
the functions assigned to the Federal Trade Commission 
had been that of reventin the use of unfair ractices 
for e esta ent of mono the urtherance 
of this end it had, we have seen, developed a system of 
trade practice conferences. which assisted the CoPl
niiSsion in definiii~ the fall" and unfair practices to ~ 
respectively pemutte<i and forbidden for different 
ff"ades. (Ihe National Industrial Recovery Act gave 
lothe President very wide powers to approve codes of 
fair competition submitted by associations represEl9ting 
their various industries. provided that they did not 
·permit monopolistic practices. and gave effect to the 
policy. very broadly defuled In the Act. of inducing 
United .action under governmental supervision. and 
promo~ the fullest possible utilization of productive 
capacio/.) The Act specially provided that during its 

*"peration. and for a short period after its lapse. any 
ac~ns required by a code to be exempt from. the 
,provisions of the Anti-Trust laws of the United States.} 
, The administrator almost immediately made it 
clear that he would not ordinarily approve codes- which 
were frankly fixing minimum prices or quotasl But in 
several ways the p~t of fair com~tition ended in 

• For a mote detailed account see Lyon and othenI. TM N~ 
~ AdmiflUW/ltIOfl, or A. R. BIUlIII. tho Dediu 01 CompMm ... 
to whose work the sub&equea.t accotIDt ;. spec::aaJly iDde~ 
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devices scarcely distin 'shable from the ~Ain.~~ 
framewo!t of a cartel In the first place fair competi
lion was held in. the c e of certain industries to include 
a requirement that firms should not use-their machin~ 
for more than a limited number of hours a week. In 
some cases the number was so reduced as to set an 
effective upper limit to total production and to dis
tribute it between firms in accordance with their 
capacity. I 
c..m. many more instances fair competition ,was held to 

require that firms should not sell at a price below the 
cost of production. Inevitable difficulties of definition 
arose. Cost of production was variously defined in 
d.il'Ierent codes as the cost of the actual firm, of a repre
sentative group of firms, of the average of all firms, 
of the lowest cost firm. Provisions had to be made 
for defining what amount of overhead costs was to he 
c~d, what percentage of full capacity working was 
to be assumed in spreiidin~ the overheads, what costs 
of plant were to be taken. t was necessary to Gemana 
uniformity of cost accounting, and to attempt to 
establish uniform systems for each trade) It is hardly 
surprising that the hastily improvised machinery 
encountered pt"oblems that proved, for the moment at 
Jeast, insoluhl.e. 

But the attempt to prevent sales below cost pro
voked such an outcry both from consumers generally, 
and from the advising board which was entrusted 
with the safeguard of their interests, that the price 
regulation policy was early modified, and its extension 
to further codes abandoned, except in certain defined 
conditions of emergency. But destructive price cutting 
~ntinued to be outlawed, and the effective control of 
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price once sranted to 8.ssoclations was not lightly 
a15andoned by them. -------'''---''-
-nlere·~ a further regulation which facilitat~ pric~ 
~ and impeded price cuttin.L.. Many of the codes 
unposed as an obligation on firms the .. o~-price ~ 
pg1icy which had been voluntarily adoptedlOr many 
years by some industries\ A list of the prices of all 
goods produced by a Mm, and of all discounts and 
allowances had to be deposited with the code authority. 
No firm was permitted to charge any other than the 
published .E!ice without informing the authority. To 
prevent momentary Cliafiges foroe p~ecuring 
a particular order, a minimum period of notice and a 
minimum period of continuance were sometimes 
required. Special regulations in some instances per
mitted quicker changes in response to cuts made by 
others, and special prices tor surplus and damaged 
stock. I In this case again there was outay. partly 
from cbnsUmers, ~ho urged that pressure was brougl},t 
on those producers w~o announced an intention of 
reducing prices not to p.~~(L with the~ ~ts. partly 
f:rOfilj>rooucers wnOiound thatkiiOWledge of their 
fixed prices made it easier for unscrupulous rivals to 
secure .. t1ieir ~cre: J In consequence-greater ftexibility 
anagreater secrecy were gradually introduced into 
the system. 

(Having limited ptice compet.i!!on, it became neces
sary also to limit n"oa=price competiti?n. This involved 
control not only over the whole system of credits and 
Wscounts, sales conditions, service facilities, repurchase 
agreements and exchange allowances, but also over the 
qualities and standards that might be ofiered at the 
"'arious prices. 
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These Wef'e ~e of the difficulties with which the 
Administration was struggling when in 1935 the 
Supreme Court declared the Recovery Act uncon
stitutional, partly on the ground that it involved an 
unconstitutional delegation of powers, partly on the 
ground that the regulation of commerce within the 
individual States by the Federal Authority was 
limited to those aspects of commerce which affected 
inter-state trade directly and in a narrowly defined 
sense. This decbion annulled. of course, the exemption 
of codes from the operations of Anti-Trust Acts, and 
made the code authorities subject once more to the 
Sherman and Clayton Acts and to the Federal Trade 
Commission. Attempts have been made, in some 
cases, to salvage codes by withdrawal of any sections 
"'hich might be held to infringe those acts. The 
Federal Trade Commission has lent its aid by revising 
its views of certain practices. ~One code at least has 
sectU'ed its approval which prohibits sale below cost 
.,.;th intent to _inj11,!!!J. corn;etjtor, or to l~ COIll-. 

~tltion or to create a monopoly~'et ano~~ 
,,'Eere ~!..." f~~erg~ ~tibly into-tbe 
.. uiJali" that the drawing of lines iSa:IIDost, impossibly 
difficulL Some codes are being continued under these 
conditions, others have more or less lapsed. tBut 
there can be little doubt that it is far harder to destroy 
associations than to prevent their creation. and the 
Recovery Act will almost certainly leave a posterity of 
gent1~n's agreements and of habits of concerted 
adlo!l_ \\hich are lIkely- to contn"buteroore -t~ihe 
hr\uc-!!:elfare of the maustrial.\s1.1l;.al,-of the~. 
( It IS early yet to assess this great experiment and to 

rass a verdict of success or failure. lIt will never be , 
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easy to estimate what part of its achievements were 
due to the quasi-monopoly powers put into the hands 
of the code authorities, and what part to other wholly 
distinct features of the wide range of activities that 
Frinklin Roosevelt set in motion. This we can say. 
He would be a rash man who would argue from events 
in the United States that monopolistic restriction is 
the key to unlock the treasure house of plenty. 

§ 7. More Recent Changes. Since 1936, largely as 
a consequence of improved trade conditions, there 
has been renewed interest in the depredations of 
monopolies and of their controL Under earlier Admin
istrations enforcement had varied considerably from 
time to time. It has been said' that \ 

practically, under the Harding, Coolidge and Hoover 
administrations industry enjoyed, to all intents and pur
poses, a moratorium from the Sherman Act, and. through 
the more or less effective trade associations which were 
developed in most of our industries. competition was, to a 
very considerable extent, controlled. The Department of 
Justice acted with great restraint and intelligence. and 
only enforced the Sherman Act against those industries 
who violated the laws in a flagrant and unreasonable 
manner. 

The best of legislation requires both zeal and funds 
to make it effective. The standards of the 1930'S have 
thus been described II 

The routine clisposal 'of cases of .. unfair methods of 
competition 10 by the Federal Trade Commission without 

• By a leading cost accountant in 1934. quoted by P. T. Boman. 
Nolu on'iuJ Anta-T,.." L_ PolICY. (J-urly J--.l of~. 
November 1939- . 

I Homan, k¥. tM.; tho whole article deeerveI attaltioD. 
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effective follow-up: the selection of a few cases for prosecu
tion by the Department of Justice under the Sherman Act 
without effective follow-up; the stagnant disuse of the 
investigatory powers of the Federal Trade Commission; 
the widespread and sometimes notorious violations of the 
Sherman Act; the existence of varied means of evading the 
Sherman Act in ways difficult to reach under the terms of 
the law as judicially rendered: the absence of an effective 
intelligence service for turning up cases of violation; 
the absence of any body charged with the study of market 
structures for the purpose of recommending means either 
of adapting them to the purposes of the law or of excepting 
them from its provisions; the absence of ftnancial support, 
and therefore of administrative staff, commensurate with 
the effective performance of the enforcement duties. , 

Even if we may suppose that a refonning zeal has 
contributed something of acid to the writer's pen, i!,..is 
very clear that the United States was,still far from 
,having solved te problems of monopoly control. \ 

Thus, in 193 , Mr.~Roosevelt secured the appomt~ 
ment of a committee to consider the improvement of 
Anti-Trust procedure, and to examine such problems 
as mergers, consolidations and acquisitions, financial 
controls, investment trusts, bank-holding companies, 
trade associations, patent laws, together with possible 
means of encouraging competitive enterprise by tax 
correctives. The final report of that committee is not 
expected before late in 1940. An interim report 
recommended the modifications of the patent laws and 
the prohibition of their use for the establishment of 
trade restrictions, legislation to prohibit a corporation 
from acquiring the assets as well as the stock of a 
competitor, and to' provide civil as well as criminal 
remedies for the enforcement of the A,.nti-Trust laws. 

These and oth~ amendments of the existing legisla~ 
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tion will. if brought into efiect, do something to stop 
up the breaches in the system of defences. Their 
necessity after half a ~entury of experience. serves to 
show how difficult it has proved to create an efiective 
network of legislation which will permit what is 
desirable in industrial reorganization and exclud~ what 
is undesirable. This, indeed, is the core of the problem. 
The complications of the problem have largely sprung 
from a changing estimate of what is and is not in the 
public interest, and of the rival merits in particular 
cases of excluding monopoly and of permitting and 
controlling it. 



CHAPTER X 

THE LAW AND MONOPOLY IN 
GERMANY 

t I. Reasons lor the Predominance 0/ the CarteL The 
policy of the Government towards monopoly in 
Germany has been fundamentally different from that 
in the United States. a Whereas in America the earlier 
policy at least can broadly be described as one 
of maintaining competition wherever possible, in 
Gennany it has been one of accepting, and even 
encouraging, monopolies while controlling~~ir actions. 
t,!!is wide _difference... spri!1gs mainly from an initial 
difference of the law_ with regard ~~ in 
restraint of trade. In America. we have seen, such 
cOntracts were at first unenforceable, lateLactu~Jl.J 
illegal. In Germany similar contracts were both legal 
arurenforceable. unless they could be shown to be 
either contra bonos mores or likely to damage the 
public interest. The courts had. however, interpreted 
these vague phrases to pennit arnemepts even for the 
purpose of raisiag prices. In one case the Imperial 
Supreme Court had declared. in pronouncing on a 
common selling agency agreement among producers 
of wood-pulp. 

• Thl$ chapter IS mainly concerned with the attitude of the law 
and of leglslaboll to monopoly in pre-Nau Germany, SInce at 1$ tho 
oxpenencea of tbat penod which have UlOSt relevance to our OWD 
pm blomll. 

Q 
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II If in.any branch of industry the prices of products 
sink too low and if the thriving operation of the industry 
is thereby made impossible or endangered, then the crisis 
which occurs is destructive not only for individuals. but 
also for the social economy in general, and it is therefore 
in the interest of the whole community that unduly low 
prices in a-branch of industry shall not permanently exist ... 

~In such an atmosphere monopoly associations could 
multiply freely. Whereas, in Great Britain and in the 
UJ,!ited States. ~2polies tenJied to _be_ c;,lrjY~rt into...t.he 
form of fus~d giant unde~gs. 9ILtlle one 
hind or gentlemen's_ag!'.~!lI!!ell1i. QI;t .the other. in 
Germany an~iation of'independent unpertakings 
was of a more stable na!!!!..e-!han in those cQYtl~rie.s, 
~en~.d to prea.QmiIlate . ...Qyer.::Qther...1orms of 
mOJ]Q~orga.uizatiaD.) Trusts, fusions, giant under
takings. and in particular vertical combinations have, 
it is true. been common in Germany, but until recent 
years their importance has been subordinate to that of 
the c~l, the association, that is, of independent 
undertiling0' , 
LThese cartels take ~, which have 

gradually bee~ complicateasiiiCe tIle first experiments 
in the 'seventies. In Germanx..!!!.anv associ~.~DS_~e 
known under the name of cartel which serve-purposes 
qUite ~ote from tHose OLI1lQDopolizat ion) They 
may represent attempts at common action to secure 
economies from joint purchage;-or to establlSnstan
dards regarding such things as disc<iiiis.Oi-perlOOs 
of credit, or D!..eth~ of pac~ Of the more strictly 
1lrOlilOPQUS.JicJo~ we may distinguish those to fi..1: 
prices, to fix O\1tputs, and to fi..1: geQgI"aphical areas to 
be served by individual members./ 
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L The earliest monopolies were informal .. unregistered 
associati~n~ Any firm coul4jQi.ILoLwithdra-w-at-WffiJ~ 
and ~11).fe. as we1iav~eenj~.~_n earlier chapter! _the. most profitable position is always to befi-ee of restric
ti..Q.ns while others ~~ing price by restriction.) 
these early associations were constantly oreakillgup 
because the form of organization was too~~o 
make them effective. . -

An exampl~ a loose association of this kind is 
afforded by the Rhenish-West'phalia.;t. _~~ ind~tIl' 
during the 'seventies. Rapid expansion had led to 
excess capacity. prices were falling and an informal, I 

unregistered association was formed which included 
at first some 90 per cp.nt of the industryf The associa
tion attempted as a beginning ELreqgce output by 
10 per cent. but the attempt soon failed through the 
withdrawal of members and the collapse of restriction.r 
Further attempts were made to secure the same end 
by fixing prices. \ These too failed for similar reasons~ 
The history of these early cartels in the Westphalian 
industry is thus curiously similar to that of the Five 
Counties Scheme and other schemes in the British 
coal-fields in the years 1928 and 1929. and shows the 
same weaknesses arising from the inability of such_ 
associations to bind their membm. \ 

I hese and similar experiences indicated that some 
more f~o1l;anization was nec~ if the cartel 
was to be permanently effective, an various types 
were by degrees evolved. One form occasionally 
adopted was that of the registered association.. This 
method gave the associi"tion a legal ~tity; it could 
sue ~d_be sued. But it could not at.!hat time prevent· 
withdrawal for reasonable causE!... ~ ~~as 
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limited to two years. ~Iost of the more ~ent 
cartelS took, therefo.e, one of two remaining forms: 
that of the double company, or that of the limited 
liability company, puce ana s~e. In the dOUble;. 
decker limn There is an unregistered informal associa
tion, consisting of all the mdependent manufactUrerS 
cOilcernea.and a separate company,iisually with 
J.i.riiite(fliability, of w~e shares are held by the 
members of the association in accordance WIth some 
proo.etermmed scbeme,-aiid which performs certain 
functions (more particularly that 0': selling the com
bined output) on behalf of the 'members. In the 
limited liability company form of Organization there 
is a similar company, owned by the firms in a par
ticular industry, which makes contracts with them to 
take over their output and sell it on their behalf, and 
to divide profits on some agreed basis. 

_ § 2. An Exampk from the Rhenish-Westp1uzlian Coal 
CaruL The first successful example of the double 
company was the Westphalian Coke Syndicate, formed 
in 1890. Its methods were copied in 1893 by the 
Rhenish-Westphalian Coal Syndicate. We will take 
the organization of the Coal Syndicate as an example 
to illustrate the problems tlvlt we have to consider. 
The whole organization (the ca.rtel) tonsisted of an 
unregistered association, and a limited liability com
pany (the syn.!!icate). Jbe associatiop elected a quota 
commission and an advisory council In its capacity, 
moreover, as a meeting of general shareholders of the 
syndicate, it appointed the bo.!Lrd of directors and the 
superv¥ry committee of the limited fu!.bility company. 
Output was determmed by applying a percentage of 
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production curtailment_to the .. quotas ", of the in
dhidual mines. A certain percentage share in the 
totaiquota was allotted to each undertaking at the 
outset. 1 It could be altered only by the quota com
mission,'which was an impartial R!:bitrating body;-The 
percentage of curtailment, on the other hand, was 
determined by the advisory colUlCil oUhe association 
and varied according to sales. 

The cartel had for its own purposes three distinct 
prices for any ~~ of coal. First the advisory council 
establi::.h~ at int'l-rvals a standat:d price for the guid
ance of the syndicate, t>efow -v.llich it would not 
ordinarily sell that grade of coal. Secondly, the 
direCtors of the syndicate estab1Isli.ed an accounting 
price, usually above the standard price, a:fwlilch the -
syndicate paid for coal bought Trom members of the 
associ~!ion. Thirdly, the directors of the syndicate 
fixed a selling price for each grade of coal at which it 
would sell -to dei1ers or consumers. The selling pric ... • 
had to be above the standard price, but might on 
occasion ~ below the aw;nmiliig-pnce. - - - - --
"he membe."i fu.1i\S-maoe a -profitDY the excess of 

the a~'!!1Ji!lU~_over ~eir_~d~vidual costs. The 
syndicate made a profit by the excess -orthe-~ 
p!i~e over thLaccounting price. Profits made by the 
syndica te were divided between the members of the 
a...<;SOCiation in proporti<?I! _~ their quotas. Losses were 
made if the selling prices -fell below the accounting 
prices., and these were met by a charge on the members 

• It is Impol'tlUlt to understand that .. quota .. ~preeents ill the 
cue of tbe ~rm&ll 8Cbeme the standard tonnages of the Bnbsh 
Act of 1930. aDd that the woN "quota" Ul the Bnbsh sclaeme II 
equi-...lent to 100 -us perceatage of prodllCtlOll curtailmeat. Ua 
the GeTJDaA. • 
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of the association in proportion to their quotas. There 
'Ij,ave been times when the syndicate charges have been 
quite substantial. -

The cartel depended upon contracts...made-..by- each 
in<fuidual..member ofJ,!!~sociation with the syndi
cate, which bound the members to hand ov~r to the 
syndicate for sale the whole of th~ ~~ts (with 
certain specified exceptions): the syndicate, in its 
turn, contracted to" take all the coal (within certain 
limits) and to divide th!:.-PIofits-:--The original contract 
was for a. period of~~uears. , 
• At the end of its ~ period of life, in ~3. the 
cartel was renewed for a {urther twelveyeais. On the 
whole it had worked s~cessfuIly.-but cetjain_ weak
nesses ha~'ppeare~~d the]~!:e in ~J1le_measure 
remedied. In particular the monopolization of such an 
i~ant raw material had gravely h1¥ldicapped firms 
in~!: .. g~h'tg indus'tnes~~?ich did n~jX>ssess ~ei!'_own 
~Etes, and whic~~id, ther~J~re, th~~dicate's mono
polypnce, in competition with firms owning their own 

, mmes;1tnd thus' ()btainfuK..s:Jiaf a:tcost. nus had led 
to a great increase of vertical combinatio!l~particu1arly 
'in ~Q1l.J11.~ stee~~g!l~t.rieS~ These II mixed" mines 
succeeded at this stage in extorting peculiarly favour
able terms for their adherence to the cartel. \ They were 
permitted to suPty as much coal as they wished to 
their own works. They were subject to quota restric
,tions only on tha part which they sold through the 
syndicate, and were charged for the expenses of the 
syndicate only in proportion to coal sold through it.1 
Apart from this the chief changes were concerned with 
the organization for the sale of coal, and with the 
adjustment of quotas in periods of busy trade. 
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A scheme so favourable to the U mixed" mines could 
hardly be expected to survive indefiiiffelY.-As the date 
for further renewal in 1915 drew near the strain' 
increased, and it was further enhanced by the with
drawal from the cartel of the Prussian Government 
which owned large mines in Westphalia. But by 1915 
war had made restriction irrelevant, and when the 
moment came the cartel would not have been con
tinu~, had no..!.lhe Federal Govemme~~~e~_eg it. 
After the war and during the occupation of tlie Rubr 
the cartel was renewed, under pressure from the 
Govemme~t, for comparafively_shorJ"p~rioas at a-time. 
Apart from such pressUre it would on sever31 occasiOns 
almost certainly have collapsed. Gradually a com
promise was hammered OUt. whereby the "mixed" 
mines were prevented from throwing almost the whole 
burden of restriction on to the "pure---mfileS.-Unoer 
thissclieme-the quota of a'mfue was divided into two 
parts, one part for cOE~'!IllPtiQJl by an associat~ 
undertaking (carefully defined) and the ojJ!eupr sale. 
The" mixed" mines accepted a restrfction on their 
consumption 9,uota equal_!Q .3.i~Lcen! of the restric
tion imposea on the .. pure" mines, and, of course, 
on the sales quota 0fl1i::e CI mixed " mines. 

A second problem that had troubled the cartel had 
been concerned with sales in export markets and in 
.. d~sputed_:"t~~ljtories Withiii Germany, areas, thafis-: 
wheie-foreign competlflon. usuarry~ fo be 
met. It had been the custom of the S"yndicate to fix 
higher prices for'the undisputed territories, and to 
a~eJ>t such_p!!~.es-.a.s.-iLcoU1d-seCiiIe. in the~di~_y.ted 
territories. But not all mines were concerned with 
these markets, and sales to them substantially increased 
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the syndicate charges. \ It was finally decided to dis
tinguish between output for the hom~ market and 
output for the ~~se of export. The..syndicate .would 
act merelYi as Selling agent in th~~ort my-ket, and 
costs or losses would be distributed betwee~ firms 
on th~ basis of their sales in that market. 

\The history of the Coal Cartel well illustrates several 
difticulties common to almost all such associations. It 
shows first how hard it is to reconcile the very diver...sent 
interests of different' ~try ituYhich 
non-homogeneous products 3.!~~ggJar..a 
vapety of diff~rent markets. Of the undertakings in 
the German, coal indusfry some are concerned almost 
exclusively with the production and sale of coal. 
Others are more interested in by-products. Others 
again sell scarcely any coal, employ it solely as a raw 
material of some finished product, and are interested 
therefore, not in the difference between cost and 

:=,?elling price, but in the absolute level of cost. \ 
The second problem that emerges is that of ~ 
th~ tbfLcartcl to a common policy' of 
ac!!Q1l. The diversity of interest implies that almost 
certainly during any period of contract, the accident 
,of events ~favour some members of the cartel more. 
than others. It may even' damage certain members 
~ver the who e period as compared with their probable 
fortunes hlld they not been members at a1!J -But it is 
more' likely that .there will be moments when the 
policy of the cartel will produce results particularly j 

favourable to a given group of members -and other 
moments when it will produce results unfavourable to 
them. It is not reasonable that members should claim 
the right to restrain others when circumstances." are 
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favourable, and the right themselves to escape restraint 
when circumstances are unfavourable. Yet such claims 
are frequently made. Nor must a freely entered con
tract be annulled, apart from any funaamentarcninge 
o( CIrcumstances, ~erely-beca:use evenfS--nave-not 
preds~IY-=-l1.!JflIIed expedaffons: -- The conditions in 
which withdrawal from the cartel may be permitted 
have always been a matter of difficulty and dispute, 
and more will be said regarding them at a later point. 

But even apart from withdrawal during the life of 
a given agreement, very grave difficulties have arisen 
at each moment of renewal of the contract. Not only 
in the case of the coal carfetout also in many other 
instances, it has been necessary for the Government to 
apply the forces of law to secure the prg.!QngaHon of_!.. 
cartel. The first example of this was provided by the 
intervention of the State to continue by law the potash 
syndicate in 1910. More recently the sanctions OTlaw 
naVebeen employed not only to continue c~e~ 
through a petiod of dispute and negotlation, and to 
compel a settlement, but also to force recalcitrant 
producers to join. Thus in 1924 a number of mines 
were forced against their will to submit to the conu:ol 
of the Rhenish-Westphalian Cartel. 7 Clearly to compel, 
rinWilling parties to enter into som~~tract is some
thing wholly different from holding to their bond 
parties to a freely entered contract, and the justifica
tion of such a policy is far more difficult to discover J 
For one of the strongest safeguards of consumers has 
elsewhere been the willingness of low-cost producers to 
break away from temporary restriction agreements 
and thus to prevent a restriction of output sufficient 
to raise pdce to the level at which high.:CoSt producers 
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can reap undes~!Ye!4>rofits! The possible competition 
of producers outside the combination was, for example, 
a most important factor in limiting the snonopoly 
powers of the Newcastle Coal Vend in the early years 
of the nineteenth centpry, and the possibility of with· 
drawal always strengthened the, position Qf the low-cost 
producers in their bargaining within the organization. 

But, above all else, a dispassionate study of the 
history of the Coal Cartel and of other similar bodies 
cannot fail to arouse doubts regarding the claims th_llt 
such bodies afford ~rder and s~. Rather is it 
true that for the struggles of mdustrial competition 
are substituted' acute issues of cartel politics. \ ~~ 
absence 0 Government intervention these ociations 
~~I.<1IDaril¥ perlo 0 tempgr3.IJC. tranqiiil@y, 
interspersed betweeD~erlods of,gtreme instability. 
The comparatively gradual changes of competitive 
prices may be far less upsetting to industrial calcula
~ions than the uncertainties and the catastrophic 
changes, where suddenly for excessive restriction is 
substituted a fonn of competition in which firms are 
manreuvring to secure, by large immediate output, e participations in some future system of quotas. 
There can be little dmlbt that weak and ullStable 

'ations of the cartel form are more dangerQus than 
ei1liei stron[!lSS~tlOns or non~ a~a:If.--it gov~rn.ment 
is sometunes, thereToie, facea-with The alternatives of 
suppressin.!. ~d of strengthenID~. \ 

§ 3- Ths Legal Control 0/ Cartels. Germany bas 
chosen the alternative of 'making them stronger. The 
reasons for this choice were probably severaL In pan 
it was because at any moment that seemed the lesser 
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evil. In part it was because the Government preferred 
to have an organized industry with which to deal for 
purposes of war. In part it was because order and 
system in industry came sometimes to be regarded as 
ends in themselves, contributions to an orderly State, 
and not merely as possible lhfiilDS to a democratic 
greatest good of ~e greatest number. But though 
the cartels have On the whol~ found favour with the 
Government and vigorous apologists among the most 
able of German economists, they have not throughout 
been equally popular with the consuming public, nor 
have they been left uncontrolled. There have been 
~wo important inquiries into their operations, the first 
during the years 1902-5, the second in 1928-9- In 
both cases while the cartels' came in for criticism on 
minor points, their fundamental acceptance as a basis 
of industrial organization was not weakened. 

Before the war of 1914-18 the limitations on the 
powers of cartels and of monopolies generally were .. 
imposed mainly by the ordinary company law of 
Germany. In the first place the regulations governing 
the incorporation of a public limited liability company 
prevent many of those methods of exploitation of the 
investing public which were common in the United 
States and not· unknown elsewhere. They make it 
difficult for such a company to be formed except by 
individuals or institutions of substance" such as the 
banks, and do much to eliminate the less responsible 
type of company promoter. They demand the fullest 
revelation, supported in some cases by outside auditors. 
of the value of property acquired in exchange for stock, 
and the organizers of the company are made personally 
liable in substantial amounts for the truth of certail,t 
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statements, which must be published, regarding prices 
paid and the earnings in preceding years of assets so 
acquired. Moreover every company must have two 
independently ,responsible boards, the first a committee 
of management, the s~ond, a supervisory committee. 
No 'person may sf/Ye on both, and both must 
independently satisfy themselves~f the truth of all 
statements. 

These supervisory committees afford -in practice a 
means by which the banks and other large shareholders 
can exercise a general influence upon policy, and it is 
'through such committees that the banks have in 
Germany frequently been responsible for the creation 
of monopoly organizations. In this respect it is 
interesting to contrast the part played by the banks in 
Germany and in the United States. In the latter 
coun,try the predatory escapades of many of the earlier 
promoters of industrial combinations would have been 
.quite impossible without the sympathetic assistance of 
powerf~l banking houses. But the banks themselves 
were influenced mainly by opportunities for grasping 
exceptional speculative profits. In Germany the banks 
have ~o played a large part. But they have on the 
whole beed concerned rather to prevent wasteful 
competition of a number of firms that they control 
through these supervisory committees, and to secure 
their rewa.d from an increased earning capacity and a 
consequent steady appreciation of their shares, than 
to secure windfall profits from the temporary manipula-
tion of the stock market. ' 

Apart from the company law of Germany, restraint 
upon unscrupulous acts of aggression by combinations 
or the promoters of combinations against other busi-
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nesses was exercised at first through the ordinary civil 
code which made anyone who wilfully inflicted an 
injury upon another in a manner repugnant to good 
morals liable for damages. This provision was rein
forced in 1896 and in 1909 by special legislation 
designed to prevent unfair competjtion, more especially 
by misrepresentation and corruption, an~ by making 
it easier to secure an injunction against the continuance 

: of an unfair practice. 
The more specific legislation for the control of cartels 

belongs almost exclusively to the years since the war 
-of 1914-18. The first steps were taken during the period 
of academic socialism that followed the revolution of 
1918. During, the years 1919 and 1920 Acts were 
passed for the reorganization and national control of 
electricity supply, and of coal, potash and iron and steel 
production. rhe Coal Industry Act, together with the 
regulations made under it, provided for a complf£tely 
unified organization for the national control of the 
industry. There were to be eleven regional syndicates:-' 
a National Coal Union and a National Coal Council. 
The syndicates were to be fashioned closely according 
to the Rhenish-Westphalian model. The Coal Union 
was to be a body representative of the several syndicates 
and of the labour in the industry. Its function was 
to distribute the total output between the different 
syndicates. to define their markets, and to co-ordinate 
their price policies. The Coal Council was to be a 
supervisory body. Of its sixty members, half were to 
represent employers and employed in the coal industry, 
in equal proportions; half were to represent the coal
using industries, the dealers, consumers large and small 
and the Government. Its functions were to act as 
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a court of appeal for complaints regarding actions of 
the' syndicates, to regulate imports and exports,- and, 
by a. later ame~dment, to exercise control through its 
committee over the prices fixed by the Coal Union and 
the syndicates. 

These bodies. would appear never to have worked in 
quite the way that their sponsors had expected. ~any 
(If the functions to be performed by the National Coal 
Union have either not been performed at all, or have 
be~n a matter of negotiation between individual 
syndicates. The functions of the National Coal Council 
as regards prices have frequently been exercised in 
practice through the power of veto of the Minister of 
Economic Affairs. But the legislation was not el1tire1y 
a dead letter. The Coal Council came to be regarded 
as an integral part of the system of control of the 
coal industry, and ita continuance, possibly in a some
what modified.form. was generally regarded· as desir
able.. Both the coal industry and the other industries 

=Covered by similar legislation, since they are a1r,eady 
subject to control, lie outside the ordinary provisions 
of the subsequent Cartel Decree. ' 

§ 40 The Cartel Decree. ' The more general legislation 
came in 1923- The hyper-inflation of that year and the 
consequent problems of prices had, quite illogically, 
reinf(lrced the very general demand for a 'revision of 
the legal position of cartels which had arisen as the 
result of their rapid growth in numbers. and influence 
during the preceding years. The Decree against the 
Abuse of Economic Power was signed by ,~tresemann on_ 
November 2nd, 1923. in the exercise of extraordinary 
powers granted to him some few weeks earlier. Its 
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subsequent acceptance by the Reichstag gave it the 
permanent force of law. 

The Cartel Decree 1 did three things. I t laid down 
certain requirements regarding cartel contracts: it 
gave certain powers to the Reich Minister of Economic 
Affairs: I it created a Cartel Cour:t and established 
certain rules to guide its procedure and decisions. 

As regards cartel contracts it required that "all 
contracts and agreements imposing obligations in 
respect of the conduct of the production or sale of goods, 
or of the terms of trading. or of the methods of determin· 
ing prices, or of the prices to 'be charged (syndicates, 
cartels. conventions and similar agreements) shall be 
in writing:' Further clauses gave three weeks of 
grace for existing unwritten agreements to be reduced 
to written form (failing which they would become void). 
and prohibited the reinforcement of these written 
agreements by any private undertaking. or the inclu
sion of any clause placing difficulties in the way of 
application to the Cartel Court. Anothet' claure 
gave power to the Minister of Economic Affairs, if he 
regarded some c<;mtract as likely to endanger the 
national economy or the public interest, to call for the 
production of all agreeIIlCllts and papers concerned 
with that contract. Thus the whole system of private, 
informal, gentl~men's agreements was brought to the 
surface, and the conditions of enforcement or non
enforcement came within the scope of legal control 

• En&l!sh translations of the Decree &re to be found in Liefman. 
CfWte/s, COIIUNIS aM Trvsts. Appenchx I. and Gonion. TIN Prob16". 
of l''''fSJ /I1Id Mlnfopoly Control, Appendix A. Netther IS entirely to 
be trusted lD detail. AD admuable chSCUSSlOD of it wall be found in 
~ager and Guhck. OP ",., Chapter XXV: see also Levy, I1tdNSlrwl 
G_"". Chapter lX, and Kessler, TIN C/u.,.,.,.ly Jt1III'1IIII of 
E"OIom.u, August, 1936, pp. 680-9J. 
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There was a second important restriction imposed 

on cartel contracts. A dau..~ forbade the exaction of 
penalties. the forfeiture of deposits. or the application 
of boycotts or other sanctions that might be employeJ 
by a cartel. exttpt with the prior consent of the 
President of the Cartel Cowt. It expressly LUd down 
that permission to employ these sanctions would be 
refused if they involved possible injury to the public 
wd!are or UIU'ea.SOIlable restriction OIl the economic: 
freedom of the persons affected. Thus the strongest 
'ftapoDS employed by cartels against rec:aJcitrant 
members were brought also under control 

The Decree ga~ powers to the Reich Minister of 
Economic Affairs (or where proper the Reich llinister 
of Food and Agriculture). in cases in which a glftD cartel 
contract appea{ed likely to endanger the national 
economy or the ..... public interest. to do any of three 
things. "- He might apply to the Cartel Court for the 
Court to take actiOll. He might publish an order that 
~y party to the contract could terminate it and with

draw without notice. He might order that copies of an 
agreements should be sent to him and that they be not 
enfon:ed until such a copy had been senL The initia
tive in dealing with mis~viour of a cartel was 
ordinarily entrusted to the Re~ Minister. But tho 
State Governments were given the power of making 
submission to the Reich Minister. and if after a period 
he should not himself have taken action, he was 
required to transmit their application to the Cartel 
Court for its decision. . 

The most important feature of the Decree was. 
bowever, the establishment of the Cartel Court. It 
~-as laid down that this should be a part of the genf'.w 
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commercial judicature of the Reich, but the decision, 
of the Cartel Court was final and binding on all courts 
of law and aU arbitration tribunals, even in so far as 
concerned its own competence in a particular case. 
Moreover, if a case in another court should turn upon 
an issue which was in the competence of the Cartel 
Court, that other court was to adjourn its proceedings 
until the Cartel Court should have given its decision. 

The Cartel Court was to consist ordinarily of five 
members, a President and four Assessors. The Presi
aent of the Court was to be nominated by the President 
of the German Reich, and was to possess legal qualifica
tions. Of the four assessors, two were to be properly 
qualified experts in the issues at stake, drawn from II 
panel provided by the Minister of Economic Affairs; 
one was to be a member of the Federal Commercial 
Court, nominated by the President of that Court; 
the fourth was to be an independent economist, also 
drawn from a panel, whose function was to represent 
the general interest of the community. The PresidenT 
could sit without his assessors, but, if he did so, appeal 
might be lodged to the whole Court within three days of 
the delivery of a decision given by him alone. 

When a case has been brought before the Cartel 
Court and it has decided that in its view the contract 
is damaging to the public interest, it has two alterna
tives open to it. It may declare the contract void in 
whole, or in part. If it does the latter it must define 
in what respects the enforceable parts of the contract 
must be modified because of thJ! excision of the unen
forceable parts. It may alternatively issue a general 
permission to injured parties to terminate the contract 
without notice. This alternative thus permits i, to 

It 
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take the action after hearing a case which the Minister 
might himself have taken without reference to the 
Court. 

So far we have been concerned with the procedure in 
cases submitted to the Court by the Minister.. or by 
the State GovelDment. A most important. and much 
criticized. clause gives also to an individual member of 
a cartel the right for urgent reason to terminate a 
cartel contract without notice. Urgent reason is 
defined as including unreasonable restriction on the 
economic freed?m of the party concerned, more especi
ally with regard to production, marketing or prico
fixing. It was left to some other party to the restriction 
to apply within a short period to the Court for' a 
decision as to whether the grounds of withdrawal were 
sufficient. _ But the onus of proving that the restrictioo 
is unreasonable is on the party thus termina liog the 
contract. 

This clause bas been criticized as impairing seriously 
the binding force of cartel agreements. Under other 
sections, it has been argued, an injured party already 
possesses the right to be released from a cartel contract, 
if that contract is contrary to the public interest. If 
the upholding of cartels is a central principle of German 
industrial policy, •• why permit members who enter into 
cartel agreements voluntarily to withdraw 'at wiD 
without first securing authority from the govern
mental agencies provided for that purpose? '" The 
section may be justified in part because that member
ship is now not in all cases voluntary, in part because 
it is this section ~ope which gives an aggrieved member 
of a cartel the right to secure the intervention of the 

See Seager and Gulick. tIP. t:iI.. pp. 59J-~, • 
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Court directly, and not indirectly through setting in 
motion the political machine. 

In practice it is this section which, measured by the 
number of cases corning before the Cartel Court, has 
been the most useful. Nor have events entirely justified 
the gloomy anticipations of its critics. The decisions 
of the Court have established a series of precedents 
which enable the parties to 'a contract to jUdge fairly 
accurately the probable line that ~he Court will take 
in any case. a And generally speaking the Court has 
tended to uphold ~artel contracts, and to refuse per
mission to withdraw, unless the circumstances have 
been changed in some material respect by the actions 
of the cartel itself since the contract was made. Ground 
for withdrawal is not ordinarily held to exist, if the 
factors complained of were already in operation when 
the contract was made, or if. within fhe cartel's own 
constitution, machinery for adjustment exists. Nor 
can a member withdraw merely because of a disagr~ 
ment with regard to cartel policy. 9r because of a new 
grouping of parties within the cartel. 

The main grounds that have been regarded as 
sufficient to justify pex:mission to withdraw have been, 
first. such a growth of outside competition, or such a 
decrease of the percentage of output controlled by the 
cartel that it has become ineffective: second, mergers 
within the cartel itself which have substantially 
altered the balance of power in thel cartel and have 
brought it under the domination of a particular 
concern or group. This latter ground is not always 
held to be sufficient, if increased representation has 

~ See Mlchels. CdlUU, CombillU 81Ul TrNSU. p. 54. aDd Warriner r_bt,.., .IId RlJttoflailNiIOfi '" G.,...,.""Y. pp. 131-'40. 
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-been offered to the minority affected. Other princ::ipal 
grounds for withdrawal that have been accepted are, 
third, fundamental changes in the policy of the cartel, 
and, foUrth, a failure of the cartel to adapt itself to 
changed conditiciiis.- Fiilally, !f a member's ecOnomic 
existence is 'really threatened the general rules govern .. 
irig withdra~al may be relaxed. 

This clause was, unfortunately, so drafted originally 
as to make damage to the restricted party the maio, 
and probably the sole criterion, on which withdrawal 
could be justified. Some interpreters have held that 
the public interest, considered $ougholft the Decree. 
applie~ here also. But the present view would appear 
to be'- that consideration of the public interest is 
excluded, and serious damage to the complainant 
con tracting firm must be proved. Such a view neces
sarily emasculates the clause as a protectio~ to the 
consumer. 
~Jt is not easy to estimate the effect of the Cartel 
Decree. The Government has not employed its 
powers to the serious detriment of existing monopolies. 
The Minister has made free use of a pennission granted 
by the Decree to invoke 14-st the voluntary organiza
.tions for arbitration. There have been no cases that 
have caught the public, attention as did the early 
prosecutions under the Sherman Act. It must not. 
however, be inferred from this that the Decree has been 
wholly without efi~t. The threat of action directly 
by the Minister, or indirectly thfough the invocation 
of the Court, has been an active deterrent to certain 
misuses .of economic power. But it is important to 
remember how limited is the scope of the Decree. 

, liOee Kessler, 0/1. t:iI •• pp. 688-cJ. 
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Even the comparatively wide definition of a cartel 
embodied in it, limits its range of control to associa
tions of independent units. The degree of dependence 
which makes a group of such units a trust rather than 
a cartel is an academic issue which has been widely 
debated. Its immediate relevance is not great, for no 
trust has reached such dimensions that it embodies 
the whole membership of a cartel. But the German 
law in its present form controls trusts and large 
vertically integrated concerns scarcely at all. It has 
'been argued that this greater restriction on the freedom 
of associations of firms has been a stimulus to the 
creation of trusts. This is perhaps only partially 
true, siI!ce even the trust will almost certainly be a 
member of a cartel, and subject to that extent to the 
jurisdiction of the Court. But it cannot be denied that 
the growth of large trusts and concerns, stimulated by 
the post-War inflation, has proceeded rapidly until 
they have come to playa very large and increasin&!y 
important part in German industrial organization. 

§ 5. Th, Control over Trusts and Concerns. These 
trusts are controlled only in so far as the wider control 
over the cartels of their industries incidentally pro
vides. 'A general raising of prices by the whole cartel 
at the instigation of an increasingly dominant concern 
may, however. meet resistance from the Minister and 
the threat of action under one or other of his various 
powers. In 1925 when if was generally held that the 
regulated prices of cartels were excessive in the changed 
situation of the time. the Minister threatened pro
ceedings before the Cartel Court. and, if necessary. the 
amendment of the Decree. The powers granted have 
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been used in one case at least to dissolve a monopo
listically inclined cartel' In other cases' the Minister 
has used the powers requiring production of all 
agreements where an unreasonable increase of prices 
was suspected. But the threat of action has often.. 
been efficacious without actual proceedings, and the 
effective control over prices cannot be measured by the 
cases brought to court. 

There are certain otller provisions of the Decree 
which give some added measure of protection against 
the threat of monopolization by large integrated 
concerns. The section which prohibits the use of the 
weapon of boycott and similar sanctions, except with 
permission of the President of the Court, naturally 
makes impossible their use purely as a weapon- of 
offence in the struggle of monopolistic competition, and 
thus affords a partial parallel- to the Clayton Act. 
Moreover, the secti6n which gives power to the Cartel 
~urt on the motion of the Reich Minister to permit 
parties to a contract to withdraw from it if the con
ditions of trading or methods of price-fixing If endanger 
the national economy or the public interest" is so 
<4awn 'as to include not only the con~acts of cartels. 
but also the ~ontracts of trusts, interest-groups and 
similar combinations with their customers. But the 
control does not in general go further than making the 
re-creation of competition easy. if anyone is prepared 
to compete with the giant concern. Both public and 
legal opinion has demanded further action. But it is 
doubtful if that can best be provided by an extension 
of the Decree. The failures to control trusts. and the 

, • A Cartel of Berlin Asphalt Factoriea. Bee Uefmaa. 01. AI •• 
p. 170. • E g. the Steel Cartel. 
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facilities for their creation and domination. spring 
mainly from defects of the Company Law. and it 
is a reinforcement of that. responsible aitics have 
suggested, that is most urgently required. 

§ 6. Criticism and Extensions 0/ the Cartel Decree. The 
Decree as originally drafted was. we have seen, an 
emergency measure inspired rather by immediate 
political necessities than by prolonged and careful 
study. The cartel problem and the Decree itself have 
since been re-examined both officially, by an extremely 
thorough and searching Committee of Inquiry. and 
unofficially by legal and economic associations. The 
Court has been criticized by lawyers as unnecessary. 
and it has been suggested that those of its functions 
which are truly required would be better entrusted to 
the ordinary courts. That view is. I think. miscon
ceived. It is of the essence of control over monopolies 
that decisions call, not for the precise interpretation of 
general rules, but for the exercise of judgment. Critics 
have pointed to the impossibility of defining the 
meaning of endangering the .. national economy or 
the public interest ... • It is precisely because thes~ 
things cannot be defined that a purely legal court is 
unsuited to these tasks. Cabinet ministers, parlia
mentary bodies, local authorities are compelled hourly 
to make decisions which .involved an estimate of 
public welfare. They do so by exercising judgment 
and not by interpreting statutes. Since the exercise 
of judgment is an essential part of the duties of such a 
court, it is necessary that it should in part be governed 
by other forms of procedure and other habits of mind 

• Gesamtwirtschaft oder GemeiDwohl 
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than those of the purely 'legal, though built on the 
solid foundation of respect for law and contract. Il 
would be idle to suggest that the history of the Cartel 
Court has shown hitherto that consideration of the 
public interest and power to exercise judgment in its 
preservation that its critics would demand. But that 
is not ground for substituting a system even less likely 
to provide it. 

Partly in the light of these discussions, but more 
Jrnmediately as a consequence of the force of circum
stances. the Decree has been amended or reinforced 
by subsequent legislation in several important respects. 
In 1933 additional po~: were given to the Minister 
of Economic Affairs, ost all directed to increasing 
the possible strength of cartels to meet the circum
stances of a depression. The Minister could order the 
federation of separate enterprises into an existing cartel, 
or into one to be created for the purpose. He could 
prohibit an increase in the number of competing firms 
inc an industry or an extension of the capacity of 
existing firms. 

The power to federate units into a cartel has been 
used both for the purpose of bringing in recalcitrant 
outsiders, and Jor the cartellization of such industries 
as the cigarette. soap, glass, cement and printing trades. 
The power to refuse admission to an industry is more 
serious. A Cartel Court decision had refused to permit 
the exclusion.from a cartel of new entrants prepared 
to subject themselves to the ordiruUy conditions ot 
membership. Thus the first Condition of effective 
monopoly. the power to prevent entry into a trade. 
was threatened. Apart from other opportunities' of 

, Such as have been discussed above. Chapter IlL 
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discouraging new firms, it might therefore be expected 
that these would increase so long as the prices fixed by 
the carlel yielded a more than normal return on the 
capital invested, when that capital was used with the 
intensity permitted by the quota restrictions. The 
final result would be a normal return on a volume of 
capital excessive to the real needs of the industry.· 
Monopoly returns could only be restored by some such 
action as the German Government was induced to take. 
The political reasons of action were more complex, and 
the existence of depression was held to justify action 
which on long period grounds was less obviously 
expedient. This power of preventing expansion has 
been used, to quote but a few examples, in the in
dustries producing textiles, radio, paper, cellulose, and 
steel tubes. 

The powers of cartels have been restricted also during 
recent years by the system of price control instituted 
during the financial crisis of I93~ and since continued 
and extended. In I933 cartels were forbidden to 1Ut 
minimum prices for foodstuffs without the approval 
of the controlling authorities, and in I934 this was 
extended gradually to all necessaries, and finally to all 
goods and services other. than those already under the 
control of other departments. In the early stages an 
official price-controller was appointed, but from the 
middle of I935 his functions were taken over by the 
relevant departments in the Ministries of economic 
affairs and agriculture. 

II The methods of control have included the laying down 
of minimum. standard or maximum prices, profits and 

• This WIllI in fact the history of the Newcastle Coal Vend. 
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discounts, coupled with a strict control of ,turnover by 
volume, the cancellation of uneconomic price agreements, 
and measures to protect the consumer such as compulsory 
marking of prices, packing regulations and explanatory 
communications to the press by the control departments:" 

But these later restrictions, though interesting as an 
indication of the direction in which experience had 
shown that modification was necessary, represent 
rather the transition from hoeral to corpo~_tiV1' 
eCononucs than a pure development of the former. To 
explore The full ramifications of the relation of the 
cartels to the Corpo~tive State wO'Uld not be relevant 
to our present purpose of deriving such lessons as we 
may from Germait experience for employment in our 
own, fundamentally liberal, economy. The control of 
industry generally, and of the cartels indirectly as 
contnouting to the ordered framework of industry, 
has become a function of the Estate of Industry and 
-r.ade.· Industry proper, as distinct from handicrafts, 
trade, banking and so on, is divided into six main 
groups, according to a broad classification of type, and 
these into trade groups, roughly corresponding with a 
wide definition of an industry, and these trade groups 
again into more specialized sectionS and sutHections. 
These national groups are subdivided into local 
groups in the different industrial regions. Every firm 
must register as a member of its local and fnnctional 
organization. Every unit in this organization has a 
leader appointed from above, who represents his ani, 

• Department of Overseas Trade,~" Cataduw.. j.~ 
to Man:h 1936. Report by Eo C. DooaldsaIIl RawluJB, p. 141l. 

• OrgflflislJticna tiM GeuJirbl .... Wirlsdfa{t. See D.O.T. Repol't.o 
011. AI .. pp. 1-5 aDd 82-97. 
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in all vit~l matters. The leader is assisted by an 
advisory councll, and is subject to dismissal by, the 
authority that appointed him if he fails, at an annual 
meeting of members of the unit, to secure a vote of 
confidence. I 

Into this system it is by no means clear how the 
cartels will ultimately fit . 

.. Germany, the original home of the cartel idea," 
wrote a leading German cify editor early in 1936,1 .. with 
its three thousand or so cartels and syndicates, including 
the .oldest and most refined varieties, has entered a fresh 
phase of development, and is at the moment in a stage 
of compromise and transition. We are to-day swaying 
between the policy of self-administration through cartels 
and the policy of comprehensive market regulations by 
Government, between liberalism and socialism in industrial 
affairs, between partial and total market control, betVlq!en 
voluntary agreements and compulsory regUlations, between 
State control of a general type and the establishment of a 
full dress State market regulation administrative system." 

I Quoted til .D.O;I, RCFOrt. o-p, ",., p. 85. 



CHAPTER XI 

THE LAW AND MONOPOLY IN 
GREAT BRITAIN 

§ r. Restriction oil the Grant 0/ Monopoly. In dis
cussing the relation of the Government and the law to 
monopolies in Great Britain it is convenient to start by 
making a distinction between the conditioQs, on the 
one hand, in which monopolies mayor may not be 
granted to.individuals and the methods of control, on 
the other, that are exercised over monopolies that have 
come into existence, or the steps taken to prevent them 
coming into existence. 
"'Let us consider first the question of the granting of 

monopolies. lit should be emphasised that the original 
attitude of fu'"'e English common law was in general 
anti-monopolistic. ~rants of monopolies, where they 
were made, wer,e exceptions to this general principle, 
made by the Crown in virtue of its role as II arbiter of 
commerce.") But, in the exercise of that function, the 
privilege of ~le manufacture, or of sole importation. 
or of -sole dealing in some particular commodity, 
was given to individual p'rivate persons at least from 
the time of Edward III., ~uch p'atents were usually 
granted in order to encourage fli'e development of 
some new trade. or the introduction into Great Britain 
of some industry practised abroad.\ In this sense ..... ~ 

~:z -
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they were to be compared to the patents of mon2.Pi>!.Y 
granted now to inventors _and~ere:general1y regarded 
as -rJeingiJi- the public interest.- This policy was 
vigoroUSly Tonowed by the U!.<;lQ!'j, at first with the 
original intention of developing new industries; but 
later under Elizabeth and James I patents came to be 
granted to persons who had done no!~in~ to ~'pro~e 
technique or to establish new trades. I In X602 the 
grint of a monopoly in .the manufacture, import and 
sale of playing<ards was challenged before the courts. 
The grant was held illegal and void on the ground that 
it was a monopoly and against the common law, and 
for a time such grants of monopolies ~eased. But 
James I revived the practice by making lllegal grants 
and in x62." Parliament finally passed the Statute of 
Monopolies. =-

This statute declared that all mgnQpolies were con
~o the ~ws _of the realm and SOt apart from certain 
exceptions, chiefly in favour of chartered companies 
and inventor~of new ap'plia!ls~\V~~_voicL This ~t 
was eVaded, sometiiDes openly, sometimes by the 
device of the creation of chartered companies, by the 
later Stuarts; but after the passing of the Bill of 
Rights in 1689 the claims of the CroWD to grant mono
polies witho'iit reference to Parliament were Bnally 
renounced, and from tluit time monopolies have been 
granted only with parliamentary approval. Certain 
categories of monopoly, however, of which p~ents 
and copyrights form the chief examples, have been 
recognized as being in the P1!blic int~ and have 
been regularly granted, without reference to parlia
ment in every case, subject to the fulfilment of certain 
re~ conditions, 
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Parliament has used its power more sparingly. It 
bas .granted special monopolies on occasions to such 
bodies as the Bank of EngLaJ!..d. in exchange for services 
or concessions -of value. It has created monopolies 
in the case of such organizations as those for railway 
~rt, or the provision of gas. electricity or water, 
Which need to derive compulsoJY..llQ~~~_ from. indivi-' 
dual Acts of Par1.ian1e.nCor from individual orders 
tiffiler ageneia.l ACt, by granting as a rule the necessary 
powers of eminent domain to no more than one supplier 
withiJ! a given area. Until recenUy such grants as these 
have almost exhausted the total of monopolies con· 
ferred by Parliament. But in recent years a new 
category has appeared. The first example was provided 
by the Stevenson Rubber Scheme of 1922. That was 
followed by the Coal Mines Act of 1930 and the 
Agricultural Marketing Act of 1933. The motive for 
the creation of monopoly was in these cases neither the 
receipt of some valuable consideration, nor the limita
h"On of the grant of eminent domain to the least 
number of private or public bodies, but a belief that 
monopoly would contribute in some sense to the 
securing ~f business stability. I 

§ 20 Price Control 0/ Parliammtary Monopolies. In 
almost all the earlier instances in which Parliament 
created a monopoly, it made some provision for the 
control of prices to be charged. In the case of the 
railways, under the Act of 1844 the companies were 
obliged 10 provide at leaSt one daily" parliamentary •• 
train at the fare of a penny a mile, and under the Act 
of 1<)2:1 each railway was further given a limited 
•• standard revenue." If with a given scale of charges 
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'a railway earns more than its "standard revenue," the 
charges must be so reduced as to absorb 80 per cent of 
the surplus. 

In the case of gas companies the Act governing 
a particular undertaking fixes, in many instances, a 
standard price per thousand cubic feet and permits a 
certain increase of dividend to correspond to a given 
reduction of price bclow the standard price. Similar 
sliding scales relating prices to profits were created also 
for electricity supply cOHlpanies. But these in almost 
all cases are now a dead letter, since technical improve
ments have so far reduced costs below the standard 
price as to make it wholly inoperative. The McGowan 
Committee of 1936 has recommended the revision of 
the scales so as to adapt them to present conditions. 

The exceptions to the general rule that where the 
Government ,establishes a monopo!YL.)L.r~gulatelLli. 
also, are tuJle.....dj.s.GQyered.._al~o_st en!~_~y in th~ gr:2.~_ 
of new _.p'·lQnOp2li~s createq. duri~g the last decade.) " --- - ----- _. -- - - - - .-
,-~!lder the Coal Mines Act every producer of coal must 
submit to the limitation of his outJ2ut ancL!h.e fixinE 
o{ the price by ~_1?odYJ~o!?:s.ib~~ __ to the owners of 
coar :riimes,-l)ut to no wider authorlly:"'Under- the 
Agricultural Marketing Act the prices of hops, milkL 
potatoes and various o~_er prod1,lcts are regulated by 
marketing boards representative of the industries con
cernea:tThe Minister of Agriculture must, it is true, 
confirm their prices, and he must give consideration to 
the views of committees representing consumers} But 
it may be broadly said that unless the proposals of the 
marketing boards show a considerable advance on 
previous pri,ces they are likely to be confirmed. 
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j 3. The Regulation 0/ Private Monopolies. Let us 
turn now to consider the regulation of monopolies 
which do not derive from grants by Parliament. but 
from other artificial or natural limitations. If we cast 
our eyes back for a moment to much earlier periods, 
the control over monopolies was far more complete 
than it is to-da~. Consumers were safeguarded against 
mon'6"poly both by the ,common law andJ>~~~~:>.. of 
st.!tute~ Already befor~ the Conquest there were laws 
against engrossing, forestalling, r~ting. These three 
closely _werwoven'''olienCeS'COiisisted-in attempts to 
.. corner II some pr02!td. in the buying up of prod~e 
belore it reached the market, and ~~_~_or<!~Lto 
resell within a sho!'.D!iiie aL~npanced...pricc;) The 
series of laws defining these offences begins as early as 
the time of Edward the Elder in the tenth century. 
'they were extended and amended under Henry III and 
Edward VI. In effect it was sought not-only to ~r~§.~ 
serious attemEts,to establish monopolies, but also t~ 
s~ure that transactions were concentrated in the 
market. The 'iiiObve was probabfy in part at least the 
obtaining of the market dues; 'but it had ~ect..-as 
we ~ould now put It, of ~king-the market e 
perfettby-linfi'tiDg it in an me t IS interest
ing to find s legislation being enacted for similar 
reasons in Kenya and Uganda to-day. 

These laws were continued and further amended 
through Tudor and Stuart times down to the middle of 
the eighteenth century. \By then the rapidly Changing 
economic system, with improved facilities for transport, 
rendered them in their original form not merely obso~te 
but positively harmful. r A committee appointed' to 
-cons~~er them in. ~767 reported that they ,. by pre-
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venting the circulation of ~~Lft«-trade in CQ~ 
O~~E;?_~~!ons haa}eenJD.e m~ans~f raising_~~e price 
th~ot~_.!!!~ny~a.~ oLtkKingdom:)Kdam SmTIh, 
nine years later in The Wealth of NatJons, added his 
famous tirade of condemnation: f The popular fear of 
engrossing and forestalling may be compared to the 
popular terrors and suspicions of witchcrafY The 
unfortunate wretches accused of this latter crime were 
not more innocent of the misfortunes imputed to them, 
than those who have been accused of the former." 
But to-day we should say, I think, that in part at least 
the popular fears were justified and the wholesale 
condemnation of these laws exaggerated. 

The laws as they stood unquestionably created an 
undesirable obstacle to the I>~rfo~ap.ce of certain 
necessary economic functions. It is desirable that if a 
croplSSlioirspeculatOrS-ShOuld buy now, raise the 
price for immediate consumption, spread the stocks 
that will be available Qver the whole period until the 
shortage can be remedied, and at the same time proVl~e 
an immediate incentive to redress the shortage::> It is 
desirable that. where shortages or gluts are local. 
s.eeculators shall ~u~ in !he o~.rs~~e~~<!~~ in!h-L 
understocked market. EXamples of such desirable 
functions-canoefUrther multiplied and should, of 
course. be permitted. , But monopoly is not an illusory 
evil. and the repeal of the statutes in z772 almost 
certainly went too far~ The rapid improvement of 
means of transport was, it is true, hel~in1L1sLbreak 
d~onopo~es. But ~e scale and f~ 
mop.opo were qUlCkl3 ~d to the .ne.W_ClI~ 
$ta...E£~' and t!iegeneral widening of the possi~~ __ ~.et" 
o!...competition proved an_ in~mclent sa:fe~~ 

5 
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trhe repeal of these laws in IJ1~_~eached~he 
defe~~, but did not immediateryoestroy'them. 
DiSmignished( lawyers, including the Lord Chief 
Justice, held that prosecution was still possible under 
the common law, and in one or two cases convictions 
were upheld. But the doubt was so great that penalties 
were nominal, prosecutiQA!iJirtually ceased, and even 
as a deterrent the law becam' dive. Finally, in 
I~, 1>y that perversity of fate which" permits the 
counsels of economists to prevail half a century after 
the circumstances in which they were offered have 
passed away, the doctrines of \Adam Smith triumphed 
and an Act was passed abolishlng entirely the offences 
of engrossing, forestalling and r~ating. \ 

§ 4. Restraint 0/ Trade. The repeal of these statutes 
threw the chief onus of defence on to a branch of the 
law which had hitherto been wholly subsidiary} 92.D
tracts in restraint of trade had in general been held to 
bl"void as contribUting to tllecreation of monoP2Iy, ana 
asJ£.ing thus contrary to public policyi But from 
Elizabethan times, at least:Cemrtnexceptions had been 
recognized. If a man sold a business or a partnership 
to another, its value would clearly depend upon the 
amount of the goodwill that was being transferred. If 
the vendor agreed not to compete, and thus attract to 
Wmself again that part of the goodwill which was 
purely personal, the value of the property sold would 
be enhanced. \ Thus if an owner was to be in a position 
to realize the lull value of his own property, he had to 
be in a position to restrain himself voluntarily from 
competition.\" But if, having restrained himself in this 
way, he were to break his undertaking, the purchaser 
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would have good grounds of objection~ Thus the 
courts came to regard some such r~a~tii goo~ and 
enforceable. But it was always held that e res aint 
must notbe greater than was nece~~to 1!ro~ the 
pr6~!r!L !rcinsferred, and lIiat the public interest 
demandea that a man Should not be wholly precluded 
from employing his particular skill to maintain himself~) 
Thus for a restraint to be good there had to be some 
consideration fOf.~hI~ iC~iiS3Iiij>Qse<I; and it had to 
be limited ~!l~e and also in time. (tor no purchaser 
could ClaIm the right toJ)~peiP-dUally_ ex.empiedkom 
co..ropetition) -

So long as production remained on a small scale,' 
no serious difficulties were involved. A restraint from 
practising a trade within ten or twenty miles of the 
relevant town sufficed to protect the purchaser. But 
as the scale of industry grew, the necessary restraint 
grew also, until the public interest that a restraint 
must be limited came into conflict with the public 
interest that a man who has sold the intangime 
property involved in goodwill must not be allowed to 
detract from it by competition. The decisions of the 
courts soon made it clear that the latter interest was 
to prevail over the former, and where a general restraint 
was necessary, it would now ordinarily be held to be 
enforceable. The modem rule was approved by the 
House of Lords in the famous case of Nrwdenfell ~ 
Maxim Nrwdenfell. 

Another group of contracts in restraint of trade is 
that concerned with agreements t~ fix minimum prices, 
to divide the market, to pool profits, to assign contracts 
and refrain from undercutting, and so on. In general 
such contracts are not illegal, but they are unenforce-
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able. It is not illegal for you and me to make a con
tract not to charge less than a certain price for some 
service. But if you decide that you do not wish to 
abide by your contract, the courts will not assist me 
in forcing you to do so. The consumers, who are 
obliged by our agreement to pay more for this service, 
cannot proceed against us for having made a contract in 
restraint of trade, unless they can show that we have. 
done them some damage for which, even apart from the 
existence of the contract, they could have proceeded 
against us. But recent cases have shown that the 
limits of the grounds for such proceedings are most 
debatable. If, in the fulfilment of our agreement, we 
have injured others by the use of means which are in 
themselves unlawful (and which would, therefore, give 
ground for action against either of us individually) we 
are clearly liable. We are legally liable if we injure 
others by threats of unlawful action. But are we liable 
if we combine to injure others, but neither use, nor 
tMeaten to use, unlawful means? Does the element 
of combination ever make unlawful what otherwise 
would be lawfUl? . 0 

! On this question English law is still in a state of 
indecision. A distinguished exponent of the law of 
tort has recently refused to commit himself to more 
than the following two propositions: first, that a com
bination of two or more persons. solely to injure another 
in his trade is an actionable conspiracy if it results .In 
damage to him; .... second, that it is doubtful whether a 
combination of two or more persons to injure another 
person by conduct, other than that included under the 
first heading, which would apart from combination be 
lawful. is an actionable conspiracy. If it is, it is so only 
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on the conditions that it both causes damage to the 
plaintiff and is also a crime.' 

The first proposition is very unlikely to fit any 
circumstances that will arise in practice. The motives 
of trade" conspirators" Will almost always be mixed. 
The second proposition, even apart from the serious 
doubt that it embodies, involves the importation into 
the definition of the tort of conspiracy of the elements 
of the crime of conspiracy. That crime has been 
notoriously flexible and undefined, and the limits of 
its application to individual and commercial situations 
have been much affected by legislation. 

This simple principle that contracts in restraint of 
trade will not be enforced has unfortunately become 
hedged about by a number of exceptions which to the 
lay mind are extremely perplexing. The courts have 
been prepared to enforce contracts if some restraint 
has been shown to be necessary in order to protect 
property and capital and to prevent lo~s of employ
ment. But the contract must be shown to be re~n
able and made for some genuine consideration. Thus, 
in a famous case decided in 18Is(an agreement between 
two competing coach-owners on tlre London-Edinburgh 
. road not to run in competition with each other was held 
;to be enforceable, as a " convenient mode of arranging 
two conq!rns which might otherwise ruin each other.
Pooling agreements between railways, and a scheme for 
the division of work and the maintenance of prices by 
a group of stevedoring firms have similarly been held 
to be enforceable. In one of the railway cases the 

, See Professor Winfield, Law oj TorI (1937), Chap. XVII·: the 
leadlDg cases are, Mopl S/~MltSh.p Co. v. McG1-~gor. Gow 00 Co. 
(1892) A.C. 25; .41lm v. FIo04 (1898) A.C. I: Qwt"" v. L,tMM. 
[1901) A.C. 495; SornU v. SmaSh [1925] A.c. 1fXJ 
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• decision was justified on the grounds that .. it is a 

mistaken notion that the public is benefited by pitting 
two railways against each other until one is ruined, 
the result being at last to raise the fares to the highest 
po~sible standard." 

There is a third type of contract in restraint of trade 
that is relevant to our problem, the contract made 
between seller and buyer restricting the freed~ 
litter with regard-1o.._ten5~ p!..!e-s~lE!, or ~_ con(~i tions 
o .-!!§.e. An example of such restriction is provided by 
the very common agreement between manufacturers and 
merchants requiring the merchant to charg~mjnJmum 
wholesale price and to insist on a minim~e~ price. 
Such contracts have been justiftea on the ground that 
they are necessary to preven~ods b~!!tg..used tempor
arily as unprofitable "loss-leaders .. ..Jo_.~ttract c~ 
toiners mto a Shop .!1lere they mayJ~_e _induc~j.o 
mare other purch~s __ SUch Use drives other retailers
t6 abandon the effort to sell the goods, or to cut price 
in<urn. As a leading line the goods are no longer 
efficacious. As an ordinary line they are not sufficiently 
profitable to be pushed. Contracts of this type have 
been held by the courts to be enforceable. 

"A manufacturer or merchant may refuse to seD his 
goods to anyone who wishes to buy them, or he may sell 
them on such conditions as he thinks fit to impose. If the 
buyer of goods who bas acquired goods subject to terms 
or conditions subsequently deals with them in a manner 
contrary to the tenns of his agreement he commits a breach 
of his contract with the seller, and the seller has a right of 
action against him.'·1 

• Such contracts may in particular circumstances ,be 
• Report of Committee OD Restraint of Trade, p. 6. 
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justified. But the power to impose contracts requiring 
conditions of re-sale; has on occasion been misused. 
or has undesirably facilitated the establishment of 
monopoly. It has been vigorously opposed by the 
Co-operative Societies, since some (but by no mellns 
aU) manufacturers of branded goods, sold ordinarily 
under price-maintenance agreements, have refused to 
supply the Societies on the ground that the subsequent 
dividend implies sale below the maintained price. The 
Committee on Restraint of Trade was unwilling to 
accept the Co-operative Societies' recommendation tha~ 
traders should be prohibited by law from refusing to 
sell goods except where the solvency of the buyer is 
doubtful or the manufacturer owns or is owned by the 
selling units. The Committee hesitated to redress a 
real grievance by imposing on the freedom of individuals 
to select their customers a restriction which they 
thought generally undesirable. Such restrictions are, 
however, already imposed on certain, usually mono
polistic, undertakings, such as common carriers. pilblic 
utilities and innkeepers, and differential treatment of 
undertakings so large as to approach monopoly is not 
evidently impolitic. It must, however, be remembereq. 
that the Co-operative Societies have a means of escape 
within their own control. U they agree not to reckon 
the expenditure on certain lines for purposes of 
individual dividends the grounds for refusal of supply 
are removed. And the profits made will nevertheless 
contribute to the raising of the general level of dividend 
that can be paid as the result of their whole trading. 

Similar contracts restraining the,freedom of buyers 
have been made a means of .. whole line forcing." Of 
these the best-known instance Is that of the contracts 
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beh~een the United Shoe Machinery Company and 
lessees of its machinery, which required the lessees 
not to us~ any machinery that they had not leased from 
the Company. This agreement was held in this .country 
to be enforceable. There has. however, remained a 
sequence of cases in which restraints have been held 
unenforceable. The dividing line where public interest 
in enforcement has been separated from the public 
interest in unenforceability has become to the layman 
so blurred as to be indistinguishable and almost incom
prehensible. But this much may be said in general 
terms. When considering. the public interest the courts 
have come in recent years to measure it more by the 
interest that the sanctity of contracts should be upheld 
and property preserved, than by the interest that 
restraints which might conceivably lead to the raising 
of prices should be made difficult of enforcement. The 
reason for this is in part at least that the evidence on 
which the court might decide what is Of is not the 
pubec interest is seldom available to it-by law or in 
fact. The.courts have been' brought, or have brought 
themselves into the anomalous situation that they 
p.nnot adequately consider, as they were enjoined to 
by.the Maxim-Nordenfelt decision, the public interest, 
as well as the interests of the parties, in their adjudica
tions upon contracts in restraint of trade. YNor indeed 
is the mechanism of the law-court well adapted to the 
balancing af opposing imponderables. f Argument from 
precedent or principles is here inconclusive. Policy 
and judgment must play a part. This is indeed the 
justification for the creation of such special courts as. 
we have seen to exist both in Germany (the Cartel 
Court). and in the United States (The Federal Trade 
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Commission), in which other outlooks and judgments 
are added to those of the lawyer. One of the principal 
recommendations of the Committee on Trusts which 
reported in 19I9 was that a similar body should be 
created here with powers analogous to thdse of the 
Federal Trade Commission. 

From this examination of the law with regard to 
restraint of trade we are driven, I think, to one inescap
able conclusion. The desuetude of the law relating to 
monopoly and the repeal of the criminal laws against 
allied practices have imposed upon the law of contract 
and tort tasks which it is in no way fitted to bear. Pro
tection against monopoly by the creation of disabilities 
at law for those who may be attempting to achieve it 
can at best be but occasionally effective. For in that 
majority of instances where the parties do not fall out, 
no control is exercised. It is, moreover, almost insuper
ably difficult to make the disabilities sufficient withou,t 
allowing unqesirable channels of escape from less 
harmful contracts. .. If the monopoly established-by 
the appellants and their tnode of carrying on their 
business be as oppressive as is alleged . . ." said the 
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council,' .. then 
the evil, if it exists, may be capable of cure by legisla
tion or by competition, but not . • . by litigation." 

§ 5. The Extent and Gravity 0/ the Problem VI Great 
Britain. Our attitude to the question whether we desire 
to see new legislation to strengthen the powers of the 
courts in dealing with monopolistic attempts to raise 
prices plust depend, first, upon ~ow serious we judge 
the problem of monopoly to be, add second, upon how 

• U"iW Sh~ MIlCh • ...". C-pa"y oj C/lflada v. BrN;"'. 
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effi~acious. at how desirable, ,we think alternative 
methods of meeting the situation. _ 

The second of the questions will be postponed to 
the n\!Xt chapter. The answer to the first we must 
attempt here. But to assess how serious is the problem 
of monopoly is most difficult. tOn the one hand we must 
admit that, as compared with the problems created 
by monopolies in the United States during the last four 
decades before 1914, ours have been less virulent and 
less formidable., Our comparative immunity from 
the worst extravligances has been attributed to various 
causes, 'amongst which the maintenance until recently 
of free' trade! t?e possession of a rigorous and uniform 
company law ~ter~~r a Unitary-govern
~Lthe absence of nat~l JDonrIieucmaten:i!s, 
ar~'robabfy th~~ On the other hand, 
the Report aT the Committee on Trusts of 1919 and the 
many valuable investigations into the extent and effects 
of monopolies in this country by sush writers as Levy, 
MaBosty, Carter" Rees, Lucas and Fitzgerald can 
leave no reader under the illusion that monopolies ar~ 
but oCcasional exceptions to a general rWe oLcompe1i
!!gu..- Any broad judgment of the influence of monO: 
polies must in any case be derived largely from personal 
impressions obtained from a wide study of the facts. 
We can probably do no better than to call to our aid 
the impression formed by Professor. Hilton, who as 
secretary to the Committee on Trusts enjoyed an almost 
unparalleled opportunity of examiiung the evidence, 
and contributed an invaluable memorandum to the 
report. 

II As to the extent to which concerted control has ousted 
competition as a ruling factor in the determination of , 
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pric~ and output, and in the evolution of trade and indtfstry, 
it is impossible to speak with any exactitude. Associations 
concerned with the regulation of price or output, or both, 
are to be found in almost every branch of British industry. 
Their number cannot be computed, for many are not 
registered either as companies or trade 11Dions, and some 
are purposely carried on as secretly as possible. It may be 
taken, however, that there are considerably more than 
five hundred associations, all exerting a substantial in
fluence on the course of industry and price, in being at the 
present time in the United Kingdom. The most pains
taking inquiry yet undertaken into combination in any 
section of British industry is that made in respect of 
building materials, and the conclusion there reached was 
that 25 per cent of the materials that go to the building of 
an average house are subject to full control and 33 per cent 
are partially controlled. If particular industries in which 
combination has made most headway be taken it transpires 
that in innumerable lines of manufacture anything from 
80 to 100 per cent of the whole national output of the articles 
concerned is either in the hands of one dominant con
solidation or of manufacturers grouped together for pur
poses of price and other control in a trade association. 
It would, however, be fallacious to take these laW!t as 
typical of the whQle range of industry. There are many 
industries, trades and services, great as well as small, in 
which combination has made hardly any headway, and 
competition is still the determining factor in the fixing o~ 
price," 

He then quotes shipbuilding as an example of an 
industry in which competition was then always keen. 
and continues : 

.. Other industries and trades are to be found in which 
the Tlval manufacturers or traders are hardly on speaking 
terms, much less at that stage of mutual confidence which 
permits concerted regulation of the trade. These extremes 
of competition are to be set against the extremes of combi-
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nati~n in forming any estimate of the relative value of the 
two factors over the trade and industry of the country 
as a whole. That relation cannot be expressed in figurea; 
it must suffice to say that competition is no longer a 
reliable regulator of prices over a very considerable field." 

That estimate, we must remember, applied to 1919. 
Since then there have been considerable changes. 
Those three strongholds of Victorian small-scale com
petitiveetindustry, coal, cotton and agriculture, have 
all been brought into the field of semi-monopolistic 
regulation. The shipbuilding industry, which Professor, 
Hilton quoted, has been the scene of a unique experi
ment in the co-operative scrapping of redundant build"; 
E.g berths to scale capacity down to peace-time demand.' 
e~e regulation of road transport has limited the free
dom of .competition in passenger and goods transporft 
In the wider sphere of gene&indU$.tn'_com~i!l_I!!ton has 
advanced rather than receded. The great organization 
which domin~tes the chemical industries came into 
exi*nce only in ~26. In the heavy industries con
centration and co-operation have gone at least a stage 
farther.' . 

It has been shown, moreover, in Chapter II,\ that 
where competition is limited to a small numbtr of 
units, in the absence of destructive competition aimed 
at achieving monopoly. a price not widely different 
from that of monopoly may rule. (The growth of the 
scale of productive units has in recent years been such 
as to bring almost the majority of industries into a 
condition in which they are dominated by a few large 
firms. '") Morris, Austin and Ford I Cadbury and 
Rown<free I .the Imperial Tobacco Company ana 
C~:""'lhe Dunlop Rubber COmpany dominate 
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their several industrie~Qt p'erh~~ to_th~_ ext~n! ~f 
monopoly. certa~IL4! ID.Q~t cases not to the extent of 
cons~}~s monopoly, bu~ 60 as to re.n·a:~f~The_-~g 
or:Pn.g;).& matt~J.icy -raUler tha~~La~c_eptance of 
~itable. The sam~ process of concentra!!on·lias, 
reduced the num -er of com,petitors and _incre,!-s~the 
dangers of monopol.zjn many more bc~L~r~des ~d 
services. 
l:J3~t it would not be reasonable to suggest 'that the 
whole trend of the last twenty years has been toward 
the strengthening of monopolies.1 Scientific invention, 
geological survey, industrial and agricultural experi
ment have broken down many of the earlier monopolies 
based upon natural scarcities ~r _patenJed 'proces.s~~ 

QIhe nitrates of Chile, fOr-example, the copper of North 
America, the transport of passengers by rail have lost 
their hold on their respective markets with the inven
tion of synthetic fertilizers, with the exploitation of 
copper in Chile, Peru, Katanga and Northern Rhodesia. 
and with the development of the cheap motor~. 
Moreover, the possible fie~(L o.f expellditure_.h~.l>een 
s!Lvrid~n~d that apparent monopolies may, because of 
iudiL~lJ:ompeTItion: pog;e.s.s but little power-toraise; 
prices, and the "ixistence of a trade associatIoIl-may 
foitliit reason be no indication of a really effective 
!Donopoly . 
. \!!.is in the field within which substitution is virtually 
impossible that monopoly becomes a really serious 
problem. This is the field of necessary food-stuffs, 
fuel, clothJ!l.cana housingT'flle mosCdlsqmeiliig 
featw-e\oflfue last twoaecadeslhas been the increasing 
invasion of this field by m2noE9listi~CEVniz~ons. 
In part as the result of a sincere deSU'e to help an 
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impoverished agriculture and to raise standards of 
agriculttlral wages. the prices of milk. bacon and meat 
have been brought under the control of Jl1ark~tjpg 
boards-Ao-to the gain of the producer. but to the loss of 
the consumer.) In addition to these organizations of 
primary producers. powerful monop~li~ or (;9~bines 
have emerged in the tradeSliailclli:iig anQIsiDbuting 
food-stuffs, in particular in those concerned with the 
im.porta~t, with the milling of flour and the 
distriDuUonof dairlu>r~. Coal prices have almost 
certainly been prevented from falling to levels which 
competition would have achievedJ Housing costs 
have from time to time been afiecteli by monopolistic 
prices for materials and componentsi 

The problem of food prices was closely examined by 
the Royal Commission on Food Prices appointed in 
192+ Its members showed some difference of opinion 
With regard to the urgency of the question. They were 
not prepared to level any general charge against large 
un~takings of abusing their powers. They saw 
economies as well'as dangers in amalgamations. Yet 
in th; more conserVative majority report they say I 

-" it seems to us that the time has come to equip some 
body with powel' to deal with monopolies, trusts and 

/combines which charge unduly high prices for the services 
they render to the public or suppress c6mpetition merely in 
order to maintain or expand thell" profits. We doubt whether 
public apprehension will be set at relit until the State has 
armed itself with the necessary powers to deal with anti
f!OCial actions by monopolies, trusts and combines." . . ' 

\But the dangers were not, they thought, confined 
to food prices, and discriminatory legislation against 
~ersons in these trades was in ~eir opinion undesirable) 
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lOn their recommendation there was created in 1~25 
a Food CQuncilcllarged.-!t'i!h_th~c!ut}7_Qf watching food 
'prices} I t was given no powers of enforcing the dis
closure of information, and no sanctions to compel 
a firm to comply with its directions.} It could merely 
lay before the President of the Board of Trade informa
tion where" a firm or industry refused to obey its 
behests. It has from time to time made vigorous 
protests, more particularly regarding the prices charged 
for milk and bacon and_ ojher-products..1'egulated.b)! 
mark«1!t:tKJ>.oardS:- -Amongst other things, it estab
lished and sought to enforce a scale relating the price 
of flour to the price of bread, which despite an attempt 
by the master bakers to flout it in 1930, has generally 
been followed. That it has not ·been able in the 
absence of statutory powers to achieve much may 

,reasonably be inferred from the words of Mr. W. 
Graham, then President of the Board of Trade, when 
introducing the abortive Consumers' Council Bill, 
which perished in the collapse of the Labour GoV8fJl

ment in 1931.,/ 

II The Food Council have made many important in
quiries and to some extent they have made their wishes 
prevail, but there have been important fields in which 
they have not succeeded, and I trust that I shall be able to j 
show that non-success has been clearly traceable to the 
absence in part of the statutory basis and the statutory 
powers for getting information, and I propose to go beyond 
that and show that it has been partly due to the absence of 
sanctions in trymg to make fair prices prevail." 

During the earlier years that have followed the war 
of 1914-18, we were protected against the more_serious 
exactions of monopoly. not only bysuChlegal bars as 
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exfst, but also by a far more effective ':>_3.1!~~ The 
war itseU and the luxuriant gro\fth of £lie Immediate 
post-war years led many trades into excessive expan
sion of productive capacity., The decline of the staple 
industries of the North --01 England curtailed con
sumption -both of rawInateriaIS ana of consumable 
goods. The consequent surplus capacity in a number 
of trades made prices low, and monopoly price often 
no more than a long-period normal pric~ IIlj this 
situation monopoly often came to be regarded as 
desirable rather than undesirable. But it was not a 
situation that would persist in~ly. Already 
before 1939 long-period developments had progressively 
,.reabsorbed many of the unemployed workers, and 
simultaneously had eliminated much of the redundant 
capacitYJ(~; weak: mpnopolies of the depression had 
begun t& s ow themselves to be stronger and more, 
dangerous than we had reckon~9KWe might be pro
tected in a period of expansion by the breakdoW1LQL 
SOMe of the loos!:£. terminable asSQfiation~ But many 
ofthem had now operated for long enough to have 
established some intangible community of interest and 
modus vivendi so that their collapse could not be a 
matter of calculation .. It was not the wisdom of experi
ence that led us from the Profiteering Act~ to 
the Agricultural Marketing Act of 1933~ It was a 
change of' environment, a change almost certainly 
less permanent than many at the time supposed, and 
one which even before the present war was itseU being 
progressively m~d. 



CHAPTER XII 

FUTURE POLICY 

§ !. Policy canrwt be Derived wholly from Economic 
Arguments. When we turn from the present to the 
future, and from what is to what ought to be, we move 
inevitably from the field of objective fact into the field 
of subjective judgments. We cannot prove by logic 
hC?w we ought to act. Logic must build upon assump
tions regarding right conduct which we must derive 

·from our ethical or political or religious tenets. And 
with regard to the question of the maintenance or 
destruction of monopoly privilege of one kind or 
another political passions run hottest. We' ca.t!tot 
prove by logic, or by economics as a branch of .logic, 
that human welfare will be maximized if the distri
bution of wealth is made as equal as is possible. how
ever clearly our intuitions may tecommend this to us. 
We cannot prove that there are things of fundamental 
value to be conserved by maintaining ~e traditions 
and structures of our social organization, however 
passionately we may ourselves believe it. And so we 
must not expect complete unanimity of opinion as to 
how the problems of monopoly privilege should be 
handled. 

In these circumstances we can profit more by 
attempting to understand the alternative motives and 

~73 
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po~cies that are possible, than by establishing one line 
of action and seeking to prove that it alone can be 
justified. Let us try then, as objectively and dis
passionately as may be, to examine the various 
alternatives open to us. 

§ 2. A Policy 0/ Inaction. The first, and by far the 
simplest, course .is to do nothing. We may justify 
inaction by saying that, though in theory monopoly 
may appear a most ~erious evil, in practice the damage 
that it does is not very great, and ~ outweighed by 
those 'improvements in efficiency which we have seen 
that it often brings. The evil is not great, it is argued, 
because the establishment of long-period monopolies is 
seldom possible, and where possible their strength is 
inconsiderable. Competition arises not only from 
identical articles or services, but in most cases also 
from alternative means of satisfying a not very specific 
want. Monopoly of one outlet merely diverts demand 
int~ alternative outlets, and the monopoly powq is 
rende~ed negligible. Moreover, it is said, the very 
existence of monopolies serves to stimulate the 
.development of new sources of supply or of new 
substitutes or improved methods. Should we have 
had £40 copper without the earlier extortions of 
Copper Exporters Incorporated? Should we have had 
6d. rubber without the Stevenson restriction schemer ? 
Should we have had the present range of artificial 
manures withollt the monopoly of Chilean nitrates ? 
.• This argument from technical progress must not, 
however, be pressed too far. We must remember that 
a stimulus to invention almost, if not quite, as great is 
provided by the ordinary processes of compe?tion; 
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that losses may be an even greater encouragement to 
economic invention, in the sense of the development of 
cheaper ways of doing things, than are exceptional 
profits; that it has been the collapse of monopolies, 
rather than their existence, which has brought technical 
improvements. 

The view that it is best to do nothing drastic to 
outlaw monopoly, but rather to leave the door open 
for its encouragement, derives support also from those 
who would hold that control of the rate of economic 
change is often necessary. New inventions may bring 
changes of demand which, while benefiting society as a 
whole, do great and lasting damage to existing in
dustries and to those supported by them. Both the 
coal industry and agriculture, in this country, have 
provided examples of the few being asked to suffer for 
the benefit of the many. Similar, and far more severe, 
problems of economic adjustment are lacing those 
African or eastern countries where the exploitation of 
minerals, or the growth of agricultural products ilUch 
as rubber or sugar for world markets, has brought them 
suddenly into contact with western European ecohomic 
methods. The social and political framework of society 
is so closely intertwined with the economic structure 
that there may be, almost certainly are, instances in 
which it is undesirable that economic changes should 
be allowed to exert their full disruptive power ~pon 
society. In such instances a monopoly may help, as it 
probably does in the case;- of the British coal industry 
to-day, to mitigate the extreme violence of the transi
tion. But it must be remembered that it is a dangerous 
device. We are screwing down the safety valve to 
get us out of our difficulties. If we use the opportunity 
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nie~ely to stand still and do nothing. rather than to 
make the most rapid possible change. the ultimate 
explosion may be far more violent than the earlier 
would have been. Monopoly. moreover. while it 
might assist in easing the transition if suitably adminiso

,tered for that purpose, is directed ordinarily to the 
immediate private profit of investors. and profit is 

, almost as likely to be secured by more drastic transition 
as by less. In the case of concentration of output in 
the process of "rationalization," monopoly has in 
many instances aggravated the social damage by 
intense concentration of it in certain districts. 

But by far the strongest resistance to drastic action 
comes from those who would Say, if they sought at all 
to express their motives, that inequality of incomes is 
inevitable and even desirable in a world in which 
individuals are born with unequal talents. You must 
leave the efficient man as well as the inefficient the 
motive to exert himself to the utmost. The great 
me~ of the capitalist system, it has been said, is that 
it succeeds in using the nastiest motives of naSty 
peopll for the ultimate bene1it of society. They would 

'point to the emergence of the problem of incentive 
in Russia, and the apparently growing inequalities 
conseqqent upon the introduction of methods of pay. 
~ent required Ut. the interests of output. " But the 
efficacy of a given incentive depends upon what you 
possess already. The carrot that would tempt the 
hungry donkey would stir the replete millionaire to 
violence of language rather than of action. J / ' 

Allied to those who seek to restrain actioa against 
monopolies' from the narrowest and most selfish of 
Ieasons we find many whose disinterested concern 
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with human welfare it is impossible to doubt. There 
are many responsible economists who believe that it is 
as true now as when Adam Smith, Bentham, Malthus 
and Ricardo shaped the framework of economic 
analysis. that there is more danger in an excess than 
in a deficiency of regulation; that the reaction against 
an over-simplified belief in the economic harmonies 
has gone too far, until it is popularly supposed that any 
form of organization. however top-heavy or unneces
sary. is superior to the absence of visible control; 
that a little less anxiety to introduce the plasticine of 
regulation into the clockwork of State would result in 
its more regular working; that a properly and freely 
working price system is a necessary condition of the 
perfectly operating economic system, with all its 
resources employed. and with all resources devoted to 
their best possible uses. 

For those who hold this view the problem of their 
right attitude to monopoly has always been a difticult 
one. In the competitive struggle the State has ceftain 
functions to perform. It must keep the ring, and see 
that certain rules are observed-the rules, for inStance, 
requiring contracts to be performed. or the rights of. 
property to be observed. Is the freedom of the in
dividual to form combinations one of the rights that 
the State should maintain, or is combination an 
infringement of the rules? That problem was fought 
out. of course, at the beginning of the last century in 
connection Vt'ith the right of workmen to combine in 
Unions. When the earlier attitude of restraint of such 
combinations gave way later to their permission, it was . 
difficult not to extend the same freedom of combination 
to manufacturers as to workers. But if we look at Cle 
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eff~ts of combination, they are disastrous to that 
economic harmony that competition might be expected 
to create. The amount of output is no longer that, or 
even· approximately that, at which marginal utility 
equals marginal disutility. Resources are no longer 
so distributed that everywhere the marginal product 
of labour is, within reasonable limits, identical. 

And so the laisser-faire economist finds himself in a 
quandary. Is a given rise of prices to be suppressed 
as an indication of monopoly, or to be permitted as a 
necessary, but not yet 'sufficient, inducement to new 
competitlon ? If. monopolies were all permanent, 
stable, powerful, the answer might not be difficult. 
But many short-period monopolies are essentially 
,unstable and j,mpermanent. Allow a sufficient price 
rise and the motive to combine will often disappear, 
the bait of easy profits will lead low<ost producers to ~ 
break away and to expand, new producers will corne 
in, and the monopoly is at a much more satisfactory 
end-than the legal big stick could have achieved. But 
the ~adual changes of the last century have indisput
ably strengthened monopoly. It can no longer be 
,treated ordinarily as an unfortunate and occasional 
exception which had best be disregarded in the framing 
of general policy. Policy must now take full account 
of its existence. 

,§ 3. A Policy of Mitigation. The line between those 
who think that no fundamental change should be made. 
and those who think that something snould be done~ 
is naturally ill-defined. A belief in the need for the 
strengthening and rigorous enforcement of the Company 
Laws. or the requirement of adequate publicity is . 
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compatible with that general attitude to the pro~lem 
that has already been described. Nor is there unanimity 
among those who believe that, within the general 
framework of the capitalist system, effective control of 
monopoly is desirable and possible. But we may take 
the recommendations of the Liberal Industrial Inquiryl 
of 1928 as representative of this general attitude, and 
briefly consider them. 

The authors started by drawing attention to the very 
wide field already covered, exclusively or in part, by the 
activities of concerns not operated for private profit, 
or subject to a large measure of public control. Pro
ductive undertakings of this nature (including those 
concerns run by the national and local governments, 
both directly and through appointed ad hoc bodies), 
parliamentary companies, co-operative societies and 
charitable societies, such as universities and schools, 
were employing a capital amounting at that date to 
about £3,000,000,000, or if we add the roads of the 
country, about £4,250,000,000. These figures int1lude, 
however, the parliamentary companies operating rail
ways, tramways, gas, water and electricity under a 
large measure of parliamentary control. While publicl~ 
controlled, it is scarcely accurate to include them in the 
total of companies not operating for private- profit, 
which is here our immediate concern. The parlia
mentary companies employed about £1,376,000,000 of 
the total, leaving a little under £3,000,000,000 as th~ 
total we are seeking. This figure has been substantially 
increased since 1928 by extensions of municipal gas 
and electricity. of local transport services, and of. 

• BriJai,,', IfidlASlritll Fulur.. 1928. pp. 59-Joo. See also Tu 
Nun FIf" Y,,,", J935. pp. 7~ , 
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muAicipal housing. The value of the fixed capital of 
Great Britain in 1928, apart from land values, may be 
put approximately at £14,000,000,000, so that already 
some 20 per cent of the whole was controlled otherwise 
than for private profit. 

The LIberal Report did not recommend any general 
extension of the field of public concerns. But it is 
already so \vide that mere growth of existing services 
might greatly increase the proportion of all economic 
activity so administered. The Report did, however, 
recommend that greater efficiency should be sought 
along the lines of the transfer of the economic functions 
of central and local governments from the political 
bodies themselves (or from committees 'of the political 
bodies) to special, ad hoc, bodies of a more permanent 
character, not recruited from the membership of 
parliament, or of the councils concerned, though 
responsible, -of 'course, to them. Instances of such ad 
hoc, bodies jlXe afforded by the B.B.C., the Central 
Elestricitj Boardl the London Port Authority, or the 
Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, the Metropolitan 
Wate; Board. Several new examples, such as the 

)..ondon Passenger Transport Board, have come into 
existence since 1928. 

To deal with the problem of private monopoly they 
recommend two main lines 0," action. The first, a 
strengthening of the existing Company Law, the 
second, the creation of a new category of public 
companies. They wished to strengthen the Company 
Law mainly as regards the publication of the informa
tion necessary to make the control of directors by 
shareholders a little more of a reality than it ordinarily 
is, and to make it more certain that directors are 
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controlling the firm in the interests of the whole body of 
shareholders and not of their own private pockets. For 
this purpose they recommend far fuller publication 
than was then required of the nature of a company's 
assets and liabilities: of the main sources of revenue 
(trading profits, dividends and interest, profits on sales 
of capital assets, etc.)! of payments to directors! 
and of the share holdings of directors, which were to 
be changed only with the consent of the whole Board. 
They recommend also that an increased responsibility 
be imposed on auditors, who were to be required to 
satisfy themselves that assets were rightly (and not 
merely not excessively) valued, and to draw attention 
to any item in the balance sheet that might mislead. 
Their status and tenure were to be improved so that a 
public-spirited auditor should not be victimized by an 
anro board of directors, and they were to have the 

• right to attend and to speak at all general meetings of 
the company. , 

These were minor, but nevertheless impotiant, 
matters, some of which have in part been remedied by 
subsequent Company Acts. Two more impt>rtant 
recommendations remain. First it was suggested that 
some better measure of control over Boards of Directors
was desirable than can be exercised by a general 
meeting of shareholdeI}l. Methods of appointment and 
reappointment of directors needed overhaul. .. Direc
torships are," they said, .. the pocket boroughs of the 
present day'" For this purpose they advised the 
establishment of Supervisory Councils, analogous to 
those that exist for certain types of companies. in 
Germany, whose functions would be to hear detailed 
reports, to cross-examine and criticize the Board of 
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Din.ctors and to exercise authority over higher appoint
ments, including those of directors. Though not 
suggested in the Report, one might expect the nomina
tion of auditors to be added to their duties. 

Finally, to give increased control over certain types of 
large-scale concerns other than public utilities, they 
recommended the establishment of a new category of 
Public Corporations. The distinction between the 
public company and the public corporation would 
depend partly o~ absolute size, partly on relative 
preponderan<;e in its industry. It was suggested that 
the Board of Trade should have power to require a 
company to bf registered as a Public Corporation if 
its assets exceeded one million pounds or its share of 
the output of the industry was greater than a hall. 
Such a corporation would be subject to inspection at 
intervals by the Board of Trade, which would report 
its rate of profit on capital and turnover, its reserves ' 
and provision for depreciation, its scale of salaries, the 
exte~t of its monopoly, and its various price or output 
agreements. If such examination brought' abuses to 
light, they recommended the adoption of the methods 
of investigation and control recommended by the 
'tommittee on Trusts of 19I9. 

It will be seen that the Liberal proposals relied 
chiefly upon the weapon of publicity. Though they 
could scarcely hope that pUblicity would If protect the 
,bprn gull from the born CI'QOk/' yet they did 'hold that 

If the necessary condition for the right use by the con
sumer of his ultimate weapon against this type of combine, 
nanlely his power in the last resort to carry his custom 
elsewhere, calling into being, if necessary, an elsewhere to 
carry it to, is Publicity. Publicity will protect the c:ombine 
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from unfair aiticism on the part of the public and fkn 
blackmaLl by other powerful interests (by the Press for 
example), and it .ill protect the public by keeping them 
informed of any case where there is oceasion for them to 
put forth their ultimate weapons of reprisal." 

Few disinterested observers would deny the need for 
a.dded light upon the affairs of such powerful corporations 
as do not themselves willingly provide it. Many shady 
transactions are possible only because of the obscurity 
that sunounds the facts that ought to be known to 
shareholders. American traditions of wider publicity 
of many of the vital facts of costs. output. sales and 
revenues have not been found to impair competitive 
powers. But whether we can trust to little eL~ than 
publicity to control oar monopolies is a question far 
more diffi.cult to answer. In the United States in the 
-period before the passing of the Sherman Act the 
activities of the .. muck-rakers ,. pro\-ided wide pub
licity of facts. but did little or nothing immediately to 
curb the offenders. It may be that our monopdlists 
are less pachydermatous. that social pressure is, more 
powerful here. It is a problem that cannot be pro
fitably discus....oo apart from a cfucussion of the power 
and the politics of the Press. and of the intentions of 
those that control it. It would be rash to say that 
anything is imposs.ible to a detennined autocrat in 
Fleet Street. It would be rasher to say that we can 
always rely on that power being exercised as a jury of 
philosophers might have recommended. 

The type of policy recommended by the Liberal 
Inquiry roUges by imperceptible gradations into the 
policies ad\-anced from time to time by the offici.!.l 
Labour Party, with their greater emphasis on the extc:n-
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sion of Sta{e tocialism and upon the extension of' 
consumers' co-operation,. and their smaller trust in the 
efficacy of mere pUblicity as a weapon of defence. 
They are already sufficiently well known to readers 
and since in character they lie between the Liberal 
approach that we have just examined and the more 

.... extreme views that we shall now have to consider, we 
may, despite their greater political importance, for the 
moment pass them by. 

§ 4- A Policy of Abolition. Let us turn now to a rather 
more dramatic analysis of the situation. To this way 
of thinking, monopoly and privilege are among the 
greatest obstacles to human progress. The central 
economic problem is the cure of poverty and the 
creation, so far as our limited resources permit, of 
plenty. But the motive of action is profit. In a r 

perfectly competitive world the motive of profit is 
compatible with maximum output. But in any world 
in wnich competition is not perfect, there is a motive 
to resirict. Moreover ~ such a world there may in the 
complete sense be no equilibrium short of monopoly. 

'"Since by progressive combination profits are pro-
gressively increased. The restriction which would in 
any case be dictated by· self-interest, Js furthered by 
errors of judgment and the tendency to excesses of 
investment in certain types of capital, errors which 
can only be retrieved by agreements of producers to 
limit output. This growing conflict between the general 
interest in plenty and the capital-owner's interest in 
~arcity ':all only be resolved, it is said, by ilie complete 
destruction of monopoly and economic privilege. 

There is a further problem which monopoly 
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gravely complicates. The level of real wages thAt is 
consistent with a given level of employment will be 
lower. the greater is the degree of monopoly. The 
consequent effects on the distribution of wealth are 
themselves sufficiently injurious. but there is an added 
difficulty. With a high degree of monopoly the propor
tion of the national dividend likely to accrue to wealthy 

: persons and be saved. may, as was seen in Chapter VII, 
be in excess of the amount that, with that distribution 
of wealth, can find profitable investment at any practic
able rate of interest. The inability to find a use for 
all the savings that would be made in conditions of 
full employment, may condemn us to the paradoxical 
fate of unemployment in the midst of poverty and 
want. From this impasse, it is said. we can escape only 
by securing a transfer of wealth from rich to poor. 

) But merely to increase money wages would result 
either in unemployment or in a general rise of prices, 
leaving profits in real terms as high as before. We can 
secure a redistribution of wealth with a constant.Ievel 
of employment only by reducing the degree of mono
poly, or by heavy redistributional taxation. • Thus 
the problem of monopoly, it is argued, is fundamental 
to the whole problem of economic stability and 
progress. 

It is fundamental also, it is argued, to the whole 
system of world politics and world peace. For through 
monopoly and the growing preponderance of the 
financier over the industrialist. comes, it is said. the 
highest stage of capitalism. that of imperialism. In 
this stage the monopolists of different countries. having 
outgrown the limits of their own territories and having 
exhausted the possibilities for peaceful expropriation, 

a 
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begfu a struggle' for markets and spheres of influence 
which involves the rival nations in war. 

But it is one thing, those who hold this view would 
argue, to say that monopoly must be abolished, 
anpther to achieve its alilolition. For the whole class 
of those who.' depend on profits for their incomes will 
rally to the defence of the system of economic organiza. 
tion which makes possible their well-being. They will, 
by their own criteria, be acting in the best interests 
of the nation. They will not consciously be preferring 
a sectional to the general welfare. But they will none 
the less use all the powers at their command to preserve 
the existing situation. And since it is impossible to 
separate economic power from political power they 
will not improbably succeed, even though politically 
outnumbered, in frustrating the desired change. 

There must, therefore, inevitably come a painful 
struggle between the class that represents m~>nopoly 
and privilege, and the class that represents the ordinary 
wags or salary earner, and consumer. There must 
always, it Iia.s been said, be a revolution, when the 
forms tlf pow~r do not correspond with the realities of 
power. The forms of power to-da.y are, in Great 
Britain, those of democracy; the realities of power are 
thOSE; of a commercial oligarchy. You may have a 
democratic form of government, you may elect a 
.socialist majority, but big business controls the switch· 
board in the power-station of economic activity, and 
~ bring the whole system to astandstiU when it 
wishes. No body of moderate evolutionists, unpre
pared to rebuild if necessary from the very foundations, 
can exert sufficient control to make the radical changes 
that are demanded. Progress ,by slow evolution is 
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impossible: it would be frustrated by those wltose 
powerful interests are at stake. Socialization by com
pensation is impossible; economic and political power 
would still rest in the hands of those who from being 
owners have become creditors. There is no way from 
the old to the new, save through the painful process 
of expropriation and, in the extremity, destruction. 
During the last century the forms of power have been 
changed in this country from those of oligarchy to 
those of democracy. For our century remains the 
vastly greater task of completing this process, by 
making the realities of power also those of dem.ocracy. 

Many of us who have been brought up to believe that 
the British genius can best be defined as an infinite 
capacity for muddling through, will feel an instinctive 
repugnance to this melodramatic, un-English, analysis 

• of the situation-a repugnance which, our more 
revolutionary friends will tell us. discloses at once a 
refusal to face facts and indisputable evidence of class 
prejudice. Is this an occasion on which once 'Again 
the tortuous 'road of compromise and adjustment will 
deliver us 'at our goal more rapidly than direct on
slaught? Can we deal with monopoly not by a massed 
attack along the whole front, but by enveloping first 
one and then another salient? Cannot death duties 
and supertax be left to deal slowly but effectively with 
the undesired survivals of excessive economic power, 
if such there be? Have ordinary investors in Central 
Electricity Board stock or in Local Loans any more real 
monopolist stranglehold over consumers of electricity 
or occupiers of council houses. than have the subscribers 
of the various Russian State Loans over Russian 
consumers ? 
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~ Central Africa there are to be found two methods 
of road building. In the Belgian Congo the roads march 
with undeviating straightness from horizon to horizon. 
When the Belgian road encounters an ant-hill (and tho 
industrious African ant makes hills fully as high as a 
house) it turns neither to right nor to left. The ant-hill 
must go. When you cross to Rhodesia, the road 
resembles the familiar English lane. When it encounters 
an ant-hill it passes it by with a sweep. Which of the 
two has the right sense of fitness and economy? 

§ 5. Th4 ·Problem 0/ Choice. Between the limits set by 
these alternative policies of inaction, of mitigation, of 
abolition, choice must lie. The problems are far wider 
than can be settled on economic grounds alone. For 
decisions made in the economic field will afiect the 
whole social framework of our country. They involve 
our most deep-rooted political, social. economic, even 
religious principles. But we cannot be blind to these 
broaGer issues which impinge upon our studies, and 
preteqd that they lie beyond the horizon of a strictly 
defined economics. If we seek to exclude them wholly 
irom our scope, and more especially from the scope of 
an examination of monopoly, we shall confine ourselves 
to a profitless academic discussion of an unreal world. 

But ~ough we cannot hope to reach any unassailable 
conclusion, free from the ambiguities that are inherent 
~ honest difierences of judgment with regard to the 
proper ends of society, it is nevertheless incumbent upon . 
us to learn what we can from experience. From those 
wl10 would plead for inaction we must inquire I Has 
comparative inaction during the last century left 11!1 

with no serious present problem of monopoly 1 Were 
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the United States and Germany wrong in thinking tba' 
special legislation was necessary? Has the growing 
scale of business and the growing concentration of 
economic power caused us no problems that ~ for 
control? From those who believe in a policy of miti· 
gation we must ask I Has control in fact proved 
efIective? Did the experience of the United States 
suggest tha~ .. bust-busting" was efIective? Were 
monopolies under sufficient control in Weimar Germany. 
or in the United States t<Klay? Can such bodies as 
the Cartel Court, or the Federal Trade Commission, 
be given powers, and expected to exercise them in 
such a way as to protect the consumer and not merely 
the weaker producer? Has publicity proved itself an 
adequate weapon? From those who believe in root 
and branch extirpation we must demand I Can the 
end that you, and perhaps we also, have in view, be 
achieved by no less painful process? Cannot piecemeal 
elimination efIect the same result ·without so much 
damage? Does the advantage of a speedier transit jon 
outweigh the loss of continuity, the destruction of so 
much that is valuable in tradition and experience: the 
probable wastage of organizing and technical ability. 
the chances of bloodshed and warfare? Are you not 
guilty of that greatest of all sins against society. the 
desire to compress the slow evolution of future history 
into the compass of your own lifetime 1 
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